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Abstract:  

This doctoral thesis provides contributions to the field of 
cybersecurity risk management, in particular to cybersecurity risk 
management drivers, cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks, and IoT security best practices. The main thesis 
contributions include: 
• The critical evaluation of thirteen current cyber threat 

categories using a proposed threat rating method; 
• The critical evaluation of cybersecurity-related legislations via 

a proposed evaluation method; 
• The critical evaluation of cybersecurity risk management 

frameworks through a proposed evaluation methodology; 
• The development of the IoT security risk management 

reference model (IoTSRM2) based on a proposed 
methodology, and the critical evaluations for the IoTSRM2; 

• The undertaking of the IoTSRM2-based survey using a 
proposed survey methodology, the reporting of the survey 
findings, and the discussion on the IoTSRM2-based survey 
study. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Nowadays, organizations from all over the world leverage technological 

advances at an unprecedented pace while operating in a risky business environment 
that is shaped by the proliferation of rampant cyber threats and the ever-changing 
cybersecurity regulatory landscape. From a cybersecurity perspective this status quo 
is quite worrying for many organizations as they rely on reactive cybersecurity-related 
strategies, and it is more worrying when they embrace IoT technologies.  

Given the prevalence of poor cybersecurity risk management practices and 
the widespread absence of robust IoT security risk management strategies in 
organizations, the purpose of this doctoral thesis is to contribute to the improvement 
of the cybersecurity risk management and of the IoT security risk management 
strategy in particular. In this context, this thesis aims to support cybersecurity 
practitioners to frame or reframe their cybersecurity-related risk management 
strategies in advance of future cyber attacks. 

Thus, considering that strategic analysis is of paramount importance to 
strategy formulation and that leveraging planning instruments is essential for 
developing actionable strategies, first, this thesis focuses on providing overviews of 
the key drivers of and enablers for cybersecurity risk management. With respect to 
the key drivers, the thesis provides an overview of the cyber threat landscape by 
consolidating thirteen current cyber threat categories and an overview of the key 
cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations in three selected jurisdictions. With 
respect to the key enablers, the thesis provides an overview of several well-renowned 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks and an overview of some of the key IoT 
security best practices using a proposed taxonomic hierarchy. 

Then, the thesis extends the research on the cybersecurity risk management 
drivers by critically evaluating the thirteen cyber threat categories based on the 
proposed cyber threat rating method and critically evaluating the in-scope 
cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations based on the proposed method for 
evaluating cybersecurity-related legislations from the perspective of organizational 
understanding to managing cybersecurity risk. 

Afterwards, the thesis extends the research on the cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks by critically evaluating eight cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks based on the proposed methodology for evaluating 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks. 

Furthermore, the thesis extends the research on IoT security best practices 
by proposing a methodology for developing the IoT security risk management strategy 
reference model (IoTSRM2) based on cybersecurity risk management and IoT security 
best practices, developing the IoTSRM2 based on the proposed methodology, critically 
evaluating seven informative references in relation to the proposed IoTSRM2, and 
providing the related work for the proposed IoTSRM2. Then, this research work is 
further extended by proposing a survey methodology based on the IoTSRM2 and 
survey design best practices to address 14 research questions, undertaking the 
IoTSRM2-based survey, analysing the survey responses, reporting the survey 
findings, and providing the related work for the IoTSRM2-based survey study.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1. Background of the Doctoral Thesis 
 
This subchapter provides the background of cybersecurity risk management 

and then it provides the background of Internet of Things (IoT). 
 
 

1.1.1. Cybersecurity Risk Management: Background 
 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Giu+21], cyberspace is “a man-made digital ecosystem interconnecting 
organizations, people, processes, and technologies online, including the Internet, 
telecommunications networks, business processes, technology components, and 
resident information being in use, in motion or at rest [Cab11a], [Uni14], [Ban16], 

[ETS17]” [Giu+21]. It enables “system interconnections, streamlined operations, 
market reach, instant communications, and massive information exploitation and 

dissemination across remote locations [Ban16]” [Giu+21]. 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Giu+21], nowadays, organizations are innovating at an unprecedented pace 
and investing in “Digital Transformation (DX)” initiatives worldwide by “increasingly 
leveraging cyberspace and emerging digital technologies including cloud computing 
[Lon+12], [Lon+13a], Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), Internet of Things 
(IoT)/connected devices and sensors, Robotic and Intelligent Process Automation 
(RPA and IPA), Artificial Intelligence (AI), advanced data analytics, mobile and social 
technologies, and novel digital solutions, to drive intelligence-led decision-making, 
bring new operational efficiencies, enhance Customer Experience (CX), accelerate 
productivity, and achieve commercial or governmental edge, significant economic 
benefits, and growth [Pop+18], [EY18a], [ENI18a], [EY17a], [WEF18a], [PwC17]” 

[Giu+21]. Notwithstanding, institutional digitalization and interconnection in the 
cyberspace “are expanding the attack surface of modern organizations through 
infusion of complexity and diversification of attack avenues to Information Technology 
(IT) and Operational Technology (OT) infrastructures, while generating enormous 
amounts of data including operational and financial information, Intellectual Property 
(IP), trade secrets, or Personally Identifiable Information (PII) that can be harnessed 
by hostile actors ranging from organized crime to state-sponsored agents trying to 
abuse this data [Pop+18], [ENI18a], [PwC18], [Ali+14], [Lin+18], [ISF14], [PwC16], 

[Del12]” [Giu+21]. 
Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 

the research paper [Giu+21], the global cyber threat landscape is “incessantly 
evolving and sophisticating predominantly driven by monetization of cybercrime and 
espionage motives of rampant cyber offenders competing or joining forces to 
outmaneuver cyber defenders and gain greater rewards from the ubiquitous DX race 
[EY18a], [ENI18a], [Ali+14], [Lin+18], [Ver18], [Del17a], [EY14]” [Giu+21]. These 
omnipresent threat agents are accelerating innovation in cybercrime space by 
“sharing cyber threat intelligence and capitalizing on the anonymity of darknets and 
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cryptocurrency along with the escalating cyber dependency, and consequently, are 
advancing their tradecraft and Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) to 
effectively orchestrate upscaled cyberattacks and achieve their intended malicious 
outcomes [ENI18a], [Ali+14], [WEF18b], [Eur17], [IBM18a], [Mav+17]” [Giu+21]. 
Hence, recent threat related research in the cyberspace highlighted “the worrying 
proliferation of threat agents and attack vectors, and revealed malware including self-
propagating ransomware (e.g., WannaCry and NotPetya outbreaks), information 
stealing banking Trojans botnets (e.g., Dridex, Ramnit, Emotet), Remote Access 
Trojans (RATs) (e.g., Gh0st), mobile malware, and other malicious software, as one 
of the most prominent cyber threats with respect to the mass and diversity of the 
potential targets and the probable magnitude of impact [ENI18a], [Ver18], [Eur17], 
[IBM18a], [CIS18a], [BSI17]” [Giu+21]. 

Consequently, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Giu+21], “the risks of confidential information exfiltration and 
industrial espionage, data leakage, critical infrastructure sabotage, information 
system tampering, prolonged service disruption, and the like, which in turn might 
result in adverse consequences such as penalties or legal liabilities, financial distress, 
reputational harm, brand depreciation, or worse, in the cyberspace are relentlessly 
intensifying both in prevalence and disruptive potential [ISF14], [WEF18b], 
[Deu+14]” [Giu+21]. Furthermore, according to the research study conducted by 
Juniper Research in 2017, “the costs associated with cyber-attacks are estimated to 
amount to over USD 8 trillion in the next five years [WEF18b], [Eur17], [Jun17]” 
[Giu+21]. In this context, based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Giu+21], “the holistic process of protecting the 
Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA triad) of information and information 
systems and controlling access to information in the cyberspace by identifying, 
assessing, and responding to cybersecurity and privacy risks at all levels is paramount 
to successfully prevent, detect, and respond to cyber attacks or other adverse events 
linked to cyber harm through people, processes and technology, and to effectively de-
risk the cybersecurity posture of organizations [Pop+18], [PwC18], [Deu+14], 
[NIS18a], [ENI17a]” [Giu+21]. In other words, cybersecurity risk management 
becomes of particular importance to effectively address cybersecurity and privacy 
risks [Giu+21]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Giu+21], authority structures including country governments and 
authorities from multiple jurisdictions “have reacted to address these issues resulting 
from the ongoing digital revolution and the ever-escalating cyber threat landscape by 
sanctioning more demanding statutory and regulatory requirements to regulate the 
conduct pertaining to governing and managing cyber and data privacy risks, and to 
prescribe organizations to prove compliance with applicable cybersecurity mandates 
[EY17a], [Ali+14], [Del17a], [BSI17], [May18]” [Giu+21]. Thus, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Giu+21], a few 
notable examples of regulatory initiatives include: 

• “General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) imposing heavy sanctions worldwide 

on organizations for non-compliance with the protection of privacy and PII of 

European Union (EU) citizens [BSI17], [Del18a]” [Giu+21]; 

• “Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) mandating banks to open their IT 

infrastructure to Third Party Payment Service Providers (TPPs) for better payment 

efficiency while having to ensure greater payments security and fraud protection 

[BSI17], [EY17b]” [Giu+21]; 
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• “Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems (NIS Directive) 

requiring EU member states to transpose the NIS Directive in their national laws 

by May 2018, and within six more months, to identify the Operators of Essential 

Services (OES) and Digital Service Providers (DSPs) (i.e., operators of critical 

infrastructures) which will be subject to the NIS Directive including risk 

management and incident reporting obligations [BSI17], [EY17c], [ENI16a]” 

[Giu+21]; 

• “New York State (NY) Department of Financial Services (DFS) cybersecurity 

requirements mandating NY DFS-regulated organizations to meet specific 

cybersecurity requirements including, among others, to design, implement, and 

maintain a cybersecurity programme, and undergo annual certification for 

compliance with the NY DFS [EY17d], [Del18b]” [Giu+21]. 

In this context, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Giu+21], organizations are faced with “a clear need for improving 
the maturity of their cybersecurity risk management capabilities to keep pace with 
the ever-evolving cyber threats, accelerated institutional digitalization, and more and 
more stringent domestic and cross-border security and privacy legal and regulatory 
requirements” [Giu+21]. Meanwhile, national and international standardization 
bodies along with multiple other entities “strive in supporting and steering 
organizations to enhance their cybersecurity maturity stance and achieve greater 
compliance through various cybersecurity risk management works involving the 
development of frameworks, standards, voluntary guidance, and best practices that 
can be leveraged by organizations to fuel their cybersecurity risk management 
initiatives [May18]” [Giu+21]. In a very simplified form, the strategic outcomes of 
these initiatives can be divided into two categories: frameworks and framework 
enablers (e.g., standards, methodologies). In this view, these initiatives are centered 
around cybersecurity risk management frameworks and that is why a subchapter (i.e., 
Chapter 2.3) is dedicated to providing an overview of these frameworks and a 
separate chapter (i.e., Chapter 4) is dedicated to discussing some of these 
frameworks. 

Thus, the remaining of this sub-subchapter focuses on defining and outlining 
cybersecurity risk management concepts. Then the subchapter focuses on defining 
and providing a few examples with description of some of the most widespread 
standards, methodologies, and methods as “these terms are used inconsistently in 
the literature surrounding the cybersecurity risk management topic and because 
exploring all possible framework enablers would be impracticable within the scope of 
this subchapter” [Giu+21]. The overview of cybersecurity risk management 
standards, methods, and methodologies was also discussed in one of my research 
papers [Giu+21] and in my first PhD report [Pop20]. 

 
 

1.1.1.1 Cybersecurity Risk Management Concepts 

 
This sub-sub-subchapter provides the definitions of selected terms, presents 

the cybersecrurity risk management process, and outlines the key domains relevant 
for a cybersecurity risk management strategy.  

First, this sub-sub-subchapter defines selected terms that are relevant for 
cybersecurity risk management: 
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• “Cybersecurity”: the process of protecting the Confidentiality, Integrity, and 
Availability (CIA triad) of information and information systems and controlling 
access to information in the cyberspace by preventing, detecting, and responding 
to cyber attacks [NIS18a]; 

• “Confidentiality”: the property that information is preserved secret to 
unauthorized entities [NIS19a]; 

• “Integrity”: the property that data has not been tampered by unauthorized 
entities or altered in an accidental way [NIS19a]; 

• “Availability”: the property that assets are readily accessible to and usable by 
authorized entities in a reliable manner [NIS19a]; 

• “Cybersecurity strategy”: the strategy that makes way for a cybersecurity 
programme, addresses how organizations intend to go about preventing, 
detecting, and responding to cyber attacks, and aims to achieve cyber resilience 
and other intended outcomes [Sto21], [NIS19a];  

• “Cybersecurity programme”: a programme established, implemented, and 
maintained to assure adequate cybersecurity [NIS19a]; 

• “Cyber resilience”: the ability to adapt to dynamic conditions, maintain 
essential operational capabilities at all times, and withstand and recover in time 
from adverse cyber events [CNS15], [NIS11], [NIS19a]; 

• “Vulnerability”: weakness in an information system or system security or 
privacy controls (i.e., administrative, technical, and physical) that may be 
exploited or triggered by a cyber threat [NIS12a], [NIS19a]; 

• “Attack surface”: the set of points on the boundary of a system, a system 
element, or an environment where an attacker could exploit a vulnerability 
[NIS19a]; 

• “Cyber threat”: any event that may harm organizational operations, assets, or 
stakeholders through an information system by exercising (i.e., triggering or 
exploiting) a vulnerability [NIS19a]; 

• “Cyber attack”: an attack, via cyberspace, that harms organizational 
operations, assets, or stakeholders for the purposes of achieving malicious 
outcomes [ENI17a], [NIS19a]; 

• “Cybercrime”: any criminal activity facilitated through cyberspace [ENI17a]; 
• “Cyber harm”: any adverse impact on an individual or organization (i.e., 

physical or digital, economic, psychological, reputational, social or societal) that 
would be caused if a cyber threat exercises a vulnerability [NIS19a]; 

• “Cybersecurity risk”: a measure of the extent to which an organization is 
threatened by a cyber threat, and typically a function of the corresponding degree 
of cyber harm and likelihood of this harm occurring [NIS12a], [NIS19a]; 

• “Privacy risk”: a measure of the extent to which an organization is threatened 
by the loss of control over personal information, and typically a function of the 
corresponding degree of harm and likelihood of this harm occurring [NIS19a]; 

• “Cybersecurity risk management”: coordinated activities to direct and control 
the approach to identifying, assessing, responding to, and monitoring 
cybersecurity risk [ISO18c] [NIS18a]; 

• “Cybersecurity risk management strategy”: the strategy that addresses how 
organizations intend to identify, assess, respond to, and monitor cybersecurity 
risk, while making explicit the cybersecurity risk appetite and tolerance 
statements [NIS19a]; 

• “Cybersecurity risk appetite”: broad-based amount of cybersecurity risk, an 
organization is willing to accept in pursuit of its mission objectives [NIS19a]; 
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• “Cybersecurity risk tolerance”: the level of cybersecurity risk that is 
acceptable to organizations [CNS15], [NIS19a]. 

Then, Fig. 1.1 presents a general overview of a cybersecurity risk 
management process. This cybersecurity risk management process involves certain 
activities that can be cyclical (i.e., depending on the degree of sufficiency of 
information derived from the risk assessment and/or risk treatment activities) for 
refinement purposes, and it is comprised of context establishment, cybersecurity risk 
assessment (i.e., “risk identification”, “risk analysis”, and “risk evaluation”), 
cybersecurity risk treatment, cybersecurity risk acceptance, cybersecurity risk 
communication and consultation, and cybersecurity risk monitoring and review 
[ISO18c]. First, the context establishment or risk framing according to the NIST, 
establishes the context in which risk-based decisions are made [NIS11]. Moreover, 
this framing of cybersecurity risk produces a cybersecurity risk management strategy 
as its principal output, which defines, inter alia, the scope, assumptions (i.e., to enable 
consistent characterization/determination of cyber threats, vulnerabilities, cyber 
harm, and likelihood of cyber harm occurrence), constraints (e.g., financial 
limitations, regulatory requirements, cultural constraints), cybersecurity risk 
tolerance (e.g., levels of risk, types of risk), priorities, and approach for managing 
cybersecurity risk [NIS11], [NIS12a]. Second, the cybersecurity risk assessment 
identifies, analyzes (i.e., using qualitative and/or quantitative risk analysis methods), 
and evaluates the cybersecurity risk [ISO18c]. This assessment of cybersecurity risk 
involves the identification of cyber threats, the discovery of vulnerabilities, and the 
determination of cybersecurity risk (i.e., by looking at cyber threats, vulnerabilities, 
likelihoods, and cyber harms) [NIS11], [NIS12a]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.1. A cybersecurity risk management process [ISO18c] 
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Third, the cybersecurity risk treatment and risk acceptance make up the 
cybersecurity risk response component that involves the identification of 
cybersecurity risk response (i.e., accept/retain, avoid, mitigate/reduce, or 
share/transfer the risks), the evaluation of alternative courses of action for 
cybersecurity risk response, the decision on the appropriate course of action for 
cybersecurity risk response (i.e., based on the risk tolerance), and the implementation 
of the selected course of action for cybersecurity risk response [NIS11]. Then, the 
cybersecurity risk monitoring and review or risk monitoring according to the NIST, 
identifies cybersecurity risk-impacting changes to the organizational context (i.e., to 
information systems and environments of operation) and monitors and reviews the 
cybersecurity risk management process for continuous improvement [ISO18c]. In 
addition, the cybersecurity risk monitoring involves the development of a 
cybersecurity risk monitoring strategy that guides the compliance monitoring (i.e., to 
ensure that the needed implementation of cybersecurity risk response is achieved), 
the effectiveness monitoring (i.e., to ensure that the implemented cybersecurity risk 
response is effective), the monitoring of changes (i.e., to ensure that the awareness 
of cybersecurity risk-impacting changes is maintained), the degree of automation 
employed for cybersecurity risk monitoring (i.e., to ensure that automation is 
employed where feasible instead of relying on manual monitoring), and the frequency 
of the monitoring activities [NIS11]. Finally, the cybersecurity risk communication and 
consultation which is associate with the entire cybersecurity risk management process 
involves the exchange of cybersecurity risk information between the key stakeholders 
[ISO18c]. 

Furthermore, given that the cybersecurity risk management strategy guides 
and underpins the cybersecurity risk management, this sub-sub-subchapter briefly 
outlines the key domains of the cybersecurity risk management strategy. Moreover, 
according to the NIST [NIS18b], the cybersecurity risk management strategy aligns 
with the “NIST Cybersecurity Framework (CSF) Identify Function” (i.e., establishes an 
organizational understanding for managing cybersecurity risk) [NIS18a]. Thus, the 
key domains of the cybersecurity risk management strategy correspond to the six 
categories of the “NIST CSF Identify Function” (i.e., groups of cybersecurity 
outcomes), namely: 

• “Asset Management (ID.AM)”: the organization’s assets (e.g., data, 
personnel, devices, systems, and facilities) are identified and managed in line 
with their criticality to organization’s mission objectives and enterprise risk 
management strategy [NIS18a]; 

• “Business Environment (ID.BE)”: the organization’s mission, objectives, 
stakeholders, activities, and priorities are understood, and they inform the 
cybersecurity roles, responsibilities, and risk management decisions [NIS18a]; 

• “Governance (ID.GV)”: the administrative cybersecurity controls (e.g., 
policies, procedures, processes) to manage the organization’s constraints (e.g., 
regulatory, legal, risk, environmental, and operational requirements) are 
established, understood, and inform the cybersecurity risk management 
[NIS18a]; 

• “Risk Assessment (ID.RA)”: the organization’s cybersecurity risk to 
organizational operations (including mission, functions, image, or reputation), 
assets, and stakeholders is identified, analysed, evaluated, and understood 
[NIS18a]; 

• “Risk Management Strategy (ID.RM)”: the organization’s priorities, 
constraints, risk tolerances, and assumptions for managing cybersecurity risk are 
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established, understood, and used to support the making of cybersecurity risk-
based decisions [NIS18a];  

• “Supply Chain Risk Management (ID.SC)”: the organization’s priorities, 
constraints, risk tolerances, assumptions, and processes for managing 
cybersecurity risk are established, understood, and used to support the making 
of risk-based decisions with regard to cyber supply chain risk management 
[NIS18a]. 

 
 

1.1.1.2 Cybersecurity Risk Management Standards 

 
The definition of a “standard” provided in this sub-sub-subchapter “is derived 

from and based on the definitions of the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO), International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU), and British Standards Institution (BSI)” [Giu+21]. 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Giu+21], the term “standard” is defined as “an agreed best practice developed by an 
external standards organization which consists of requirements, specifications, 
guidelines or characteristics for activities or for their results, that are generally 
complied with for making a product, managing a process, delivering a service or 
supplying materials”. Furthermore, “standards cover a wide range of subjects and are 
widely adopted by organizations, used by their customers, and applied for reference in 
national and international laws or regulations [ISO18a], [IEC18], [ITU18], [BSI18]” 
[Giu+21]. 

From the myriad of standards relevant to cybersecurity risk management 
[ISO18b], [Cro13], [ENI15], this overview of the most common standards (see Table 
1.1 and Table 1.2) focuses on “selecting various widely used cybersecurity and risk 
management standards which are not specifically targeting products or services and 
can be leveraged by any organization regardless of type, size, or sector” [Giu+21]. 
Therefore, based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Giu+21], the categories of standards pertaining to cybersecurity risk 
management that are considered beyond the scope of this overview are enumerated 
below along with a couple of examples of standards corresponding to each category: 

• “Standards related to individual products or services” [ISO18b], [Cro13], 
[ENI15], [CSC16], [ISA16], [Giu+21]: 
– “Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS) Publication 140-

2 published by National Institute of Standards and Technology, provides 
security requirements for cryptographic modules” 

– “ISO/IEC 27039:2015 provides guidelines for assisting organizations in 
selecting, deploying, and operating Intrusion Detection and Prevention 
Systems (IDPS)” 

– “Standards specifically targeting cloud services (e.g., ISO/IEC 27017:2015, 
ISO/IEC 27018:2014)” 

– “ISO/IEC 17021 consists of requirements for bodies providing audit and 
certification of management systems” 

– “ISA/IEC 62443 series of standards on the cyber security of industrial 
automation and control systems” 

• “Standards describing sector-related security guidelines” [ISO18b], [Cro13], 
[ENI15], [CSC16], [Giu+21]: 
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– “Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI/DSS) version 3.2.1 for 
financial services issued by PCI Security Council” 

– “ISO/IEC 27011 for telecommunication industry” 
– “Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA) for healthcare” 
– “ISO/IEC 27019 for energy utility industry” 

• “Standards developed to be adhered by a specific type of organization”, such as 
[Cro13], [Giu+21]: 
– “HMG Information Assurance Standard no. 6 (2011) issued by Cabinet Office 

and CESG for protecting personal data and managing information risk; it is 
aimed for central government departments, agencies, their suppliers and 
service providers [Cab11b]” 

• “Standards developed to be adhered by a specific organization size”, such as 
[Cro13], [Giu+21]: 
– “The Standard of Information Assurance for Small and Medium sized 

Enterprises (IASME)” 

In short, this overview of standards is focused on two categories of standards: 
“cybersecurity risk management” and “generic risk management” [Giu+21]. Further, 
Fig. 1.2 outlines the selected standards relevant to each of the two categories of 
standards. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.2. Selected standards related to cybersecurity risk management [Pop20] 

Hence, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Giu+21], the tables below (i.e., Table 1.1 and Table 1.2) provide an 
overview of the selected standards relevant to cybersecurity risk management by 
mapping the standards to their corresponding category (i.e., “cybersecurity risk 
management”, and “generic risk management”), and each table provides for each 
standard the following details: “publisher name”, “short description”, and “access (i.e., 
free of charge, not freely available, freely available to members)” [Giu+21]. As shown 
in Table 1.1, the selected “cybersecurity risk management standards” provide 
requirements for the “Information Security Management System (ISMS)”, general 
guidelines for the “ISMS”, general guidelines for information security risk 
management, guidelines for cybersecurity, or requirements for cybersecurity risk 
management. 
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Table 1.1. Overview of selected cybersecurity risk management standards [Giu+21] 

Standard 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“ISO/IEC 

27001:2013” 

“ISO and IEC” “Provides requirements for establishing, 

implementing, reviewing, maintaining, and 

improving an information security management 

system [ISO18b], [ENI06], [Cro13], [ISO13a]” 

[Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“ISO/IEC 

27002:2013” 

“ISO and IEC” “It is a code of practice for information security 

controls which provides general guidelines for 

the selection and implementation of security 

controls [ISO18b], [ISO13b]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“ISO/IEC 

27005:2018” 

“ISO and IEC” “Provides general guidelines for information 

security risk management by describing the 

information security risk management process 

from context establishment to communication 

and consultation; it is the updated version of 

ISO/IEC 27005:2011 standard [ISO18b], 

[ISO18c], [ENI06], [Tau14]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“ISO/IEC 

27032:2012” 

“ISO and IEC” “It is twofold: firstly, it specifies cybersecurity 

guidelines for improving the state of 

cybersecurity by introducing technical 

cybersecurity controls to protect against 

common cybersecurity risks in the cyberspace, 

and secondly, it provides a framework to 

enable stakeholders to share cybersecurity 

information and handle security incidents 

[Del12], [ISO18b], [WIS16], [ISO12]” 

[Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“The 2011 

Standard of 

Good Practice 

for 

Information 

Security” 

“Information 

Security Forum 

(ISF)” 

“Addresses four categories of information 

security good practice (i.e., security 

governance, security requirements, control 

framework, and security monitoring and 

improvement). For each category the standard 

provides a number of security-related areas 

under which it describes their corresponding 

topics with associated set of statements 

[ISF11]” [Giu+21]. 

Freely 

available 

to 

members 

“BSI standard 

100-1 

Management 

Systems for 

Information 

Security 

(ISMS) - 

Version 1.5” 

“Federal Office 

for Information 

Security of 

Germany (BSI 

Germany)” 

“Provides general requirements for an 

Information Security Management System 

(ISMS) which are defined as part of the 

overview given for each of the four components 

of an ISMS (i.e., management principles, 

resources for IT operations and information 

security, involving personnel in the information 

security process, and information security 

process). This standard was designed to be 

fully compatible with ISO/IEC 27001 standard 

[BSI08a]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 
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Standard 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“BSI standard 

100-2 IT-

Grundschutz 

Methodology - 

Version 2.0” 

“Federal Office 

for Information 

Security of 

Germany (BSI 

Germany)” 

“Provides a detailed description of the activities 

involved in implementing the requirements 

defined as part of the BSI Standard 100-1, that 

are to be used for setting up and operating an 

ISMS [BSI08b]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“Publicly 

Available 

Specification 

(PAS) 

555:2013” 

“British 

Standards 

Institution (BSI 

UK)” 

Titled "Cyber security risk. Governance and 

management. Specification", it consists “of 

requirements for governing and managing 

cyber security risks and addresses the cyber 

security technical aspects, the physical, cultural 

and behavioral measures, together with 

effective leadership and governance [ENI15]” 

[Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Giu+21], while Table 1.1 shows the overview of the selected standards relevant 
to “cybersecurity risk management” category issued by “ISO/IEC”, “ISF”, “BSI UK”, 
and “BSI Germany”, Table 1.2 provides an overview of selected standards relevant to 
“generic risk management” category published by “ISO”, “IEC”, and “the Institute of 
Risk Management (IRM)” [Giu+21]. As shown in Table 1.2, the selected “generic risk 
management standards” provide principles and guidelines on risk management or 
guidelines on risk assessment. 
 

Table 1.2. Overview of selected generic risk management standards [Giu+21] 

Standard 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“ISO 

31000:2018” 

“ISO” “Provides principles on risk management and 

guidelines on risk management framework and 

process, and it is cross-industry and cross-

sector [IRM18]; it is the revised version of ISO 

31000:2009 [ISO18d]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“ISO/IEC 

31010:2009” 

“ISO and IEC” “Provides an overview of risk assessment 

concepts and process having a separate section 

for describing the selection of risk assessment 

techniques by defining the relevant factors to 

be considered while making the selection (i.e., 

availability of resources, the nature and degree 

of uncertainty, and complexity) and describing 

a range of risk assessment techniques for 

selection and adoption while conducting risk 

assessments [ISO09], [Cro17]” [Giu+21].  

Not 

freely 

available 

“A risk 

management 

standard 

(2002)” 

“The Institute 

of Risk 

Management” 

“Provides a description of the risk management 

process with its associated activities including 

assessing (i.e., analyzing and evaluating), 

treating, reporting, and monitoring risks for the 

purpose of meeting the organization’s strategic 

objectives throughout the entire risk 

management process [IRM02]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 
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1.1.1.3 Cybersecurity Risk Management Methodologies 

 
Considering that “the terms methodology and method are used either 

interchangeably or as having different meanings”, it is important to “avoid any 
confusion and delineate a clear distinction between the two terms at first [Mac+06]” 
[Giu+21]. Hence, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Giu+21], a method can be defined as “a focused mode of applying 
systematic rules, procedures or tools providing a logical path and sequence of actions 
for data collection and analysis to produce information and complete an activity or 
obtain a result [Ion13], [Mac+06], [Gha+10]” [Giu+21]. As for methodology, based 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Giu+21], 
this can be viewed as “the recommended series of orderly activities based on certain 
rational, designed to accomplish a specific objective or other intended outcome 
enabling the overall approach to a particular engagement or initiative [Pal+03], 
[Avi+02]” [Giu+21]. Consequently, based on the information disseminated by the 
author through the research paper [Giu+21], it can be argued that “risk assessment 
and management methodologies guide the structure of the risk assessment and 
management processes which are much broader than the many underlying methods 
that may support the multiple activities involved in these processes”. For illustration, 
“according to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) an 
assessment method is the action of examining, interviewing, or testing for evidence 
collection during an assessment, whereas a risk assessment methodology is a risk 
assessment process, together with an explicit risk model, a method type to assess 
risks (e.g., quantitative, qualitative, or semi-qualitative), and a preset focus [NIS13], 
[NIS12a]” [Giu+21]. 

As “there are quite a few risk assessment and management methodologies 
mentioned in the literature” [Giu+21], this sub-sub-subchapter concentrates on 
merely a few notable methodologies. In this sense, this sub-sub-subchapter provides 
a few methodologies unveiling characteristics that “resemble a particular category 
pertaining to cybersecurity risk management”, specifically [Giu+21]: 

• “Cybersecurity risk assessment”; 
• “Cybersecurity risk management”; 
• “Cybersecurity maturity assessment”. 

Further, Fig. 1.3 highlights the methodologies selected for each of the 
aforementioned categories. 
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Fig. 1.3. Selected cybersecurity risk management methodologies [Pop20] 

Therefore, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Giu+21], Tables 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 “highlight a few widely adopted 
methodologies corresponding to the aforementioned categories and useful for 
conducting cybersecurity risk assessments, managing cybersecurity risks, and 
establishing the organization’s maturity state of cybersecurity practices by 
benchmarking the current state against peer organizations or a pre-defined target 
maturity state based on a capability maturity model (i.e., designed according to 
standards and best practice or regulatory requirements)” [Giu+21]. Moreover, these 
tables provide additional details mapped against each methodology including: “the 
publisher”, “a short description”, along with “the corresponding access (i.e., free of 
charge, not freely available, freely available to members)” [Giu+21]. 
 

Table 1.3. Overview of selected cybersecurity risk assessment methodologies [Giu+21] 

Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“The Guide 

for 

Conducting 

Risk 

Assessments 

(SP 800-30, 

Revision 1)” 

“National 

Institute of 

Standards and 

Technology” 

“Focuses exclusively on the information security 

risk assessment component of a holistic, 

organization-wide risk management process 

[NIS12a], [NIS12b]. Describes the basic 

concepts associated with assessing information 

security risk within organizations [NIS12a]. And 

it provides the process of assessing information 

security risk and guidance for the tasks 

pertaining to preparing for conducting, 

communicating findings, sharing risk-related 

information, and maintaining the risk 

assessment [NIS12a]. Appendices provide 

additional supporting risk assessment 

information including, among others, a 

taxonomy of threat sources (i.e., adversarial 

Free of 

charge 
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Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

and non-adversarial), examples of threat 

events that could be initiated and of adverse 

impacts associated with threat events, 

qualitative and semi-quantitative sample 

assessment scales for threat source 

characteristics, vulnerabilities, likelihood of 

occurrence, impact of threat events, level of 

risk, along with sample templates for 

identification of threat sources, threat events 

(i.e., based on relevance), vulnerabilities, 

adverse impacts, and risk [NIS12a]” [Giu+21]. 

“The 

Operationally 

Critical 

Threat, Asset, 

and 

Vulnerability 

Evaluation 

(OCTAVE) 

methodology, 

OCTAVE 

Allegro” 

“Carnegie 

Mellon 

University 

Software 

Engineering 

Institute” 

“Provides an information security risk 

assessment methodology pivoting on the 

containers of information assets to support the 

cybersecurity risk assessment process [SEI07]. 

The risk assessment process involves eight 

steps structured by means of four areas of 

activity illustrated using the OCTAVE Allegro 

roadmap, specifically establishing drivers where 

risk management criteria is defined based on 

the organization’s objectives and impact areas 

are prioritized, profiling assets by creating a 

profile for the organization’s information assets 

and identifying information asset containers, 

identifying threats through identification of 

areas of concern (i.e., real-life scenarios) and 

possible threat scenarios (their descriptions 

may include probabilities) along with their 

analysis, and identifying and mitigating risks by 

recording the corresponding consequence to an 

organization should a threat scenario 

materializes, computing the relative risk score 

(i.e., using a semi-quantitative method) 

considering the extent to which the 

consequence of a threat scenario affects the 

organization (i.e., the impact value) against the 

relative importance of the impact areas (i.e., 

the impact area rank), and selecting mitigation 

strategy for the risks that are unacceptable 

[SEI07]. Further guidance (Appendix A – 

OCTAVE Allegro Method Guidance v1.0), 

worksheets (Appendix B – OCTAVE Allegro 

Worksheets v1.0), and threat scenario 

questionnaires (i.e., Appendix C – OCTAVE 

Allegro Questionnaires v1.0) that support the 

process are provided in the appendices 

[SEI07]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“The 

Information 

Risk 

Assessment 

“The 

Information 

Security Forum 

(ISF)” 

“Describes a practical organization centric end-

to-end risk-based information risk assessment 

methodology and provides pragmatic guidance 

on implementation and risk treatment [ISF14]” 

Freely 

available 

to 

members 
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Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

Methodology 

2 (IRAM2)” 

[Giu+21]. “IRAM2 process is structured using a 

six-phase assessment approach comprising 19 

underpinning steps and key activities” 

[Giu+21]. “Thus, the methodology commences 

with the scoping phase to develop an 

environmental profile and define the scope of 

the exercise, then the business impact 

assessment is described to identify information 

assets and assess the organizational inherent 

impact should the CIA triad of these assets be 

compromised considering both realistic and 

worst-case scenarios. Next, the threat profiling 

phase is outlined by defining the threat 

landscape, categorizing threats and 

determining their characteristics, prioritizing 

threats, identifying threat events in-scope, and 

determine the assets impacted by threat 

events. Subsequently, the vulnerability 

assessment phase involves identifying the 

exploitable vulnerabilities and mapping related 

controls to vulnerabilities, evaluating the 

effectiveness of the controls, and establishing 

the control strength for each threat event and 

component pairing. Further, the risk evaluation 

phase aims to create a prioritized residual risk 

profile by deriving the residual risk rating from 

the residual likelihood of risk occurrence 

combined with the residual business impact 

rating for each risk, and plotting the two 

resulting risk factors on a residual risk matrix” 

[Giu+21]. “Finally, the risk treatment phase 

includes the evaluation of each risk against the 

organization’s risk appetite, the development of 

risk treatment options and plan with agreed 

and formally approved treatment actions, 

timelines and ownership, then execution of the 

risk treatment plan, and outcome validation to 

determine whether the residual risk ratings lie 

within the risk appetite and enable further 

treatment of any deviations, and ultimately the 

latest prioritized residual risk profile is 

continuously managed [ISF14]” [Giu+21]. 

“CIS Risk 

Assessment 

Method (RAM) 

Version 1.0” 

“Center for 

Internet 

Security (CIS)”  

“Describes a process for conducting risk 

assessment projects and provides a risk 

assessment methodology (i.e., aligned with the 

Tiers as defined by the NIST Cybersecurity 

Framework) for organizations to adopt based 

on the characteristics of their approach to 

managing cybersecurity risk, along with guiding 

principles for assessing risks, three sets of 

instructions, exercises, templates (i.e., in the 

supplementary document 

Free of 

charge 
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Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

CIS_RAM_Workbook), and examples to assist 

organizations while conducting risk 

assessments and designing control mechanisms 

based on the CIS Controls V7 [NIS18a], 

[CIS18b]. Thus, the activities from the risk 

assessment process which are generally 

applicable include: defining the assessment 

scope, scheduling interview sessions, setting 

risk assessment and acceptance criteria, 

gathering evidence, threat modelling, and 

evaluating risks, along with recommending and 

validating safeguards. Nevertheless, the focus 

(i.e., control-based, asset-based, threat-

based), sequence, and complexity of activities 

and approach will vary depending on the profile 

(i.e., Tier 1, Tier 2, or Tier 3 and 4) to which 

the organization corresponds [CIS18b]. In this 

context, control-based implies mapping current 

controls to relevant CIS controls and 

conducting a control gap analysis to identify the 

assets susceptible to threats, asset-based 

refers to pairing the organization’s information 

assets with the CIS controls to establishing 

whether current controls are appropriate, and 

threat-based alludes to commencing the risk 

analysis by means of attack path (i.e., aka kill 

chain) modelling, listing potential threats and 

corresponding information assets to identify 

misalignments between current controls and 

CIS Controls and determine the need for 

mitigating controls [CIS18b]” [Giu+21].  

 
Table 1.4. Overview of selected cybersecurity risk management methodology [Giu+21] 

Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“Managing 

Information 

Security Risk: 

Organization, 

Missions and 

Information 

System View 

(NIST Special 

Publication 

800-39)” 

“National 

Institute of 

Standards and 

Technology” 

“Outlines the components associated with 

managing information security risk following a 

multi-level approach (i.e., the information 

system, mission/business process, and 

organization levels) [NIS11]. And, it provides 

the process and life cycle of managing 

information security risk along with guidance 

for the tasks relating to framing risk (i.e., 

context setting for organization-wide risk-based 

decision making) to produce threat information 

and enable risk management strategy 

development, assessing risk to determine the 

organization’s risk, responding to risk in 

accordance with the organizational risk frame, 

and ongoing risk monitoring and 

Free of 

charge 
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Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

communications for continuous improvement of 

the organization’s risk profile [NIS11], 

[NIS12b]. Appendices provide additional risk 

management related information including, 

among others, references and concepts, roles 

and responsibilities, process tasks, governance 

models, trust models, and risk response 

strategies [NIS11]” [Giu+21]. 

 
Table 1.5. Overview of selected cybersecurity maturity assessment methodology [Giu+21] 

Methodology 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“Cyber 

Resilience 

Review 

(CRR)” 

“Carnegie 

Mellon 

University” 

“Describes an end-to-end capability maturity 

assessment process for measuring the 

organization’s cybersecurity resilience, and 

provides an interview-based methodology (i.e., 

consisting of 297 questions) for understanding 

the organization’s cybersecurity practices in 

terms of service management and asset control 

and assessing the organization’s cybersecurity 

management program relative to the NIST 

Cybersecurity Framework (CSF) (i.e., a 

crosswalk document that maps this 

methodology to the NIST CSF), by focusing on 

ten domains (i.e., asset management, controls 

management, configuration and change 

management, vulnerability management, 

incident management, service continuity 

management, risk management, external 

dependency management, training and 

awareness, and situational awareness) where 

each domain includes a set of goals with 

practice questions specific to the domain, and a 

standard set of Maturity Indicator Level (MIL) 

questions [Car16], [Dep18]. Thus, the three 

main phases of the assessment process include 

conducting the cyber resilience assessment, 

interpreting the resulting findings based on the 

organizational context, and determining the 

next actions for strengthening the 

organization’s cybersecurity posture [Car16]. In 

addition, a process checklist for guiding the 

assessment is provided as part of appendices” 

[Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 
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1.1.2. Internet of Things (IoT): Background 
 

The term “Internet of Things (IoT)” was coined in 1999 by the British 
technology pioneer Kevin Ashton and the first IoT device (i.e., an Internet-connected 
refrigerator) was announced by LG in 2000 [Als+19]. 

These days, from the perspective of the omnipresent digital transformation 
phenomenon, organizations from around the world leverage the technological 
advances and embrace cutting-edge technologies at an unprecedented velocity to 
enable intelligence-led decision-making, streamlined operations, customer-centricity, 
competitive advantage, and accelerate economic ascension [ENI18a], [EY18a], 
[Pop+18], [PwC17], [WEF18b], [Giu+21]. Based on the information disseminated by 
the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], the COVID-19 pandemic “has 
further fueled technical innovations and technological convergence, expedited digital 
connectivity in and around organizations, and made way for a greater international 
appetite towards remote everything (e.g., remote work, remote healthcare) [WEF21]” 
[Pop+21b]. In this context, “this pandemic arguably acted as a catalyst for greater 
critical dependency on internet-based technologies [WEF20a] including, inter alia, 
some of the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies” [Pop+21b]. For instance, 
throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, “IoT has been employed for predicting how the 
COVID-19 pandemic unfolds, tracking the health conditions of people, monitoring 
COVID-19 patients, tracking the real-time location of medical equipment, and 
detecting fraudulent healthcare insurance claims [Sin+20]” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, the 
application of IoT in healthcare was studied as part of a systematic review conducted 
by Kashani et al. (2021) [Kas+21], [Pop+21b]. Besides its application in healthcare, 
IoT has “various application areas, including smart mobility, smart grid, smart home / 
building, public safety and environment monitoring, industrial processing, smart 
agriculture, and independent living [Kha+20]” [Pop+21b]. Hence, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], “there 
are numerous research studies that cover individual and various application areas of 
IoT” [Pop+21b]. With respect to “the various application areas of IoT”, examples of 
studies include “the comprehensive review conducted by Khanna and Kaur (2020) 
[Kha+20] that highlighted, among others, various contributions of researchers in 
different areas of applications of IoT”, and “the comprehensive literature-based survey 
conducted by Hassan et al. (2020) [Has+20] that focused on exploring the applications 
of IoT in different areas, including healthcare, environmental, commercial, industrial, 
smart cities, and infrastructural applications” [Pop+21b]. Then, with respect to the 
“individual application areas of IoT”, examples of studies include “the research works 
about an advanced IoT-based transportation system for efficient vehicle routing and 
scheduling in urban areas” that “described the concept and methodological approach 
for its development [Gay+18]”, “proposed its architecture [Gay+20]”, and 
“demonstrated its use in a case study [Kec+20]” [Pop+21b]. Thus, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], “the 
various application areas of IoT along with the numerous research contributions in 
different areas of applications of IoT indicate an extensive appetite for leveraging IoT 
technologies” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, World Economic Forum (2020b) [WEF20b] anticipated “an even 
faster adoption of IoT technologies in the post COVID-19 economy” [Pop+21b]. The 
prospect of IoT growth over the next few years “was also highlighted in the study 
conducted by Khanna and Kaur (2020) [Kha+20]”, which “pointed out that the need 
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for greater interaction between various entities and more precise evaluation of sensor 
data are key drivers for ubiquitous connectivity” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, “in the context of operating in the digital world of fast-paced innovation, 
connectivity, and real-time information, the worldwide adoption of Internet of Things 
(IoT) technologies is burgeoning, and its associated economic impact is substantial and 
expected to keep growing in the coming years” [Pop+21a]. Various reports from 
organizations and academia underscored these aspects by “either stating these facts 
or providing different projections which present significant variability based on their 
approach, base year, and forecast period” [Pop+21a]. For instance, the Ponemon 
Institute (2020) [Pon20] “surveyed 630 individuals on third party IoT risk management 
and their survey report revealed, among others, that the number of connected IoT 
devices is expected to double within the next two years” [Pop+21a]. As part of the 
AT&T cybersecurity insights report, AT&T (2016) [AT&T16] “pointed out the rapid 
growth of connected IoT devices worldwide which resulted from the 500 individuals 
surveyed on the state of IoT security” [Pop+21a]. As part of the Congressional 
Research Service (CRS) report on IoT, CRS (2020) [CRS20] “reported the forecast of 
the market research firm IoT Analytics which predicted that the number of global active 
IoT devices will substantially rise from 9.9 billion in 2019 to 21.5 billion in 2025 and 
that the global IoT market growth is expected to reach USD 1.56 billion by 2025” 
[Pop+21a]. According to Deloitte’s report on IoT, “the global IoT spending is projected 
to grow from USD 726 billion in 2019 to USD 1.1 trillion by 2023 [Del20]” [Pop+21a]. 
As highlighted by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) (2016) [IEC16], 
“IoT has a significant impact on the global economy based on the IoT market forecasts 
of three worldwide well-renowned consulting firms” [Pop+21a]. As part of the Juniper 
Research’s whitepaper on IoT, Juniper Research (2020) [Jun20] “provided a more 
aggressive projection for the total global number of IoT connections which could get 
to 83 billion by 2024” [Pop+21a]. According to Lee (2020) [Lee20], “an increasing 
number of IoT devices are connected” [Pop+21a]. “This increasing tendency of 
organizations to connect more and more devices, products, and systems is also 
articulated as part of the McKinsey & Company’s insights report”, where McKinsey & 
Company (2017) [McK17] “indicated this tendency as a key driver towards the massive 
rise of IoT” [Pop+21a]. McKinsey & Company (2019) [McK19] also “anticipated a 
steady growth of IoT investments and the increase of the worldwide number of IoT 
connected devices to 43 billion by 2023” [Pop+21a]. The prospects of IoT growth “were 
echoed by World Economic Forum (2020a) [WEF20a] which predicted 25 billion 
connected IoT devices globally by 2025” [Pop+21a]. As part of another insight report, 
“World Economic Forum (2020b) [WEF20b] increased their expectation from 25 billion 
connected devices worldwide to 41.6 billion and highlighted the investment growth 
surrounding IoT adoption” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a], IoT adoption “will soar with the deployment of the 5G 
technology as it enables much more connected devices to benefit from far better 
mobile communications” [Pop+21a]. For example, CRS (2020) [CRS20] “pointed out 
that the deployment of 5G cellular networks and technologies will drive IoT growth” 
[Pop+21a]. Juniper Research (2020) [Jun20] “adopted a similar tone on the IoT growth 
indicating 5G as a key driver for IoT adoption” [Pop+21a]. With respect to “the perks 
of leveraging 5G technology”, the World Economic Forum (2020a) [WEF20a] “indicated 
5G as a core component of IoT as it enables greater speeds and reliability of 
communications for much more IoT devices” [Pop+21a]. According to McKinsey & 
Company’s insights report, McKinsey & Company (2020a) [McK20a] “highlighted that 
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the revenues for 5G IoT modules and components will rise over time, which implicitly 
links the growth of IoT adoption to 5G deployment” [Pop+21a]. 

Then, the remaining of this sub-subchapter focuses on defining and outlining 
some of the main IoT concepts. 

 
 

1.1.2.1 Internet of Things (IoT) Concepts 

 
“Internet of Things (IoT)” denotes “a system of interconnected homogeneous 

and/or heterogeneous systems and services that enable information processing and 
various interactions” [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+21a], this definition of IoT “is derived from and based 
on the definitions from the CRS (2020) [CRS20], IEC (2016) [IEC16], and Garcia-
Morchon et al. (2019) [Gar+19]” [Pop+21a]. In this sense, it is safe to say that “IoT 
is fundamental towards achieving ubiquitous connectivity in this era of digital 
transformation [WE20a], [Eur20], [HFS19]” [Pop+21a]. 

An IoT ecosystem includes components that correspond to different layers and 
the IoT reference model proposed by ITU-T [ITU12] (see Fig. 1.4) illustrates some of 
the main capabilities involved [Pop21]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.4. IoT reference model [ITU12] 

As depicted in Fig. 1.4, the IoT reference model consists of four layers (i.e., 
“device layer”, “network layer”, “service support and application support layer” and 
“the application layer”) and two capabilities (i.e., “management capabilities” and 
“security capabilities”) that span across all four layers [ITU12]. 

According to ITU-T, “the device layer” consists of two types of capabilities, 
namely [ITU12]: 

• “The device capabilities”: are introduced in the IoT reference model of ITU-T 
by providing examples of capabilities that address the interaction between devices 
and communication networks (i.e., direct interaction of devices with the 
communication network, indirect interaction of devices with the communication 
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network through gateway capabilities and ad-hoc networking) and an energy 
saving capability (i.e., sleeping and waking-up mechanisms) [ITU12]. In addition, 
the IoT device capabilities involve the direct interaction of computing devices with 
the physical world through the transducer capabilities (i.e., sensing and actuating) 
[NIS19b]. While the sensing capabilities observe and measure an aspect of the 
physical world (e.g., temperature measurement, radiographic imaging, optical 
sensing, audio sensing), the actuating capabilities change something in the 
physical world based on previously processed information (e.g., heating coils, 
cardiac electric shock delivery, electronic door locks, servo motors) [ENI17b], 
[NIS19b]. At least one of these two transducer capabilities exists as part of an IoT 
device [NS19b]. 

• “The gateway capabilities”: are introduced in the IoT reference model of ITU-
T by providing some examples of multiple interfaces support and protocol 
conversion capabilities for both device to device interaction and device to network 
interaction when different protocols are used at the device layer and/or at the 
network layer [ITU12]. In a similar manner, NIST outlines the application interface 
capability for enabling device interactions at the device layer (e.g., application 
programming interface) and the network interface capabilities for enabling the 
device interactions with the communication network (e.g., Ethernet, Wi-Fi, 
Bluetooth, ZigBee) [NIS19b]. In addition, the human user interface capabilities 
(e.g., touch screens, cameras, microphones) are outlined by NIST for enabling the 
direct communication between IoT devices and people [NIS19b]. 

Then, “the network layer” consists of two types of capabilities, namely the 
“networking capabilities” (i.e., for controlling network connectivity) and “transport 
capabilities” (i.e., for ensuring connectivity for IoT data transport) [ITU12]. 

Afterwards, “the service support and application support layer” consists of two 
types of capabilities namely “the generic support capabilities” (i.e., to provide common 
support functions to different IoT applications) and “specific support capabilities” (i.e., 
to provide different support functions to different IoT applications) [ITU12]. 

Subsequently, “the application layer” includes IoT applications [ITU12]. 
Then, “the management capabilities layer” consists of two types of capabilities, 

namely “the generic management capabilities” (e.g., device management, traffic 
congestion and management) and “specific management capabilities” (i.e., support 
application-specific requirements) [ITU12]. 

Finally, “the security capabilities layer” consists of two types of capabilities, 
namely “the generic security capabilities” (i.e., independent of applications) and 
“specific security capabilities” (i.e., support application-specific requirements) [ITU12]. 
 
 

1.2. The Motivation for the Doctoral Thesis 
 

Nowadays, organizations aiming to achieve efficiencies and gain commercial 
advantage over competitors leverage the ubiquitous nature of cyberspace and engage 
in the digital transformation (DX) race, while operating in a risky business environment 
subject to rampant cyber threats, novel attack avenues, and tightened regulatory 
scrutiny [Jal+18], [Giu+21], [Pop+19b]. In this context, the „Views from the C-Suite” 
survey carried out worldwide by A.T. Kearney with 400 C-level executives and board 
members revealed that “the top three challenges faced by organizations are the rising 
cybersecurity risks, difficulty in adopting new technologies, and poor risk management 
practices (Fig. 1.5) [ATK18]” [Pop20]. 
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Fig. 1.5. Top business operations challenges [ATK18] 

Moreover, according to the World Economic Forum (2018b, 2019) [WEF18b], 
[WEF19] cyber risks are ever burgeoning, and are consolidating their position among 
the top ten global risks both in terms of probability of occurrence and of the 
corresponding consequence for individuals and for society including data theft, denial 
of critical services, disinformation spread, privacy loss, just to name a few [Pop+19b]. 
In this context, cyber defenders are striving to engineer and embrace more powerful 
ways of providing cyber readiness and resilience. Hence, the winners in the new DX 
race are those organizations that successfully adopt new technologies in an agile 
manner while navigating cybersecurity risk through sound cybersecurity risk 
management [ATK18]. Moreover, having a robust cybersecurity risk management 
strategy in place that guides and informs risk-based decisions for managing 
cybersecurity and privacy risks [NIS18b] is prerequisite for organizations that aim to 
effectively address cybersecurity risk [NIS11]. Notwithstanding, the prevalent 
cybersecurity strategies have not moved enough towards becoming more proactive 
[Nat17], [ATK18], [Pon19], [EY20]. Thus, current cybersecurity risk management 
practices are not adequate enough, and this issue has its roots in a poor establishment 
of the organizational understanding for managing cybersecurity risk within 
organizations. Consequently, this issue has significant implications on organizations, 
which may include hampering their ability to effectively defend against hostile cyber 
offenders that are incessantly innovating and proliferating powerful ways of breaking 
cybersecurity mechanisms, hindering the ability of these organizations to successfully 
navigate cybersecurity compliance requirements, and hamstring their ability to 
securely onboard new technologies. 

Furthermore, with respect to the challenge related to the difficulty in adopting 
new technologies, the study conducted by A.T. Kearney (2018) [ATK18] revealed that 
the adoption of the Internet of Things (IoT) is a top challenge in technology adoption. 
In addition, according to McKinsey & Company (2017) [McK17], cybersecurity is more 
relevant and challenging than ever due to the rise of IoT. Moreover, a study of World 
Economic Forum (2020a) [WEF20a] indicated the IoT as one of four transformative 
technologies (i.e., IoT, artificial intelligence, quantum computing, next-generation 
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approaches to identity and access management) representative to illuminate the range 
of cybersecurity risk for the next 5–10 years.  

In this context, “numerous entities around the globe are working on developing 
mandatory and voluntary IoT security requirements aimed at stimulating industry and 
government organizations to adopt robust IoT security practices” [Pop+19b]. Hence, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], “on top of the existing cybersecurity-related laws and regulations 
[Pop+19a], government and regulatory bodies from around the world work on 
introducing new laws to increase IoT security” [Pop+19b]. For instance, “the US 
Congress [USC20] enacted the federal IoT Cybersecurity Improvement Act of 2020, 
which aims to establish minimum security standards for Internet of Things devices 
owned or controlled by the Federal Government, and for other purposes”, and “the 
UK's Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport [DCM21] plans to introduce new 
laws that regulate the security of consumer IoT devices” [Pop+19b]. Moreover, in 
response to the IoT security issues and risk, “domestic and international standards 
bodies and industry associations have developed various IoT security codes of practice, 
standards, guidelines, and frameworks [Pop+21a]” [Pop+19b]. 

Notwithstanding, “the current state of risk management for IoT is far behind 
the target state” [Pop+21a]. Hence, the Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20] 
“underlined the burning need to place IoT risk management improvement high on the 
agenda” [Pop+21a]. A.T. Kearney (2019) [ATK19] “placed poorer practices in risk 
management among the top ten business operations’ challenges following their survey 
of around 450 senior executives of the world’s leading organizations” [Pop+21a]. As 
part of Deloitte’s report on IoT, Deloitte (2020) [Del20] “reported the finding of the 
Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP), which indicated the absence of 
integrated risk management approach for IoT data lifecycle management as a 
widespread challenge” [Pop+21a]. World Economic Forum (2020b) [WEF20b] “pointed 
out immature IoT risk management capabilities, which may lead to poor IoT risk 
management practices” [Pop+21a]. According to Bain (2018) [Bai18], “the majority 
of the 280 executives surveyed indicated a great level of concern around the IoT risks 
to which their organizations are exposed” [Pop+21a]. 

In the context of managing IoT risk, based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], “cybersecurity related issues 
give rise to the greatest level of concern, and cybersecurity is regarded as pivotal for 
organizations”. For instance, IEC (2016) [IEC16] “named security, trust, privacy, and 
identity management among the key limitations and deficiencies of today’s IoT” 
[Pop+21a]. As part of the World Economic Forum’s report on the global state of IoT, 
World Economic Forum (2020b) [WEF20b] “highlighted privacy and trust, and safety 
and security as the top risk impact areas of IoT governance for organizations, which 
resulted from the 374 global IoT stakeholders surveyed” [Pop+21a]. The great concern 
around cybersecurity is also reflected in the findings from the survey conducted by 
McKinsey & Company, where “cybersecurity resulted in being the top priority for 
organizations when acquiring IoT products based on the responses from 1161 global 
IoT practitioners [McK20b]” [Pop+21a]. As part of the AT&T cybersecurity insights 
report, AT&T (2016) [AT&T16] “claimed that IoT security is the top concern of the 
Chief Executive Officer’s (CEO) agenda” [Pop+21a]. According to the findings from the 
study conducted by McKinsey & Company (2017) [McK17], “75% of the 400 IoT 
experts surveyed indicated IoT security as either important or very important” 
[Pop+21a]. As per the findings of Bain (2018) [Bai18], “the more mature are the 
organizations in terms of their cybersecurity capabilities, the more importance they 
place on their IoT risks” [Pop+21a]. 
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Hence, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], “IoT security risk management may raise the greatest level 
of concern among organizations as there is no general IoT security model [IEC16], 
there is no global IoT security standard [WEF20b], there are only a few IoT security 
standards [McK17], and most best practices are not focused on IoT security risk 
management [Lee20], [WEF20a]” [Pop+21a]. Moreover, “cybersecurity strategies 
tend to be developed reactively rather than proactively in the transformation journey 
[EY20], [WEF20b], [Nat17]” [Pop+21a]. In this context, “it is very likely that, amid 
adopting IoT, many organizations out there lack adequate IoT security risk 
management strategies” [Pop+21a]. For instance, Lee (2020) [Lee20] “highlighted the 
findings of a recent survey that revealed that very few of the survey participants had 
a cybersecurity strategy in place that incorporates IoT security requirements” 
[Pop+21a]. The lack of cybersecurity strategies that cover IoT “was also pointed out 
by McKinsey & Company for a fairly considerable number of organizations [McK17]” 
[Pop+21a]. 

In this context, Fig. 1.6 examplifies how cybersecurity, cybersecurity risk 
management, IoT security, and IoT security risk management topics fit together, and 
highlights the topics of interest of this thesis (i.e., cybersecurity risk management and 
IoT security risk management). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.6. Topics of interest of the doctoral thesis 

Therefore, given the prevalence of reactive cybersecurity strategies [Nat17], 
considering that cybersecurity is more challenging than ever due to the rise of IoT 
security concerns [McK17], and taking into account the widespread “absence of robust 
IoT security risk management strategies in organizations” [Pop+21a], this thesis 
focuses on making contributions to the establishment of the organizational 
understanding for managing cybersecurity risk, and it focuses on bringing contributions 
to the establishment of the organizational understanding for managing the IoT security 
risk from the broader cybersecurity risk. Thus, this thesis aims to support cybersecurity 
practitioners to formulate or rethink their cybersecurity-related risk management 
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strategies in advance of future cyber attacks. In view of this, Fig. 1.7 shows the four 
focus areas of this doctoral thesis by highlighting the key drivers of and enablers for 
cybersecurity risk management that are addressed. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.7. Focus areas of the doctoral thesis 

Furthermore, the rationale behind focusing on key drivers and enablers is 
provided below. 

First, given that the strategic analysis (e.g., general enviromental analysis, 
company analysis, customer and market analysis, competition analysis) is of decisive 
importance to strategy development [Sch87], this thesis aims to facilitate the strategic 
analysis for organizations looking to frame or reframe their cybersecurity risk 
management strategy. Moreover, taking into account that this study targets a wide 
range of various organizations, this thesis focuses on the key drivers for cybersecurity 
risk management within organizations, namely the cyber threat landscape and 
cybersecurity regulatory landscape. 

Second, given that the selection of cybersecurity-related best practices (e.g., 
frameworks, standards, guidelines) is essential for establishing the overall approach to 
cybersecurity that encompasses cybersecurity risk management [Net19] and that 
making use of planning instruments enable the creation of actionable strategies 
[Sch87], this thesis aims to facilitate the planning process for organizations looking to 
enhance their cybersecurity-related risk management strategies. Moreover, given that 
the selection of cybersecurity risk management frameworks is essential for developing 
a cybersecurity risk management strategy as these frameworks guide the approach to 
cybersecurity [Net19], this thesis focuses on these key enablers for cybersecurity risk 
management, namely the cybersecurity risk management frameworks. In addition, 
given that relying on IoT security best practices boosts the ratio of benefit to effort 
when crafting an IoT security risk management strategy, this thesis focuses on these 
key enablers for the IoT security risk management and the wider cybersecurity risk 
management, namely the IoT security best practices. 

Moreover, the rationale behind focusing this doctoral thesis on the four focus 
areas (see Fig. 1.7) is provided below along with the corresponding thesis objectives. 

Thus, with respect to the cyber threat landscape, the threat environment is 
ever evolving as the omnipresent digital transformation expands “the attack surface 
of modern organizations through infusion of complexity and diversification of attack 
avenues” that can be harnessed by diverse cyber threat actors [Ali+14], [Cra18], 
[ENI18a], [Pop+18], [PwC16], [PwC18], [Giu+21]. In this context, research work 
covering the current cyber threat landscape is required on ongoing basis considering 
the ever-changing nature of cyber threats and taking into account that organizations 
need to gain a true picture of the threat environment prior to framing a cybersecurity 
strategy [Net19]. Therefore, one objective of my thesis is to provide an overview of 
the current cybersecurity threats of organizations by carrying out a research work on 
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the literature related to current cyber threat landscape. This study aims to enrich the 
current literature and should allow organizations to better grasp their inherent 
exposures and those stemming from their DX journey. Moreover, given that the 
existing cyber threat rating methods are characterized by high complexity or 
uncertainty [NIS12a], [OWA19], there is a need for a cyber threat rating method that 
is dissociated from elements that induce uncertainty and that fosters unbiased outputs 
in a more consistent manner by focusing on the possible extent of cyber harm that 
applies to the cyber threats. Thus, another objective of my thesis is to propose a 
cyber threat rating method that aims to reduce the complexity and uncertainty 
attached to the existing threat rating methods, and to prioritize current cyber threats 
using this proposed method. 

Furthermore, with respect to the cybersecurity-related regulatory landscape, 
the global cybersecurity regulatory ecosystem not only entangles organizations in an 
intricate web of legislations and regulations but also is ever-changing, which makes 
harder for organizations doing business in one or multiple jurisdictions to achieving 
greater compliance with regulatory requirements to avoid the rising sanctions for law 
infringements and money draining litigations [Mar17], [May18], [Pon18], [Giu+21]. In 
this context, given the dynamic nature of the cybersecurity regulatory landscape, 
research work around key cybersecurity-related laws and regulations is needed and 
should be praised by fellow researchers and organizations that are keen to establish 
their cybersecurity compliance requirements in an optimized fashion. Hence, one 
objective of my thesis is to provide an overview of the cybersecurity regulatory 
landscape focused on key cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations from key 
cybersecurity jurisdictions by carrying out a research work on the literature related to 
current generally applicable cybersecurity-related laws and regulations pertaining to 
selected areas of statute and jurisdictions. Besides, given that compliance with 
applicable legislations can be a daunting and costly endeavor for organizations as some 
emerging legal requirements are converging with the existent ones inflicting 
organization-wide duplication, while others are inducing discrepancies that need to be 
carefully navigated depending on the organizational context [Del17a], [Mar17], 
[Pop+19a], there is a need for research works that explore cybersecurity-related 
legislations and regulations in relation to each other to alleviate the degree of 
complexity associated with attaining cybersecurity regulatory compliance. Hence, 
another objective of my thesis is to propose a method for evaluating key 
cybersecurity-related legislations from the perspective of the organizational 
understanding to managing cybersecurity risk to establish the degree of commonality 
between them, and to provide a critical evaluation of in-scope cybersecurity-related 
legislations based on the proposed method. 

Furthermore, with respect to the cybersecurity risk management frameworks, 
standardization bodies and multiple other structures have recognized the need for 
greater cyber resilience and have reacted by promoting sound cybersecurity practices 
within organizations through various means including, among others, the development 
of cybersecurity-related frameworks, standards, voluntary guidance, and other best 
practices that can help organizations to enhance their cybersecurity strategy and 
security postures [May18], [Giu+21]. In addition, given that much of the literature up 
to now has outlined these frameworks, standards, and methodologies without clearly 
delineating the distinction between them [Twe+18], research work on the 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks is needed and should be welcomed by 
fellow researchers and organizations that wish to find out the cybersecurity risk 
management framework options in a streamlined manner. Hence, one objective of my 
thesis is to provide an overview of several well-renowned cybersecurity risk 
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management frameworks. Moreover, considering that there is no universally accepted 
framework for managing cybersecurity risks as the work is often carried out in silos 
[Twe+18] and given that there are various cybersecurity-related frameworks in the 
literature that “can be leveraged by organizations, where each framework provides 
specific guidance and best practice applicable to one or more domains” [Cro13], 
[ENI06], [Ion13], [Tau14], [WIS16], [Giu+21], research works that provide 
comprehensive characterization of some of these frameworks relative to each other 
are deemed necessary and should be welcomed by fellow researchers and all 
organizations looking to understand some of the key features of these frameworks 
and/or to select the one most fit for their intended purpose. Hence, another objective 
of my thesis is to propose a methodology for evaluating cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks and to provide a critical evaluation of in-scope cybersecurity 
risk management frameworks based on the proposed methodology. 

Finally, with respect to the IoT security best practices, “there are numerous 
best practices in the literature relevant to IoT security” and on top of this these best 
practices are not classified based on their applicability and type. In this context, there 
is a need for research works that explore and classify IoT security best practices 
[Pop+21a]. Therefore, one objective of my thesis is to provide an overview of the IoT 
security best practices and to classify these best practices using a proposed taxonomic 
hierarchy. Moreover, given “the prevalent absence of robust IoT security risk 
management strategies in organizations and the paucity of reference sources for IoT 
security risk management strategy”, there is a clear need for an IoT security risk 
management strategy reference model [Pop+21a]. Thus, another objective of my 
thesis is to propose a methodology for developing an IoT security risk management 
strategy reference model, to propose the IoT security risk management strategy 
reference model, and to evaluate the proposed IoT security risk management strategy 
reference model against the IoT security best practices that are the most relevant for 
the proposed model. Moreover, given that the current literature has not focused on 
exploring “the current state of IoT security risk management strategies in 
organizations”, there is a clear need for research works that address this aspect. 
Hence, the last objective of my thesis is to propose a methodology for undertaking a 
survey study to determine the current state of IoT security risk management 
strategies in the surveyed organizations relative to the proposed reference model for 
IoT security risk management strategy, to conduct the survey study based on the 
proposed methodology, and to report the survey findings based on the proposed 
methodology. 

In summary, the need for tackling the top three challenges faced by 
organizations (i.e., “the rising cybersecurity risks”, “difficulty in adopting new 
technologies”, and “poor risk management practices”) [ATK18], motivates the 
objectives of this doctoral thesis. 
 
 

1.3. The Objectives of the Doctoral Thesis 
 

Given that more research work is needed to enable organizations to better 
understand the key drivers of cybersecurity risk management, and to make more 
informed decisions when it comes to leveraging cybersecurity-related risk 
management enablers, this thesis focuses on making contributions to the 
establishment of the organizational understanding for managing cybersecurity risk, 
and it focuses on bringing contributions to the establishment of the organizational 
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understanding for managing the IoT security risk from the broader cybersecurity risk. 
Thus, the objectives of my doctoral thesis are enumerated below: 

• Objective 1: Provide an overview of the current cybersecurity threats of 
organizations; 

• Objective 2: Provide an overview of the cybersecurity regulatory landscape 
focused on key cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations from key 
cybersecurity jurisdictions; 

• Objective 3: Provide an overview of several well-renowned cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks; 

• Objective 4: Provide an overview of the IoT security best practices and classify 
these best practices using a proposed taxonomic hierarchy; 

• Objective 5: Propose a cyber threat rating method that aims to reduce the 
complexity and uncertainty attached to the existing threat rating methods and 
prioritize current cyber threats using this proposed method; 

• Objective 6: Propose a method for evaluating key cybersecurity-related 
legislations to establish the degree of commonality between them from the 
perspective of the organizational understanding to managing cybersecurity risk 
and provide a critical evaluation of in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations 
based on the proposed method; 

• Objective 7: Propose a methodology for evaluating cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks and provide a critical evaluation of in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks based on the proposed methodology; 

• Objective 8: Propose a methodology for developing a reference model for IoT 
security risk management strategy, propose the IoT security risk management 
strategy reference model (IoTSRM2), and evaluate the proposed IoTSRM2 
against the IoT security best practices that are the most relevant for the proposed 
model; 

• Objective 9: Propose a methodology for undertaking a survey study to 
determine the current state of IoT security risk management strategies in the 
surveyed organizations relative to the proposed IoTSRM2, conduct the survey 
study based on the proposed methodology, and report the survey findings based 
on the proposed methodology. 

Furthermore, Fig. 1.8 shows the objectives of my doctoral thesis mapped 
against the focus areas of my doctoral thesis. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.8. The mapping of the thesis objectives to the focus areas of the doctoral thesis 
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1.4. The Structure of the Doctoral Thesis 
 
 This doctoral thesis is structured in seven chapters. Chapter 1 represents the 
introductory chapter of this thesis, and it includes the background of, motivation for, 
and structure of the doctoral thesis. 

Then, Chapter 2 presents the overviews of the key drivers of and enablers 
for cybersecurity risk management. The overview of the key drivers of cybersecurity 
risk management comprises the overview of the cyber threat landscape and the 
overview of the cybersecurity regulatory landscape. Then, the overview of the key 
enablers for cybersecurity risk management comprises the overview of the 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks and the overview of IoT security best 
practices.  

Afterwards, Chapter 3 provides the evaluation of the key cybersecurity risk 
management drivers. This evaluation comprises the application of a proposed cyber 
threat rating method to evaluate cyber threats and the evaluation of cybersecurity-
related legislations based on the proposed evaluation method. 

Subsequently, Chapter 4 contains the description of the proposed 
methodology for evaluating the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks, 
the critical evaluation of the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks 
based on the proposed methodology, and the analysis of related work relevant to the 
evaluation of cybersecurity risk management frameworks. 

Then, Chapter 5 includes the description of the proposed methodology for 
developing the IoT Security Risk Management Strategy Reference Model (IoTSRM2), 
the description of the proposed IoTSRM2, the critical evaluation of selected IoT 
security best practices in relation to the IoTSRM2, and the comparative analysis of 
the related work for the IoTSRM2 based on eight evaluation criteria. 

Later, Chapter 6 consists of the presentation of the research questions for 
the IoTSRM2-based survey study, the description of the proposed methodology for 
the IoTSRM2-based survey, the reporting of the results from conducting the IoTSRM2-
based survey, and the comparative analysis of the related work for the IoTSRM2-
based survey study using seven evaluation criteria. 
 Finally, Chapter 7 draws the concluding remarks of the thesis, including the 
thesis contributions and the proposed future work. 

Furthemore, Fig. 1.9 shows the structure of this thesis, maps the thesis 
objectives to the thesis chapters and/or subchapters where they are achieved, and 
provides a reading map for the thesis objectives. With respect to the reading map, this 
mapping should be leveraged in conjunction with the nine objectives of this thesis by 
readers interested in specific thesis objectives, where: 

• “Mapping 1” corresponds to the outputs of my research work on the cyber threat 
landscape, which concretized in the achievement of the Objective 1 and Objective 
5; 

• “Mapping 2” corresponds to the outputs of my research work on the 
cybersecurity regulatory landscape, which concretized in the achievement of the 
Objective 2 and Objective 6; 

• “Mapping 3” corresponds to the outputs of my research work on the 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks, which concretized in the 
achievement of the Objective 3 and Objective 7; 
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• “Mapping 4” corresponds to the outputs of my research work on the 
IoT security best practices, which concretized in the achievement of the Objective 
4, Objective 8, and Objective 9. 
 

For instance, assuming a reader is interested in Objective 9, Fig. 1.9 guides 
the reader via “Mapping 4” to read Chapters 1, 2.4, 5, 6, and 7. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.9. The thesis structure and a reading map for the thesis objectives 
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2. CYBERSECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT 

DRIVERS AND ENABLERS 
 
 

This chapter provides overviews of the key drivers of and enablers for 
cybersecurity risk management. With respect to the key drivers, first, the chapter 
provides an overview of the cyber threats in the current digital transformation age, 
and then it provides an overview of the cybersecurity-related legislations and 
regulations pertaining to selected areas of statute under selected jurisdictions. 
Subsequently, about the enablers, first, the chapter provides an overview of 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks and then the chapter provides an 
overview of some of the most well-renowned IoT security best practices. 

These overviews aim to present the current state of the cyber threat 
landscape, cybersecurity regulatory landscape, cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks, and IoT security best practices, and to pinpoint needs for improvement 
in each of these four areas. Furthermore, these overviews aim to enable the 
advancement of this doctoral research via the delivery of further contributions in the 
next chapters of this thesis. 

Thus, this chapter addresses the following four thesis objectives: 

• Objective 1: Provide an overview of the current cybersecurity threats of 
organizations; 

• Objective 2: Provide an overview of the cybersecurity regulatory landscape 
focused on key cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations from key 
cybersecurity jurisdictions; 

• Objective 3: Provide an overview of several well-renowned cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks; 

• Objective 4: Provide an overview of the IoT security best practices and classify 
these best practices using a proposed taxonomic hierarchy. 

 
 

2.1. Overview of Cyber Threat Landscape 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+19b], cyber risk assessment activities rely either on comprehensive 
threat taxonomies developed to achieve a high degree of threat completeness 
[Lau18], or on threat modelling methods that come with pre-built high-level cyber 
threat categories [She+18]. In this context, there are numerous threat taxonomies 
including, among others, Open Threat Taxonomies (OTT) [Tar+15], ENISA Threat 
Taxonomy (ETT) [ENI16b], NIST Risk Assessment Threat Exemplary [NIS12a], 
Taxonomy of Operational Cyber Security Risks (TOCSR) [Ceb+14], [Lau18], and the 
Cyber Threat Taxonomy proposed by Ferdinand and Benham (2017) [Fer+17]. 
Besides, there are specific threat categories based on a set of known threats (e.g., 
“spoofing identity, tampering with data, repudiation, information disclosure, denial of 
service, and elevation of privilege”) that come with threat modelling methods, such 
as STRIDE which proved to have a moderately high rate of false negatives [She+18]. 
Thus, instead of proposing a novel threat taxonomy and aiming to achieve a higher 
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level of threat completeness, this subchapter provides a catalog of some of the most 
up-to-date categories of cyber threats drawn from reviewed sources with the purpose 
of reducing the complexity attached to carrying out cybersecurity risk assessments 
within organizations, keeping pace with the ever-evolving cyber threat landscape, and 
focusing on the organizational rather than national level. Additionally, through the 
selected threat categories this chapter aims to reduce the false negatives that might 
be introduced by the cyber threat categories corresponding to some of the existing 
threat modelling methods (e.g., STRIDE) [She+18], [Pop+19b]. In this sense, based 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+19b], for creating the catalog with the most recent threat categories, seventeen 
relevant and well-renowned sources were analyzed, including the following 
[Pop+19b]: 

• Threat landscape reports from Accenture (2018) [Acc18], Booz Allen Hamilton 
(2019) [Boo19], ENISA (2019a) [ENI19a], GSMA (2019) [GSM19], IBM (2019) 
[IBM19], Oracle (2019) [Ora19], Symantec (2019) [Sym19], Thales (2018) 
[Tha18], and WEF (2019) [WEF19]; 

• Survey reports from Crown (2019) [Cro19] and NCSC (2018) [NCS18] covering 
cybersecurity incidents or data breaches in the United Kingdom; 

• A law enforcement report from Europol (2018) [Eur18] covering cybercrime; 
• A survey report from EY (2018b) [EY18b] covering the global state of 

cybersecurity; 
• An insight report from KPMG (2019) [KPM19] covering key cybersecurity 

considerations; 
• Insight reports from Secureworks (2019) [Sec19] and Verizon (2019) [Ver19] 

covering incident response insights, data breaches investigations; 
• A trend report from Trend Micro (2018) [Tre18] covering security predictions. 

Hence, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+19b], this subchapter provides an overview of the current cyber 
threats by consolidating and categorizing the most frequently encountered cyber 
security threats and by outlining the identified cyber threat categories based on the 
analysis of the seventeen selected sources. Thus, following the analysis of the current 
security incidents and threats from the aforementioned reports, the selected cyber 
threat categories encompass “malware attacks”, “social engineering attacks”, “denial 
of service (DoS)”, “spam”, “insider threat”, “hacking attacks”, “attacks on privacy and 
personal data”, “cryptojacking”, “cyber espionage”, “targeted attacks on critical 
infrastructure”, “supply chain attacks”, “cyberpropaganda”, and “legal and regulatory 
sanctions” [Pop+19b]. Fig. 2.1 shows the thirteen cyber threat categories together 
with a few examples of relevant cyber threats. 
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Fig. 2.1. Proposed cyber threat categories with examples of cyber threats 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+19b], these thirteen cyber threat categories are described 
below. 

“Malware attacks” rely on malicious code (e.g., viruses, worms, trojans, 
ransomware, spyware) and leverage exploitable vulnerabilities to circumvent 
cybersecurity mechanisms and carry out unauthorized or adversarial undertakings 
that may harm the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information systems 
[NIS19a]. Nowadays, malware-driven intrusions are the most prevalent category of 
cyber threats [ENI19a]. Hence, some of the key malware threats include ransomware 
(e.g., “WannaCry”, “NotPetya”), banking trojans (e.g., “Emotet”, “Trickbot”), and 
living off the land (e.g., malicious use of PowerShell). About ransomware, this remains 
a prominent malware threat and infamous extortion tool despite the recent decline in 
the number of reported incidents [Acc18], [ENI19a], [Eur18], [Sec19], [Sym19], 
[Ver19]. Also, even though according to Europol (2018) [Eur18] the number of 
banking trojans infections is dropping, they continue to pose significant threats to 
consumers [ENI19a], [IBM19], [Sym19], [Ver19]. And, with respect to living off the 
land techniques, these cyberattacks are more and more widespread as they enable 
greater obfuscation capabilities to bypass security controls [ENI19a], [IBM19], 
[Sym19], [Pop+19b]. 

“Social engineering attacks” are using manipulation techniques as part of 
scams via fraudulent messages, malicious calls, or impersonation by means of 
different channels such as emails, mobile phones, social media, or physical means 
[Cro19], [ENI19a], [EY18b]. Victims are lured by attackers to reveal sensitive 
information (e.g., credentials, cardholder data) or to engage in harmful activities 
(e.g., running malicious files, clicking on unsafe links) without knowing [ENI19a], 
[Lon+13a], [NCS18], [NIS19a]. One of the most common technique used by 
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attackers is spam-related phishing, however targeted phishing attacks such as spear-
phishing or Business Email Compromise (BEC) also known as whaling attack or “CEO 
fraud” continue to mount and to record greater financial losses for organizations 
[ENI19a], [IBM19], [NCS18], [Ora19], [Sym19]. Also, victims might be tricked via 
masquerading calls (i.e., vishing), fraudulent Short Message Service (i.e., smishing), 
fraudulent websites, phishing through electronic messaging systems (e.g., mobile 
messaging, social media) or physical means (i.e., impersonation) [Cro19], [ENI19a], 
[Pop+19b]. 

“Denial of Service (DoS)” attacks are making networks and systems 
unavailable for authorized users by overwhelming the victim’s resources [Lon+13b], 
[NIS19a], [Ver19]. Over the years, DoS attacks have caused significant harm to 
organizations leading to service disruption or performance degradation [Cro19], 
[ENI19a], [NIS19a]. Examples of DoS attacks include “Transfer Control Protocol (TCP) 
Synchronize (SYN) flood attacks”, “User Datagram Protocol (UDP) flood attacks”, 
“Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) flood attack”, and “Border Gateway 
Protocol (BGP) rerouting” [ENI19a], [IBM19]. In addition, resources might get 
overloaded from distributed locations using botnets (e.g., Mirai, Aidra, Wifatch) for 
launching Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks [IBM19], [Sym19]. Nowadays, 
organizations are experiencing a surge of DDoS attacks due to the proliferation of 
unsecured Internet of Things (IoT) devices [ENI19a], [NCS18], [Pop+19b]. 

“Spam” attacks abuse the electronic messaging systems and flood victims 
with unsolicited messages sent in bulk [ENI19a], [NIS19a]. These unwanted bulk 
messages not only consume network bandwidth and storage resources but may also 
contain malicious links and attachments which could confer an initial foothold on the 
victim’s network or facilitate scams [ENI19a], [Eur18], [IBM19]. Hence, currently 
spam is among the top ten cyber threats faced by organizations [EY18b]. And, with 
respect to the current spam activity, even though some data indicates a steady 
decrease in spam over the last years [ENI19a], [Tru18], other data reveals that there 
has been an increase in the spam rates since 2015 [Sym19], [Pop+19b]. 

“Insider threat” is one of the major threats performed by insiders (e.g., 
employees, privileged IT users, contractors), which may cause inadvertent or 
malicious harm (e.g., financial, operational, and reputational) by compromising “the 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability” of the victim’s information assets [ENI19a], 
[GSM19], [IBM19], [Sec19]. With respect to inadvertent insiders, they may cause 
various security issues (e.g., disclosure of sensitive information, data loss) by falling 
for social engineering attacks, using shadow IT, or being careless about sound 
cybersecurity practices among others [ENI19a], [GSM19], [IBM19], [Ora19]. In 
addition, malicious insiders (e.g., IT administrators) are ranked among some of the 
key data security threats according to Thales (2018) [Tha18] Data Threat Report 
Survey [Pop+19b]. 

“Hacking attacks” aim to gain unauthorized access to information systems, 
move laterally, steal money or data, and maintain presence inside or sabotage 
organizations [NIS19a], [WEF19]. These days, network intrusions are mostly driven 
by theft of data which is used by cyber criminals to commit fraudulent activities (e.g., 
extortion, card not present fraud) [ENI19a], [Eur18], [EY18b], [WEF19]. Thus, with 
respect to data breaches, hacking attacks are the most prevalent threat category 
[Ver19]. And successful hacking activities mainly rely on leaked or stolen credentials, 
backdoors, or lax cybersecurity such as ad hoc patching [NCS18], [Ver19]. 
Notwithstanding, the overall hacking activity in the United Kingdom (UK) has fallen 
since 2018 [Cro19], [Pop+19b]. 
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“Attacks on privacy and personal data” may lead to theft, manipulation, 
loss, or disclosure of data (e.g., credentials, financial information, names, social 
security numbers, birth dates) about individuals acting, inter alia, as organization’s 
employees, customers, and suppliers [ICO18], [NCS18], [Ver19]. These attacks can 
be carried out through different techniques (e.g., phishing, spear-phishing, exploiting 
vulnerabilities, use of backdoor) and may cause financial distress and reputational 
harm to organizations if materialized [Acc18], [ENI19a], [GSM19], [NCS18], [Ver19]. 
Moreover, according to ENISA (2019a) [ENI19a], identity theft remains one of the 
most popular type of data breaches [Pop+19b]. 

“Cryptojacking” or cryptomining refers to an infection with a malware that 
runs surreptitiously on the victim’s devices and enables the unauthorized use of the 
victim’s computing power to mine cryptocurrencies (i.e., solving cryptographic 
puzzles to add transactions to the blockchain), and in turn, generate revenue for the 
attackers [Acc18], [ENI19a], [Ora19], [Sym19]. Hence, throughout 2017, there has 
been a shift among cyber criminals towards capitalizing on cryptomining malware, 
which prompted an increase in the cryptojacking activity [Acc18], [ENI19a], [NCS18]. 
Today, despite a major fall in cryptojacking events, cyber criminals still display 
significant interest in this way of generating money due to low entry barriers and 
minimal law enforcement attention [ENI19a], [Eur18], [Sym19], [Pop+19b]. 

“Cyber espionage” may come in two forms including state-sponsored cyber 
espionage and industrial espionage [Acc18], [Tha18]. The state-sponsored cyber 
espionage is led by cyber-espionage groups (e.g., MuddyWater, PIPEFISH aka OilRig, 
APT28, APT29) [Acc18], [Sym19]. These cyber espionage groups are doing malicious 
activities and developing malicious tools that may belong to one or more campaigns 
for exfiltrating trade or state secrets [Acc18], [ENI19a]. Throughout the campaigns, 
the cyber espionage groups are changing the techniques of their attacks [Acc18]. 
With respect to the industrial espionage, organizations are targeted by competitors 
aiming to gain commercial edge [Tha18]. As part of cyber espionage, hostile actors 
are incessantly leveraging the vulnerabilities introduced by the emerging technologies 
(e.g., IoT, Artificial Intelligence) [Acc18], [Boo19], [ENI19a]. Today, cyber espionage 
is among the greatest cyber threats to organizations [EY18b], [Tha18], [Pop+19b]. 

“Targeted attacks on critical infrastructure” target entities from critical 
sectors (e.g., energy, telecommunications, water utilities) that provide essential 
services for vital societal functions, health, safety, security, economic or social well-
being of citizens, or the effective functioning of governments, and aim to sabotage 
their physical or virtual systems and assets [Pop+19a]. In this context, these are 
disruptive attacks that can inflict significant harm on a nation including, among others, 
compromise of national security or public safety, operational shutdowns, critical 
infrastructure breakdowns, substantial financial losses, or casualties [Acc18], 
[Sym19], [Tre18]. Moreover, there is limited information available about the activity 
associated with these types of cyberattacks given that most of the investigations fall 
within the remit of national security agencies [Eur18]. However, there is consensus 
that cyberattacks on critical infrastructure are becoming more and more prevalent 
considering, inter alia, the rise of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), the rates of 
convergence of information technology and operational technology, and the growing 
motivation of adversarial states to engage in and sponsor cyberattacks on critical 
infrastructures [Acc18], [Boo19], [Eur18], [WEF19], [Pop+19b]. 

“Supply chain attacks” are island hopping cyberattacks that rely on trusted 
and insecure third or fourth-party environments for the furtherance of malicious 
activity towards an end target [Acc18], [ENI18a], [NCS18], [Sym19]. These 
cyberattacks may take many forms including, among others, introducing exploitable 
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vulnerabilities into third-party products or services, embedding malicious code into 
trusted third-party software, hijacking legitimate software updates, or infiltrating and 
harming target networks via third-party connections [Acc18], [NCS18], [Sym19]. 
Thus, nowadays, cyberattacks through trusted channels are increasingly attractive to 
cyber criminals [Acc18], [GSM19], [Sym19]. Also, according to Thales (2018) [Tha18] 
these attacks are among the greatest data security threats [Pop+19b]. 

“Cyberpropaganda” (aka information operations and warfare or influence 
operations) aims to advance economic, political, or military agendas through hybrid 
campaigns that blend a wide range of techniques encompassing, inter alia, 
propaganda operations, proliferation of disinformation, weaponized deepfakes, 
trolling, and espionage [Boo19], [NCS18], [Sym19]. Thus, these influence operations 
are driven by adversaries motivated to gain competitive advantage over their targets 
through Machiavellian means, and rely on unregulated dissemination channels (e.g., 
social media) to inflict significant disruption and destruction on their intended targets 
including reputational damage, share value depreciation, political instability, social 
unrest, and international conflicts, among others [Boo19], [NCS18], [Tre18]. 
Currently, cyberpropaganda remains a prominent cyber threat considering the 
difficulty associated with tackling the triad that enables disinformation spread (i.e., 
motivation, platforms, and tools) [Tre18], [Pop+19b]. 

“Legal and regulatory sanctions” represent a threat for organizations 
considering the ever-changing cybersecurity regulatory landscape (e.g., “EU General 
Data Protection Regulation”, “Directive on Security of Network and Information 
Systems”), the stringent legal requirements coupled with the convergence and/or 
divergence between these legal requirements pertaining to the cybersecurity-related 
legislation within one or multiple jurisdictions where organizations operate [GSM19], 
[NCS18], [Pop+19a]. Moreover, non-compliance with applicable legislation might 
leave organizations susceptible to cyber-attacks, punitive sanctions, costly lawsuits 
following law infringements, and extortion payments to hostile actors [Acc18], 
[Tre18], [Pop+19a], [Pop+19b]. 

Hence, this catalogue of thirteen current cyber threat categories aims to serve 
as a starting point for organizations conducting cybersecurity risk assessments. 
However, considering that this catalogue of current cyber threat categories is not 
organization specific, organizations still need to engage in cyber threat profiling to 
form a thorough understanding of their cyber threat landscape. In this context, 
organizations need to rely on the existing cyber threat rating methods characterized 
by high complexity or uncertainty as they focus on the likelihood of threat initiation 
[NIS12a] or on the likelihood of a successful attack [OWA19]. Therefore, there is a 
need for a cyber threat rating method that is dissociated from the elements (e.g., skill 
level, motive, opportunity) that induce uncertainty and fosters unbiased outputs in a 
more consistent manner by focusing on the threat strength component of the cyber 
threat categories. Thus, Chapter 3 extends this research work on cyber threats by 
proposing a cyber threat rating method which provides a means to prioritize cyber 
threats, and by critically evaluating the thirteen cyber threat categories. 
 
 

2.2. Overview of Cybersecurity Regulatory Landscape 
 

Given the plethora of cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations from 
across the world [Giu+21], based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+19a], this subchapter provides an overview of the 
cybersecurity regulatory landscape that follows a laser-focused approach by targeting 
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key cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations from key cybersecurity 
jurisdictions, and it aims to set the scene for establishing the degree of commonality 
between these legislations “from the perspective of the organizational understanding 
to managing cybersecurity risk” [Pop+19a]. In this context, this subchapter aims to 
exclusively focus on the jurisdictions that exhibit the highest levels of commitment 
towards cybersecurity across the globe considering that the cybersecurity-related 
legislations from the more mature cybersecurity jurisdictions are expected to have the 
greatest influence on the cybersecurity risk management practices of the organizations 
that operate in these jurisdictions [Pop+19a]. Moreover, this subchapter aims to 
concentrate on the cybersecurity-related areas of statute that are the most relevant 
for triggering the improvement of cybersecurity risk management practices in 
organizations [Pop+19a]. Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+19a], this subchapter provides an overview of some 
of the key generally applicable cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations 
pertaining to selected areas of statute under selected jurisdictions, and only addresses 
the statutes that were in force at the time of conducting the study on cybersecurity-
related legislations.  

First, for the selection of the in-scope jurisdictions, this subchapter relies upon 
the findings from the “Global Cybersecurity Index (GCI)” report which provides a 
benchmark measure to compare the level of commitment of countries towards 
cybersecurity on a global scale [ITU17]. In this context, at regional level, “GCI” ranks 
European Union (EU) as having the highest level of cybersecurity commitment 
worldwide based on the regional scorecard, while, at country level, the highest 
commitment towards cybersecurity worldwide resulted for Singapore and United 
States (US) respectively. Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+19a], the scope of this subchapter consists of and 
is limited to the following three jurisdictions, namely the EU, US, and Singapore 
[Pop+19a].  

Then, this subchapter concentrates on some of the key legislations and 
regulations within the selected jurisdictions focused on “protecting the confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability (i.e., the CIA triad) of information and information systems 
and controlling access to information in the cyberspace [Kos18a], [Giu+21]” 
[Pop+19a]. Thus, two areas of statute are selected to be addressed under each of the 
in-scope jurisdictions, namely data protection and privacy area and critical 
infrastructure protection area, considering that these areas are directly steering 
organizations to enhance their cybersecurity maturity stance by fostering sound 
cybersecurity practices [Giu+21]. Therefore, the legislations under data protection 
and privacy area refer to the statutes prescribing data protection and privacy legal 
obligations on organizations which are using, storing, or transferring personal data in 
or outside their jurisdiction. In addition, the statutes under critical infrastructure 
protection area represent the cybersecurity laws prescribing requirements to prepare 
for, protect against, mitigate, respond to and recover from critical infrastructure 
disruptions, destruction or damage, where critical infrastructure means the physical 
or virtual systems and assets which are providing services essential for the 
maintenance of vital societal functions, health, safety, security, economic or social 
well-being of citizens or the effective functioning of governments within each 
jurisdiction [Com05], [Off08], [US01], [Off16c], [Aus17], [Pop+19a]. 

Despite that some of the laws may be classified across many areas, this 
subchapter links each law to the most relevant area. In addition, the subchapter is not 
targeting statutes applicable to specific cybersecurity products or services, the sector 
specific legislations and regulations related to cybersecurity, or the proposed laws and 
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regulations which were not enacted at the time of conducting the study on the 
cybersecurity-related legislations. Also, this overview is not covering legislations and 
regulations pertaining to other cybersecurity-related areas of statute (e.g., export 
control, cybercrime). Moreover, with respect to the European Union (EU) and United 
States (US) jurisdictions, this overview is not focused on the laws applicable to specific 
EU Member States, or the ones related to specific US’s Member States. Therefore, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+19a], the categories of legislations and regulations pertaining to cybersecurity 
that are considered beyond the scope of this overview are listed below along with a 
few notable examples of enacted or proposed statutes [Pop+19a]: 

• “Legislations and regulations related to individual cybersecurity products or 
services”, such as [Glo17]: 
 “European Regulation No. 910/2014 on electronic identification and trust 

services for electronic transactions in the internal market (i.e., eIDAS 
regulation)” [Pop+19a] 

• “Sector specific legislations and regulations related to cybersecurity”, such as 
[Giu+21], [Glo17], [Joh+14], [Law17]: 
 “the European Directive 2015/2366 (i.e., Payment Service Directive 2 – 

PSD2), the US Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), New York’s Department of 
Financial Services Cybersecurity Regulation (NYFSC) for financial sector” 
[Pop+19a] 

 “European ePrivacy Directive applicable to electronic communications” 
[Pop+19a] 

 “the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) for health 
sector” [Pop+19a] 

 “the European Directive on data protection in law enforcement (i.e., Directive 
EU 2016/680) [Off16b], [Eur19]” [Pop+19a] 

• “Legislations and regulations related to other cybersecurity-related areas of 
statute”, such as: 
 “the European Council Regulation (EC) No 428/2009, the US Export 

Administration Regulations (EAR), the US Export Controls Act of 2018 (ECA), 
Singapore’s Strategic Goods (Control) Act (Cap. 300) for the export control 
area [Off09], [Fer+18], [Glo17], [Gov03]” [Pop+19a] 

 “the European Directive on attacks against information systems (Directive 
2013/40/EU), the US Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA), the US 
Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), the Singapore’s Computer 
Misuse and Cybersecurity Act (CMCA) for the cybercrime area [Off13], 
[Doy14], [Kos18b], [Glo17], [Gov07]” [Pop+19a] 

• “Proposed laws and regulations which were not enacted at the time of conducting 
the study on the cybersecurity-related legislations”, such as: 
 “EU Cybersecurity Act [Cou17]” [Pop+19a] 
 “The US Clarifying Lawful Overseas Use of Data Act (CLOUD Act) [US19]” 

[Pop+19a] 
• “Statutes applicable to specific EU Member States / US’s Member States” [Glo17] 
• “International cooperation agreements”, such as: 
 “EU-US Privacy Shield [Law17]” [Pop+19a] 
 “Budapest Convention on Cybercrime [Car16a]” [Pop+19a] 

Furthermore, the existing research studies have different scope than the one 
of this study. In this context, some of the current literature has described the legal 
systems from one of the selected jurisdictions, namely the European Union (2018a) 
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[Eur18a], Carrapico and Barrinha (2017) [Car+17] and Johnson et al. (2014) [Joh+14] 
described the EU legal system; the Global Legal Group (2017) [Glo17] summarized the 
Singapore’s legal system; and Fischer (2014) [Fis14], Pernik et al. (2016) [Per+16] 
and Global Legal Group (2017) [Glo17] outlined the US legal system [Pop+19a]. 
Moreover, other research works explored the statutes in silos (e.g., [Joh+14], 
[Cob+18], [Sir+18], [Eur18b], [ICO18], [Cro18]), provided an overview of the 
statutes from one jurisdiction (e.g., [Fir+17], [Kos18b]), or looked at areas of law in 
silos covering multiple jurisdictions (e.g., [DLA18]). In addition, some research works 
addressed laws covering multiple areas from multiple jurisdictions (e.g., [Glo17], 
[Häg+17], [Joh+14], [Rav+18], [Hog18], [Law17], [Sun+18]) without aiming to 
further explore the degree of commonality between these laws [Pop+19a]. 

It is worth noting that although there are numerous research studies that 
investigated cybersecurity-related legislations, no research work has been found that 
explores cybersecurity-related legislations for selected areas of statute from selected 
jurisdictions to establish the degree of commonality between them in the context of 
the organizational understanding to managing cybersecurity risk [Pop+19a]. Thus, to 
address the need of organizations operating in multiple jurisdictions to adopt a 
pragmatic approach towards achieving cybersecurity regulatory compliance 
[Pop+19a], the overview of the cybersecurity-related legislations from this chapter 
offers the starting point for the critical evaluation of these legislations, which is 
provided in Chapter 3. 

Hence, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+19a], the overview of legislations for the selected jurisdictions 
(i.e., European Union, Singapore, and United States) is provided below under individual 
sub-subchapters covering the selected areas of legislation (i.e., “data protection and 
privacy”, “critical infrastructure protection”) and using the the law libraries of the EU, 
Singapore, and US. Fig. 2.2 illustrates the selected cybersecurity legislation and 
regulation for each of the in-scope jurisdictions [Pop20]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.2. Selected cybersecurity legislations [Pop20] 
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2.2.1. Cybersecurity Legislation and Regulation in the 
European Union 
 

Cybersecurity has been one of the main security priorities for the EU to enable 
the creation of an open, safe, and secure cyberspace as proposed within the “EU 2013 
Cybersecurity Strategy”, which has also been reflected by the enactment of many EU 
cybersecurity legislations and regulations [Car+17], [Car+18], [Joh+14]. In this 
context, the EU legal framework comprises several types of legal acts of which some 
are legally binding while others are not and apply either to all 27 EU Member States or 
to just a few entities [Eur18a]. Thus, based on the information disseminated by the 
author through the research paper [Pop+19a], this sub-subchapter provides an 
overview of some of the key EU cybersecurity laws by addressing the statutes relevant 
to each of the selected areas outlined above [Pop+19a]. 

With respect to data protection and privacy obligations, at EU level “the 
General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (GDPR)” brings stringent data 
protection and privacy requirements applicable globally to organizations processing 
and controlling personal data of EU and European Economic Area (EEA) citizens, and 
guarantees, inter alia, data protection rights of the data subject (e.g., “right of access”, 
“rectification”, “erasure”, “restriction”, “objection”, and “data portability”) [Off16a], 
[Cob+18], [Eur18b], [Giu+21], [Pop+19a]. 

As for the critical infrastructure protection area, EU has “the Directive on 
Security of Network and Information Systems (NISD)” which binds all EU Member 
States, and mandates the achievement of “a high common level of security of network 
and information systems across EU” through measures related to the development of 
national frameworks on the security of network and information systems by each EU 
Member State, measures concerning the strategic cooperation between EU Member 
States, and risk management and incident reporting obligations to operators of critical 
infrastructure identified by each EU Member State (i.e., “the Operators of Essential 
Services – OESs” and “the Digital Service Providers – DSPs”) [Off16c], [Giu+21], 
[Pop+19a]. 
 
 

2.2.2. Cybersecurity Legislation and Regulation in Singapore 
 

Singapore has established a comprehensive cybersecurity legislation 
framework including many recent and fast-paced legislative developments [Hog18], 
[Law17]. The resulting cybersecurity-related requirements are pursuant to 
“Singapore's National Cybercrime Action Plan”, namely the strengthening of 
cybercrime laws, and as set forth in the “Singapore’s Cybersecurity Strategy” aiming 
towards a more resilient and trusted cyberspace for Singaporeans to harness the 
benefits of technology by “countering cyber threats, combating cybercrime, and 
protecting personal data [Gov16], [Sin16]” [Pop+19a]. Furthermore, these 
requirements are either general or sectoral in their application [Glo17]. Therefore, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+19a], this sub-subchapter outlines some of the main cybersecurity-related laws 
that are generally applicable across Singapore under the selected areas [Pop+19a]. 

First, in terms of data protection and privacy, “the Personal Data Protection 
Act 2012 (PDPA)” provides requirements governing the collection, use and disclosure 
of personal data from individuals in Singapore by private organizations irrespective of 
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whether their geographic operations or incorporation are in or outside of Singapore, 
or, in other words, the requirements have extraterritorial effect [DLA18], [Gov12], 
[PDP17], [Sun+18]. Additionally, the “PDPA” established “the Personal Data 
Protection Commission (PDPC)” with the main responsibility of conducting oversight 
and enforcement of the “PDPA” [DLA18], [Glo17], [Law17], [PDP17], [Pop+19a]. 

With respect to critical infrastructure protection, Singapore enacted “the 
Cybersecurity Act (CA)” that aims to enhance “the Critical Information Infrastructure 
(CII)” against cyber threats by establishing a legal framework with cybersecurity-
related requirements imposed on owners of “CII” located either wholly or partially in 
Singapore [Glo17], [Gov18]. Hence, among others, the “CA” prescribes requirements 
for the licensing of providers of relevant cybersecurity services, and the appointment 
of a Commissioner of Cybersecurity (i.e., the Commissioner) for the designation of 
“CII” and the enforcement of the provisions of the “CA”, just to name a few of the 
responsibilities [Gov18], [Pop+19a]. 
 
 

2.2.3. Cybersecurity Legislation and Regulation in the United 
States 
 

In the US, over 50 statutes feed into the framework legislation regarding 
cybersecurity [Fis14], [Per+16]. The legal framework in question takes the shape of a 
matrix of federal and state laws, regulations and private industry requirements 
applying either horizontally (i.e., spanning across sectors) or vertically (i.e., sector-
specific) [Glo17], [US17]. Thus, in order to highlight some of the key laws and 
regulations pertaining to cybersecurity that apply to all 50 states, the District of 
Columbia, and US territories, based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+19a], this sub-subchapter provides a brief overview 
of the US federal laws related to the selected areas [Pop+19a]. 

First, with respect to data protection and privacy area, despite its well-
documented history of law [Hat+15], the US requirements are prescribed merely 
vertical (i.e., sectoral) rather than horizontal (i.e., general) in their application [Glo17], 
[Jol19], [Rav+18], [US17]. Furthermore, at the time of conducting the study on the 
cybersecurity-related legislations, there was no general law applicable to data 
protection and privacy at federal level in the US [Pop+19a]. 

The second area, namely the critical infrastructure protection, relates to 
“section 1016 (i.e., Critical Infrastructures Protection Act of 2001) of the PATRIOT Act” 
that defined the critical infrastructure and set forth the policy of the US to strengthen 
critical infrastructures through greater engagement in public-private partnerships 
[US01]. In addition, at federal level, “the Executive Order 13636 (i.e., Improving 
Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity)”, “the Presidential Policy Directive-21 (i.e., 
Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience)”, and “the Presidential Executive Order 
13800 (i.e., Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical 
Infrastructure)” called for greater situational awareness through enhanced 
collaboration and information sharing, a more holistic approach to cybersecurity, and 
the improvement of cybersecurity risk management capabilities and maturity posture 
including the making of a technology neutral voluntary cybersecurity framework, 
namely “the NIST’s Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (i.e., 
the NIST CSF)” [The13a], [The13b], [The17], [Pop+19a]. 
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2.3. Overview of Cybersecurity Risk Management 

Frameworks 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Giu+21], much of the research up to now has been focused on oulining 
cybersecurity and risk management related frameworks, standards, and 
methodologies without clearly delineating the distinction between them [Twe+18]. 
Other research works have provided overviews of frameworks pertaining to specific 
focus areas [Cur+16], [Inn10]. While oher works merely focused on risk management-
related methodologies and standards. Thus, WISER Consortium (2016) [WIS16] 
outlined standards and methods for risk management, security testing and 
vulnerability and threat monitoring; ENISA (2006) [ENI06] provided an inventory of 
risk management / assessment methods; Ionita (2013) [Ion13] provided a survey of 
risk management / assessment methods; Talabis and Martin (2013) [Tal+13] provided 
a high-level overview of some information security risk assessment frameworks and of 
the information security risk management standard ISO 27005; the Department for 
Business, Innovation and Skills (2013) [Cro13] presented a high-level cybersecuity 
landscape including standards and frameworks / methodologies; and Taubenberger 
(2014) [Tau14] described the state of the art for information security risk 
management-related standards and methods. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Giu+21], while “framework enablers (e.g., policies, standards, 
processes, procedures, methodologies, methods, tools, etc.) underpin the 
implementation of and allow frameworks to achieve their intended outcomes, 
specifically of effectively managing cybersecurity risks in accordance with 
organization’s risk appetite”, frameworks are “the nucleus of cybersecurity risk 
management programmes” [Giu+21]. Hence, based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Giu+21], this subchapter provides an 
overview of several well-renowned cybersecurity risk management frameworks. “As 
the terms standards, frameworks, methods and methodologies are used 
interchangeably in the literature pertaining to the management of cybersecurity risks”, 
this subchapter begins by defining the cybersecurity risk management frameworks 
followed by an overview of the most widely adopted frameworks [Giu+21]. Thus, based 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Giu+21], 
a cybersecurity risk management framework is “a structured overarching approach 
which relies on a set of guiding principles and sets the context within which 
cybersecurity risks can be consistently overseen and managed across an organization 
to support leadership oversight, integration, design, implementation, evaluation and 
continuous improvement initiatives of the cybersecurity risk management programme 
[Rog+16], [CNS15], [Axe12], [ISO18b], [IRM18], [ISO09], [ISO18c], [ENI06], 
[WIS16], [ISA09], [Gas+17], [Inn10], [ENI08]” [Giu+21]. Hence, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Giu+21], 
organizations are provided with “a logical structure or model which may not get into 
the detailed processes and procedures, supported by a collection of standards and best 
practices (e.g., methodologies, methods, etc.) to apply their underlying principles, 
build, and run cybersecurity risk management programmes, and in effect, effectively 
manage cybersecurity risks at all levels (i.e., the organizational, mission/business 
process, and information system levels) in accordance with the organization’s 
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objectives and overall risk strategy [Rog+16], [ISO18b], [WIS16], [Tal+13], [NIS13]” 
[Giu+21].  

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Giu+21], “there are numerous frameworks in the literature relevant to 
managing cybersecurity risks, which can be leveraged by organizations, and each 
framework provides specific guidance and best practice applicable to one or more 
domains [ENI06], [WIS16], [Cro13], [Tau14], [Ion13]” [Giu+21]. Therefore, 
“although this overview does not provide an exhaustive list of frameworks”, it offers 
an overview of several widely used frameworks pertaining to three categories relevant 
for cybersecurity risk management “which can be leveraged by any organization 
regardless of type, size, sector, or focus area (e.g., Information Technology (IT), 
Industrial Control Systems (ICS), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), or connected 
devices)”, including [Giu+21]: 

• “Cybersecurity-related frameworks”; 
• “Generic risk management frameworks”; 
• “IT-related frameworks”. 

Further, Fig. 2.3 outlines the selected frameworks pertaining to the 
aforementioned categories relevant to cybersecurity risk management. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.3. Selected cybersecurity risk management frameworks [Pop20] 
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Consequently, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Giu+21], the tables below (i.e., Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3) provide 
an overview of the most widely adopted frameworks relevant to cybersecurity risk 
management by mapping each framework to its corresponding category (i.e., 
“cybersecurity”, “risk management”, “IT”), and outline for each framework the 
following details: “publisher name”, “short description”, and “access (i.e., free of 
charge, not freely available, freely available to members)” [Giu+21]. 

Firstly, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Giu+21], Table 2.1 provides an overview of the most widely adopted 
cybersecurity-related frameworks [Giu+21]. Many frameworks pay particular attention 
to cybersecurity, and this is reflected by “the large number of existing frameworks 
relevant to the cybersecurity-related domain” (see Table 2.1) [Giu+21]. As shown in 
Table 2.1, the cybersecurity-related frameworks are applicable to either “risk 
assessment” or “risk management” activities [Ion13] and are supported by a “risk-
based” [ENI06], [Gas+17], [Tal+13] or “compliance-based” approach (i.e., aka “rule-
based”) [Rog+16], [Ion13], [Giu+21]. 
 

Table 2.1. Overview of selected cybersecurity-related frameworks [Giu+21] 

Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“Framework 

for Improving 

Critical 

Infrastructure 

Cybersecurity” 

“National 

Institute of 

Standards and 

Technology 

(NIST)” 

“Provides a common language for identifying 

and managing cybersecurity risks and consists 

of three components: Framework Core (i.e., a 

common set of activities and references to be 

used as guidance), Framework Implementation 

Tiers (i.e., a range of Tiers from Partial to 

Adaptive to support organizational decision 

making) and Framework Profiles (i.e., to 

describe current or target organizational 

profiles of specific cybersecurity activities) 

[NIS18a]. It can be applied by any organization 

regardless of sector, size, or type, even if the 

framework was developed to improve 

cybersecurity risk management in critical 

infrastructure [NIS18a]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“Risk 

Management 

Framework 

(RMF) for 

Information 

Systems and 

Organizations” 

“National 

Institute of 

Standards and 

Technology 

(NIST)” 

“Provides a structured and flexible process to 

effectively manage information security risks 

from organizational level to system level, and 

consists of seven main activities (i.e., prepare, 

categorize, select, implement, assess, 

authorize, and monitor) with detailed 

description for each of the tasks involved in 

each activity; RMF is intended to support the 

implementation of the NIST’s cybersecurity 

framework [NIS10]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“NIST’s 

Unified 

Information 

Security 

Framework” 

“National 

Institute of 

Standards and 

Technology 

(NIST)” 

“Consists of five Special Publications (SPs) from 

NIST, such as:  NIST SP 800-37 (i.e., RMF) 

[NIS10], NIST SP 800-53 (i.e., recommended 

security and privacy controls) [NIS13], NIST 

800-53A (i.e., guide for assessing the security 

and privacy controls) [NIS14], NIST SP 800-30 

Free of 

charge 
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Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

(i.e., guide for conducting risk assessments) 

[NIS12a] and NIST SP 800-39 (i.e., guidance 

for organization-wide program for managing 

information security risks) [NIS11]” [Giu+21]. 

“Information 

Security 

Management 

System 

(ISMS) 

framework” 

“International 

Organization 

for 

Standardization 

(ISO) and the 

International 

Electrotechnical 

Commission 

(IEC)” 

“Provides policies, procedures, and resources to 

allow a systematic approach for establishing, 

implementing, monitoring, reviewing, 

maintaining, and improving an ISMS in 

accordance with the needs and objectives of 

the organization across different operations and 

sites. It is based on the ISMS family of 

standards, which consists of: standards 

specifying requirements (i.e., ISO/IEC 27001, 

ISO/IEC 27006, ISO/IEC 27009), standards 

specifying guidelines (i.e., ISO/IEC 27002, 

ISO/IEC 27003, ISO/IEC 27004, ISO/IEC 

27005, ISO/IEC 27007, ISO/IEC TR 27008, 

ISO/IEC 27013, ISO/IEC 27014, ISO/IEC TR 

27016, ISO/IEC 27021), and standards 

describing sector specific guidelines (i.e., 

ISO/IEC 27010, ISO/IEC 27011, ISO/IEC 

27017, ISO/IEC 27018, ISO/IEC 27019) 

[ISO18b], [ENI06], [WIS16], [Tau14]” 

[Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“Operationally 

Critical 

Threat, Asset, 

and 

Vulnerability 

Evaluation 

(OCTAVE)” 

“Software 

Engineering 

Institute (SEI) 

of Carnegie 

Mellon 

University 

(USA)” 

“It is an information security risk assessment 

framework which consists of a collection of 

tools, techniques, and methods, having three 

different versions: OCTAVE (i.e., the original 

framework which is recommended for large 

organizations and resembles a methodology), 

OCTAVE-S (i.e., developed for smaller 

organizations) and OCTAVE Allegro (i.e., the 

most recent version of the framework) 

[WIS16], [Tal+13], [Ion13], [SEI07]” 

[Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“Factor 

Analysis of 

Information 

Risk (FAIR) 

framework” 

“FAIR 

Institute” 

“It is a logical framework for conducting 

information risk assessments, which consists of 

the following elements: the taxonomy of 

information risks and of their risk factors (i.e., 

probable frequency and probable magnitude of 

future loss), a method for computing the risk 

factors, a computational engine for estimating 

risks along with a simulation model to build and 

analyze risk scenarios [Ion13], [Jon06], 

[Twe+18], [Ful17]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“Sherwood 

Applied 

Business 

Security 

“SABSA 

Institute” 

“It is an Enterprise Security Architecture 

framework and consists of six architecture 

layers (i.e., contextual, conceptual, logical, 

physical, component and management 

architectures) which are presented through 

Free of 

charge 
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Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

Architecture 

(SABSA)” 

SABSA Matrix where these layers are mapped 

to the phases of the SABSA’s risk management 

process (i.e., assure, strategy and planning, 

design, implement, manage and measure, 

communicate). Beside the SABSA Matrix, the 

framework provides the SABSA Business 

Attributes Profile which highlights what 

organizations need to protect [She+09], 

[Van14]” [Giu+21].  

“Cyber 

Resiliency 

Engineering 

Framework” 

“The MITRE 

Corporation” 

“Provides elements related to cyber resiliency 

(i.e., goals, objectives, practices), threat 

modelling, domains for applying cyber 

resiliency, along with costs considerations 

[Bod+11]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“Cybersecurity 

Risk 

Management 

Reporting 

Framework” 

“The American 

Institute of 

Certified Public 

Accountants 

(AICPA)” 

“Consists of three components: description 

criteria for management’s description of the 

entity’s cybersecurity risk management 

program, control criteria for evaluating the 

effectiveness of the security controls, along 

with AICPA’s attestation guide reporting on an 

entity’s cybersecurity risk management 

program and controls [AIC17a]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

“CIS Controls 

version 7 

framework” 

“Center for 

Internet 

Security (CIS)” 

“Provides 20 security controls which are split in 

three categories (i.e., basic, foundational, and 

organizational) to assist organizations with a 

defense-in-depth set of best practices 

[CIS18c]” [Giu+21]. 

Free of 

charge 

 
Secondly, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Giu+21], Table 2.2 shows an overview of the most adopted “generic 
risk management frameworks”, which provide “generic control objectives”, “internal 
controls”, “principles”, or “guidelines on risk management” [IRM18], [WIS16], 
[ISA09], [Ion13], [COS13], [COS17], [Giu+21]. 
 

Table 2.2. Overview of selected generic risk management frameworks [Giu+21] 

Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“COSO’s 

Internal 

Controls – 

Integrated 

Framework” 

“Committee of 

Sponsoring 

Organizations 

of the 

Treadway 

Commission 

(COSO)” 

“Encompasses the following elements: three 

objectives (i.e., operations, reporting, and 

compliance), five components of internal 

controls (i.e., control environment, risk 

assessment, control activities, information and 

communication, and monitoring activities) and 

seventeen principles. It is valuable for 

designing, implementing, assessing, and 

reporting internal controls to reduce and 

manage risks across organizations [COS13], 

[COS17]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 
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Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“COSO’s 

Enterprise 

Risk 

Management 

– Integrating 

with Strategy 

and 

Performance” 

“Committee of 

Sponsoring 

Organizations 

of the 

Treadway 

Commission 

(COSO)” 

“Provides five components (i.e., governance 

and culture; strategy and objective-setting; 

performance; review and revision; information, 

communication, and reporting), which are 

supported by a set of principles, for identifying 

and managing enterprise-wide risks associated 

with the organization’s strategy and business 

objectives, and for sustaining and improving 

performance [COS17]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“Risk 

Management 

Framework in 

ISO 

31000:2018” 

“International 

Organization 

for 

Standardization 

(ISO)” 

“Provides guidelines about the range of 

activities involved in a risk management 

initiative, and describes six elements: 

leadership and commitment, integration, 

design, implementation, evaluation, and 

improvement [IRM18], [ISO18d]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

 
Further, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Giu+21], Table 2.3 indicates an overview of the most widely adopted 
“IT-related frameworks”. These frameworks are “neither cybersecurity-centric nor 
generic risk management frameworks and are largely focused on IT and belong to the 
following focus areas: IT service management, enterprise IT governance and 
management, enterprise-wide IT risk management, or IT capability management” 
[Rog+16], [Giu+21]. 
 

Table 2.3. Overview of selected IT-related frameworks [Giu+21] 

Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“Information 

Technology 

Infrastructure 

Library (ITIL) 

Version 3” 

“Axelos” “It is an IT service management framework 

having five core publications (i.e., service 

strategy, service design, service transition, 

service operation, and continual service 

improvement) which contain 26 processes, to 

facilitate the delivery and management of high-

quality IT services [Dav16]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“Control 

Objectives for 

Information 

and Related 

Technology 

(COBIT) 

version 5” 

“Information 

Systems Audit 

and Control 

Association 

(ISACA) - IT 

Governance 

Institute 

(ITGI)” 

“It is an enterprise IT governance and 

management framework that belongs to the 

COBIT 5 product family and is built on five 

basic principles (i.e., meeting stakeholder 

needs, covering the enterprise end-to-end, 

applying a single integrated framework, 

enabling a holistic approach, and separating 

governance from management) [ISA12]. It 

consists of high-level controls objectives and 

controls for IT, grouped into four domains: plan 

and organize, acquire and implement, deliver 

and support, and monitor and evaluate 

[Tau14]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 
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Framework 

Name 
Publisher Description Access 

“Risk IT 

Framework” 

“Information 

Systems Audit 

and Control 

Association 

(ISACA)” 

“Provides an end-to-end process model with 

three domains (i.e., risk governance, risk 

evaluation, and risk response) for effective 

management of IT risk, which is based on 

several guiding principles and good practice 

guidance [ISA09]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

“IT Capability 

Maturity 

Framework 

(IT-CMF)” 

“Innovation 

Value 

Institute™” 

“Consists of four macro-capabilities (i.e., 

managing IT like a business, managing the IT 

budget, managing the IT capability, and 

managing IT for business value) which are 

provided with their corresponding critical 

capabilities. For each critical capability, IT-CMF 

incorporates a comprehensive suite of 

capability building blocks, maturity profiles, 

assessment methods, and improvement 

roadmaps [Cur+16]” [Giu+21]. 

Not 

freely 

available 

 
Thus, given the myriad of cybersecurity risk management frameworks, there 

is a need for more evaluations of these frameworks relative to each other to enable 
better decision making when it comes to framework selection, considering that these 
frameworks are the nucleus of cybersecurity risk management programmes in 
organizations [Giu+21], and taking into account the paucity of research works that 
provide a comprehensive characterization of several of these frameworks relative to 
each other [Giu+21]. Hence, building on this overview of cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks, Chapter 4 proposes a framework evaluation methodology 
and critically evaluates some of these frameworks. 
 
 

2.4. Overview of IoT Security Best Practices 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “there are numerous best practices in the literature relevant to IoT 
security” [Pop+21a]. Although this overview does not provide an exhaustive list of IoT 
security best practices, it focuses on “some of the most renowned best practices which 
are relevant to IoT security irrespective of their target audience, are applicable 
vertically or horizontally across sectors, and are available in English” [Pop+21a]. In 
this context, the identification of the in-scope IoT security best practices is based on 
“the current state of the art” (i.e., [ECS17], [Gar+19]), “available mappings of IoT 
security recommendations, guidance and standards to IoT security best practices” 
(i.e., [Cop20], [CSD19], [DCM18b], [ENI17b], [NIS20b]), and “references to IoT 
security best practices from other research works” (i.e., [ETS20], [W3C19]) 
[Pop+21a]. This identification of IoT security best practices is also based on “online 
searches of IoT security initiatives” from the “Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)”, the 
“European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA)”, and the “National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST)” [Pop+21a]. With respect to exclusions, this 
overview does not cover “exclusively technically-focused IoT security best practices or 
IoT security best practices which are intended for the purpose of certification” 
[Pop+21a]. Moreover, this overview focuses on “final versions of IoT security best 
practices and does not cover draft or expired ones” [Pop+21a]. Furthermore, it does 
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not cover “cybersecurity best practices that are not IoT security specific”, and it does 
not capture “vendor reports that address IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. 
Therefore, based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], the main categories of IoT security best practices that are 
considered beyond the scope of this overview are listed below along with a few notable 
examples of best practices [Pop+21a]: 

• “Exclusively technically-focused IoT security best practices”, such as: 
 “Concise Binary Object Representation (CBOR) Object Signing and Encryption 

(COSE) published by Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [IET17]” 
[Pop+21a] 

• “IoT security best practices intended for the purpose of certification”, such as: 
 “CTIA Cybersecurity Certification Test Plan for IoT Devices, Version 1.2.2 

issued by CTIA Certification [CTI21]” [Pop+21a] 
 “PSA Certified™ Level 1 Questionnaire, Version 2.1 published by Platform 

Security Architecture (PSA) Joint Stakeholder Agreement (JSA) Members 
[PSA21]” [Pop+21a] 

• “Draft IoT security best practices”, such as: 
 “oneM2M TR-0008-V2.0.1 Security (Technical Report) issued by oneM2M 

Partners [one18]” [Pop+21a] 
• “Expired IoT security best practices”, such as: 

 “Best Current Practices for Securing Internet of Things (IoT) Devices 
[Moo+17]” [Pop+21a] 

• “Cybersecurity best practices that are not IoT security specific”, such as: 
 “The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) Secure Coding Practices 

Quick Reference Guide [OWA10]” [Pop+21a] 
 “Fundamental Practices for Secure Software Development 2nd Edition A Guide 

to the Most Effective Secure Development Practices in Use Today published 
by Software Assurance Forum for Excellence in Code (SAFECode) [Bel+11]” 
[Pop+21a] 

 “Systems Security Engineering Considerations for a Multidisciplinary 
Approach in the Engineering of Trustworthy Secure System published by 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [Ros+16]” [Pop+21a] 

• “Vendor reports covering IoT security best practices”, such as: 
 “AT&T Cybersecurity Insights: The CEO’s Guide to Securing the Internet of 

Things [AT&T16]” [Pop+21a] 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], Table 2.4 illustrates the 25 selected IoT security best 
practices, and outlines for each best practice its corresponding “publisher” and 
“reference” [Pop+21a]. 

 
Table 2.4. Selected IoT security best practices [Pop+21a] 

Publisher Name Reference 

“AgeLight LLC” “IoT Safety Architecture & Risk Toolkit v4.0” [Age20a] 

“Alliance for Internet of 

Things Innovation (AIOTI)” 

“Report on Workshop on Security and Privacy 

in the Hyper-Connected World” 
[AIO16] 

“Australian Government” “Code of Practice Securing the Internet of 

Things for Consumers” 
[Com20] 
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Publisher Name Reference 

“Broadband Internet 

Technical Advisory Group 

(BITAG)” 

“Internet of Things (IoT) Security and Privacy 

Recommendations” [BIT16] 

“Cloud Security Alliance 

(CSA)” 

“Security Guidance for Early Adopters of the 

Internet of Things (IoT)” 
[CSA15] 

“Cloud Security Alliance 

(CSA)” 

“Identity and Access Management for the 

Internet of Things - Summary Guidance” 
[CSA16] 

“Cloud Security Alliance 

(CSA)” 

“CSA IoT Security Controls Framework Version 

1” 
[CSA19a] 

“Council to Secure the 

Digital Economy (CSDE)” 

“The C2 Consensus on IoT Device Security 

Baseline Capabilities” 
[CSD19] 

“European 

Telecommunications 

Standards Institute (ETSI)” 

“ETSI European Standard (EN) 303.645 V2.1.1 

Cyber Security for Consumer Internet of 

Things: Baseline Requirements” 

[ETS20] 

“GSM Association (GSMA)” 
“GSMA IoT Security Assessment Checklist 

Version 3.0” 
[GSM18] 

“Industrial Internet 

Consortium (IIC)” 

“Industrial Internet of Things Volume G4: 

Security Framework” 
[IIC16] 

“Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers 

(IEEE)” 

“Internet of Things (IoT) Security Best 

Practices” 
[IEE17] 

“IoT Security Foundation 

(IoTSF)” 

“IoT Security Compliance Framework Release 

2.1” 
[IoT20a] 

“Japan’s IoT Acceleration 

Consortium (IoTAC)” 
“IoT Security Guidelines Ver. 1.0” [IoT16] 

“National Electrical 

Manufacturers Association 

(NEMA)” 

“Cyber Hygiene Best Practices” [NEM18] 

“National Institute of 

Standards and Technology 

(NIST)” 

“Foundational Cybersecurity Activities for IoT 

Device Manufacturers” 
[NIS20a] 

“Online Trust Alliance (OTA)” “IoT Security & Privacy Trust Framework v2.5” [OTA18] 

“The European Union Agency 

for Cybersecurity (ENISA)” 

“Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in 

the context of Critical Information 

Infrastructures” 

[ENI17b] 

“The European Union Agency 

for Cybersecurity (ENISA)” 

“Good Practices for Security of Internet of 

Things in the context of Smart Manufacturing” 
[ENI18b] 

“The European Union Agency 

for Cybersecurity (ENISA)” 

“Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure 

Software Development Lifecycle” 
[ENI19b] 

“The European Union Agency 

for Cybersecurity (ENISA)” 

“Procurement Guidelines for Cybersecurity in 

Hospitals Good practices for the security of 

Healthcare services” 

[ENI20a] 
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Publisher Name Reference 

“The European Union Agency 

for Cybersecurity (ENISA)” 

“Guidelines for Securing the Internet of Things 

Secure supply chain for IoT” [ENI20b] 

“US Department of 

Homeland Security (DHS)” 

“Strategic Principles for Securing the Internet 

of Things (IoT) Version 1.0” [DHS16] 

“US Department of 

Transportation National 

Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration (NHTSA)” 

“Cybersecurity Best Practices for Modern 

Vehicles” [NHT16] 

“United Kingdom 

Department for Digital, 

Culture, Media and Sport 

(UK DCMS)” 

“Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security” [DCM18a] 

 
Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 

the research paper [Pop+21a], Fig. 2.4 illustrates the proposed taxonomic hierarchy 
for “classifying the 25 selected IoT security best practices, which emerged from the 
review of these IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. This taxonomic hierarchy aims 
to “classify the selected best practices based on their applicability to specific groups 
of target audience and type of IoT security best practice” [Pop+21a]. Thus, based on 
the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], 
the selected IoT security best practices are grouped into the four categories below 
based on “their applicability to specific groups of target audience”:  

• “Adopter specific”: “this category denotes IoT security best practices that are 
applicable primarily to IoT adopters” [Pop+21a]; 

• “General”: “this category denotes IoT security best practices that are applicable 
to IoT adopters, IoT manufacturers and/or IoT suppliers” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Manufacturer specific”: “this category denotes IoT security best practices 
that are applicable primarily to IoT manufacturers” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Supplier specific”: “this category denotes IoT security best practices that are 
applicable primarily to IoT suppliers” [Pop+21a]. 

As for the next level of the taxonomic hierarchy, based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], the selected IoT 
security best practices are grouped into the four categories below based on „their 
corresponding type”: 

• “Codes of practice”: “this category denotes IoT security voluntary principles 
[Com20] or guidelines [DCM18a] recommended by governments for industry as 
the minimum standard for a specific topic [Com20], which do not take precedence 
over national legislation in any country [Fle+88]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Standards”: “this category denotes agreed IoT security best practices 
developed by external standards organizations which consist of requirements, 
specifications, guidelines or characteristics for activities or for their outputs, that 
are generally complied with for making a product, managing a process, delivering 
a service or supplying materials [Giu+21]” [Pop+21a];  

• “Guidelines”: “this category denotes IoT security recommendations on how 
something should be done for achieving an objective [ENI13], and these 
recommendations are less prescriptive than procedures [ISA21]” [Pop+21a]; 
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• “Frameworks”: “this category denotes logical structures or models that rely on 
a set of guiding principles, may not get into the detailed processes and 
procedures, may refer to a collection of standards and best practices (e.g., 
methodologies, methods, etc.) that underpin their underlying principles, and are 
aimed at enabling IoT security programs [Giu+21]” [Pop+21a]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.4. The proposed taxonomic hierarchy for IoT security best practices [Pop+21a] 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a], some of the previous studies concentrated on “the 
state of the art of IoT security best practices (i.e., [ECS17], [Gar+19])” or on 
“delivering an overview and catalogue of key IoT security initiatives [CSA19c]” 
[Pop+21a]. For instance, ECSO (2017) [ECS17], Garcia-Morchon, et al. (2019) 
[Gar+19], and CSA Singapore along with MEAC of the Netherlands (2019c) [CSA19c] 
“provided overviews around IoT security best practices, but they did not clearly link 
the applicability of each best practice to a specific group of target audience (i.e., 
adopters, suppliers, manufacturers, general) nor did they classify each best practice 
based on type (i.e., codes of practice, standards, guidelines, frameworks)” 
[Pop+21a]. Hence, besides providing an overview of some of the most renowned IoT 
security best practices, this subchapter proposes a taxonomic hierarchy “for 
classifying best practices based on their applicability and type, and this taxonomy is 
used for outlining the 25 selected IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a], Table 2.5 shows the references of the reviewed IoT 
security best practices mapped against the corresponding categories of IoT security 
best practices from the proposed taxonomic hierarchy [Pop+21a]. 
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Table 2.5. Selected IoT security best practices with their taxonomic categories [Pop+21a] 

Applicability Type IoT Security Best Practice Reference 

“Adopter 

specific” 

“Guidelines” 

“CSA’s Security Guidance for Early Adopters 

of the Internet of Things (IoT)” 
[CSA15] 

“CSA’s Identity and Access Management for 

the Internet of Things—Summary Guidance” 
[CSA16] 

“ENISA’s Procurement Guidelines for 

Cybersecurity in Hospitals Good practices for 

the security of Healthcare services” 

[ENI20a] 

“Frameworks” 
“CSA IoT Security Controls Framework 

Version 1” 
[CSA19a] 

“General” 

“Codes of 
practice” 

“US DHS’s Strategic Principles for Securing 
the Internet of Things (IoT) Version 1.0” 

[DHS16] 

“Japan’s IoTAC IoT Security Guidelines Ver. 

1.0” 
[IoT16] 

“Guidelines” 

“ENISA’s Baseline Security Recommendations 

for IoT in the context of Critical Information 
Infrastructures” 

[ENI17b] 

“ENISA’s Good Practices for Security of 
Internet of Things in the context of Smart 

Manufacturing” 

[ENI18b] 

“ENISA’s Good Practices for Security of IoT 
Secure Software Development Lifecycle” 

[ENI19b] 

“ENISA’s Guidelines for Securing the Internet 
of Things Secure supply chain for IoT” 

[ENI20b] 

“Frameworks” 

“AgeLight’s IoT Safety Architecture & Risk 
Toolkit v4.0” 

[Age20a] 

“IIC’s Industrial Internet of Things Volume 
G4: Security Framework” 

[IIC16] 

“OTA’s IoT Security & Privacy Trust 

Framework v2.5” 
[OTA18] 

“Manufacturer 

specific” 

“Standards” 

“ETSI European Standard (EN) 303.645 

V2.1.1 Cyber Security for Consumer Internet 
of Things: Baseline Requirements” 

[ETS20] 

“NEMA’s Cyber Hygiene Best Practices” [NEM18] 

“Guidelines” 

“BITAG’s Internet of Things (IoT) Security 

and Privacy Recommendations” 
[BIT16] 

“CSDE’s The C2 Consensus on IoT Device 

Security Baseline Capabilities” 
[CSD19] 

“IEEE’s Internet of Things (IoT) Security 

Best Practices” 
[IEE17] 
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Applicability Type IoT Security Best Practice Reference 

“NIST’s Foundational Cybersecurity Activities 

for IoT Device Manufacturers” 
[NIS20a] 

“Supplier 

specific” 

“Codes of 

practice” 

“UK DCMS’s Code of Practice for Consumer 

IoT Security” 
[DCM18a] 

“Australian Government’s Code of Practice 

Securing the Internet of Things for 

Consumers” 

[Com20] 

“Guidelines” 

“AIOTI’s Report on Workshop on Security 

and Privacy in the Hyper-Connected World” 
[AIO16] 

“US NHTSA’s Cybersecurity Best Practices 

for Modern Vehicles” 
[NHT16] 

“Frameworks” 

“GSMA’s IoT Security Assessment Checklist 

Version 3.0” 
[GSM18] 

“IoTSF’s IoT Security Compliance Framework 

Release 2.1” 
[IoT20a] 

 
It is worth noting that “although a sizeable number of best practices and 

academic papers has been published on IoT security”, “no research article nor best 
practice has been found at the time of conducting this study to exclusively focus on 
IoT security risk management strategy and there is a paucity of IoT security risk 
management reference sources” [Pop+21a]. In this context, there is a need for “a 
reference model for IoT security risk management strategy” [Pop+21a]. Thus, the 
overview of the IoT security best practices from this subchapter aims to support the 
development of the IoT security risk management strategy reference model which is 
provided in Chapter 5.  

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a], an overview of these IoT security best practices is 
provided under individual sub-subchapters that correspond to the four categories of 
IoT security best practices based on “their applicability to specific groups of target 
audience” [Pop+21a]. In addition, the available documentation around the 25 selected 
IoT security best practices is used to provide the overview of IoT security best practices 
[Pop+21a]. Then, as part of each sub-subchapter, the corresponding IoT security best 
practices are outlined under their corresponding category based on “the type of IoT 
security best practice” [Pop+21a]. 

 
 

2.4.1. Adopter Specific IoT Security Best Practices 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], this sub-subchapter provides an overview of the selected IoT 
security best practices which are applicable “only to IoT adopters”, namely “the adopter 
specific IoT security guidelines” and “the adopter specific IoT security framework” 
[Pop+21a].  

“Adopter Specific IoT Security Guidelines”  
The IoT security best practices below are guidelines that address “generic-

based IoT security controls [CSA15]”, “IoT recommendations specific to Identity and 
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Access Management [CSA16]”, or “healthcare-specific IoT security good practices 
[ENI20a]” [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a], these selected guidelines are outlined below:  

• “CSA’s Security Guidance for Early Adopters of the Internet of Things 
(IoT)”: “Provides key challenges for secure IoT adoption and recommended 
security controls for IoT adopters to implement at different layers of the protocol 
stack [Gar+19]. The recommended controls are grouped into seven categories 
which focus on IoT privacy impact assessment and privacy-by-design, secure IoT 
systems engineering, layered security protections for IoT assets, data protection, 
security controls for IoT devices, authentication/authorization framework for IoT 
deployments, and logging and audit framework for IoT environment [CSA15]” 
[Pop+21a]; 

• “CSA’s Identity and Access Management for the Internet of Things - 
Summary Guidance”: “Extends the guidance on IoT Identity and Access 
Management (IAM) from [CSA15]. It provides a set of IAM related 
recommendations to support IoT adopters [CSA16]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “ENISA’s Procurement Guidelines for Cybersecurity in Hospitals Good 
Practices for the Security of Healthcare Services”: “This report focuses on 
providing cybersecurity guidelines to healthcare organizations for improving their 
procurement process of medical devices and applies to healthcare professionals 
including Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs), Chief Technology Officers 
(CTOs), IT teams, and procurement officers. First, the report provides 
cybersecurity considerations for planning, sourcing, and managing procured 
systems and services which are further grouped into ten procurement types. 
Then, it provides an overview of cybersecurity-related regulations, international 
standards, and good practices for healthcare systems, products, and services, 
and outlines the relevance of each of these best practices to the selected 
procurement types. Further, the report provides key cybersecurity challenges, a 
cyber threat taxonomy, and key procurement-related risks for hospitals. In 
addition, it provides a set of cybersecurity good practices for each procurement 
phase (i.e., plan, source and manage), which are then mapped against the 
procurement types and related threats [ENI20a]” [Pop+21a]. 

“Adopter Specific IoT Security Framework” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], the selected adopter specific IoT security framework is outlined 
below: 

• “CSA IoT Security Controls Framework Version 1”: “The framework applies 
to designers, developers, and evaluators for evaluating and implementing the 
enterprise IoT systems [CSA19b]. It provides 160 IoT security controls grouped 
into 26 categories. For each recommended control, it provides the following 
details: control specification, the reference to its corresponding control 
identification number from the CSA Cloud Controls Matrix (CCM), the IoT system 
risk impact levels (i.e., in terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability), 
supplemental control guidance, implementation guidance, and its applicability to 
edge, fog and cloud IoT system components. The framework is supplemented by 
a guide that provides instructions for using the framework. In addition, this 
framework’s guide makes reference to two NIST publications (i.e., FIPS PUB 199 
[NIS04], FIPS PUB 200 [NIS06]) which should support organizations to determine 
the risk impact level pertaining to their system’s data prior to implementing the 
security controls from the proposed framework [CSA19a]” [Pop+21a]. 
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2.4.2. General IoT Security Best Practices 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], this sub-subchapter provides an overview of the selected IoT 
security best practices which are “general in nature in terms of their applicability” 
[Pop+21a]. Each of these best practices is outlined below under its corresponding type-
based category (i.e., “codes of practice”, “guidelines”, “frameworks”) [Pop+21a].  

“General IoT Security Codes of Practice” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], the selected general IoT security codes of practice focus on “secure 
IoT systems development lifecycle [DHS16], [IoT16]”, and are outlined below: 

• “US DHS’s Strategic Principles for Securing the Internet of Things (IoT) 
Version 1.0”: “Provides six strategic non-binding principles with suggested 
practices for each principle to support secure IoT systems development lifecycle 
[DHS16]. These principles focus on four categories of IoT stakeholders (i.e., IoT 
developers, IoT manufacturers, service providers, and industrial and business-
level consumers) [DHS16]. Garcia-Morchon et al. (2019) [Gar+19] describe this 
code of practice in a similar manner, and ECSO (2017) [ECS17] also provides a 
concise description covering the focus of this code of practice” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Japan’s IoTAC IoT Security Guidelines Ver. 1.0”: “It is twofold: firstly, it 
outlines 21 key concepts spread across five guiding principles for IoT security 
measures, where each principle corresponds to one stage of the IoT systems 
development lifecycle (i.e., policy, analysis, design, implementation and 
connection, and operation and maintenance), and secondly, it provides four IoT 
security recommendations to raise awareness among the general public on how 
to use IoT devices safely. In addition, it provides the mapping of target users 
(i.e., executives, IoT device manufacturers, system and service 
providers/corporate users) against key concepts, along with the mapping of 
general public to recommendations [IoT16]” [Pop+21a]. 

“General IoT Security Guidelines” 
All reviewed “general IoT security guidelines” are published by ENISA. Two of 

these are applicable to “sector-specific organizations [ENI17b], [ENI18b]”, one 
guideline focuses on “secure IoT systems development lifecycle [ENI19b]”, and 
another one focuses on “secure IoT supply chain [ENI20b]” [Pop+21a]. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], these 
“general IoT security guidelines” are outlined below: 

• “ENISA’s Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the Context of 
Critical Information Infrastructures”: “This report focuses on critical 
information infrastructures (CII) and applies to IoT adopters, IoT manufacturers 
and operators, specific IT personnel profiles (e.g., IoT experts, IT/security 
solutions architects) and regulators. First, it provides an IoT high-level reference 
model, IoT asset, and threat taxonomies, and mapping of identified IoT threats 
against the IoT assets. Then, it provides a set of IoT security measures / good 
practices which are grouped into three categories (i.e., policies, organizational, 
people and process measures, and technical measures), to address the identified 
IoT threats, vulnerabilities and risks. Furthermore, it provides an IoT security gap 
analysis and seven recommendations that aim to address the identified IoT 
security gaps. In addition, it provides references for each recommended security 
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measure / good practice, mapping of security measures to threat groups, and the 
target audience for each of the seven recommendations [ENI17b]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “ENISA’s Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in the Context 
of Smart Manufacturing”: “This study focuses on Smart Manufacturing 
organizations and applies to operators, manufacturers, and users of Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT). First, it provides a high-level reference model for a 
smart manufacturing environment, asset and threat taxonomies for Industry 4.0, 
and mapping of the identified IIoT threats against IIoT assets. Then, it provides 
a set of security measures / good practices which are grouped into three 
categories (i.e., policies, organizational practices, and technical practices), to 
address the identified threats for IIoT environments. In addition, it provides 
references for each recommended security measure / good practice and for each 
threat group [ENI18b]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “ENISA’s Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software 
Development Lifecycle”: “Provides guidelines for IoT software developers, IoT 
integrators, platform and system engineers, and consumers for securing the 
Software Development Lifecycle (SDLC) of IoT systems and services. First, it 
provides the key cybersecurity challenges and considerations for IoT SDLC by 
describing each SDLC phase (i.e., requirements analysis, software design, 
development/implementation, testing and acceptance, deployment and 
integration, and maintenance and disposal). Then, it provides asset and threat 
taxonomies related to the IoT SDLC along with the mapping of the identified 
threats against IoT assets. Furthermore, it provides a set of IoT SDLC related 
security measures which are grouped into three categories (i.e., people, 
processes, and technologies). In addition, it provides a table for each category of 
measures that captures the recommended security measures mapped against 
the identified threats, secure SDLC phases, and corresponding references 
[ENI19b]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “ENISA’s Guidelines for Securing the Internet of Things Secure Supply 
Chain for IoT”: “This report provides guidelines for securing the IoT supply chain 
and applies to a wide range of profiles including IoT software developers and 
manufacturers, information security experts, IT/security solutions architects, 
Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs), Critical Information Infrastructure 
Protection (CIIP) experts, project managers, and procurement teams. First, it 
addresses the cybersecurity challenges related to each of the IoT supply chain 
stages (i.e., conceptual, development, production, utilization, support and 
retirement) and it provides the related threats. Furthermore, it provides security 
good practices which are classified into three groups (i.e., actors, processes, and 
technologies). In addition, it includes references for each recommended security 
good practice and outlines the mapping of related threats and supply chain stages 
to good practices for each group of secure IoT supply chain good practices 
[ENI20b]” [Pop+21a]. 

“General IoT Security Frameworks” 
The selected “general IoT security frameworks” provide “strategic IoT security 

principles [Age20], [OTA18]” or “trustworthiness requirements [IIC16]” [Pop+21a]. 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21a], these frameworks are outlined below: 

• “AgeLight’s IoT Safety Architecture & Risk Toolkit v4.0”: “Provides 44 
principles which are grouped into four categories (i.e., security by design, user 
identity & authentication, privacy, disclosures & transparency, related safety, 
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privacy & usability enhancing principles) and are mapped to some related best 
practices and regulations. It also provides rating values from 1 (i.e., low impact) 
to 10 (i.e., high impact) to be used by organizations for rating their risk (i.e., 
user benefit, ecosystem impact, financial impact, hazardization, development 
effort & costs, regulatory risk) while performing risk assessments against these 
recommended principles [Age20a]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “IIC’s Industrial Internet of Things Volume G4: Security Framework”: 
“This framework [IIC16] provides business, functional and implementation 
viewpoints for enabling trustworthy Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) systems 
by explaining the ways to deal with security and privacy risks through 
technologies and processes. This framework is intended for a diverse audience 
spanning from IIoT owners to any stakeholder interested in security and 
trustworthiness of an IIoT deployment [IIC16]. ECSO (2017) [ECS17] also 
describes this framework, and concentrates on outlining the focus of the 
framework, pointing the existence of the IIC’s testbeds for its improvement, and 
on the relationship of this framework with other best practices” [Pop+21a]; 

• “OTA’s IoT Security & Privacy Trust Framework v2.5”: “The framework 
[OTA18] is intended to serve as a risk assessment guide for developers, 
purchasers, and retailers [Gar+19]. It provides 44 strategic principles which are 
grouped into four key areas (i.e., security principles, user access & credentials, 
privacy, disclosures & transparency, notifications & related best practices), and 
where, each principle is flagged as either as required or recommended [OTA18]. 
ECSO (2017) [ECS17] also provides a concise description around the focus of this 
framework” [Pop+21a]. 

 
 

2.4.3. Manufacturer Specific IoT Security Best Practices 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], this sub-subchapter provides an overview of the selected 
“manufacturer specific IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. Each of these best 
practices is outlined below under its corresponding type-based category (i.e., 
“standards”, “guidelines”) [Pop+21a].  

“Manufacturer Specific IoT Security Standards” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], the selected “manufacturer specific IoT security standards” are 
outlined below: 

• “ETSI European Standard (EN) 303.645 V2.1.1 Cyber Security for 
Consumer Internet of Things: Baseline Requirements”: “This standard 
[ETS20] consists of outcome-focused provisions (i.e., security and data 
protection) for developers and manufacturers to secure consumer IoT devices 
[Bra+19]. In addition, these provisions address constrained IoT devices. In 
addition, this standard provides a list of informative references [ETS20]” 
[Pop+21a]; 

• “NEMA’s Cyber Hygiene Best Practices”: “This standard provides 
cybersecurity principles for electrical equipment and medical imaging 
manufacturers, that may be implemented in the manufacturing facilities and 
engineering processes of most manufacturing environments. In addition, for each 
recommended cybersecurity principle, it provides identification of threats and an 
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analysis of their implications along with reference documents [NEM18]” 
[Pop+21a]. 

“Manufacturer Specific IoT Security Guidelines” 
The selected “manufacturer specific IoT security guidelines” provide 

manufacturers with “security recommendations [BIT16], [NIS20a]”, “baseline 
capabilities [CSD19]”, or “principles for IoT devices [IEE17]” [Pop+21a]. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], the 
selected guidelines are outlined below: 

• “BITAG’s Internet of Things (IoT) Security and Privacy 
Recommendations”: “This report [BIT16] addresses security and privacy issues 
of IoT devices [Gar+19], and it provides manufacturers with ten actionable 
security and privacy recommendations focused on consumer IoT devices [IEE17]. 
ECSO (2017) [ECS17] also provides a brief description around the focus of this 
guideline” [Pop+21a]; 

• “CSDE’s The C2 Consensus on IoT Device Security Baseline Capabilities”: 
“Provides manufacturers with thirteen industry consensus security baseline 
capabilities for IoT devices. Besides these security baseline capabilities, this 
guideline provides as part of annexes some security capabilities envisaged to 
become baseline, along with other IoT device security capabilities and practices 
that are not universally applicable across the IoT ecosystem. Moreover, it 
enumerates informative references and provides several annexes that map each 
of the recommended IoT security capabilities against the security requirements 
of several IoT security best practices (e.g., [DCM18a], [ENI17b], [ETS20]) 
[CSD19]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “IEEE’s Internet of Things (IoT) Security Best Practices”: “This report 
provides IoT manufacturers with eleven prioritized IoT security recommendations 
for the manufacturing design phase of IoT products. These recommendations are 
grouped into three categories: securing devices, securing networks, and securing 
the overall system [IEE17]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “NIST’s Foundational Cybersecurity Activities for IoT Device 
Manufacturers”: “Covers six cybersecurity activities for IoT device 
manufacturers which are split into two categories: activities related to the 
premarket phase of IoT devices and activities related to the postmarket phase of 
IoT devices. For each recommended cybersecurity activity, it provides a list with 
examples of questions to assist IoT manufacturers as a starting point in achieving 
the corresponding activity [NIS20a]” [Pop+21a]. 

 
 

2.4.4. Supplier Specific IoT Security Best Practices 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], this sub-subchapter provides an overview of the selected “supplier 
specific IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. Each of these best practices is outlined 
below under its corresponding type-based category (i.e., “codes of practice”, 
“guidelines”, “frameworks”) [Pop+21a]. 

“Supplier Specific IoT Security Codes of Practice”  
The selected “supplier specific IoT security codes of practice” provide “a set 

of IoT security measures recommended by the UK Government [DCM18a] and 
Australian Government [Com20]” [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated 
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by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], these “codes of practice” are 
outlined below: 

• “UK DCMS’s Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security”: “This code of 
practice [DCM18a] provides 13 prioritized guidelines for improving the security 
of consumer IoT products and associated services, and applies to device 
manufacturers, IoT service providers, mobile application developers and retailers 
[Gar+19]. In addition, for each IoT security guideline, the document lists the 
target stakeholders. In addition, this document (i.e., [DCM18a]) is supplemented 
by a comprehensive mapping document (i.e., [DCM18b]) which maps each 
recommended guideline against related IoT security recommendations, guidance 
and standards [Bra+19]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Australian Government’s Code of Practice Securing the Internet of 
Things for Consumers”: “This document aligns with and builds upon the UK 
DCMS’s Code of Practice [DCM18a]. It provides a voluntary set of 13 principles 
as the minimum standard for improving the security of IoT devices and services 
in Australia and highlights the top three IoT security principles (i.e., no duplicated 
default or weak passwords, implement a vulnerability disclosure policy, keep 
software securely updated). In addition, for each recommended IoT security 
principle, the document lists the target stakeholders which range from device 
manufacturers to retailers [Com20]” [Pop+21a]. 

“Supplier Specific IoT Security Guidelines” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], the selected “supplier specific IoT security guidelines” are outlined 
below: 

• “AIOTI’s Report on Workshop on Security and Privacy in the Hyper-
Connected World”: “This report provides basic security and privacy 
requirements on four key areas, including practical privacy in IoT device, IoT 
hardware and components, interfaces, communication, cloud, and applications 
[AIO16]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “US NHTSA’s Cybersecurity Best Practices for Modern Vehicles”: “This 
document [NHT16] provides cybersecurity guidance for automotive industry and 
applies to motor vehicle and motor vehicle equipment designers, suppliers, 
manufacturers, alterers, and modifiers [Gar+19]” [Pop+21a]. 

“Supplier Specific IoT Security Frameworks” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], the selected “supplier specific IoT security frameworks” are outlined 
below: 

• “GSMA’s IoT Security Assessment Checklist Version 3.0”: “This self-
assessment checklist document [GSM18] provides a set of general and specific 
security recommendations for IoT service and endpoint ecosystems, and it 
applies to IoT service providers, IoT service platform vendors and IoT device 
vendors [Gar+19]. The general recommendations include IoT security and 
privacy recommendations at the organizational level (i.e., risks assessments, 
privacy considerations, secure development), and IoT security recommendations 
for service platforms and endpoint devices. The specific IoT security 
recommendations target service platforms and endpoint devices, and are 
categorized into critical, high, medium, and low priority recommendations. Also, 
this self-assessment document allows organizations willing to assess their 
compliance against its recommendations to rate each of the controls associated 
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with each of the questions of each recommendation [GSM18]. ECSO (2017) 
[ECS17] also mentions the self-assessment checklist and outlines the process for 
assessing IoT products, services, or components against this checklist” 
[Pop+21a]; 

• “IoTSF’s IoT Security Compliance Framework Release 2.1”: “It provides a 
checklist of IoT security requirements which are categorized into 13 groups (e.g., 
business security processes, policies and responsibilities, device hardware and 
physical security, device software) [ECS17], and each IoT security requirement is 
categorized based on its applicability to the system (i.e., software, hardware, and 
physical) or business components (i.e., process, policy, and responsibility) 
[IoT20a]. In addition, for each IoT security requirement, the framework provides 
the compliance applicability (i.e., either advisory or mandatory), the required 
assessment method, and the type of evidence, and expects organizations to fill 
three fields (i.e., pre-compliance, evidence, responsibility) [IoT20a]. This 
framework is supplemented by a compliance checklist spreadsheet [IoT20b] to 
support the checkbox assessment exercise. A succinct description of this framework 
is also provided by Garcia-Morchon et al. (2019) [Gar+19]” [Pop+21a]. 

 
 

2.5. Conclusions 
 

This chapter provided overviews of the key drivers for and enablers of 
cybersecurity risk management in organizations. With respect to the key drivers, the 
chapter provided an overview of the current cyber threat landscape and an overview 
of the cybersecurity regulatory landscape. Then, with respect to the key enablers, the 
chapter provided an overview of cybersecurity risk management frameworks and an 
overview of IoT security best practices. 

First, this chapter aimed to enable the formation of a more holistic depiction 
of some of the most current cyber threats and provided an overview of the current 
cyber threat landscape by consolidating and categorizing the most frequently 
encountered cyber threats from seventeen relevant and well-renowned sources. Thus, 
following the review of the seventeen sources, the identified cyber threats were 
categorized into thirteen cyber threat categories (i.e., “malware attacks”, “social 
engineering attacks”, “denial of service (DoS)”, “spam”, “insider threat”, “hacking 
attacks”, “attacks on privacy and personal data”, “cryptojacking”, “targeted attacks 
on critical infrastructure”, “supply chain attacks”, “cyberpropaganda”, and “legal and 
regulatory sanctions”) that were outlined. Moreover, the study of the literature on the 
cyber threat landscape revealed the need for a cyber threat rating method that is 
dissociated from the elements (e.g., skill level, motive, opportunity) that induce 
uncertainty. 

Then, this chapter provided an overview of the cybersecurity regulatory 
landscape by targeting key cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations 
pertaining to selected cybersecurity areas of statute (i.e., “the data protection and 
privacy” area and “critical infrastructure protection” area) under selected jurisdictions 
(i.e., European Union, Singapore, United States) and focusing exclusively on the 
statutes that were generally applicable and in force at the time of conducting the 
study on cybersecurity-related legislations. Hence, with respect to the European 
Union, one cybersecurity-related legislation was identified for each of the two 
cybersecurity areas of statute. Then, about Singapore, one cybersecurity-related 
legislation was identified for each of the two cybersecurity areas of statute. Finally, 
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as for the United States, at the time of conducting the study on the cybersecurity-
related legislations, there was no generally applicable data protection- and privacy-
related legislation at federal level, and four cybersecurity-related legislations were 
identified for the critical infrastructure protection area. It is worth noting that the 
“NIST’s Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (NIST CSF)” 
was identified as being the by-product of the US legislation pertaining to the critical 
infrastructure protection area. Furthermore, the research study revealed the need for 
critical evaluations of selected cybersecurity-related legislations to establish the 
degree of commonality between them. 

Afterwards, this chapter provided an overview of several well-renowned 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks by defining the “cybersecurity risk 
management framework” and by outlining some of the most widely adopted 
frameworks for managing cybersecurity risks. The frameworks were selected to be 
leveraged by any organization regardless of type, size, sector, or focus area, and 
grouped into three categories relevant for cybersecurity risk management (i.e., 
“cybersecurity-related frameworks”, “generic risk management frameworks”, and “IT-
related frameworks”). The overview outlined ten “cybersecurity-related frameworks”, 
three “generic risk management frameworks” and four “IT-related frameworks”. 
Furthermore, the research study revealed the need for the critical evaluation of 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks to support decision making when it 
comes to framework selection. 

Then, this chapter proposed a novel taxonomic hierarchy for classifying IoT 
security best practices based on their target audience group (i.e., “adopter specific”, 
“general”, “manufacturer specific”, and “supplier specific”) and type (i.e., “codes of 
practice”, “standards”, “guidelines”, and “frameworks”). Further, this chapter 
provided a comprehensive overview of 25 selected IoT security best practices which 
were classified using the proposed taxonomic hierarchy and outlined under individual 
sub-subchapters that correspond to the four categories of IoT security best practices 
based on their applicability to specific groups of target audience. Thus, this overview 
outlined three guidelines and one framework for the adopter specific IoT security best 
practices, two codes of practice, four guidelines and three frameworks for the general 
IoT security best practices, two standards and four guidelines for the manufacturer 
specific IoT security best practices, and two codes of practice, two guidelines and two 
frameworks for the supplier specifc IoT security best practices. Furthermore, the study 
revealed the need for an IoT security risk management strategy reference model. 

This chapter provided the following contributions: 

• The determination and categorization of current cyber threats into thirteen up-
to-date cyber threat categories along with the description of these cyber threat 
categories based on the investigation of seventeen relevant and well-renowned 
sources; 

• An overview of the cybersecurity-related legislations and regulations pertaining 
to two cybersecurity areas of statute for three separate jurisdictions; 

• The definition of the „cybersecurity risk management framework” term to enable 
a common understanding of this term; 

• The identification, categorization, and description of frameworks relevant to 
cybersecurity risk management based on the study of the literature on the 
cybersecurity risk management; 

• The development of a novel taxonomic hierarchy that classifies IoT security best 
practices based on their applicability to specific groups of target audience and 
type of IoT security best practice;
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• The identification, classification, and description of IoT security best practices 
based on the study of the literature and the proposed taxonomic hierarchy. 

The overviews presented in this chapter not only concretized in the 
aforementioned contributions of this chapter, but also made room for further thesis 
contributions which are outlined as part of the next chapters of this thesis.
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3. EVALUATION OF CYBERSECURITY RISK 

MANAGEMENT DRIVERS 
 
 

This chapter extends the research work on the cybersecurity risk management 
drivers outlined in Chapter 2, namely the cyber threat landscape and the cybersecurity 
regulatory landscape. Thus, this chapter aims to address current needs by providing 
relevant methods and critical evaluations based on these methods. First, with respect 
to the need for a cyber threat rating method that relies on measurable elements, the 
chapter provides a novel cyber threat rating method, applies this method to thirteen 
cyber threat categories to critically evaluate them, and it outlines the related work. 
Then, with respect to the need for critical evaluations of selected cybersecurity-related 
legislations to establish the degree of commonality between them, the chapter 
proposes a method for evaluating selected cybersecurity-related legislations, critically 
evaluates the in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations, and it outlines the related 
work. 

Thus, this chapter addresses the following two thesis objectives: 

• Objective 5: Propose a cyber threat rating method that aims to reduce the 
complexity and uncertainty attached to the existing threat rating methods and 
prioritize current cyber threats using this proposed method; 

• Objective 6: Propose a method for evaluating key cybersecurity-related 
legislations to establish the degree of commonality between them from the 
perspective of the organizational understanding to managing cybersecurity risk 
and provide a critical evaluation of in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations 
based on the proposed method. 

 
 

3.1. Applying a Cyber Threat Rating Method to Evaluate 

Cyber Threats 
 

Nowadays, organizations are intrinsically linked to the cyberspace [Giu+21]. 
Moreover, while aiming to achieve efficiencies and gain commercial advantage over 
competitors, organizations are plunged into the digital transformation race which 
widens their attack surfaces, and in turn, opens new attack avenues for threat actors 
[Giu+21], [Jal+18]. Also, according to the WEF (2018b, 2019) [WEF18b], [WEF19] 
cyber risks are ever burgeoning, and are consolidating their position among the top 
ten global risks both in terms of probability of occurrence and of the corresponding 
cyber harm for individuals and society. In this context, “organizations are operating 
in a risky business environment which is subject to an ever-evolving cyber threat 
landscape” [Pop+19b]. Thus, to effectively de-risk their cybersecurity postures, 
“organizations need to form a thorough understanding of their cyber threat landscape 
through pragmatic cybersecurity risk assessments” [Pop+19b] entailing cyber threat 
profiling activities that leverage cyber threat rating methods [Pop+19b]. 

In this context, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+19b] and the PhD report [Pop20], this subchapter extends 
the research work on cyber threat categories from Chapter 2.1 by providing a novel 
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cyber threat rating method which is then applied to these cyber threat categories to 
prioritize them. This proposed method aims to reduce the complexity and uncertainty 
that characterize the existing threat rating methods which involve the evaluation of 
various attributes (e.g., skill level, motive, opportunity) [NIS12a], [OWA19] that are 
either unknown or hard to determine. Thus, the proposed method enables 
organizations to form a more holistic depiction of the possible extent of cyber harm 
associated with a cyber threat by relying upon the taxonomy of cyber harm advocated 
by Agrafiotis et al. (2018) [Agr+18] and supports the prioritization of cyber threats 
based on their potential to inflict cyber harm on organizations and their stakeholders 
[Pop+19b]. 

Hence, this subchapter provides a novel cyber threat rating method, and then 
before outlining the related work, the subchapter applies the proposed cyber threat 
rating method to the cyber threat categories outlined in the Chapter 2.1 to evaluate 
these cyber threat categories based on their possible extents of applicability to cyber 
harm. 
 
 

3.1.1. Proposed Cyber Threat Rating Method 
 

In order to support cybersecurity risk management in organizations, based 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+19b] 
and the PhD report [Pop20], this sub-subchapter proposes a novel cyber threat rating 
method which relies on the latest taxonomy of organizational cyber harm developed 
by Agrafiotis et al. (2018) [Agr+18] and may be tailored by organizations to the profile 
of their environment while being used in conjunction with other methods. In this 
context, cyber harm refers to negative outcomes caused by cyber threats considering 
that harm is defined as “physical or other injury or damage” [Cam19]. Moreover, the 
proposed method aims to facilitate threat modelling by focusing exclusively on the 
model of the threats as identified by Shostack (2014) [Sho14] and by enabling the 
creation of a catalog of prioritized cyber threat categories [She+18], [Pop+19b]. 
 The proposed method introduces xk using the Equation (3.1) where xk 
represents the set of in-scope cyber threat categories which vary according to the 
cyber threat landscape of each organization and C represents the cardinality of xk 
[Pop20]: 
 

xk={In-scope cyber threat categories}, where k=[1..C] and C=|xk| (3.1) 

 
The taxonomy of organizational cyber harm on which the cyber threat rating 

method relies upon includes the five main types with their sub-types of cyber harm 
advocated by Agrafiotis et al. (2018) (see Fig. 3.1) [Agr+18], [Pop+19b]. The main 
types consist of physical or digital harm caused to someone or something (i.e., the 
“Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm), financial or economic losses (i.e., the 
“Economic” type of cyber harm), psychological distress caused to an individual (i.e., 
the “Psychological” type of cyber harm), reputational damage inflicted on an entity 
(i.e., the “Reputational” type of cyber harm), and social damage (i.e., the 
“Social/Societal” type of cyber harm) [Agr+18], [Pop+19b]. Thus, to allow the linkage 
of the taxonomy of organizational cyber harm from Agrafiotis et al. (2018) to the 
formulas used in the proposed cyber threat rating method, the taxonomy is 
represented using the Equations from (3.2) to (3.7) [Pop20]: 
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• yi represents the five types of cyber harm and ni represents the number of sub-

types for each of the types of cyber harm: 
 

yi={
"Physical / Digital", "Economic", 

"Psychological", "Reputational", 

"Social / societal"

} , where i = [1..5], ni = {15,16,12,10,4}  (3.2) 

 
• y1j represents the sub-types of the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm (i.e., y1) 

and n1 is the number of sub-types corresponding to this type of cyber harm (i.e., 
15): 

 

y1j=

{
  
 

  
 
"Damaged or unavailable", "Destroyed", "Theft", 

"Compromised", "Infected", "Exposed / leaked", 

"Corrupted", "Reduced performance", 

"Bodily injury", "Pain", "Loss of life", 

"Prosecution", "Abuse", "Mistreatment", 

"Identity theft" }
  
 

  
 

, where j = [1..n1] (3.3) 

 
• y2j represents the sub-types of the “Economic” type of cyber harm (i.e., y2) and 

n2 is the number of sub-types corresponding to this type of cyber harm (i.e., 16): 
 

y2j=

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
"Disrupted sales / turnover", "Reduced customers", 

"Reduced profits", "Reduced growth", 

"Reduced investments", 

"Fall in stock price", "Theft of finances", 

"Loss of finances / capital", "Regulatory fines", 

"Investigation costs", "PR response costs", 

"Compensation payments", "Extortion payments", 

"Loss of jobs", "Scammed" }
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

, where j = [1..n2]                       (3.4) 

 
• y3j represents the sub-types of the “Psychological” type of cyber harm (i.e., y3) 

and n3 is the number of sub-types corresponding to this type of cyber harm (i.e., 
12): 

 

y3j=

{
 
 

 
 

"Confusion", "Discomfort", "Frustration", 

"Worry / anxiety", "Feeling upset", "Depressed", 

"Embarrassed", "Shameful", "Guilty", 

"Loss of self-confidence", "Low satisfaction", 

"Negative changes in perception" }
 
 

 
 

, where j = [1..n3]                     (3.5) 

 
• y4j represents the sub-types of the “Reputational” type of cyber harm (i.e., y4) 

and n4 is the number of sub-types corresponding to this type of cyber harm (i.e., 
10): 
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y4j=

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

"Damaged public perception", 

"Reduced corporate goodwill", 

"Damaged relationship with customers", 

"Damaged relationship with suppliers", 

"Reduced business opportunities", 

"Inability to recruit desired staff", 

"Media scrutiny", "Loss of key staff", 

"Loss/suspension of accreditations/certifications", 

"Reduced credit scores" }
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

, where j = [1..n4]                       (3.6) 

 
• y5j represents the sub-types of the “Social/Societal” type of cyber harm (i.e., y5) 

and n5 is the number of sub-types corresponding to this type of cyber harm (i.e., 
4): 

 

y5j=

{
 

 
"Negative changes in public perception", 

"Disruption in daily life activities", 

"Negative impact on nation", 

"Drop in internal organization morale" }
 

 
, where j = [1..n5]                   (3.7) 
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Fig. 3.1. Taxonomy of organizational cyber harms [Agr+18] 

Then, the formulas used in the proposed cyber threat rating method is shown 
below [Pop20]: 

• Rating
xk
(yij) represents the rating of each cyber threat category of the set of in-

scope cyber threat categories (i.e., xk) against each of the sub-types (i.e., yij) of 

each type of cyber harm and ni is the number of sub-types corresponding to each 
type of cyber harm (i.e., yi): 
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Rating
xk
(yij)= {

1, if the sub-type is applicable for xk

0, otherwise
,  

 
where k=[1..C], C=|xk|, i = [1..5], j = [1..ni] 

(3.8) 

 
Hence, the proposed cyber threat rating method involves rating each cyber 

threat category of the set of in-scope cyber threat categories against all sub-types of 
each type of organizational cyber harm with either “1” if the sub-type is applicable 
(i.e., when the cyber harm in question is possible considering a worst-case scenario), 
or “0” otherwise [Pop+19b], as shown in Equation (3.8). Subsequently, for each cyber 
threat category of the set of in-scope cyber threat categories, the ratings 
corresponding to the sub-types of each type of cyber harm are summed to score the 
extent to which the cyber threat category in question is potentially applicable to a 
specific type of cyber harm [Pop+19b] using the Equation (3.9) [Pop20]: 
 

Threat rating (xk) = ∑Rating
xk
(yij)

ni

j=1

, where k=[1..C], C=|xk|, i = [1..5] (3.9) 

 
Then, as shown in Equation (3.10) for each cyber threat category of the set 

of in-scope cyber threat categories, the resulting scores are weighted by 1/ni, where 
ni is the number of sub-types pertaining to each type of cyber harm [Pop+19b], 
[Pop20]: 
 

 Weighted threat rating (xk) = 
1

ni

∑Rating
xk
(yij)

ni

j=1

, where ∑
1

ni

=100%

ni

1

 (3.10) 

 
These weighted scores enable the comparisons between the possible extents 

to which a specific cyber threat category of the set of in-scope cyber threat categories 
applies to different types of cyber harm, and between the in-scope cyber threat 
categories in relation to the possible extents to which they apply to a specific type of 
cyber harm [Pop+19b]. Finally, for each cyber threat category of the set of in-scope 
cyber threat categories, the resulting scores for the types of cyber harm are summed 
to indicate the extent to which that in-scope cyber threat category applies across all 
five types of cyber harm [Pop+19b] as shown in Equation (3.11) [Pop20]: 
 

Overall threat rating (xk) =∑∑Rating
xk
(yij)

ni

j=1

5

i=1

 (3.11) 

 
Further, as show in Equation (3.12), for each cyber threat category of the set 

of in-scope cyber threat categories, the resulting scores are weighted by 1/5, where 
5 is the number of types of cyber harm [Pop+19b], [Pop20]:  
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Weighted overall threat rating (xk)= 
1

5
∑∑Rating

xk
(yij)

ni

j=1

5

i=1

, where ∑
1

5
=100%

5

1

 (3.12) 

 
These overall scores provide a mean to compare the in-scope cyber threat 

categories based on the possible extents of applicability to cyber harm considering 
the selected taxonomy of cyber harm. In addition, all weighted scores are expressed 
as percentages and are translated to qualitative ratings on a five-point scale (i.e., 
“Very Low”: “0-20%”, “Low”: “21-40%”, “Medium”: “41-60%”, “High”: “61-80%”, 
“Very High”: “81-100%”) [Pop+19b]. 
 
 

3.1.2. Evaluation of Cyber Threat Categories 
 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+19b], this sub-subchapter provides the critical evaluation of the thirteen 
cyber threat categories outlined in Chapter 2.1 using the threat ratings that resulted 
by applying the proposed cyber threat rating method to these cyber threat categories. 
Furthermore, these cyber threat categories are shown in Fig. 3.2. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.2. Thirteen cyber threat categories 

Thus, the application of the cyber threat rating method to the thirteen cyber 
threat categories relies on an Excel-based threat rating tool that was created to 
facilitate the calculus of threat ratings and the subsequent evaluation of the cyber 
threat categories. Fig. 3.3 shows an excerpt from the threat rating tool illustrating the 
input area corresponding to the category of social and societal harm prior to being 
populated [Pop+19b]. 
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Fig. 3.3. Excerpt from the threat rating tool [Pop+19b] 

Furthermore, the threat ratings are dependent on the analysis of cyber threat 
categories in relation to the possible extents to which these categories apply to cyber 
harm. Thus, Fig. 3.4 provides the outputs of the threat rating tool for each in-scope 
cyber threat category in relation to the types of cyber harm [Pop+19b]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.4. Threat ratings for in-scope cyber threat categories based on cyber harm [Pop+19b] 

First, the cyber threat categories that resulted overall as the most applicable 
to the types of cyber harm are “Targeted attacks on critical infrastructure”, “Malware 
attacks”, and “Hacking attacks”, where all exhibit an overall threat rating of “Very 
High” (i.e., potentially a significant extent of applicability in relation to cyber harm). 
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Consequently, these cyber threat categories should be prioritized by organizations 
while conducting cybersecurity risk assessments. With respect to the “Targeted 
attacks on critical infrastructure”, this cyber threat category exhibits “Very High” 
scores for four types of cyber harm (i.e., the “Physical/Digital”, “Economic”, 
“Reputational”, and “Social/Societal” types of cyber harm) and a score of “High” for 
the “Psychological” type of cyber harm. Thus, from the perspective of a targeted 
attack on critical infrastructure, the “Psychological” type of cyber harm appears the 
least worrying type of cyber harm from all types. Regarding “Malware attacks”, this 
cyber threat category presents “Very High” scores for two types of cyber harm, 
namely the “Physical/Digital” and the “Economic” types of cyber harm, and “High” 
ratings for all the remaining types. Hence, the threat ratings pertaining to malware 
attacks reveal that they are the most relevant for generating physical or digital 
damage and financial loss. And, in respect of “Hacking attacks”, this category of cyber 
threat displays “Very High” applicability for the “Economic” and “Reputational” types 
of cyber harm, and “High” ratings for the rest. Thus, hacking attacks are very likely 
associated with the economic and reputational cyber harms [Pop+19b]. 

Second, there are seven categories of threats that exhibit overall ratings of 
“High”, specifically “Attacks on privacy and personal data”, “Cyberpropaganda”, 
“Insider threat”, “Denial of Service (DoS)”, “Supply chain attacks”, “Cyber espionage”, 
and “Legal and regulatory sanctions”. In effect, these cyber threat categories should 
also be of focal interest for organizations considering that a “High” rating indicates 
the potential for a fairly significant extent of applicability in relation to the whole 
spectrum of cyber harm. In terms of the “Attacks on privacy and personal data”, this 
cyber threat category applies to “Very High” extents to three types of cyber harm 
(i.e., the “Psychological”, “Economic”, and “Reputational” types of cyber harm), to a 
“High” extent to the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm, and to a “Medium” or 
moderate extent to the “Social/Societal” type of cyber harm. Thus, this cyber threat 
category is the most relevant for the psychological, economic, and reputational cyber 
harms. Besides, it is worth noting that the threat ratings corresponding to the attacks 
on privacy and personal data reveal that this cyber threat category is more relevant 
at individual level rather than societal level. With respect to “Cyberpropaganda”, the 
resulting ratings are “Very High” for both the “Psychological” and “Social/Societal” 
types of cyber harm, “High” associated with both the “Economic” and “Reputationa” 
types of cyber harm, and “Low” for the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm. Thus, 
cyberpropaganda is the most applicable to psychological and societal cyber harms, 
which may be precursors of other types of cyber harms. In terms of “Insider threat”, 
this applies to a “Very High” extent to the “Economic” type of cyber harm, to “High” 
extents to both the “Physical/Digital” and “Reputational” types of cyber harm, 
moderate or “Medium” extents to both the “Psychological” and “Social/Societal” types 
of cyber harm. Next, in terms of “Denial of Service (DoS)”, this cyber threat category 
displays a “Very High” score for the “Economic” type of cyber harm, “High” ratings for 
three types of cyber harm (i.e., “Psychological”, “Reputational”, and 
“Social/Societal”), and a “Low” rating for the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm. 
Then, in terms of “Supply chain attacks”, this cyber threat category presents a “Very 
High” rating for the “Economic” type of cyber harm, “High” ratings for both the 
“Psychological” and “Reputational” types of cyber harm, and “Medium” ratings for 
both the “Physical/Digital” and “Social/Societal” types of cyber harm. Hence, the 
“Insider threat”, “Denial of Service (DoS)”, and “Supply chain attacks” threat 
categories are very likely to be linked to economic cyber harm. With respect to “Cyber 
espionage”, this cyber threat category exhibits four “High” ratings (i.e., for the 
“Psychological”, “Economic”, “Reputational”, and “Social/Societal” types of cyber 
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harm) and a “Low” rating pertaining to the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm. And, 
regarding the “Legal and regulatory sanctions”, this resembles “Cyber espionage” in 
terms of ratings except that this cyber threat category applies to a lesser extent to 
the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm, exhibiting a score of “Very Low” or 
negligible. Thus, “Cyber espionage” and “Legal and regulatory sanctions” are both 
less relevant for physical/digital type of cyber harm than for the other types of cyber 
harm [Pop+19b]. 

Then, “Social engineering attacks” is the only cyber threat category that has 
an overall rating of “Medium” (i.e., potentially a moderate extent of applicability 
across all types of cyber harm). Notwithstanding having the “Medium” threat rating, 
this cyber threat category should be seriously tackled by organizations considering 
that social engineering attacks may be attack vectors for other cyber threat categories 
[Pop+19b]. 

Afterwards, the remaining two categories of cyber threats (i.e., 
“Cryptojacking” and “Spam”) resulted overall as the least applicable when considering 
all types of cyber harm, both displaying “Low” ratings (i.e., potentially a minor extent 
of applicability in view of all types of cyber harm). Thus, even though these cyber 
threat categories display “Low” ratings, they should not be overlooked by 
organizations as part of cybersecurity risk assessments as these threat ratings are 
not negligible. In respect of “Cryptojacking”, this cyber threat category presents 
“Medium” ratings for both the “Physical/Digital” and “Psychological” types of cyber 
harm, “Low” ratings for both the “Economic” and “Social/Societal” types of cyber 
harm, and “Very Low” for the “Reputational” type of cyber harm. As for the “Spam” 
threat category, this exhibits three “Low” ratings (i.e., for the “Physical/Digital”, 
“Psychological”, and “Social/Societal” types of cyber harm), and two “Very Low” 
ratings (i.e., for the “Economic” and “Reputational” types of cyber harm). Therefore, 
both “Cryptojacking” and “Spam” do not appear to be relevant for reputational 
damage [Pop+19b]. 

Furthermore, Fig. 3.5 shows another consolidated view of the overall ratings 
for the thirteen cyber threat categories. 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.5. Overall ratings for the thirteen cyber threat categories based on potential cyber harm 
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3.1.3. Related Work 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+19b], this sub-subchapter encompasses the related work in the context 
of the cyber threat rating methods, by reviewing literature related to the activities of 
threat prioritization [Pop+19b]. 

In this context, the selected thirteen cyber threat categories introduced in 
Chapter 2.1 are prioritized based on the taxonomy of cyber harm proposed by 
Agrafiotis et al. (2018) [Agr+18]. This cyber harm taxonomy was chosen as part of 
the proposed cyber threat rating method to allow a comprehensive depiction of the 
types of cyber harm [Agr+18] in relation to the in-scope cyber threat categories 
through the granularity provided by the sub-types of cyber harm (i.e., 15 sub-types 
for the “Physical/Digital” type of cyber harm, 12 sub-types for the “Psychological” 
type of cyber harm, 16 sub-types for the “Economic” type of cyber harm, 10 sub-
types for the “Reputational” type of cyber harm, 4 sub-types for the “Social/Societal” 
type of cyber harm). Compared to Agrafiotis et al. (2018) [Agr+18] who suggested 
as future work the design of an asset-oriented model for detecting, measuring, 
predicting, and prioritizing cyber harm, the proposed cyber threat rating method 
leverages the cyber harm taxonomy to enable the visualization of the extents to which 
the in-scope cyber threat categories are potentially applicable to the types of cyber 
harm, and it is applied to the thirteen cyber threat categories to allow the evaluation 
of these cyber threat categories [Pop+19b]. 

In addition, other research works have provided means to calculate threat 
ratings as part of risk rating methodologies or risk assessment processes. For 
instance, the OWASP’s risk rating methodology is based on threat agent factors (i.e., 
skill level, motive, opportunity, size) for estimating the likelihood of a successful 
attack [OWA19]. Another example for determining the likelihood of threat event 
initiation or occurrence is provided by NIST (2012a) [NIS12a], which takes into 
account capability, intent, and targeting characteristics for adversarial threat events, 
along with the historic frequency of the event for the non-adversarial threat events. 
In comparison with the threat rating methods proposed by NIST (2012a) [NIS12a] 
and by OWASP (2019) [OWA19], which are subject to a high degree of uncertainty 
and might affect the prioritization of risks [NIS12a], the proposed cyber threat rating 
method explores the potential applicability of the selected thirteen cyber threat 
categories to the types of cyber harm based on historical data and expert judgement 
[Pop+19b]. 

In this context, the proposed cyber threat rating method allows a detailed 
characterization and evaluation of the in-scope cyber threat categories based on the 
types of cyber harm, provides greater integration within the risk assessment process 
through the linkage of the in-scope cyber threat categories with the possible cyber 
harm, and alleviates the workload of the cyber risk assessors [Pop+19b] that want to 
use this method as part of their threat profiling works and maybe leverage some of 
the selected cyber threat categories that are prioritized. 
 
 

3.2. Evaluation of Cybersecurity-Related Legislations 
 

The global cybersecurity regulatory landscape is ever changing by rapidly 
growing in complexity and expanding the myriad of legal demands while organizations 
operating in one or multiple jurisdictions are striving to achieving a greater degree of 
compliance with the increasingly stringent legal requirements regarding cybersecurity 
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risk management practices to preventing the rising sanctions for law infringements 
along with avoiding expensive litigations [Pon18], [Mar17], [May18], [Giu+21]. 
Moreover, compliance with applicable legislations can be a daunting and costly 
endeavor for organizations as some emerging legal requirements are converging with 
the existent ones inflicting organization-wide duplication, while others are inducing 
discrepancies that need to be carefully navigated depending on the organizational 
context [Mar17], [Del17b]. In this regard, based on the information disseminated by 
the author through the research paper [Pop+19a], this subchapter extends the 
research work on the cybersecurity regulatory landscape from Chapter 2.2 and aims 
to alleviate the degree of complexity associated with the regulatory compliance 
activities involved in the cybersecurity programs of organizations and to facilitate a 
pragmatic approach to attaining compliance, by focusing on organizational 
understanding of cybersecurity risk management and evaluating certain legislations 
and regulations to identify the degree of commonality between them [Pop+19a]. 

Hence, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+19a], this subchapter offers a proposed method for evaluating 
key cybersecurity-related legislations, and then before outlining the related work, the 
subchapter provides the critical evaluation of the in-scope cybersecurity-related 
legislations “from the perspective of the organizational understanding to managing 
cybersecurity risk” [Pop+19a]. 
 
 

3.2.1. Proposed Method for Evaluating Cybersecurity-Related 
Legislations 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+19a], this sub-subchapter proposes a method for evaluating the in-scope 
cybersecurity-related legislations “from the perspective of organizational 
understanding to managing cybersecurity risk”, which is based on the overview of the 
key cybersecurity-related legislations presented in Chapter 2.2 [Pop+19a]. Thus, 
considering the findings of a previous research work which reveal that “NIST CSF” not 
only sets the scene for integrated organization-wide risk management but also is the 
least prescriptive of the evaluated frameworks [Giu+21], “NIST CSF” appears the most 
suitable for evaluating the requirements of the in-scope legislations [Pop+19a]. 
Moreover, considering that the identify function of “NIST CSF” refers to an 
organization’s ability to develop organizational understanding to enable cybersecurity 
risk management [NIS18a], this sub-subchapter proposes an evaluation method based 
on the “NIST CSF” to benchmark the legal requirements of the in-scope legislations 
against the underlying categories of the “NIST CSF Identify Function” [Pop+19a]. 

First, the proposed evaluation method introduces the underlying categories of 
the “NIST CSF Identify Function”. Thus, the identify function of an organization 
comprises six underlying categories concerning the identification and management of 
data, personnel, devices, systems, and facilities relevant to achieving business 
objectives (i.e., “Asset Management”); the clarity around the mission, objectives, 
stakeholders, and activities (i.e., “Business Environment”); the policies, procedures, 
and processes governing cybersecurity risk management (i.e., “Governance”); the 
clarity around cybersecurity risk (i.e., “Risk Assessment”); the definition and use of 
priorities, constraints, risk tolerances, and assumptions to support integrated 
organization-wide risk management (i.e., “Risk Management Strategy”); the processes 
to manage supply chain risk (i.e., “Supply Chain Risk Management”) [NIS18a], 
[Pop+19a]. 
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Then, Table 3.1 shows the cybersecurity-related legislations outlined in 
Chapter 2.2, and maps each of these legislations and their references to the 
corresponding jurisdiction and area of statute.  

 
Table 3.1. Selected cybersecurity-related legislations. Adapted from [Pop20] 

Area Jurisdiction Name of Legislation Reference 

“Data 

protection 

and privacy” 

“European 

Union” 

“General Data Protection Regulation 

(Regulation (EU) 2016/679) of 27 April 2016” 
[Off16a] 

“Singapore” “Personal data protection act 2012” [Gov12] 

“United States” n/a* n/a* 

“Critical 

infrastructure 

protection” 

“European 

Union” 

“Directive (EU) 2016/1148 of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 6 July 2016 

concerning measures for a high common level 

of security of network and information systems 

across the Union” 

[Off16c] 

“Singapore” “Cybersecurity Act 2018” [Gov18] 

“United States” 

“The Critical Infrastructures Protection Act of 

2001 of the PATRIOT Act” 
[US01] 

“Executive Order for Improving critical 

infrastructure cybersecurity” 
[The13a] 

“Presidential Policy Directive -- Critical 

Infrastructure Security and Resilience” 
[The13b] 

“Presidential Executive Order on Strengthening 

the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and 

Critical Infrastructure” 

[The17] 

*Note, n/a indicates that no generally applicable cybersecurity-related legislation was available 

 
In this context, for the critical infrastructure protection area corresponding to 

the US, giving that the proposed evaluation method is based on the “NIST CSF” which 
is the by-product of the US legislation, the proposed evaluation method deliberately 
relies exclusively on the “NIST CSF” instead of considering specific US legislation for 
the critical infrastructure protection area with the purpose of reducing redundancy. 
Hence, the legislations and regulations considered in scope for the proposed evaluation 
method are the following [Pop+19a]: 

• “General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)” 
• “Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (PDPA)” 
• “Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems (NISD)” 
• “Cybersecurity Act (CA)” 

Furthermore, the proposed evaluation method introduces the definition of the 
value ratings (see Table 3.2). These five linguistic values will be used to represent the 
resulting outcomes of the critical evaluation and to indicate the extent to which the 
legislation in question corresponds to a particular category of the “NIST CSF Identify 
Function”, as illustrated in Table 3.2 [Pop+19a]. 
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Table 3.2. Definitions of the value ratings for evaluating the legislations [Pop+19a] 

Value rating Definition 

“True” A “True” value implies that “the statute comprises requirements that 

fully correspond to the NIST CSF category with no apparent 
discrepancies” [Pop+19a] 

“Fairly True” A “Fairly True” value means that “the statute comprises requirements 
that fairly correspond to the NIST CSF category with minor 

discrepancies” [Pop+19a] 

“Partly True” A “Partly True” value means that “the statute comprises requirements 
that partly correspond to the NIST CSF category with some 

discrepancies” [Pop+19a] 

“Nearly False” A “Nearly False” value means that “the statute comprises requirements 

that nearly deviate from the NIST CSF category with some similarities” 
[Pop+19a] 

“False” A “False” value implies that “the statute comprises requirements that 
deviate from the NIST CSF category with major discrepancies” 

[Pop+19a] 

 
 

3.2.2. Evaluation of the In-Scope Cybersecurity-Related 
Legislations 
 

Based on the proposed evaluation method introduced in Chapter 3.2.1 and on 
the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+19a], 
this sub-subchapter provides the critical evaluation of the in-scope cybersecurity 
related legislations pertaining to “data protection and privacy” and “critical 
infrastructure protection” areas from the selected jurisdictions by “focusing on the 
enablers for organizational understanding with respect to managing cybersecurity risk” 
[Pop+19a]. 

Consequently, Table 3.3 summarizes the findings of the evaluation for each 
selected legislation in relation to the above categories of the identify function 
[Pop+19a]. 
 

Table 3.3. Results of the evaluation of the in-scope legislations [Pop+19a] 

Unique 
ID. 

NIST CSF Category GDPR PDPA NISD CA 

“ID.AM” “Asset Management” Fairly True Nearly False True True 

“ID.BE” “Business Environment” Partly True Nearly False Fairly True Partly True 

“ID.GV” “Governance” Fairly True Partly True True Partly True 

“ID.RA” “Risk Assessment” Partly True Nearly False Fairly True Fairly True 

“ID.RM” 
“Risk Management 

Strategy” 
Partly True Nearly False Fairly True Nearly False 
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Unique 

ID. 
NIST CSF Category GDPR PDPA NISD CA 

“ID.SC” 
“Supply Chain Risk 

Management” 
Fairly True Nearly False Fairly True Nearly False 

 
Following Table 3.3, this sub-subchapter presents the critical evaluation of the 

in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations for the underlying categories of the “NIST 
CSF Identify Function” [Pop+19a]. 

“Asset Management (ID.AM)”: Both “CA” and “NISD” comprise 
requirements related to inventorying the critical infrastructure systems involving 
understanding technologies components and service dependencies, and “CA” also 
addresses record keeping obligations with respect to providers of licensable 
cybersecurity services [Off16c], [Gov18], [Sha+16b], [Con19], [Cro18]. Furthermore, 
“PDPA” merely focuses on keeping records of how personal data is used or disclosed 
by the organization [Gov12] whereas “GDPR” requires controllers and processors to 
maintain a record of processing activities under their responsibility and imposes 
greater protection for processing of special categories of personal data [Off16a], 
[CMS18], [Ver18a], [IAP19], [Pop+19a]. Thus, the requirements of “CA” and “NISD” 
fully correspond to this category with no apparent discrepancies, the “GPDR’s” 
requirements fairly correspond to this category with minor discrepancies, and the 
“PDPA’s” requirements nearly deviate from this category with some similarities. 

“Business Environment (ID.BE)”: While “PDPA” prescribes data protection 
and retention requirements on data intermediaries processing personal data and does 
not impose obligations to address cybersecurity risk under the contractual obligations 
with data intermediaries, the “GDPR” clearly prescribes the stipulation of appropriate 
safeguards within the contractual agreements between the controllers and processors 
[Gov12], [Off16a], [CMS18]. Furthermore, while “CA” is not prescriptive with respect 
to measures to be taken by owners to ensure the cybersecurity of “CII” and merely 
requires the identification of interconnections or communications between any 
computer or computer systems with the “CII”, “NISD” requires the identification of 
dependencies and resilience obligations to support the delivery of critical services 
through appropriate measures to ensure service continuity [Gov18], [Off16c], 
[Pop+19a]. Thus, the “NISD’”s requirements fairly correspond to this category with 
minor discrepancies, the requirements of “CA” and “GPDR” partly correspond to this 
category with some discrepancies, and the “PDPA’s” requirements nearly deviate from 
this category with some similarities. 

“Governance (ID.GV)”: “GDPR” requires controllers to adopt data 
protection policies and promote data protection, imposes on controllers and processors 
adherence to binding corporate rules when engaging in cross-border personal data 
transfers involving third countries, imposes the designation of a data protection officer 
where applicable, clearly states the responsibilities of controllers and processors 
referencing their approved codes of conduct or certification mechanisms and 
contractual agreements governing the processing respectively, along with powers of 
competent supervisory authorities [Off16a], [Ver18a]. And, “PDPA” prescribes 
organizations to develop, implement, publish and communicate policies and practices 
pursuant to “PDPA”, imposes the designation of one or more individuals responsible 
for data protection, makes organizations accountable for personal data including data 
protection and imposes data protection and retention obligations on data 
intermediaries [Gov12]. Furthermore, “CA” requires owners of “CII” to comply with 
cybersecurity codes of practice and standards of performance issued by the 
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Commissioner, prescribes responsibilities for the licensable cybersecurity services, 
along with duties for owners of “CII” such as undergoing compliance audits of “CII” 
carried out by an approved auditor, and imposes on owners of “CII” obligations to 
establish processes for the purposes of detecting cybersecurity threats and incidents 
in respect of “CII”, along with clear sanctions for not complying with “CA” [Gov18]. 
Additionally, “NISD” requires “OESs” and “DSPs” having documented security policies, 
prescribes the responsibilities of “OESs” and “DSPs”, the elements of the risk 
management process, and requires Member States to establish the rules on penalties 
applicable for law infringements [Off16c], [Pop+19a]. Thus, the NISD’s requirements 
fully correspond to this category with no apparent discrepancies, the “GPDR’s” 
requirements fairly correspond to this category with minor discrepancies, and the 
requirements of “CA” and “PDPA” nearly deviate from this category with some 
similarities. 

“Risk Assessment (ID.RA)”: Although neither the “NISD”, nor the “CA” are 
specifically prescribing the manner for carrying out cybersecurity risk assessments, the 
NISD requires the taking of appropriate and proportionate measures to manage the 
risks and “CA” requires owners of “CII” to conduct cybersecurity risk assessments 
annually [Off16c], [Gov18]. Additionally, while “PDPA” merely prescribes the making 
of reasonable security arrangements to prevent risks to data under the organization’s 
control, “GDPR” clearly prescribes carrying out a data protection impact assessment 
prior to engaging in processing that pose a high risk to the rights and freedoms of 
natural persons, and implementing a process for regularly assessing the effectiveness 
of controls for ensuring the security of the processing [Gov12], [Off16a], [CMS18], 
[Pop+19a]. Thus, the requirements of “CA” and “NISD” fairly correspond to this 
category with minor discrepancies, the “GPDR’s” requirements partly correspond to 
this category with some discrepancies, and the “PDPA’s” requirements nearly deviate 
from this category with some similarities. 

“Risk Management Strategy (ID.RM)”: As opposed to “GDPR” which 
requires controllers and processors to ensure a level of security appropriate to the risk 
via appropriate safeguards on processing systems and services to maintain their “CIA” 
triad and resilience properties, “PDPA” merely prescribes for organizations to making 
reasonable security arrangements to prevent risks regarding personal data [Gov12], 
[Off16a], [CMS18]. Further, while “CA” merely makes reference to risk management 
components rather than clearly prescribing the cybersecurity risk management 
measures to be adopted by the owners of “CII”, the “NISD” sets forth that all EU 
Member States should promote and achieve a culture of risk management through 
appropriate regulatory requirements having the “OESs” and “DSPs” responsible for 
ensuring that appropriate and proportionate safeguards are in place to manage the 
risks posed to the security of their networks and information systems [Off16c], 
[Gov18], [Pop+19a]. Thus, the “NISD’s” requirements fairly correspond to this 
category with minor discrepancies, the “GPDR’s” requirements partly correspond to 
this category with some discrepancies, and the requirements of the “CA” and “PDPA” 
nearly deviate from this category with some similarities. 

“Supply Chain Risk Management (ID.SC)”: “PDPA” imposes notification 
of purposes for the collection, use or disclosure of the personal data prior to data 
collection by third parties to allow the organization to establish the lawfulness of the 
data disclosure, and, in respect of personal data processing by third parties, it 
prescribes merely data protection and retention obligations on data intermediaries 
rather than making them accountable for the processing of personal data [Gov12]. On 
the other hand, the “GDPR” requirements with respect to supply chain risk 
management are more comprehensive clearly delineating the responsibilities of the 
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controllers and processors, restricting the making of agreements only to processors 
providing sufficient guarantees to implement safeguards as deemed appropriate by the 
“GDPR”, and prescribing the governance of the processing under a binding contract 
incorporating, inter alia, controller’s right to audits and security obligations on the 
processor including ensuring a level of security commensurate with risk [Off16a], 
[IAP19]. Besides, with respect to cyber supply chain risk management, the “CA” 
provides a licensing framework for the providers of licensable cybersecurity services 
(i.e., managed security operations centre monitoring service and penetration testing 
service), but it does not specifically impose obligations on owners of “CII” other than 
ensuring the cybersecurity of the “CII” and notifying the Commissioner of the 
occurrence of relevant cybersecurity incidents [Gov18]. Nevertheless, among others, 
the “NISD” addresses the need for “OESs” and “DSPs” to ensuring the security of 
critical infrastructure systems against cybersecurity risks irrespective of whether the 
maintenance is performed internally or outsourced to an external supplier, and 
imposes obligations on “DSPs” for “OESs” to notify the operators about any significant 
impact on the continuity of the essential services [Off16c], [Cro18], [Pop+19a]. Thus, 
the requirements of the “GDPR” and “NISD” fairly correspond to this category with 
minor discrepancies and the requirements of the “CA” and “PDPA” nearly deviate from 
this category with some similarities. 
 
 

3.2.3. Related Work 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+19a], this sub-subchapter encompasses the related work in the context of 
the cybersecurity legislations and regulations relevant to the selected areas of statute 
under the three jurisdictions addressed in this chapter [Pop+19a].  

In this context, much of the literature pays particular attention to addressing 
cybersecurity laws in silos [Joh+14], for instance around “GDPR” [Cob+18], [Sir+18], 
[Eur18b], [ICO18] and “NISD” [Cro18]. Thus, this subchapter takes a more holistic 
approach by addressing more than one law [Pop+19a]. 

Moreover, other research works have provided an overview of a set of 
cybersecurity-related laws from a single jurisdiction, whereas this subchapter covers 
three key jurisdictions by evaluating the in-scope laws. For instance, FireEye and Marsh 
& McLennan Companies (2017) [Fir+17] described the key EU cybersecurity legislation 
and regulation (i.e., “GDPR” and “NISD”) as part of their report which provided the 
organizations’ cyber preparedness across EU. With respect to the US, among others, 
Kosseff (2018b) [Kos18b] defined the cybersecurity law, examined the gaps in current 
US cybersecurity law, and suggested starting points for improvements. In this view, 
similar to Kosseff’s (2018b) [Kos18b] approach which focused on specific categories of 
laws associated with cybersecurity, this subchapter covers two cybersecurity-related 
areas of statute that are essential to triggering cybersecurity risk management in 
organizations, and it evaluates the in-scope cybersecurity laws pertaining to these 
areas of statute under each of the key cybersecurity jurisdictions [Pop+19a]. 

In addition, other studies have investigated only the statutes related to a single 
cybersecurity area covering multiple jurisdictions. DLA Piper (2018) [DLA18] provided 
an overview of key laws and regulations pertaining to data protection and privacy area 
from nearly 100 different jurisdictions. As opposed to these research works which have 
only focused on the laws applicable to one cybersecurity area from multiple 
jurisdictions, this subchapter evaluates some of the key statutes pertaining to two 
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cybersecurity areas from three jurisdictions selected based on their cybersecurity 
maturity level [Pop+19a]. 

Furthermore, as compared with the existent works which have been carried 
out on addressing the laws pertaining to multiple cybersecurity areas from multiple 
jurisdictions [Glo17], [Häg+17], [Joh+14], [Rav+18], [Hog18], [Law17], [Sun+18], 
this subchapter provides a critical evaluation of in-scope statutes against the categories 
of the identify function of “NIST CSF” [Pop+19a]. 

In addition, much of the research up to now has been focused on providing 
cross-references of “GDPR” to different cybersecurity-related frameworks including, 
among others, the cross-references to “NIST CSF” as presented in Ref. [Ver18a], 
updating the informative references from “NIST CSF” with “GDPR” as outlined in Ref. 
[Con19], providing a high level evaluation of the “NISD” against the functions of “NIST 
CSF” as performed by Shackelford et al. (2016), providing a comparison between 
“GDPR” and “PDPA” as captured in Ref. [CMS18], or comparing “GDPR” with 
“ISO27001” to identify common grounds and overlaps between the two as provided in 
Ref. [IAP19]. Thus, no previous research work has been found at the time of 
conducting this study that evaluated all four cybersecurity laws (i.e., “GDPR”, “NISD”, 
“PDPA”, “CA”) against the categories of the identify function of “NIST CSF” [Pop+19a]. 
 
 

3.3. Conclusions 
 

This chapter extended the research work on the cybersecurity risk 
management drivers (i.e., the cyber threat landscape and the cybersecurity regulatory 
landscape) outlined in Chapter 2 by proposing and applying a cyber threat rating 
method to critically evaluate the thirteen cyber threat categories and by proposing and 
applying an evaluation method to critically evaluate the in-scope cybersecurity-related 
legislations. 

First, this chapter aimed to support the prioritization of cyber threats based 
on their potential to inflict cyber harm on organizations and their stakeholders and to 
enable the formation of a more holistic depiction of some of the most current cyber 
threats by addressing the need for a cyber threat rating method based on measurable 
elements. Thus, this chapter provided a novel cyber threat rating method which allows 
the analysis of cyber threat categories, the estimation of the extents of their 
applicability to cyber harm based on the latest taxonomy of organizational cyber 
harm, and the prioritization of the in-scope cyber threat categories. The taxonomy of 
cyber harm consists of the “Physical/Digital”, “Economic”, “Psychological”, 
“Reputational”, and “Social/Societal” types of cyber harm with fifteen, sixteen, twelve, 
ten, and four sub-types of cyber harm, respectively. Moreover, this method allows 
the calculus associated with the determination of the extent to which a certain cyber 
threat category is potentially applicable to a specific and across all types of cyber 
harm.  

Then, this cyber threat rating method was applied to the thirteen cyber threat 
categories from Chapter 2 using an Excel-based threat rating tool. Hence, each of 
these cyber threat categories was considered in relation to each sub-type of each type 
of cyber harm and each of the corresponding observations was assigned a value of 
either “1” if the sub-type appeared to be applicable or “0” otherwise, before 
processing the results across each and all five types of cyber harm. 

Furthermore, this chapter provided a critical evaluation of the thirteen cyber 
threat categories based on their threat ratings that resulted from applying the cyber 
threat rating method, which allowed the prioritization of these cyber threat categories. 
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This evaluation revealed that three, seven, one, and two cyber threat categories 
exhibit “Very High”, “High”, “Medium”, and “Low” extents of applicability to cyber 
harm, respectively. About the “Very High” extent of applicability to cyber harm, the 
“Targeted attacks on critical infrastructure”, “Malware attacks”, and “Hacking attacks” 
threat categories resulted in having scores that match the “Very High” rating. Thus, 
these cyber threat categories should be at the top of the list when it comes to cyber 
threats. Then, this chapter provided the findings derived from the review of the 
related work. Hence, one of the main findings was that the proposed cyber threat 
rating method leverages the latest taxonomy of cyber harm in new ways that were 
not previously explored. 

Afterwards, this chapter aimed to alleviate the degree of complexity associated 
with achieving organizational compliance with cybersecurity-related legislations and 
regulations by addressing the need for critical evaluations of selected cybersecurity-
related legislations to establish the degree of commonality between them and support 
a pragmatic approach to attaining regulatory compliance for organizations striving to 
prevent the sanctions and costly lawsuits following law infringements. In this context, 
this chapter proposed a method for evaluating selected cybersecurity-related 
legislations from the perspective of organizational understanding of cybersecurity risk 
management, which is based on the overview of the key cybersecurity-related 
legislations of the key cybersecurity jurisdictions from Chapter 2.2 and on the “NIST 
CSF Identify Function”.  

Then, this chapter critically evaluated the in-scope cybersecurity-related 
legislations (i.e., “the General Data Protection Regulation – GDPR”, “Personal Data 
Protection Act 2012 – PDPA”, “Directive on Security of Network and Information 
Systems – NISD”, “Cybersecurity Act – CA”) against the six categories of the “NIST 
CSF Identify Function” (i.e., “Asset Management”, “Business Environment”, 
“Governance”, “Risk Assessment”, “Risk Management Strategy”, “Supply Chain Risk 
Management”). Thus, with respect to the “Asset Management” category, the 
requirements of “CA” and “NISD” fully correspond to this category with no apparent 
discrepancies and the “GPDR’s” requirements fairly correspond to this category with 
minor discrepancies. About the “Business Environment” category, the “NISD’s” 
requirements fairly correspond to this category with minor discrepancies. Regarding 
the “Governance” category, the “NISD’s” requirements fully correspond to this 
category with no apparent discrepancies and the “GPDR’s” requirements fairly 
correspond to this category with minor discrepancies. In terms of the “Risk 
Assessment” category, the requirements of “CA” and “NISD” fairly correspond to this 
category with minor discrepancies. About the “Risk Management Strategy” category, 
the “NISD’s” requirements fairly correspond to this category with minor discrepancies. 
As for the “Supply Chain Risk Management” category, the requirements of the “GDPR” 
and “NISD” fairly correspond to this category with minor discrepancies. Afterwards, 
this chapter provided the related work, which revealed that, at the time of conducting 
the study, no previous research work was found that evaluated all four cybersecurity-
related laws against the “NIST CSF Identify Function”. 

This chapter provided the following contributions: 

• The design of a novel cyber threat rating method and the creation of a threat 
rating tool; 

• The application of the proposed cyber threat rating method to thirteen cyber 
threat categories for evaluating these cyber threat categories; 

• The critical evaluation of the thirteen cyber threat categories based on their 
possible extents of applicability to cyber harm; 

• A comparison of the proposed threat rating method with the related work; 
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• The design of a new method for evaluating selected key cybersecurity-related 
legislations; 

• The critical evaluation of the in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations to 
establish the degree of commonality between them from the perspective of 
organizational understanding to managing cybersecurity risk; 

• An analysis of the related work relevant to the evaluation of cybersecurity-related 
legislations. 
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4. EVALUATION OF CYBERSECURITY RISK 

MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS 
 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Giu+21] and the PhD report [Pop20], this chapter builds on the overview of 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks provided in Chapter 2.3. Thus, given the 
frameworks are the nucleus of cybersecurity risk management programmes, this 
chapter aims to address the paucity of studies providing a comprehensive 
characterization of frameworks relative to each other “to support decision-making with 
respect to framework selection, facilitate pragmatic implementation of cybersecurity 
programmes, and help organizations better cope with cybersecurity risks” [Giu+21].  

First, the chapter proposes a methodology for evaluating the in-scope 
frameworks and then critically evaluates these cybersecurity frameworks based on the 
proposed methodology. Finally, the chapter outlines the related work relevant to 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks through a detailed analysis of the existing 
literature by delving into the related studies with a narrower and a partly different 
scope than the scope of the evaluation methodology proposed in this chapter.  

Thus, this chapter addresses the following thesis objective: 

• Objective 7: Propose a methodology for evaluating cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks and provide a critical evaluation of in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks based on the proposed methodology. 

 
 

4.1. Proposed Methodology for Evaluating the In-Scope 

Frameworks 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Giu+21] and the PhD report [Pop20], this subchapter provides the proposed 
methodology for evaluating the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks 
(see Fig. 4.1). Thus, the proposed evaluation methodology involves identifying, 
analysing, and comparing the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks as 
part of the three phases of this methodology. These three phases of the proposed 
methodology are illustrated in Fig. 4.1 along with the corresponding inputs and outputs 
[Pop20]. 

The proposed methodology enables the characterization of each of the in-
scope frameworks and aims to provide a consolidated view over some of the main 
characteristics of all in-scope frameworks. It is worthwhile noting that the proposed 
methodology was not crafted as a means of selecting one of the in-scope frameworks 
as a better alternative over the others. Thus, this evaluation methodology can be 
further extended to provide a way of establishing which of the selected frameworks is 
better [Pop20]. 
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Fig. 4.1. The proposed methodology for evaluating the frameworks [Pop20] 

The first phase of the proposed evaluation methodology involves the 
identification of the in-scope frameworks for the evaluation [Pop20]. From the range 
of cybersecurity risk management frameworks outlined in Chapter 2.3, the proposed 
methodology applies the selection criteria of “focusing merely on those specific 
frameworks that are free of charge with readily available documentation as these 
characteristics are essential for making this evaluation possible” [Giu+21]. 

Further, the second phase of the proposed evaluation methodology involves 
the analysis of in-scope frameworks [Pop20]. To support the analysis of each of the 
selected frameworks, the formulation of the evaluation criteria is outlined (see Fig. 4.2, 
Table 4.1), and then the value ratings are defined (see Table 4.2) [Pop20]. Both the 
evaluation criteria and the value ratings are used for examining the in-scope 
frameworks to determine the framework ratings [Giu+21].  

Formulating the evaluation criteria is an essential step while addressing 
Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) problems [Tze+11]. This step is an input 
for the proposed evaluation methodology where a hierarchical structure is proposed 
for evaluating the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks [Pop20]. Fig. 
4.2 shows the proposed hierarchical structure for evaluating the in-scope cybersecurity 
risk management frameworks [Pop20]. Thus, the study focused on 7 dimensions and 
13 evaluation criteria. In this view, the selected evaluation criteria are based on 
“several fundamental elements relevant to emphasize similarities and differences 
between the aforementioned cybersecurity risk management frameworks”, including 
the following dimensions: “definition, purpose, and type of the cybersecurity risk 
management framework (see Chapter 2.3)”, “compatibility with other frameworks and 
standards or regulatory requirements”, “key elements pertaining to the risk 
management process (i.e., the analytic approach [NIS12a], risk treatment elements)”, 
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“supporting documentation available”, and “continuous framework improvement” 
[Giu+21]. Also, for ease of use, each evaluation criterion is given a unique identifier 
(i.e., “Unique ID.”) [Giu+21]. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.2. The proposed hierarchical structure for evaluating the in-scope frameworks [Pop20] 

Thus, based on “framework definition”, the first criterion of the evaluation (i.e., 
“EC1”) is related to “whether the assessed cybersecurity risk management framework 
facilitates integrated organization-wide risk management” [Giu+21]. The second 
evaluation criterion (i.e., “EC2”) is used for “establishing whether the framework under 
consideration defines the degree of integration between cybersecurity risk 
management and operational risk management activities” [Giu+21]. The next 
evaluation criterion (i.e., “EC3”) is concerned with “determining whether the selected 
framework is clearly stating its guiding principles” [Giu+21]. Further, another 
evaluation criterion (i.e., “EC4”) relates to “the extent to which the purpose of the 
framework in question is more closely relevant to undertaking end-to-end 
cybersecurity risk management as opposed to developing cybersecurity architectures 
and solutions” [Giu+21]. Then, the next two criteria (i.e., “EC5”, “EC6”) (i.e., 
“relationship to standards or regulatory requirements”, “relationship to other 
frameworks”) are selected to “establish whether the assessed frameworks are 
compatible with other relevant frameworks and standards or regulatory requirements” 
[Giu+21]. Afterwards, the subsequent criterion selected (i.e., “EC7”) aims to “inform 
whether the type of the framework in question aligns with a risk-based as opposed to 
a compliance-based (i.e., a checkbox cybersecurity mindset) approach” [Giu+21]. 
Then, the following two criteria (i.e., “EC8”, “EC9”) (i.e., “asset-oriented rather than 
threat-oriented risk analysis approach”, “quantitative rather than qualitative risk 
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assessment approach”) relate to “the nature of the approach adopted while conducting 
risk assessments (see the description of asset-oriented and threat-oriented terms 
provided as part of the CIS RAM from Chapter 2.3.3) along with risk measurement 
aspects [Nur+17]” [Giu+21]. Furthermore, two evaluation criteria (i.e., “EC10”, 
“EC11”) outline “risk treatment items relevant to the assessed frameworks, specifically 
whether the frameworks provide a comprehensive set of recommended cybersecurity 
controls and guidance relevant to information sharing activities for risk management” 
[Giu+21]. In addition, this evaluation explores “whether the assessed frameworks 
come together with available supporting documentation (procedures, templates, 
methods, case studies, etc.)” (i.e., “EC12”), and ultimately “whether they are 
periodically updated for continuous improvement” (i.e., “EC13”) [Giu+21]. 
 

Table 4.1. Evaluation criteria for evaluating the in-scope frameworks [Giu+21] 

Unique 

ID. 
Evaluation Criterion Description 

“EC1” “Integrated organization-wide risk 

management” [Giu+21] 

To indicate “whether the assessed 

cybersecurity risk management (RM) 
framework facilitates integrated 

organization-wide risk management” 
[Giu+21] 

“EC2” “Defines the degree of integration 

between cybersecurity risk 
management and operational risk 

management” [Giu+21] 

To establish whether the assessed 

framework “defines the degree of 
integration between cybersecurity risk 

management and operational risk 
management activities” [Giu+21] 

“EC3” “Clearly stating guiding principles of 
the framework” [Giu+21] 

To determine “whether the selected 
framework is clearly stating its guiding 

principles” [Giu+21] 

“EC4” “Used for undertaking end-to-end 

cybersecurity risk management 
rather than developing cybersecurity 

architectures and solutions” 
[Giu+21] 

To determine whether the assessed 

framework “is more relevant to undertaking 
end-to-end cybersecurity RM as opposed to 

developing architectures and solutions” 
[Giu+21] 

“EC5” “Relationship to standards or 
regulatory requirements” [Giu+21] 

To establish “whether the assessed 
frameworks are compatible with standards 

or regulatory requirements” [Giu+21] 

“EC6” “Relationship to other frameworks” 
[Giu+21] 

“To establish whether the assessed 
frameworks are compatible with other 

frameworks” [Giu+21] 

“EC7” “Risk-based rather than compliance-

based” [Giu+21] 

To inform whether the selected framework 

“aligns with a risk-based as opposed to a 
compliance-based approach” [Giu+21] 

“EC8” “Asset-oriented rather than threat-
oriented risk analysis approach” 

[Giu+21] 

Relates to “the nature of the approach 
adopted while conducting risk assessments” 

[Giu+21] 

“EC9” “Quantitative rather than qualitative 

risk assessment approach” [Giu+21] 

Relates to risk measurement aspects: 

quantitative versus qualitative [Giu+21] 
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Unique 

ID. 
Evaluation Criterion Description 

“EC10” “Provides a comprehensive set of 
recommended cybersecurity 

controls for managing risk” 
[Giu+21] 

To outline “whether the frameworks provide 
a comprehensive set of recommended 

cybersecurity controls” [Giu+21] 

“EC11” “Provides guidance relevant to 
information sharing” [Giu+21] 

To outline whether the frameworks provide 
“guidance relevant to information sharing 

activities for risk management” [Giu+21] 

“EC12” “Available supporting documentation 

(procedures, templates, methods, 
case studies, etc.)” [Giu+21] 

To explore “whether the assessed 

frameworks come together with available 
supporting documentation” [Giu+21] 

“EC13” “Periodically updated for continuous 
improvement” [Giu+21] 

To explore whether the assessed 
frameworks “are periodically updated for 

continuous improvement” [Giu+21] 

 
Further, the proposed evaluation methodology introduces the definition of the 

value ratings (see Table 4.2). These six linguistic values will be used to represent the 
resulting outcomes of the evaluation and to indicate “the extent to which the assessed 
framework meets a particular evaluation criterion”, as illustrated in Table 4.2 
[Giu+21]. 
 

Table 4.2. Definition of value ratings for evaluating the frameworks [Giu+21] 

Value Rating Definition 

“True” “A true value implies that the evaluation criterion is fully met” [Giu+21] 

“Partly” “A partly-true value means that the evaluation criterion applies to a 
certain extent, but it is not completely met” [Giu+21] 

“Partly*” “Partly-true values marked with an asterisk symbol * mean that, where 
applicable, the evaluation criterion applies both ways” [Giu+21] 

“Partly**” “Partly-true values marked with two asterisk symbols ** mean that the 
evaluation criterion applies subject to certain accessibility constraints” 

[Giu+21] 

“False” “A false value implies that the as-is criterion is not being met” [Giu+21] 

“Unclear” “An unclear value means that the corresponding value for the evaluation 

criterion cannot be precisely set to any of the other five values 
previously described as the required information is not clearly specified” 

[Giu+21] 

 
Then, for rating each of the in-scope frameworks, the proposed methodology 

requires each evaluation criterion to be assigned the corresponding value rating. Thus, 
the framework ratings for each evaluation criterion result from framework analysis and 
are based on the defined linguistic values above [Pop20]. 

Furthermore, the third phase of the proposed evaluation methodology involves 
the comparison of the in-scope frameworks to establish the differences and similarities 
between them based on the framework ratings for each evaluation criterion [Pop20].
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4.2. Evaluation of In-Scope Cybersecurity Risk 

Management Frameworks 
 

Based on the proposed evaluation methodology introduced in Chapter 4.1 and 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Giu+21], 
this subchapter provides a critical evaluation of “several widespread cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks adopted by organizations to alleviate cyber risks” [Giu+21]. 
Thus, following the identification of in-scope frameworks phase, the in-scope 
frameworks for this critical evaluation are the following [Giu+21]: 

1. “NIST’s Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (NIST 
CSF)” 

2. “NIST’s Unified Information Security Framework (NIST UISF)” 
3. “Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE)” 
4. “Factor Analysis of Information Risk framework (FAIR)” 
5. “Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture (SABSA)” 
6. “MITRE’s Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework (MITRE CREF)” 
7. “AICPA’s Cybersecurity Risk Management Reporting Framework (AICPA)” 
8. “CIS Controls version 7 framework (CIS)” 

Consequently, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Giu+21], Table 4.3 summarizes the findings of the evaluation for 
each of the selected cybersecurity risk management frameworks in relation to the 
above evaluation criteria introduced in Chapter 4.1 [Giu+21]. 

It is worthwhile noting that “when a particular framework meets a specific 
criterion as opposed to the other in-scope frameworks, this aspect only indicates an 
intrinsic property of the framework in question rather than positioning it in front of the 
other frameworks”; in other words, “the discrepancies highlighted between the 
frameworks are merely helping organizations with their decision-making process when 
determining the most appropriate framework to fulfill their specific needs” [Giu+21]. 
 

Table 4.3. Evaluation of selected cybersecurity risk management frameworks [Giu+21] 

Unique 

ID. 

Evaluation 

Criterion 

NIST 

CSF 

NIST 

UISF 

OCTAVE FAIR SABSA MITRE 

CREF 

AICPA CIS 

“EC1” “Integrated 

organization-wide risk 

management” 

[Giu+21] 

True True False False True Partly False False 

“EC2” “Defines the degree 

of integration 

between 

cybersecurity risk 

management and 

operational risk 

management” 

[Giu+21] 

True False False False True False False True 

“EC3” “Clearly stating 

guiding principles of 

Partly Partly True False True True True True 
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Unique 

ID. 

Evaluation 

Criterion 

NIST 

CSF 

NIST 

UISF 

OCTAVE FAIR SABSA MITRE 

CREF 

AICPA CIS 

the framework” 

[Giu+21] 

“EC4” “Used for undertaking 

end-to-end 

cybersecurity risk 

management rather 

than developing 

cybersecurity 

architectures and 

solutions” [Giu+21] 

True True Partly Partly Partly* Partly Partly Partly 

“EC5” “Relationship to 

standards or 

regulatory 

requirements” 

[Giu+21] 

True True True True True True True True 

“EC6” “Relationship to other 

frameworks” 

[Giu+21] 

True True True True True True True True 

“EC7” “Risk-based rather 

than compliance-

based” [Giu+21] 

True True True True True True False Partly* 

“EC8” “Asset-oriented 

rather than threat-

oriented risk analysis 

approach” [Giu+21] 

Unclear False True True True False True Partly* 

“EC9” “Quantitative rather 

than qualitative risk 

assessment 

approach” [Giu+21] 

Unclear False False True Partly* Unclear Unclear False 

“EC10” “Provides a 

comprehensive set of 

recommended 

cybersecurity controls 

for managing risk” 

[Giu+21] 

Partly True True False True Partly True True 

“EC11” “Provides guidance 

relevant to 

information sharing” 

[Giu+21] 

True True False False True True True Partly 

“EC12” “Available supporting 

documentation 

(procedures, 

templates, methods, 

case studies, etc.)” 

[Giu+21] 

True True True Partly** Partly** Partly Partly True 

“EC13” “Periodically updated 

for continuous 

improvement” 

[Giu+21] 

True True Partly True True True True True 

True – “True”; Partly-True – “Partly, Partly*, Partly**”; False – “False”; Not-Clear – “Unclear” 
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Following Table 4.3, based on the information disseminated by the author 

through the research paper [Giu+21], this subchapter presents the comparison of in-
scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks for each evaluation criterion 
[Giu+21]. 

“Integrated organization-wide risk management (EC1)”: It is apparent 
from Table 4.3 that “while NIST CSF, NIST UISF, and SABSA frameworks set the scene 
for managing cybersecurity risk as a holistic undertaking that is fully integrated across 
the entire organization (i.e., integrated organization-wide risk management) [NIS18a], 
[NIS13], [NIS10], [NIS14], [NIS12a], [NIS11], [She+09], [She+05], OCTAVE, FAIR, 
MITRE CREF, AICPA and CIS frameworks are rather important enablers for the 
cybersecurity risk management considering that OCTAVE and FAIR frameworks are 
primarily focused on the risk assessment component, MITRE CREF is mainly concerned 
with cyber resilience, the AICPA framework is relevant to cybersecurity risk reporting, 
and the CIS framework’s scope is limited to the risk assessment and treatment 
elements of the overall risk management lifecycle [SEI07], [Bod+11], [CIS18c], 
[CIS18b], [Fre+15]” [Giu+21]. Hence, the “EC1” is fully met by the “NIST CSF”, “NIST 
UISF”, and “SABSA” frameworks, it is met to a certain extent by the “MITRE CREF” 
framework, and it is not met by the “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks. 
Moreover, “NIST CSF, NIST UISF, and SABSA frameworks are more appropriate to be 
considered while organizations are aiming to achieve a consistent all-encompassing 
approach to managing risk” [Giu+21].  

“Defines the degree of integration between cybersecurity risk 
management and operational risk management (EC2)”: “The NIST CSF clearly 
defines the degree of integration between cybersecurity risk management and 
operational risk management through the Framework Implementation Tiers (aka 
Tiers), SABSA framework provides the SABSA Maturity Profile (SMP) for benchmarking 
the maturity and integration of SABSA processes [She+09], [She+05], and the CIS 
framework clearly makes reference to the Tiers [NIS18a], [CIS18b]”, whereas “the 
other selected frameworks do not specifically define the degrees of integration between 
cybersecurity risk management and operational risk management” [Giu+21]. 
Therefore, the “EC2” is fully met by “NIST CSF”, “SABSA”, and “CIS” frameworks and 
it is not met by the remaining frameworks. Moreover, “in contrast to the other in-scope 
frameworks, the NIST CSF, SABSA, and CIS frameworks provide means to describe 
the level of integration between risk management processes” [Giu+21]. 

“Clearly stating guiding principles of the framework (EC3)”: While “the 
OCTAVE, SABSA, MITRE CREF, AICPA, and CIS frameworks clearly state their guiding 
principles [She+09], [Bod+11], [CIS18c], [Alb+01], [AIC17b]”, the other frameworks 
“either do not provide such principles as FAIR framework or are merely making 
reference to such principles like NIST CSF and NIST UISF frameworks do [NIS18a], 
[NIS13], [NIS10], [NIS14], [NIS12a], [NIS11]” [Giu+21]. Hence, the “EC3” is fully 
met by the “OCTAVE”, “SABSA”, “MITRE CREF”, “AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks, it is 
met to a certain extent by the “NIST CSF” and “NIST UISF” frameworks, and it is not 
met by the “FAIR” framework. 

“Used for undertaking end-to-end cybersecurity risk management 
rather than developing cybersecurity architectures and solutions (EC4)”: 
While “the SABSA framework is used both for developing cybersecurity architectures 
and managing cybersecurity risk [She+05]”, the “NIST CSF” and “NIST UISF” 
frameworks “are predominantly used for holistic cybersecurity risk management 
[NIS18a], [NIS13], [NIS10], [NIS14], [NIS12a], [NIS11]”, and the remaining 
frameworks (i.e., “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “MITRE CREF”, “AICPA”, and “CIS”) “are merely 
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partially used for undertaking cybersecurity risk management as they do not cover the 
entire scope of the overall cybersecurity risk management lifecycle [ISF14], [SEI07], 
[Bod+11], [CIS18b], [Fre+15], [AIC17b]” [Giu+21]. Thus, the “EC4” is fully met by 
the “NIST CSF” and “NIST UISF” frameworks, it applies both ways to the “SABSA” 
framework, and it is met to a certain extent by the “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “MITRE CREF”, 
“AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks. Moreover, from the in-scope frameworks, “NIST CSF, 
NIST UISF, and SABSA frameworks should be considered by organizations aiming to 
undertake end-to-end cybersecurity risk management, and SABSA in particular is 
appropriate for developing cybersecurity architectures and solutions as well” [Giu+21]. 

“Relationship to standards or regulatory requirements (EC5), and 
Relationship to other frameworks (EC6)”: Each of the evaluated frameworks (i.e., 
“NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “SABSA”, “MITRE CREF”, “AICPA” and 
“CIS”) “makes reference to cybersecurity and risk management frameworks and 
standards or regulatory requirements [NIS13], [NIS10], [SEI07], [Bod+11], [CIS18c], 
[AIC17b] to assist the readers with informative references [NIS18a] and normative 
references [The13], to support the integration with other standards and/or frameworks 
[She+09] or to complement other standards and/or frameworks [The13]” [Giu+21]. 
Thus, both “EC5” and “EC6” are fully met by all in-scope cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks. 

“Risk-based rather than compliance-based (EC7)”: With respect to this 
evaluation criterion, “while nearly all evaluated frameworks (i.e., NIST CSF, NIST UISF, 
OCTAVE, FAIR, SABSA, and MITRE CREF) follow a risk-based approach relying on risk 
assessments to manage cybersecurity risks, the AICPA framework follows a 
compliance-based approach listing a set of principles and criteria (i.e., trust services 
principles and criteria) for organizations to benchmark their cybersecurity against them 
[AIC17b], and the CIS framework can either employ a compliance-based (i.e., 
supported by the CIS controls) [CIS18c] or a risk-based (i.e., supported by CIS Risk 
Assessment Method) approach [CIS18b]” [Giu+21]. Hence, the “EC7” is fully met by 
the “NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “SABSA”, and “MITRE CREF”, it 
applies both ways to the “CIS” framework, and it is not met by the “AICPA” framework. 

“Asset-oriented rather than threat-oriented risk analysis approach 
(EC8)”: Considering this evaluation criterion related to the risk analysis approach, 
“while the risk analysis pertaining to a couple of frameworks (i.e., OCTAVE, FAIR, 
SABSA and AICPA) is conducted by means of an asset-oriented approach which 
proceeds with identifying the assets in scope [SEI07], [She+05], [AIC17b], [The13]”, 
the risk analysis processes provided along with the “NIST UISF” and “MITRE CREF” 
frameworks “follow a threat-oriented approach where the threat landscape is identified 
first [NIS12a], [Bod+11]”, and the risk analysis proposed by the “CIS” framework “can 
be used both ways [CIS18b]” [Giu+21]. In addition, “NIST CSF” is “neither prescribing 
a threat-oriented nor an asset-oriented approach while undertaking risk assessments 
giving that it does not suggest a specific implementation order or imply a degree of 
importance of the Framework Core components [NIS18a]” [Giu+21]. Thus, the “EC8” 
is fully met by the “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “SABSA”, and “AICPA” frameworks, it applies 
both ways to the “CIS” framework, it is not met by the “NIST UISF” framework, and it 
is unclear for the “NIST CSF” framework.  

“Quantitative rather than qualitative risk assessment approach 
(EC9)”: Regarding this evaluation criterion related to the risk measurement aspects, 
“while FAIR framework supports a quantitative assessment used to compute the risk 
on a quantitative scale [Fre+15], three of the evaluated frameworks (i.e., NIST UISF, 
OCTAVE and CIS) do not support a purely quantitative assessment [NIS12a], [SEI07], 
[CIS18c], the SABSA framework supports both quantitative and qualitative 
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assessments [She+05], and the remaining three frameworks from the evaluation (i.e., 
NIST CSF, MITRE CREF, and AICPA) do not prescribe a particular assessment approach 
that is to be followed [NIS18a], [Bod+11], [AIC17b]” [Giu+21]. Thus, the “NIST UISF” 
framework supports “both qualitative (i.e., based on non-numerical categories or 
levels) [Tal+13], [Tau14], [NIS12a], [Nur+17] and semi-quantitative assessments, 
and provides their assessment scales as part of the appendices of NIST SP 800-30 
[NIS12a]” [Giu+21]. Likewise, the “OCTAVE” framework “supports qualitative 
assessments rather than quantitative ones, although it may be used for simple 
quantitative analysis of risk [SEI07]” [Giu+21]. And, the “CIS” framework “supports 
both qualitative and semi-quantitative assessments as described in CIS Risk 
Assessment Method [CIS18b]” [Giu+21]. Thus, the “EC9” is fully met by the “FAIR” 
framework, it applies both ways to the “SABSA” framework, it is not met by the “NIST 
UISF”, “OCTAVE”, and “CIS” frameworks, and it is unclear for the “NIST CSF”, “MITRE 
CREF”, and “AICPA” frameworks. 

“Provides a comprehensive set of recommended cybersecurity 
controls for managing risk (EC10)”: With respect to this evaluation criterion 
related to cybersecurity controls, while “NIST UISF, OCTAVE, SABSA, AICPA, and CIS 
frameworks provide recommended security controls [NIS13], [SEI07], [CIS18c], 
[She+05], [AIC17b]”, the other frameworks “either do not specifically address the 
recommended controls for cybersecurity risk mitigation as FAIR does [Fre+15] or 
partially address these, specifically the NIST CSF provides a set of recommended 
cybersecurity activities and informative references rather than a checklist of actions to 
perform and MITRE CREF merely provides cyber resiliency practices with key 
resilience-related activities as it is principally focused on the resilience component of 
the cybersecurity [NIS18a], [Bod+11]” [Giu+21]. Thus, the “EC10” is fully met by the 
“NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, “SABSA”, “AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks, it is met to a 
certain extent by the “NIST CSF” and “MITRE CREF” frameworks, and it is not met by 
the “FAIR” framework. Moreover, from the in-scope frameworks, “organizations should 
consider referring to the NIST UISF, OCTAVE, SABSA, AICPA, and CIS frameworks 
when looking for comprehensive sets of recommended controls to specifically address 
cybersecurity risk“ [Giu+21]. 

“Provides guidance relevant to information sharing (EC11)”: “The NIST 
CSF, NIST UISF, SABSA, MITRE CREF, and AICPA frameworks provide guidance 
relevant to information sharing and situational awareness for organizations to consider 
while strengthening their cybersecurity programmes [NIS18a], [NIS13], [NIS10], 
[NIS14], [NIS12a], [NIS11], [Bod+11], [She+05], [AIC17b]”, whereas “other 
frameworks either do not provide this level of guidance like OCTAVE and FAIR do 
[SEI07], [Fre+15] or only scratch the surface by referencing other related 
documentation as the CIS framework does [CIS18c]” [Giu+21]. Hence, the “EC11” is 
fully met by the “NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, “SABSA”, “MITRE CREF”, and “AICPA” 
frameworks, it is met to a certain extent by the “CIS” framework, and it is not met by 
the “OCTAVE” and “FAIR” frameworks. 

“Available supporting documentation (procedures, templates, 
methods, case studies, etc.) (EC12), and Periodically updated for continuous 
improvement (EC13)”: “The NIST CSF, NIST UISF, OCTAVE, and CIS frameworks 
provide supporting documentation which is freely available [NIS18a], [NIS13], 
[NIS10], [NIS14], [NIS12a], [NIS11], [SEI07], [CIS18c]”, whereas “the remaining in-
scope frameworks either do not make the entire supporting documentation freely 
available as FAIR and SABSA do or the supporting documentation available could be 
considered rather limited than all-encompassing as in the case of the MITRE CREF and 
AICPA frameworks” [Giu+21]. Also, with respect to the last evaluation criterion, it is 
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worth noting that “almost every in-scope framework is undergoing periodical updates, 
where OCTAVE makes exception” [Giu+21]. Thus, about the “EC12”, this is fully met 
by the “NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, and “CIS” frameworks, it applies to the 
“FAIR” and “SABSA” frameworks subject to certain accessibility constraints, and it is 
met to a certain extent by the “MITRE CREF” and “AICPA” frameworks. As for the 
“EC13”, this is fully met by all in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks, 
except the “OCTAVE” framework which meets “EC13” to a certain extent. 
 
 

4.3. Related Work 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop20], this subchapter encompasses the related work relevant to the evaluation of 
in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks.  

To provide the evaluation of in-scope cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks, the available documentation around the in-scope cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks was used. In addition, the available supporting 
documentation for the in-scope frameworks was even selected as an evaluation 
criterion (i.e., “EC12”) (see Chapter 4.1) [Pop20]. 

Furthermore, the identification of in-scope frameworks is based on the 
selection criteria of choosing the frameworks that are free of charge with readily 
available documentation from the frameworks outlined in Chapter 2.3, which provided 
an overview of several widely used frameworks pertaining to three categories relevant 
to cybersecurity risk management which can be leveraged by any organization 
regardless of type, size, sector, or focus area. A similar idea of using two selection 
iterations was done by Kiran et al. (2013) [Kir+13] to select three information security 
risk assessment models for undertaking a comparative analysis between them. 

Moreover, with respect to frameworks evaluation, Table 4.4 shows the related 
work mapped against the scope of previous research works and the approach adopted 
by these works to address the scope. 
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Table 4.4 Related work mapped against the scope and approach of previous research works 

[Pop20] 

  How is the Scope Addressed? 

What is the Scope? 

Outlining 
Strengths 

and 
Weaknesses 

Comparison 
Based on the 

Structure of 
the Risk 

Assessment / 
Risk 

Management 
Process 

Comparison 

Based on 
Defined 

Evaluation 
Criteria 

Feature-by-
Feature 

Comparison 

“A 

Narrower 
Scope” 

“Fewer 

Frameworks 
Being 

Addressed” 

[Chm+14] n/a* n/a* n/a* 

“Limited to a 

Specific Focus 
Area” 

[Inn10] n/a* n/a* 

[Inn10] 

[Gas+17] 
[Gje+11] 

“A Partly 
Different 

Scope” 

“Addressing 

Best-Practices 

Irrespective of 
Types” 

[Tal+13] [Mes+17] [Nur+17] 
[Tal+13] 

[Alm+17] 

“Merely-

Focusing on 
Risk 

Assessment / 
Risk 

Management 
Methodologies 

/ Methods” 

[Ion13] 
[Gha+14] 
[ISO09] 

[Sha+16a] 

[Kir+13] 
[Lab+06] 

[Ion13] 

[Ion13] 
[Rod14] 

[Ful17] 

*Note, n/a indicates that no study was found to fit the categories at the time of this study 

 
With respect to the scope of previous research works, related works have 

primarily concentrated on evaluations with a narrower scope (i.e., fewer frameworks 
being addressed, limited to a specific focus area) (see Chapter 4.3.1) or on evaluations 
with a partly different scope (i.e., addressing best-practices irrespective of types, 
merely-focusing on risk assessment / risk management methodologies / methods) 
(see Chapter 4.3.2). Also, with respect to the approach adopted by related works to 
address the scope, four types of approach were identified. These types include outlining 
strenghts and weaknesses, comparison based on the structure of the risk assessment 
/ risk management process, comparison based on defined evaluation criteria, and 
feature-by-feature comparison. 

As shown in Table 4.4, previous studies on evaluating cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks have not dealt with critical evaluations having bigger scope 
and have not centered their evaluations exclusively on frameworks.  
 
 

4.3.1. Related Evaluation Studies With a Narrower Scope 
 

The related works about frameworks evaluation with a narrower scope can be 
classified into two types [Pop20]: research studies with fewer frameworks being 
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addressed (i.e. [Chm+14]) and research studies limited to a specific focus area of 
frameworks (i.e. [Inn10], [Gje+11], [Gas+17]).  

As per Table 4.4, no research has been found with fewer frameworks being 
addressed nor has research limited to a specific area of focus been found to provide 
comparison based on the structure of the risk assessment / risk management process 
or to provide comparison based on defined evaluation criteria. Also, no research has 
been found to match the type of a narrower scope with fewer frameworks being 
addressed to provide feature-by-feature comparison [Pop20]. 

Further, Chmielecki et al. (2014) [Chm+14] provided a comparison of four IT 
risk management frameworks based on advantages and disadvantages. Regarding the 
studies limited to a specific focus area of frameworks, Innotrain IT (2010) [Inn10] 
provided an evaluation of the strenghts and weaknesses of a few frameworks (e.g., 
“COBIT”, “ITIL”) related and relevant for “Information Technology Service 
Management (ITSM)” along with a feature-by-feature comparison through the 
intersections of some of these frameworks with other frameworks, while Gjerdrum and 
Peter (2011) [Gje+11] and Gashgari, Walters and Wills (2017) [Gas+17] provided 
their evaluation only through feature-by-feature comparison. In this context, Gashgari, 
Walters and Wills (2017) [Gas+17] targeted the proposal of an information security 
governance framework based on the principles of “ISO/IEC 27014” and “COBIT”. And, 
Gjerdrum and Peter (2011) [Gje+11] provided the comparison of scope, a few key 
definitions (i.e., risk management, risk, risk appetite, risk assessment) and risk 
management process to illustrate key differences between two generic risk 
management frameworks (i.e., “ISO 31000” and “COSO Enterprise Risk Management 
(ERM) framework”) [Pop20]. 

In contrast to these existing works (i.e., [Chm+14], [Inn10], [Gas+17], 
[Gje+11]), the critical evaluation from this chapter addresses eight cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks and is not limiting the evaluation neither to strengths and 
weaknesses, nor to a feature-by-feature comparison of frameworks. Instead, the 
critical evaluation from this chapter is based on the proposed methodology (see 
Chapter 4.1) that relies on the defined evaluation criteria. Even though the proposed 
methodology from this chapter is much wider in scope than the study conducted by 
Gjerdrum and Peter (2011) [Gje+11], similar to Gjerdrum and Peter (2011) [Gje+11] 
who provided the comparison of scope and a few definitions of key terms between two 
frameworks, three of the evaluation criteria (i.e., “EC1”, “EC2”, “EC3”) and an 
evaluation criterion (i.e., “EC4”) of the proposed evaluation methodology from this 
chapter are based on the definition and purpose of the cybersecurity risk management 
framework to indicate the similarities and differences between the in-scope 
frameworks (see Fig. 4.2) [Pop20]. 

In addition, compared with the study performed by Innotrain IT (2010) [Inn10] 
who conducted a feature-by-feature comparison through the intersection of “ITSM” 
frameworks with other frameworks, the proposed evaluation methodology from this 
chapter aims to establish the compatibility of in-scope frameworks with other 
frameworks and standards or regulatory requirements by formulating two evaluation 
criteria (i.e., “EC5”, “EC6”). A similar idea was introduced by ENISA (2006) [ENI06] as 
part of their inventory, which examined the regulatory compliance and compliance to 
IT standards for risk management / assessment methods [Pop20]. 

While formulating the evaluation criteria is an essential step for addressing 
“Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM)” problems [Tze+11], the proposed 
evaluation methodology was not crafted as a means of selecting one of the in-scope 
frameworks as a better alternative over the others. Instead, the proposed evaluation 
criteria were established to allow a greater characterization of frameworks through the 
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13 evaluation criteria belonging to the 7 dimensions of the proposed hierarchical 
structure for evaluating the in-scope frameworks (see Chapter 4.1). The “MADM” 
studies provided the basis for the proposal of the hierarchical structure of evaluation 
criteria used in the proposed evaluation methodology [Pop20]. 
 
 

4.3.2. Related Evaluation Studies With a Partly Different Scope 
 

There have been several related evaluation studies with a partly different scope 
than the scope of the evaluation methodology proposed in this chapter for evaluating 
in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks [Pop20]. These studies can be 
classified into two types based on their scope [Pop20]: research studies addressing 
best-practices irrespective of types and research studies merely-focusing on the risk 
assessment / risk management related methodologies / methods. With respect to the 
research studies addressing best practices irrespective of types [Pop20], these were 
carried out by Talabis and Martin (2013) [Tal+13], Meszaros and Buchalcevova (2017) 
[Mes+17], Ghazouani et al. (2014) [Gha+14], Nurse et al. (2017) [Nur+17], and 
Almuhammadi and Alsaleh (2017) [Alm+17]. And, with respect to the research studies 
merely-focusing on the risk assessment / risk management related methodologies / 
methods [Pop20], these were done by Ionita (2013) [Ion13], ISO (2009) [ISO09], 
Shameli-Sendi, Aghababaei-Barzegar, and Cheriet, (2016a) [Sha+16a], Kiran et al. 
(2013) [Kir+13], Fulford (2017) [Ful17], Labuschagne and Bornman (2006) [Lab+06] 
and Rodion (2014) [Rod14].  

Further, Table 4.4 shows that a number of related studies with a partly 
different scope involved evaluations based on one of these two approaches: 
comparison based on the structure of the risk assessment / risk management process 
and comparison based on defined evaluation criteria. For instance, three related 
research studies made their comparison based on the structure of a risk assessment / 
risk management process: Meszaros and Buchalcevova (2017) [Mes+17] briefly 
evaluated the “CORAS” and “OCTAVE Allegro” methods, the “Harmonized Threat and 
Risk Assessment (HTRA)” methodology, the “ISO/IEC 27005” standard, and the “NIST 
Risk Management Framework” by focusing on risk management; Ghazouani et al. 
(2014) [Gha+14] provided a comparative analysis of a few risk management 
methodologies based on the information security risk management process; and ISO 
(2009) [ISO09] compared the risk assessment techniques by describing for each step 
of the risk assessment process the application of the risk assessment methods as being 
either strongly applicable, applicable or not applicable. Similar to these three related 
research studies (i.e., [Mes+17], [Gha+14], [ISO09]), four evaluation criteria (i.e., 
“EC8”, “EC9”, “EC10”, “EC11”) of the proposed evaluation methodology from this 
chapter are based on the key elements pertaining to the risk management process 
from the hierarchical structure for evaluating the in-scope frameworks (see Fig. 4.2). 
Nevertheless, to allow a more comprehensive characterization of the in-scope 
frameworks, the critical evaluation from this chapter involves 13 evaluation criteria in 
total based on 7 dimensions. Moreover, same as ISO (2009) [ISO09], the resulting 
outcomes of the critical evaluation provided in this chapter were represented using 
linguistic values. However, compared with the evaluation of the risk assessment 
techniques provided by ISO (2009) [ISO09] where three value ratings (i.e., strongly 
applicable, applicable or not applicable) were used to indicate the applicability of the 
risk assessment methods to the steps of the risk assessment process, the critical 
evaluation of in-scope frameworks presented in this chapter leverages six value ratings 
that allows it to indicate more precisely the extent to which the assessed framework 
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meets a particular evaluation criterion. This is also because some of the defined 
evaluation criteria from this chapter are more complex (e.g., “EC4”, “EC7”, “EC8”, 
“EC9”) to provide a more realistic analysis. For example, a similar way of expressing 
an evaluation criterion was done by Ionita (2013) [Ion13], who was using “quantitative 
or qualitative” as one of the main characteristics of the reviewed risk assessment / risk 
management methods. This relates to the evaluation criterion “EC9” (i.e., 
“Quantitative rather than qualitative risk assessment approach”) presented in this 
chapter [Pop20]. 

Furthermore, several studies performed their comparisons based on defined 
evaluation criteria. For example, the research study conducted by Nurse et al. (2017) 
[Nur+17] provides a brief comparison of selected sub-processes of “NIST SP 800-30”, 
“ISO/IEC 27001” and “OCTAVE” in terms of modus operandi (i.e., the nature of the 
risk assessment approach, and how risk is measured). Likewise, the evaluation 
criterion “EC8” (i.e., “Asset-oriented rather than threat-oriented risk analysis 
approach”) and the evaluation criterion “EC9” (i.e., “Quantitative rather than 
qualitative risk assessment approach”) from this chapter are formulated to address 
both the aforementioned aspects analyzed by Nurse et al. (2017) [Nur+17]. Similar 
comparison based on defined evaluation criteria was conducted by Shameli-Sendi, 
Aghababaei-Barzegar, and Cheriet, (2016a) [Sha+16a] who provided a comparison of 
information security risk assessment approaches based on a proposed taxonomy that 
includes four categories: appraisement, perspective, resource valuation and risk 
management. This research study carried out by Shameli-Sendi, Aghababaei-
Barzegar, and Cheriet, (2016a) [Sha+16a] evaluated the nature of the risk assessment 
approach using the “perspective” term and the type of the risk measurement 
techniques using the “appraisement” term. Also, Kiran et al. (2013) [Kir+13] 
performed a comparative analysis on three information security risk assessment 
models based on three comparison criteria (i.e., “concept definition”, “approach to 
information security assessment”, “results and output”), in which the “results and 
output” criterion bears a close resemblance with two of the proposed evaluation criteria 
from this chapter (i.e., “EC7”, “EC9”). The evaluation criterion “EC7” was extracted 
from the overview of the most widely adopted cybersecurity-related frameworks 
provided in Chapter 2.3. Moreover, Labuschagne and Bornman (2006) [Lab+06] used 
the “COBIT’s Planning and Organization Control Nine”, “Assess Risks” as evaluation 
criteria, to provide a comparative framework for evaluating information security risk 
management methods [Pop20]. 

Regarding the studies with a partly different scope outlining strengths and 
weaknesses, Talabis and Martin (2013) [Tal+13] outlined the strenghts and 
weaknesses of some major information security risk assessment frameworks (i.e., 
“OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “NIST SP 800-30”) and of the information security risk 
management standard “ISO 27005”, and Ionita (2013) [Ion13] provided the pros and 
cons while evaluating the information security risk management / risk assessment 
methods [Pop20]. 

Moreover, five research studies with a partly different scope providing feature-
by-feature comparison were reviewed. In this sense, Talabis and Martin (2013) 
[Tal+13] provided a comparison of the major activities for three frameworks and a 
standard. Almuhammadi and Alsaleh (2017) [Alm+17] compared “NIST CSF” 
framework to “COBIT” framework, “ISO / IEC 27001” standard, and “ISF Standard of 
Good Practice for Information Security”. Also, Ionita (2013) [Ion13] evaluated the 
naming variations between information security conceptual models of risk rating 
methodologies. In addition, Rodion (2014) [Rod14] compared the structure of the 
guides belonging to two information security risk assessment methods. And, Fulford 
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(2017) [Ful17] identified the differences between academic and practitioner 
technology risk management methodologies by evaluating the type of technology risk 
model, the primary technology risk measurement technique, the technology risk 
measurement process, the primary technology risk focus, the primary security domain 
assessed and the organizational implementation. Again, the evaluation criterion “EC9” 
proposed in this chapter bears a close resemblance [Pop20] with the type of technology 
risk model criteria used by Fulford (2017) [Ful17]. 
 
 

4.4. Conclusions 
 

This chapter extended the research work on the cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks outlined in Chapter 2 by proposing a methodology for 
evaluating cybersecurity risk management frameworks, critically evaluating the in-
scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks and providing a comprehensive 
analysis of the related work. Thus, this chapter aimed to support decision-making when 
it comes to cybersecurity risk management framework selection and to facilitate 
pragmatic implementation of cybersecurity programmes by addressing the need for 
more evaluations of these frameworks relative to each other. 

First, this chapter provided the design of the three-phased methodology that 
was proposed for evaluating the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks. 
With respect to the first phase of the methodology, namely the “identification of in-
scope frameworks” phase, this makes use of the overview of the cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks and the selection criteria of choosing only free of charge 
frameworks with readily available documentation to determine the in-scope 
frameworks. Thus, to identify the in-scope frameworks, the selection criteria is applied 
to the cybersecurity risk management frameworks described in the overview from 
Chapter 2.3. Then, with respect to the second phase of the methodology, namely the 
“analysis of in-scope frameworks” phase, this makes use of a proposed hierarchical 
structure for evaluating frameworks based on “Multiple Attribute Decision Making 
(MADM)” approach and the definition of the value ratings to analyse the in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks and to determine the framework ratings. 
With respect to the proposed hierarchical structure, it consists of seven dimensions 
and thirteen evaluation criteria, where these criteria were formulated to allow a greater 
characterization of frameworks based on the following dimensions: the definition, 
purpose, and type of the cybersecurity risk management framework, compatibility with 
other frameworks and standards or regulatory requirements, key elements pertaining 
to the risk management process, available supporting documentation, and continuous 
framework improvement. As for the definition of the value ratings, six linguistic values 
were defined. Thus, to determine the framework ratings, the analysis of the in-scope 
frameworks involved assigning linguistic value ratings to each of the evaluation criteria 
for each of the in-scope frameworks to indicate the extent to which in-scope 
frameworks meet specific evaluation criteria. Furthermore, with respect to the third 
phase of the methodology, namely the “comparison of in-scope frameworks” phase, 
this makes use of the framework ratings resulted from the second phase of the 
proposed methodology to establish the differences and similarities between the in-
scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks.  

Second, this chapter provided the critical evaluation of the in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks. Hence, there were eight cybersecurity 
risk management frameworks identified as in scope, namely the “NIST’s Framework 
for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity”, “NIST’s Unified Information 
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Security Framework”, “Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability 
Evaluation”, “Factor Analysis of Information Risk framework”, “Sherwood Applied 
Business Security Architecture”, “MITRE’s Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework”, 
“AICPA’s Cybersecurity Risk Management Reporting Framework”, and “CIS Controls 
version 7” framework. Furthermore, the critical evaluation of these frameworks was 
outlined together with the findings which offer a consolidated characterization of the 
in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks and emphasize similarities and 
differences between them through the thirteen evaluation criteria of the proposed 
evaluation methodology.  

Afterwards, this chapter provided the related work for the evaluation of the 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks and the related work was discussed by 
looking at the scope of previous research works and by considering the approach 
adopted by these works to address the scope. With respect to the scope of previous 
research works, the related works were mainly focused on evaluations with a narrower 
scope (i.e., fewer frameworks being addressed, limited to a specific focus area) or on 
evaluations with a partly different scope (i.e., addressing best-practices irrespective of 
types, merely focusing on risk assessment / risk management methodologies / 
methods). With respect to the approach adopted by related works to address the 
scope, four types of approach were identified. These types include outlining strenghts 
and weaknesses, comparison based on the structure of the risk assessment / risk 
management process, comparison based on defined evaluation criteria, and feature-
by-feature comparison. Thus, the analysis revealed that the previous related studies 
neither have broader scope nor they focus exclusively on frameworks. 

This chapter provided the following contributions: 

• The design of a three-phased methodology that involves identification, analysis, 
and comparison of in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks; 

• The development of a hierarchical structure for evaluating the in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks, which includes seven dimensions 
and thirteen evaluation criteria; 

• The definition of six linguistic values for rating the in-scope cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks against the evaluation criteria;  

• The critical evaluation of eight cybersecurity risk management frameworks based 
on the proposed evaluation methodology; 

• A comprehensive analysis of the related work relevant to the evaluation of 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks that delved into previous studies 
with a narrower scope and a partly different scope. 
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5. IoT SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT 

STRATEGY REFERENCE MODEL (IoTSRM2) 
 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], this chapter builds on the overview of 
IoT security best practices provided in Chapter 2.4. Thus, given “the prevalent absence 
of robust IoT security risk management strategies in organizations [Lee20], [McK17] 
coupled with the paucity of IoT security risk management strategy reference sources 
[Lee20], [WEF20a]”, this chapter aims to address “the research gap in terms of the 
existence of an IoT security risk management strategy reference model” [Pop+21a]. 
Hence, the purpose of this chapter is to propose “an IoT security risk management 
strategy reference model (IoTSRM2)” that aims to support practitioners from 
organizations embracing IoT technologies to formulate or reframe their IoT security 
risk management strategies and achieve secure IoT adoption” [Pop+21a]. Moreover, 
the proposed IoTSRM2 “aims to support fellow researchers from academia that seek 
to explore the topic of IoT security risk management strategy as part of their research 
works” [Pop+21a]. 

First, the chapter describes “the three-phased methodology for developing the 
proposed IoT security risk management strategy reference model (IoTSRM2)” 
[Pop+21a]. Then, the chapter presents “the proposed IoTSRM2 including the IoTSRM2 
domains, objectives, and controls, the informative references for each IoTSRM2 
control, and the prioritization of IoTSRM2 controls for each IoTSRM2 objective” 
[Pop+21a]. Further, the chapter provides “the critical evaluation of selected 
informative references of IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a]. Finally, the chapter outlines the 
related work by critically evaluating the IoTSRM2 and 25 selected IoT security best 
practices using eight evaluation criteria. 

Thus, this chapter addresses the following thesis objective: 

• Objective 8: Propose a methodology for developing a reference model for IoT 
security risk management strategy, propose the IoT security risk management 
strategy reference model (IoTSRM2), and evaluate the proposed IoTSRM2 
against the IoT security best practices that are the most relevant for the proposed 
model. 

 
 

5.1. Proposed Methodology for Developing the 

IoTSRM2 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], this subchapter describes “the methodology used for developing the 
proposed IoT Security Risk Management Strategy Reference Model (IoTSRM2)” 
[Pop+21a]. Fig. 5.1 shows “the proposed three-phased methodology that consists of 
nine steps and outputs, namely three steps with associated outputs for each of the 
three phases (i.e., Scoping, Analysis, and Creation)” [Pop+21a]. 
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Fig. 5.1. The proposed three-phased methodology for developing IoTSRM2 [Pop+21a] 

Further, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], each of the three phases of the proposed methodology 
together with its corresponding steps are described below [Pop+21a]. 
 
 

5.1.1. Phase 1: Scoping 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], the “Scoping” phase involves “the definition of methodology 
objectives, assumptions, and limitations (Step 1.1), the establishment of focus 
domains for IoTSRM2 (Step 1.2), and the determination of the in-scope NIST 
Cybersecurity Framework (CSF) Subcategories (Step 1.3)” [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 1.1”: “Define methodology objectives, assumptions, and 
limitations” 

First, this step outlines “the ten objectives of the proposed methodology” 
[Pop+21a]. Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
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research paper [Pop+21a], the main objectives of the proposed methodology are 
[Pop+21a]: 

• “Objective 5.1”: “Develop a reference model for IoT security risk management 
strategy applicable to IoT adopters from any sector” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.2”: “Develop the proposed reference model based on NIST CSF 
[NIS18a] and selected IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 2.4). 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], “to ensure a comprehensive characterization of the 
granularity of the proposed reference model, the remaining objectives are designed to 
address both dimensions (i.e., structural granularity and information granularity) of 
the classification framework for model granularity developed by Maier et al. (2017) 
[Mai+17]” [Pop+21a].  

“In terms of the structural granularity dimension”, the objective of the 
proposed methodology is [Pop+21a]: 

• “Objective 5.3”: “Organize the proposed reference model in hierarchical 

structures, including domain level, objective level, and control level” [Pop+21a].  

“As for the information granularity dimension”, the objectives of the proposed 
methodology are [Pop+21a]: 

• “Objective 5.4”: “Identify IoT security domains to group IoT security objectives 
for the proposed reference model” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.5”: “Define high-level IoT security objectives to group IoT security 
controls for the proposed reference model” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.6”: “Define the criteria for selecting IoT security requirements from 
selected IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.7”: “Define IoT security controls for the proposed IoT security 
objectives based on selected IoT security requirements from the in-scope IoT 
security best practices” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.8”: “Describe the proposed IoT security controls for IoT adopters 
using the following levels of detail: expected IoT security related activities/actions 
from IoT adopters, integration points for expected IoT security related 
activities/actions with the cybersecurity programs of IoT adopters, and IoT 
security related activities/actions of IoT suppliers that govern their postmarket 
activities and that IoT adopters should expect from them” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.9”: “Provide informative references for each of the proposed IoT 
security controls, and indicate those informative references that are considered 
the most relevant to IoT security risk management strategy” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Objective 5.10”: “Provide the prioritization rating for each of the proposed IoT 
security controls” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, this step provides “the assumptions on which the proposed 
methodology is based” [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the 
author through the research paper [Pop+21a], these assumptions are listed below: 

• “The cybersecurity risk management practices of IoT adopters prior to their IoT 
adoption and irrespective of their IoT security practices, are assumed to be agile 
and risk-informed, namely appraised at Tier 4 (Adaptive) of NIST CSF’s Tiers 
[NIS18a]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “IoT adopters are assumed to outsource IoT software development and not 
engage in in-house IoT software development activities” [Pop+21a]; 
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• “IoT adopters are assumed to have contracted IoT suppliers and conducted third-
party IoT security due diligence reviews covering premarket IoT security related 
activities ahead of contracting IoT suppliers” [Pop+21a]. 

In addition, “Step 1.1” provides “the limitations of the proposed methodology” 
[Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], these limitations are enumerated below: 

• “The proposed methodology is derived, based on, and limited to expert judgement 
and selected best practices” [Pop+21a]; 

• “The proposed methodology is limited to the assumptions on which it is based” 
[Pop+21a]. 

“Step 1.2”: “Extract NIST CSF Categories and Subcategories relevant 
to NIST SP 800-37 Task P-2” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “Step 1.2” funnels “NIST CSF Core to focus the proposed reference 
model on those Categories and Subcategories that are more relevant to Risk 
Management Strategy” [Pop+21a]. Hence, this step narrows the focus on “the NIST 
CSF Identify Function considering that Task P-2 (Risk Management Strategy) of NIST 
SP 800-37 aligns with NIST CSF Identify Function [NIS18b]” [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 1.3”: “Extract NIST CSF Identify Categories and Subcategories 
relevant to NISTIR 8228 rec. 5.1” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “Step 1.3” further funnels “the NIST CSF Identify Function to focus 
the proposed reference model on those Categories and Subcategories that are more 
relevant to IoT security” [Pop+21a]. This step further narrows the focus and identifies 
“those Categories and Subcategories of the NIST CSF Identify Function that are more 
prone to adjustments when it comes to addressing IoT security risk [NIS19b]” 
[Pop+21a]. Hence, “it allows the determination of the domains for the IoTSRM2 and 
the in-scope NIST CSF Subcategories for the IoTSRM2 objectives” [Pop+21a]. Further, 
the “IoTSRM2” domains are represented using the Equation (5.1) where “xi represents 
the six domains of IoTSRM2, and C represents the cardinality of xi“ [Pop+21a]: 
 

xi={

"Asset Management", "Business Environment", "Governance",

"Risk Assessment", "Risk Management Strategy",

"Supply Chain Risk Management"

} ,  

 
where C=|xi|=6, i=[1..C]  

(5.1) 

 
 

5.1.2. Phase 2: Analysis 
 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], the “Analysis” phase involves “the selection and mapping 
of IoT security requirements from the in-scope IoT security best practices (Step 2.1), 
the categorization of IoT security requirements (Step 2.2), and the definition of 
IoTSRM2 objectives (Step 2.3)” [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 2.1”: “Select and map IoT security requirements” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], this step involves “the identification of the in-scope IoT security 
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requirements from 25 selected IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 
2.4). First, IoT security requirements are selected by “applying on the selected IoT 
security best practices the selection criteria outlined below” [Pop+21a]: 

• “High-level objectives for IoT adopters”: “the IoT security requirement is 
relevant for the development of organizational understanding to manage 
cybersecurity risks and makes reference to high-level IoT security risk 
management objectives for IoT adopters” [Pop+21a]; 

• “High-level objectives for IoT adopters and high-level postmarket 
objectives for IoT suppliers”: “the IoT security requirement is relevant for the 
development of organizational understanding to manage cybersecurity risks and 
makes double reference to both high-level IoT security risk management 
objectives for IoT adopters and high-level IoT security risk management 
objectives for IoT suppliers related to the operations/maintainance and/or disposal 
of IoT devices and/or services for IoT adopters” [Pop+21a]; 

• “High-level postmarket objectives for IoT suppliers”: “the IoT security 
requirement is relevant for the development of organizational understanding to 
manage cybersecurity risks and makes reference to high-level IoT security risk 
management objectives for IoT suppliers related to the operations/maintainance 
and/or disposal of IoT devices and/or services for IoT adopters” [Pop+21a]. 

Then, the resulting IoT security requirements “are analysed relative to the in-
scope NIST CSF Subcategories from Step 1.3 to determine the in-scope IoT security 
requirements” [Pop+21a]. Hence, the IoT security requirements “are mapped against 
the in-scope NIST CSF Subcategories from Step 1.3” [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 2.2”: “Categorize in-scope IoT security requirements” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], “Step 2.2” involves “the grouping of related in-scope IoT security 
requirements from Step 2.1 under the in-scope NIST CSF Subcategories from Step 
1.3” [Pop+21a]. This grouping is made so that “any in-scope IoT security requirement 
appears only once as part of the same in-scope NIST CSF Subcategory” [Pop+21a]. 
Thus, “the in-scope IoT security requirements are captured as part of the most 
appropriate group of the same in-scope NIST CSF Subcategory to ensure the creation 
of different categories and enable a more unbiassed prioritization of the proposed 
IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. These groups allow “the naming of IoTSRM2 controls” 
(see Chapter 5.2) [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 2.3”: “Define IoTSRM2 objectives and prioritize IoTSRM2 
domains” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], this step involves “the definition of IoTSRM2 objectives based on in-
scope NIST CSF Subcategories from Step 1.3, the mapping of IoTSRM2 objectives to 
in-scope NIST CSF Subcategories, and the prioritization of IoTSRM2 domains based on 
the number of IoTSRM2 objectives corresponding to each IoTSRM2 domain” 
[Pop+21a]. Thus, “the name of each in-scope NIST CSF Subcategory from Step 1.3 is 
refined based on its corresponding IoTSRM2 controls from Step 2.2 to define each 
IoTSRM2 objective” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 5.2). The “IoTSRM2” objectives are 
represented using the Equations from (5.2) to (5.7) [Pop+21a]: 

• “x1j represents the two objectives of the Asset Management domain of IoTSRM2 

(i.e., x1), C1 represents the cardinality of x1j, and n1j represents the number of 

IoTSRM2 controls corresponding to each objective of this IoTSRM2 domain” 
[Pop+21a]: 
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x1j= {
"Hardware inventory",

"Software inventory"
} ,  

 
where C1=|x1j|=2, j=[1..C1], n1j={1,1} 

(5.2) 

 

• “x2j represents the two objectives of the Business Environment domain of 

IoTSRM2 (i.e., x2), C2 represents the cardinality of x2j, and n2j represents the 

number of IoTSRM2 controls corresponding to each objective of this IoTSRM2 
domain” [Pop+21a]: 

x2j= {
"Dependencies and critical functions",

"Critical service resilience"
} ,  

 
where C2=|x2j|=2, j=[1..C2], n2j

={1,1} 

(5.3) 

 

• “x3j represents the four objectives of the Governance domain of IoTSRM2 (i.e., 

x3), C3 represents the cardinality of x3j, and n3j represents the number of 

IoTSRM2 controls corresponding to each objective of this IoTSRM2 domain” 
[Pop+21a]: 

x3j=

{
 

 
"Security related policies",

"Structures and responsibilities",

"Regulatory requirements",

"Governance and risk management plans"}
 

 
,  

 
where C3=|x3j|=4, j=[1..C3], n3j={4,2,1,7} 

(5.4) 

 

• “x4j represents the four objectives of the Risk Assessment domain of IoTSRM2 

(i.e., x4), C4 represents the cardinality of x4j, and n4j represents the number of 

IoTSRM2 controls corresponding to each objective of this IoTSRM2 domain” 
[Pop+21a]: 

x4j=

{
 

 
"Vulnerability discovery",

"Threat identification",

"Risk analysis",

"Risk responses" }
 

 
,  

 
where C4=|x4j|=4, j=[1..C4], n4j={2,2,1,1}  

(5.5) 

 

• “x5j represents the two objectives of the Risk Management Strategy domain of 

IoTSRM2 (i.e., x5), C5 represents the cardinality of x5j, and n5j represents the 

number of IoTSRM2 controls corresponding to each objective of this IoTSRM2 
domain” [Pop+21a]: 

x5j= {
"Risk appetite and tolerances",

"Context-informed risk tolerances"
} ,  (5.6) 
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where C5=|x5j|=2, j=[1..C5], n5j={1,1}  

 

• “x6j represents the two objectives of the Supply Chain Risk Management domain 

of IoTSRM2 (i.e., x6), C6 represents the cardinality of x6j, and n6j represents the 

number of IoTSRM2 controls corresponding to each objective of this IoTSRM2 
domain” [Pop+21a]: 

x6j= {
"Supplier assessment",

"Supplier contract management"
} ,  

 
where C6=|x6j|=2, j=[1..C6], n6j={2,2}  

(5.7) 

 
Each of these “IoTSRM2” objectives is considered “to have the same weight 

across IoTSRM2 domains to avoid placing more importance on some objectives than 
others and to enable any organization to leverage the IoTSRM2 regardless of their risk 
appetites and IoT security risk tolerances” [Pop+21a]. Thus, based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], Equation (5.8) 
provides “the weight of each IoTSRM2 objective” [Pop+21a]: 

 

Weight (xij) = 
1

∑ Cq
C
1

, where i=[1..C], j=[1..Ci], ∑
1

∑ Cq
C
1

=100%

∑ Cq
C
1

1

 (5.8) 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], the “IoTSRM2” domains are prioritized using the following 
formula [Pop+21a]: 
 

Weight (xi) = 
Ci

∑ Cq
C
1

, where i=[1..C],∑
Ci

∑ Cq
C
1

=100%

C

i=1

 (5.9) 

 
 

5.1.3. Phase 3: Creation 
 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], the “Creation” phase involves “the collection of informative 
references for each IoTSRM2 control (Step 3.1), the description and prioritization of 
proposed IoTSRM2 controls (Step 3.2), and the consolidation of the IoTSRM2 elements 
(Step 3.3)” [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 3.1”: “Gather informative references for each IoTSRM2 control” 
For each “IoTSRM2” control, based on the information disseminated by the 

author through the research paper [Pop+21a], this step involves “the gathering and 
documentation of applicable informative references with associated unique identifiers 
(UIDs) of the in-scope IoT security requirements from Step 2.1” [Pop+21a] (see 
Chapter 5.2). These informative references and unique identifiers show that “there is 
a link between the proposed IoTSRM2 and the selected IoT security best practices, 
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provide further context on secure IoT adoption, and are intended to help IoT adopters 
to formulate or rethink their IoT security risk management strategies” [Pop+21a]. 
Notwithstanding, “the sole implementation of the IoT security requirements from the 
informative references does not necessarily lead to IoTSRM2 compliance” [Pop+21a]. 

“Step 3.2”: “Describe and prioritize IoTSRM2 controls” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], first, this step involves “the description of IoTSRM2 controls from 
Step 2.2 to achieve the methodology objectives and to reflect cybersecurity and IoT 
security risk management best practices” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 5.2). Then, the 
“IoTSRM2” controls “are prioritized for each IoTSRM2 objective based on their 
corresponding adjusted weights” which are determined using Equations (5.10 and 
5.11) [Pop+21a].  

Equation (5.10) allows “the determination of the IoTSRM2 control weights” 
[Pop+21a]. This equation “takes into account the average in-scope IoT security 
requirements per an applicable informative reference to address some of the 
duplicates, and the number of in-scope IoT security requirements relative to the 
number of selected IoT security best practices to lift the weight of those IoTSRM2 
controls that capture more in-scope IoT security requirements than others” [Pop+21a]. 
In this equation, “xijk  represents the controls of the xij objectives of the xi domains of 

IoTSRM2, R(xijk) represents the number of in-scope IoT security requirements 

applicable for each of the xijk controls of each of the xij objectives of each of the xi 

domains of IoTSRM2, I(xijk) represents the number of informative references 

applicable for each of the xijk controls of each of the xij objectives of each of the xi 

domains of IoTSRM2, and p represents the number of selected IoT security best 
practices” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 2.4). 
 

Weight (xijk) = 
R(xijk)

I(xijk)
+

R(xijk)

p
 ,  

 

where i=[1..C], j=[1..Ci], k=[1..nij] 

(5.10) 

 
Then the resulting control weights “are adjusted using Equation (5.11) to 

ensure normalization of values so that the weights of the IoTSRM2 controls of any 
IoTSRM2 objective add up to 100%” [Pop+21a]. 
 

Adjusted weight (xijk) = 
1

∑ Cq
C
1

 * 
Weight (xijk)

∑ Weight (xijs)
nij

s=1

* 100% ,  

 

where i=[1..C], j=[1..Ci], k=[1..nij],∑∑∑ Adjusted weight (xijk)=100%

nij

k=1

Ci

j=1

C

i=1

 

(5.11) 

“Step 3.3”: “Consolidate IoTSRM2 elements” 
To showcase the proposed “IoTSRM2” (see Chapter 5.2), based on the 

information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a], “Step 
3.3 brings together the following IoTSRM2 elements, not necessarily in that order”:  

• “IoTSRM2 domains, objectives, and controls” [Pop+21a];
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• “for each IoTSRM2 control, applicable informative references with associated 
unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements” [Pop+21a]; 

• “for each IoTSRM2 objective, the prioritization of IoTSRM2 controls based on their 
corresponding adjusted weights” [Pop+21a]; 

• “for each informative reference of IoTSRM2, the total number of in-scope IoT 
security requirements mapped, and the indication as to whether it classifies 
among the informative references that are considered the most relevant to IoT 
security risk management strategy” [Pop+21a]. 

Note, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], “to classify among the informative references of IoTSRM2 
that are considered the most relevant to IoT security risk management strategy”, the 
informative references “are selected to meet the following two inclusion criteria and 
two conditions” [Pop+21a]: 

• “Inclusion criterion 1”: “the informative references (i.e., type 1) that are the 
most focused on IoT security risk management strategy based on the percentage 
of unique IoT security requirements applicable to IoTSRM2 of each informative 
reference of the total number of IoT security requirements of the informative 
reference in question” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Inclusion criterion 2”: “the informative references (i.e., type 2) that are the 
most applicable to the proposed IoTSRM2 based on the percentage of all IoT 
security requirements applicable to IoTSRM2 of each informative reference of the 
total number of IoT security requirements applicable to IoTSRM2 of all 25 
informative references” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Condition 1”: “for each informative reference of type 1, to include an 
informative reference of type 2 irrespective of whether the resulting informative 
references are the same” [Pop+21a]; 

• “Condition 2”: “to include as many pairs of type 1 and type 2 informative 
references as needed, so that the total number of all IoT security requirements 
applicable to IoTSRM2 of the selected unique informative references to amount to 
at least 50% of the total number of IoT security requirements applicable to 
IoTSRM2 of all 25 informative references” [Pop+21a]. 

 
 

5.2. The Proposed IoTSRM2 
 

Based on the 25 selected IoT security best practices outlined in Chapter 2.4 
and on the methodology introduced in Chapter 5.1, this subchapter provides “the 
proposed IoT security risk management strategy reference model (IoTSRM2) which 
bridges one major research gap in IoT security risk management strategy, namely the 
absence of a reference model for IoT security risk management strategy” [Pop+21a]. 
First, based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21a], Fig. 5.2 “illustrates the IoTSRM2 domains, objectives, and controls for IoT 
adopters, which should be addressed by both IoT adopters and IoT suppliers, and it 
indicates two IoTSRM2 controls that IoT adopters should review to establish whether 
these two are adequately implemented by IoT suppliers” [Pop+21a]. As depicted in 
Fig. 5.2, “the proposed IoTSRM2 consists of six domains, sixteen objectives, and thirty 
controls” [Pop+21a]. This depiction provides “a consolidated view of the key elements 
of IoTSRM2 that allows IoT adopters to achieve a high-level understanding of the 
IoTSRM2 domains, objectives, and controls which should be considered by them while 
framing or reframing their IoT security risk management strategies” [Pop+21a]. This 
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illustrative overview can be availed by “IoT security practitioners and researchers 
before diving deeper into the IoTSRM2 domains, objectives and controls when crafting 
robust IoT security risk management strategies and engaging in IoT security risk 
management strategy-related research undertakings, respectively” [Pop+21a]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.2. The proposed IoTSRM2 [Pop+21a] 

Then, Table 5.1 shows, in descending order, the total number of unique IoT 
security requirements mapped against the “IoTSRM2” of each informative reference, 
and it indicates those informative references that classify among the informative 
references that are considered the most relevant to IoT security risk management 
strategy [Pop+21a], [Pop21]. As per Table 5.1, seven informative references resulted 
“the most relevant to IoT security risk management strategy as they meet the two 
inclusion criteria and two conditions from Step 3.3 of the proposed methodology” 
outlined in Chapter 5.1 [Pop+21a]. 
 

Table 5.1. Total number of unique IoT security requirements mapped. Adapted from 

[Pop+21a] 

Informative 

Reference 
Name of Informative Reference 

Total # of 

Unique in-
Scope IoT 

Security 
Requirements 

Mapped 

[ENI18b]* 
“ENISA’s Good Practices for Security of Internet of Things in 
the context of Smart Manufacturing*” 

“54” 

[CSA19a]* “CSA IoT Security Controls Framework Version 1” “41” 
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Informative 

Reference 
Name of Informative Reference 

Total # of 

Unique in-
Scope IoT 

Security 
Requirements 

Mapped 

[IoT20a]* “IoTSF’s IoT Security Compliance Framework Release 2.1” “34” 

[Age20a]* “AgeLight’s IoT Safety Architecture & Risk Toolkit v4.0” “31” 

[ENI19b] 
“ENISA’s Good Practices for Security of IoT Secure Software 
Development Lifecycle” 

“30” 

[ENI17b] 
“ENISA’s Baseline Security Recommendations for IoT in the 

context of Critical Information Infrastructures*” 
“25” 

[GSM18] “GSMA’s IoT Security Assessment Checklist Version 3.0” “24” 

[ENI20a]* 

“ENISA’s Procurement Guidelines for Cybersecurity in 

Hospitals Good practices for the security of Healthcare 
services*” 

“23” 

[CSA15] 
“CSA’s Security Guidance for Early Adopters of the Internet of 

Things (IoT)” 
“22” 

[IIC16] 
“IIC’s Industrial Internet of Things Volume G4: Security 

Framework*” “18” 

[ETS20] 

“ETSI European Standard (EN) 303.645 V2.1.1 Cyber 
Security for Consumer Internet of Things: Baseline 

Requirements” 

“17” 

[OTA18] “OTA’s IoT Security & Privacy Trust Framework v2.5” “16” 

[ENI20b] 
“ENISA’s Guidelines for Securing the Internet of Things 
Secure supply chain for IoT” 

“14” 

[CSA16] 
“CSA’s Identity and Access Management for the Internet of 

Things - Summary Guidance” 
“12” 

[IoT16]* “Japan’s IoTAC IoT Security Guidelines Ver. 1.0” “12” 

[NHT16] 
“US NHTSA’s Cybersecurity Best Practices for Modern 
Vehicles*” “9” 

[NIS20a]* 
“NIST’s Foundational Cybersecurity Activities for IoT Device 
Manufacturers” 

“9” 

[DHS16] 
“US DHS’s Strategic Principles for Securing the Internet of 

Things (IoT) Version 1.0” 
“8” 

[DCM18a] “UK DCMS’s Code of Practice for Consumer IoT Security” “6” 

[AIO16] 
“AIOTI’s Report on Workshop on Security and Privacy in the 

Hyper-Connected World” 
“5” 

[Com20] 
“Australian Government’s Code of Practice Securing the 
Internet of Things for Consumers” 

“5” 

[NEM18] “NEMA’s Cyber Hygiene Best Practices” “4” 

[BIT16] 
“BITAG’s Internet of Things (IoT) Security and Privacy 
Recommendations” 

“2” 

[IEE17] “IEEE’s Internet of Things (IoT) Security Best Practices“ “2” 

[CSD19] 
“CSDE’s The C2 Consensus on IoT Device Security Baseline 
Capabilities“ 

“1” 
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Informative 

Reference 
Name of Informative Reference 

Total # of 

Unique in-
Scope IoT 

Security 
Requirements 

Mapped 

“Note, the informative references marked with an asterix resulted the most relevant to IoT 
security risk management strategy” 

 
Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 

the research paper [Pop+21a], for each “IoTSRM2” domain, this subchapter provides 
“the associated IoTSRM2 objectives” [Pop+21a]. Additionally, for each “IoTSRM2” 
objective, it describes “the IoTSRM2 controls consistent with the intended information 
granularity from the methodology for developing the IoTSRM2 (see Chapter 5.1), 
which captures the following levels of detail: expected IoT security related 
activities/actions from IoT adopters, integration points of IoT security related expected 
activities/actions with the cybersecurity programs of IoT adopters, and IoT security 
related activities/actions of IoT suppliers that govern their postmarket activities and 
that IoT adopters should expect from them” [Pop+21a]. Moreover, for each “IoTSRM2” 
control, it provides “the corresponding informative references with the unique 
identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements that are applicable” [Pop+21a]. 
Also, for each objective of each “IoTSRM2” domain, this subchapter provides “the 
unique identifier of the corresponding in-scope NIST CSF Subcategory, and the 
prioritization of IoTSRM2 controls based on their adjusted weights” [Pop+21a] (see 
Chapter 5.1). It is worth noting that “the adjusted weight for each IoTSRM2 control is 
calculated using Equations (5.10) and (5.11)” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 5.1). 
 
 

5.2.1. Domain: Asset Management (AM) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the Asset Management domain of IoTSRM2 comprises the following 
two objectives” [Pop+21a]: 

• “Hardware inventory (AM.A)”: “Determine whether IoT hardware assets are 
inventoried”; 

• “Software inventory (AM.B)”: “Determine whether IoT software assets are 
inventoried”. 

“Hardware inventory (AM.A)” 
The “Hardware inventory” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, namely “IoT 

hardware assets inventory” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], 
Table 5.2 provides the description of this control together with “11 informative 
references and 23 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements that 
apply to it” [Pop21]. 
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Table 5.2. IoTSRM2 control for “Hardware inventory” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT hardware assets inventory 

(AM.A.1)”: 

“IoT devices and their hardware 

components are discovered, inventoried, 

assigned owners, classified, and tracked 

throughout their lifecycles using a 

centralized, formally approved, periodically 

reviewed, and up-to-date IT inventory 

which is synchronized with the 

configuration management database 

(CMDB) that feeds the organization’s data 

warehouse. The activities of discovering, 

inventorying, and tracking IoT hardware 

assets are aligned with and part of wider 

IoT hardware asset management and IT 

asset management processes. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers manage their 

hardware assets across their lifecycles and 

provide cybersecurity bills of materials 

(CBOMs) to IoT adopters for the IoT 

products they acquire” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “12” 

• [CSA15]: “5.2.1.1, 5.5.2, 5.5.3.1” 

• [CSA16]: “14” 

• [CSA19a]: “ACT-01, ACT-03, ACT-04, 

ACT-05, GVN-01, OPA-01, TSP-02” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: software bill of materials” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-11, PS-12, PS-14” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 28” 

• [ENI20b]: “PRO-13” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.8-3” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.3, 4.2.6” 

• [OTA18]: “9, 11” 

 
“Software inventory (AM.B)” 
The “Software inventory” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, namely “IoT 

software assets inventory” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], 
Table 5.3 provides the description of this control together with “10 informative 
references and 20 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements that 
apply to it” [Pop21]. 
 

Table 5.3. IoTSRM2 control for “Software inventory” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT software assets inventory 

(AM.B.1)”: 

“All software assets relevant to IoT devices 

and/or services are discovered, 

inventoried, assigned owners, classified, 

and tracked throughout their lifecycles 

using a centralized, formally approved, 

periodically reviewed, and up-to-date IT 

inventory which is synchronized with the 

configuration management database 

(CMDB) that feeds the organization’s data 

warehouse. The activities of discovering, 

inventorying, and tracking IoT software 

assets are aligned with and part of wider 

• [Age20a]: “12” 

• [CSA15]: “5.2.1.1, 5.5.3.1” 

• [CSA19a]: “ACT-01, ACT-03, ACT-05, 

GVN-01, TSP-02” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: software bill of materials” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-11, PS-12, PS-14” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 28” 

• [ENI20b]:” PRO-05, PRO-13” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 3” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.3, 4.2.6” 
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Control Description Informative References 

IoT software asset management and IT 

asset management processes. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers manage their 

software assets across their lifecycles and 

provide cybersecurity bills of materials 

(CBOMs) to IoT adopters for acquired IoT 

products” [Pop+21a]. 

• [OTA18]: “9, 11” 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], “for each IoTSRM2 objective of the Asset Management 
domain”, Table 5.4 provides “the unique identifier of the in-scope NIST CSF 
Subcategory and the associated IoTSRM2 control with its adjusted weight” [Pop+21a]. 
These “IoTSRM2” controls “are already prioritized within each IoTSRM2 objective given 
that there is only one control for each objective, and in effect the adjusted weight of 
each IoTSRM2 control is the same as the weight of the associated IoTSRM2 objective” 
[Pop+21a]. 
 

Table 5.4. Prioritized IoTSRM2 controls for each objective of “Asset Management” domain 

[Pop+21a] 

IoTSRM2 Objective 

NIST CSF 

Subcateg. 

ID 

IoTSRM2 Control 

Adjusted 

Control 

Weight 

“Hardware inventory (AM.A)” “ID.AM-1” 
“IoT hardware assets inventory 

(AM.A.1)” 
“6.25%” 

“Software inventory (AM.B)” “ID.AM-2” 
“IoT software assets inventory 

(AM.B.1)” 
“6.25%” 

 
 

5.2.2. Domain: Business Environment (BE) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the Business Environment domain of IoTSRM2 consists of the 
following two objectives” [Pop+21a]: 

• “Dependencies and critical functions (BE.A)”: “Determine whether dependencies 
and critical functions for delivery of critical IoT enabled services are established”; 

• “Critical service resilience (BE.B)”: “Determine whether resilience requirements to 
support delivery of critical IoT enabled services are established”. 

“Dependencies and critical functions (BE.A)” 
The “Dependencies and critical functions” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, 

namely “Criticality and impact analysis” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report 
[Pop21], Table 5.5 provides the description of this control together with “14 
informative references and 33 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security 
requirements that apply to it” [Pop21]. 
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Table 5.5. IoTSRM2 control for “Dependencies and critical functions” objective. Adapted from 

[Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Criticality and impact analysis 

(BE.A.1)”: 

“All IoT enabled services (e.g., internal 

services, customer services) along with the 

enablers for the organization’s IoT 

infrastructure (e.g., components and 

subcomponents, business services, IT and 

OT infrastructure, IoT supply chain) are 

identified, analyzed, and prioritized based 

on their relative importance to 

organizational resilience and stakeholders. 

These activities of assessing IoT enabled 

services and enablers are aligned with and 

part of overarching cybersecurity risk 

management program. The organization’s 

IoT suppliers undertake regular 

dependency and criticality analysis that 

inform their system development 

lifecycles, and they provide cybersecurity 

bills of materials (CBOMs) to IoT adopters 

for the IoT products they acquire” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “12, 23, 44” 

• [AIO16]: “Basic Requirements on IoT 

HARDWARE AND COMPONENTS: 

Standardisation” 

• [CSA19a]: “GVN-02, SOP-01, SOP-02, 

TMM-04” 

• [DHS16]: “Connect Carefully and 

Deliberately: Advise IoT consumers on the 

intended purpose of any network 

connections, Promote Transparency across 

IoT: software bill of materials” 

• [ENI17b]: “6.2.4” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-07, PS-08, PS-19, TM-10, 

TM-13” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-02” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 7, GP 12” 

• [ENI20b]: “ACT-03, PRO-04, PRO-05, 

PRO-13” 

• [IIC16]: “5.1” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 3, 

Principle 2: Key concept 5, Principle 5: Key 

concept 19” 

• [NHT16]: “8” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.1, 4.2.3, 4.2.6” 

• [OTA18]: “11, 21” 

 
“Critical service resilience (BE.B)” 
The “Critical service resilience” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, namely 

“Resiliency requirements” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], 
Table 5.6 provides the description of this control together with “15 informative 
references and 32 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements that 
apply to it” [Pop21]. 
 
Table 5.6. IoTSRM2 control for “Critical service resilience” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Resiliency requirements (BE.B.1)”: 

“Cybersecurity, reliability, continuity, and 

recovery requirements for critical IoT 

enabled services across the entire 

disruption lifecycle, are established, 

• [Age20a]: “12, 23, 44” 

• [CSA15]: “5.5.5” 

• [CSA16]: “15” 

• [CSA19a]: “BCN-01” 
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Control Description Informative References 

documented, formally approved, 

periodically reviewed, and up-to-date. 

These resiliency requirements for all 

mission critical IoT enabled services 

derived from criticality and impact analysis 

are in line with the risk tolerances and 

established based on applicable regulatory 

obligations and operational resilience best 

practices as part of the organization’s 

cybersecurity controls management, 

cybersecurity incident response, and 

business continuity and disaster recovery 

plans. The organization’s IoT suppliers 

have robust system development lifecycles 

that incorporate resiliency requirements, 

communicate their cybersecurity incident 

response, service continuity, and disaster 

recovery plans to IoT adopters, and 

provide cybersecurity bills of materials 

(CBOMs) to IoT adopters for the IoT 

products they acquire” [Pop+21a]. 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: software bill of materials” 

• [ENI17b]: “6.2.4, 6.2.5” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-01, TM-09, TM-12, TM-15, 

TM-16, TM-17” 

• [ENI19b]: “PE-08, PR-33, TC-27” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 6, GP 17, GP 22, GP 23” 

• [ENI20b]: “ACT-03, PRO-13” 

• [IIC16]: “6.2, 6.3, 6.5” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.18, 2.4.3.23” 

• [NEM18]: “7” 

• [NHT16]: “6.5” 

• [OTA18]: “21” 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], “for each IoTSRM2 objective of the Business Environment 
domain”, Table 5.7 provides “the unique identifier of the in-scope NIST CSF 
Subcategory and the associated IoTSRM2 control with its adjusted weight” [Pop+21a]. 
These “IoTSRM2” controls “are already prioritized within each IoTSRM2 objective given 
that there is only one control for each objective, and in effect the adjusted weight of 
each IoTSRM2 control is the same as the weight of the associated IoTSRM2 objective” 
[Pop+21a]. 
 

Table 5.7. Prioritized IoTSRM2 controls for each objective of “Business Environment” domain 

[Pop+21a] 

IoTSRM2 Objective 

NIST CSF 

Subcateg. 

ID 

IoTSRM2 Control 

Adjusted 

Control 

Weight 

“Dependencies and critical 

functions (BE.A)” 
“ID.BE-4” 

“Criticality and impact analysis 

(BE.A.1)” 
“6.25%” 

“Critical service resilience 

(BE.B)” 
“ID.BE-5” 

“Resiliency requirements 

(BE.B.1)” 
“6.25%” 

 
 

5.2.3. Domain: Governance (GV) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the Governance domain of IoTSRM2 consists of the following four 
objectives” [Pop+21a]: 
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• “Security related policies (GV.A)”: “Determine whether the IoT security related 
policies are established and communicated”; 

• “Structures and responsibilities (GV.B)”: “Determine whether the IoT security risk 
management structures, responsibilities, and shared responsibilities are 
established”; 

• “Regulatory requirements (GV.C)”: “Determine whether cybersecurity-related 
regulatory requirements are understood and managed”; 

• “Governance and risk management plans (GV.D)”: “Determine whether 
governance and risk management plans address IoT security risks”. 

“Security related policies (GV.A)” 
The “Security related policies” objective “has four IoTSRM2 controls” 

[Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.8 provides the description of 
these controls together with “the informative references and the unique identifiers of 
the in-scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” [Pop21]. The “IoT 
security policy”, “Privacy policy”, “Vulnerability disclosure policy”, and “End-of-Life 
policy” controls: 

• “have 16, 13, 11, and 10 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 39, 26, 16, and 16 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security requirements, 

respectively” [Pop21].  

 
Table 5.8. IoTSRM2 controls for “Security related policies” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT security policy (GV.A.1)”: 

“An organization-wide IoT security policy, 

which is aligned with and part of wider 

overarching cybersecurity policy, is clearly 

defined, documented, approved by board 

committees and/or C-suite executives, 

periodically reviewed, up-to-date, and well 

communicated. This policy incorporates IoT 

security requirements relevant for the 

protection of confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, and safety of organizational 

assets (i.e., staff and third parties, 

processes, technology, data, and facilities). 

The organization’s IoT suppliers have and 

maintain cybersecurity policies 

incorporating IoT security considerations, 

and they communicate these policies to 

IoT adopters” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “4, 5, 7” 

• [AIO16]: “Basic Requirements on 

INTERFACES, COMMUNICATION, 

CLOUD:Standardization” 

• [BIT16]: “7.10” 

• [Com20]: “7” 

• [CSA15]: “5.4.1, 5.5, 5.5.5.1” 

• [CSA19a]: “TSP-04” 

• [DCM18a]: “5” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-PS-10, 6.2.1” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-18” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-12” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 3, GP 5” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.3-8, Provision 5.3-

11, Provision 5.5-8” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP12_7.4.1.1, 

CLP12_5.11.1.1, CLP12_5.12.1.1” 

• [IIC16]: “7.1, 7.8” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 1: Key concept 1, 

Principle 1: Key concept 2” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.4, 2.4.3.5, 2.4.3.6, 

2.4.8.10” 
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“Privacy policy (GV.A.2)”: 

“An organization-wide privacy policy, which 

is aligned with and part of wider 

overarching data protection policy, is 

documented, formally approved, published, 

periodically reviewed, up-to-date, and well 

communicated. This policy is revised to 

incorporate IoT privacy requirements for 

personal data at rest, in transit, and in 

use. The organization’s IoT suppliers have 

and maintain general privacy policies along 

with relevant privacy supplements for each 

IoT product and/or service they provide, 

and they communicate these policies to 

IoT adopters” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “20, 22, 24, 25, 32, 35, 36” 

• [BIT16]: “7.7” 

• [Com20]: “5” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.4, 5.1.5” 

• [DCM18a]: “8” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-TM-13” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-06” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 10“ 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.8-3, Provision 6-1, 

Provision 6-5” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.6.5.3, 

CLP11_11.6.5.7” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.12.5” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.3” 

• [OTA18]: “18, 20, 22, 24” 

“Vulnerability disclosure policy 

(GV.A.3)”: 

“The organization’s IoT suppliers have 

vulnerability disclosure policies that are 

clearly documented, publicly available, 

periodically reviewed, up-to-date, and well 

communicated. These policies are aligned 

with and part of vulnerability disclosure 

program” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Com20]: “2” 

• [CSA19a]: “SDV-05” 

• [DCM18a]: “2” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Security Updates and 

Vulnerability Management: coordinated 

disclosure of vulnerabilities” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-06” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.2-1, Provision 5.2-2 

• [IEE17]: 10” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.11, 2.4.3.12, 2.4.3.13, 

2.4.3.14, 2.4.3.16, 2.4.3.17” 

• [NHT16]: “6.4” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.6” 

“End-of-Life policy (GV.A.4)”: 

“The organization’s IoT suppliers have End-

of-Life policies that are published, easily 

accessible, periodically reviewed, up-to-

date, and well communicated to IoT 

adopters. These policies are aligned with 

and part of wider product and/or service 

lifecycle management strategies” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “1, 21” 

• [Com20]: “3” 

• [CSA19a]: “EOL-01” 

• [CSD19]: “5.2.2” 

• [DCM18a]: “3” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-02, 6.2.6” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.3-13, Provision 5.3-

14” 

• [IEE17]: “4” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.5.22, 2.4.5.35” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.2, 4.2.5” 

• [OTA18]: “19” 
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“Structures and responsibilities (GV.B)” 
The “Structures and responsibilities” objective “has two IoTSRM2 controls” 

[Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.9 provides the description of 
these controls together with “the informative references and the unique identifiers of 
the in-scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” [Pop21]. The “IoT 
security governance structures and responsibilities” and “IoT security operations roles 
and responsibilities” controls:  

• “have 3 and 13 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 8 and 23 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security requirements, 

respectively” [Pop21]. 

 
Table 5.9. IoTSRM2 controls for “Structures and responsibilities” objective. Adapted from 

[Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT security governance structures 

and responsibilities (GV.B.1)”: 

“IoT security governance structures and 

responsibilities across and within the three 

lines of defense (3LoD) are clearly 

articulated, documented, board-approved, 

periodically reviewed, and up-to-date as 

part of IoT security risk management 

program and wider cybersecurity risk 

management program. The organization’s 

IoT suppliers have established their 

cybersecurity governance structures and 

responsibilities, and they work with IoT 

adopters to define shared governance 

structures and responsibilities for 

cybersecurity risk management” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [CSA19a]: “GVN-01, UPD-01” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.1, 2.4.3.2“ 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.7.2.2, 

CLP11_11.7.2.3, CLP11_11.7.2.4, 

CLP11_11.7.2.5” 

“IoT security operations roles and 

responsibilities (GV.B.2)”: 

“IoT security operations roles, 

responsibilities, and levels of authority 

within the first line of defense are clearly 

articulated, documented, formally 

approved, periodically reviewed, and up-

to-date as part of IoT security risk 

management program and wider 

cybersecurity risk management program. 

The organization’s IoT suppliers have 

established cybersecurity operations roles 

and responsibilities, dialogue on shared 

responsibility for IoT security with IoT 

adopters, and provide points of contact for 

IoT security incident response and 

vulnerability disclosure” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Com20]: “2” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.6, 5.5.4” 

• [CSA19a]: “BCN-01, IMT-02” 

• [DCM18a]: “2” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-11” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-08, OP-11” 

• [ENI19b]: “PE-05, PE-09, PE-12” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 1” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.6.3.5, 

CLP11_11.7.2.1” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 5: Key concept 20” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.19, 2.4.3.20, 2.4.3.21, 

2.4.12.12” 

• [NHT16]: “6.2” 
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• [NIS20a]: “4.2.1, 4.2.4” 

 
“Regulatory requirements (GV.C)” 
The “Regulatory requirements” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, namely 

“Cybersecurity regulatory framework” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report 
[Pop21], Table 5.10 provides the description of this control together with “8 
informative references and 12 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security 
requirements that apply to it” [Pop21]. 

 
Table 5.10. IoTSRM2 control for “Regulatory requirements” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Cybersecurity regulatory framework 

(GV.C.1)”: 

“A cybersecurity regulatory framework, 

which captures relevant cybersecurity, 

data privacy, and IoT security regulatory 

requirements, is documented, formally 

approved, periodically reviewed, and up-

to-date. This is aligned with and part of 

wider organization's legal and regulatory 

framework. The organization’s IoT 

suppliers have and maintain cybersecurity 

regulatory frameworks which incorporate 

relevant cybersecurity, data privacy, and 

IoT security regulatory requirements, and 

they communicate to IoT adopters about 

their compliance with applicable legal and 

regulatory obligations” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “31” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.1.1” 

• [CSA19a]: “CLS-04, GVN-02, RSM-01” 

• [ENI17b]: “6.2.1” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-06, TM-07” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.6.4.2” 

• [IIC16]: “5.1, 10.4” 

• [OTA18]: “30” 

 
“Governance and risk management plans (GV.D)” 
The “Governance and risk management plans” objective “has seven IoTSRM2 

controls” [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.11 provides the 
description of these controls together with “the informative references and the unique 
identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” 
[Pop21]. The “IoT security and privacy controls management plan”, “IoT security 
budget plan”, “IoT security measurement and reporting plan”, “IoT security training 
and awareness plan”, “IoT security incident response plan”, “IoT vulnerability 
management plan”, and “IoT End-of-Life plan” controls: 

• “have 16, 10, 11, 4, 3, 14, and 16 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 70, 15, 16, 4, 6, 29, and 19 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security 

requirements, respectively” [Pop21]. 
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Table 5.11. IoTSRM2 controls for “Governance and risk management plans” objective. Adapted 

from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT security and privacy controls 

management plan (GV.D.1)”: 

“An organization-wide IoT security and 

privacy controls management plan, which 

is aligned with and part of the 

organization’s cybersecurity risk 

management program, is documented, 

approved by board committees and/or C-

suite executives, periodically reviewed, and 

up-to-date. The organization’s IoT 

suppliers have and maintain controls 

management plans for improving their 

cybersecurity postures, and cybersecurity 

and privacy controls frameworks that 

enable secure IoT system development 

lifecycle” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “5, 25, 30” 

• [Com20]: “11” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.1, 5.2.1.2, 5.5, 5.5.1, 

5.5.3.2, 5.7” 

• [CSA16]: “01, 03, 06, 08, 09, 11, 16” 

• [CSA19a]: “BCN-01, RSM-01, SDV-15, 

UPD-03” 

• [DCM18a]: “11, 12” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-TM-10, GP-TM-11, 6.2.1, 

6.2.3” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-01, PS-06, PS-16, PS-18, 

PS-20, PS-22, PS-24, OP-03, OP-06, OP-

07, OP-09, OP-24, OP-25, TM-12, TM-14, 

TM-15, TM-16, TM-40, TM-57” 

• [ENI19b]: “PE-11, PR-16, PR-18, PR-20, 

PR-21” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 6” 

• [ENI20b]: “PRO-04, PRO-12 

• [ETS20]: Provision 5.11-3, Provision 

5.11-4” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.6.1.4, 

CLP11_11.7.1.3, CLP12_6.7.1.1” 

• [IIC16]: “7.2, 7.7, 7.8” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.4, 2.4.12.6, 2.4.12.7, 

2.4.16.1, 2.4.12.9, 2.4.12.10, 2.4.16.2” 

“IoT security budget plan (GV.D.2)”: 

“A budget plan for the IoT security risk 

management program is documented, 

approved by board committees and/or C-

suite executives, periodically reviewed, and 

up-to-date. This plan is part of the 

cybersecurity budget plan and in line with 

the overall capital planning and investment 

control process for IT investments. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers have and 

maintain cybersecurity budget plans for 

secure IoT system development lifecycle” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [ENI17b]: “6.2.5” 

• [ENI19b]: “PE-04, PE-08, PE-10, PE-13” 

• [NHT16]: “6.2” 

“IoT security measurement and 

reporting plan (GV.D.3)”: 

“IoT security measurement and reporting 

plan, which is aligned with and part of 

wider cybersecurity program measurement 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-14” 

• [ENI20b]: “PRO-04”  

• [IIC16]: “5,5” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.1” 
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and reporting, is defined, documented, 

formally approved, periodically reviewed, 

and up-to-date. The organization’s IoT 

suppliers have and maintain plans that 

cover the definition of security metrics for 

measuring the performance of IoT services 

against Service Level Objectives (SLOs), 

and the means for metrics reporting 

including dashboards and communication 

plans” [Pop+21a]. 

“IoT security training and awareness 

plan (GV.D.4)”:  

“An organization-wide IoT security training 

and awareness plan, which is aligned with 

and part of the organization’s cybersecurity 

training and awareness program, is 

documented, formally approved, 

periodically reviewed, and up-to-date. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers make available 

user guides or manuals for the IoT 

products and/or services they provide, and 

they have plans in place for delivering IoT 

security and privacy training to IoT 

systems and/or software engineers” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “41, 43” 

• [CSA16]: “21, 23” 

• [CSA19a]: “TRN-01, TRN-02” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-10, 6.2.2” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-19, OP-20, OP-21, OP-23” 

• [ENI19b]: “PE-01, PR-30” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 21, GP 27” 

• [ENI20b]: “ACT-06, ACT-07, PRO-10” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.12-2, Provision 

5.12-3” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 7” 

• [IoT20a]: 2.4.12.11, 2.4.12.12” 

• [NHT16]: “7” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2, 4.2.3, 4.2.6” 

• [OTA18]: “39” 

“IoT security incident response plan 

(GV.D.5)”: 

“An IoT security incident response plan is 

documented, formally approved, 

periodically reviewed, up-to-date, readily 

available to staff, and involves relevant 

outside parties. This plan is aligned with 

and part of wider cybersecurity incident 

response and crisis management plans 

which are regularly reviewed, tested, and 

updated. The organization’s IoT suppliers 

have and maintain cybersecurity incident 

response plans which incorporate IoT 

security considerations and shared 

responsibilities with IoT adopters, and they 

communicate these plans to IoT adopters” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “40” 

• [CSA15]: “5.5.5” 

• [CSA16]: “15” 

• [CSA19a]: “IMT-02” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-05” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-10, OP-11, OP-12” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 22, GP 23” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.5.3.2, 

CLP11_11.5.3.4” 

• [IIC16]: “10.1.1” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.8, 2.4.3.21” 

• [NHT16]: “6.5” 

“IoT vulnerability management plan 

(GV.D.6)”: 

“An IoT vulnerability management plan, 

which is aligned with and supports the 

• [Age20a]: “2, 9” 

• [CSA19a]: “OPA-01, VLN-01” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Security Updates and 

Vulnerability Management: coordinating 
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overall vulnerability management program, 

is established, documented, formally 

approved, periodically reviewed, and up-

to-date. The organization’s IoT suppliers 

have and maintain vulnerability 

management plans for keeping internal 

infrastructure and applications updated, 

and vulnerability disclosure plans to enable 

third party vulnerability reporting, 

disclosure of vulnerabilities, and release of 

security advisories and patches for the IoT 

systems they provide” [Pop+21a]. 

software updates among third-party 

vendors, Promote Transparency across 

IoT: publicly disclosed mechanism for 

using vulnerability reports” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-08” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-14, OP-15, OP-16, OP-18” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-08” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 24, GP 26” 

• [ENI20b]: “TEC-01” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.5.3.3, 

CLP11_11.5.3.4, CLP12_6.6.1.4” 

• [IEE17]: “10” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 5: Key Concept 17” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.7, 2.4.3.9, 2.4.13.5” 

• [NEM18]: “6,7” 

• [NHT16]: “6.4” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.4” 

• [OTA18]: “5, 8” 

“IoT End-of-Life plan (GV.D.7)”: 

“An IoT End-of-Life plan, which is aligned 

with and part of the organization's 

decommissioning strategy, is defined, 

documented, approved by board 

committees and/or C-suite executives, 

periodically reviewed, up-to-date, and well 

communicated across the organization. 

The organization’s IoT suppliers have and 

maintain End-of-Life policies and 

communicate their sunsetting plans, 

practices, and implications to IoT adopters” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “33, 34” 

• [CSA19a]: “EOL-01” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Security Updates and 

Vulnerability Management: end-of-life 

strategy” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-01, 6.2.6” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-01” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-17” 

• [ENI20b]: “PRO-10” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP12_5.10.1.1, 

CLP13_8.10.1.1” 

• [IEE17]: “4” 

• [NIS20a]: “3.4, 4.2.2, 4.2.5” 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], “for each IoTSRM2 objective of the Governance domain”, 
Table 5.12 provides “the unique identifier of the in-scope NIST CSF Subcategory and 
the associated IoTSRM2 controls with their adjusted weights” [Pop+21a]. These 
“IoTSRM2” controls “are prioritized within each IoTSRM2 objective” [Pop+21a]. Hence, 
for “Security related policies”, “Structures and responsibilities”, “Regulatory 
requirements”, and “Governance and risk management plans”, the most important 
“IoTSRM2” controls based on adjusted weights are “IoT security policy”, “IoT security 
governance structures and responsibilities”, “Cybersecurity regulatory framework”, 
and “IoT security and privacy controls management plan”, respectively [Pop+21a]. 
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Table 5.12. Prioritized IoTSRM2 controls for each objective of “Governance” domain [Pop+21a] 

IoTSRM2 Objective 

NIST CSF 

Subcateg. 

ID 

IoTSRM2 Control 

Adjusted 

Control 

Weight 

“Security related policies (GV.A)” “ID.GV-1” 

“IoT security policy (GV.A.1)” “2.20%” 

“Privacy policy (GV.A.2)” “1.67%” 

“Vulnerability disclosure policy 

(GV.A.3)” 
“1.23%” 

“End-of-Life policy (GV.A.4)” “1.15%” 

“Structures and responsibilities 

(GV.B)” 
“ID.GV-2” 

“IoT security governance 

structures and responsibilities 

(GV.B.1)” 

“3.29%” 

“IoT security operations roles 

and responsibilities (GV.B.2)” 
“2.96%” 

“Regulatory requirements 

(GV.C)” 
“ID.GV-3” 

“Cybersecurity regulatory 

framework (GV.C.1)” 
“6.25%” 

“Governance and risk 

management plans (GV.D)” 
“ID.GV-4” 

“IoT security and privacy 

controls management plan 

(GV.D.1)” 

“2.14%” 

“IoT security training and 

awareness plan (GV.D.4)” 
“0.96%” 

“IoT vulnerability management 

plan (GV.D.6)” 
“0.89%” 

“IoT security budget plan 

(GV.D.2)” 
“0.67%” 

“IoT End-of-Life plan (GV.D.7)” “0.63%” 

“IoT security incident response 

plan (GV.D.5)” 
“0.62%” 

“IoT security measurement and 

reporting plan (GV.D.3)” 
“0.35%” 

 
 

5.2.4. Domain: Risk Assessment (RA) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the Risk Assessment domain of IoTSRM2 consists of the following 
four objectives” [Pop+21a]: 

• “Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)”: “Determine whether IoT vulnerabilities are 
identified and documented”; 
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• “Threat identification (RA.B)”: “Determine whether IoT threats are identified and 
documented”; 

• “Risk analysis (RA.C)”: “Determine whether IoT risks are identified and analyzed”; 
• “Risk responses (RA.D)”: “Determine whether IoT risk responses are identified 

and prioritized”. 

“Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)” 
The “Vulnerability discovery” objective “has two IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.13 provides the description of these 
controls together with “the informative references and the unique identifiers of the in-
scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” [Pop21]. The “Disclosure-
based IoT vulnerability discovery” and “Assessment-based IoT vulnerability discovery” 
controls: 

• “have 14 and 17 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 20 and 61 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security requirements, 

respectively” [Pop21].  

 
Table 5.13. IoTSRM2 controls for “Vulnerability discovery” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Disclosure-based IoT vulnerability 

discovery (RA.A.1)”: 

“Cybersecurity and privacy vulnerabilities 

across the organization’s IoT assets are 

continuously identified and documented 

from multiple external sources. The 

activities of identifying IoT vulnerabilities 

from external sources are coordinated as 

part of the organization’s cybersecurity risk 

assessment process. The organization’s IoT 

suppliers use information sharing platforms 

for finding vulnerability information and 

leverage their vulnerability disclosure 

policy and mechanisms to incentivize third-

party vulnerability reporting and to release 

timely security advisories for the identified 

vulnerabilities in the IoT products and/or 

services they provide” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “9” 

• [AIO16]: “Basic Requirements on IoT 

HARDWARE AND COMPONENTS: 

Information exchange” 

• [Com20]: “2” 

• [CSA19a]: “SDV-05” 

• [DCM18a]: “2” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: publicly disclosed mechanism for 

using vulnerability reports, Build on 

Recognized Security Practices: information 

sharing platforms” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-06, GP-OP-07, GP-OP-

08” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.2-2, Provision 5.3-

11” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.5.3.4” 

• [IEE17]: “10” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 5: Key concept 18” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.7, 2.4.3.9” 

• [NHT16]: “6.3” 

• [OTA18]: “5, 39” 

“Assessment-based IoT vulnerability 

discovery (RA.A.2)”: 

“The attack surface of the organization’s 

IoT footprint across its entire system 

• [Age20a]: “8, 10, 12, 44” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.7, 5.2.1.3, 5.5.4” 
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lifecycle is continuously or periodically 

identified and documented using a blend of 

various well-structured assessment 

processes which leverage effective 

cybersecurity methodologies and solutions. 

The activities of identifying IoT 

vulnerabilities and control weaknesses are 

coordinated as part of the organization’s 

cybersecurity risk assessment process. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers perform and 

document continuous or periodic 

assessments of their cybersecurity 

postures and of the vulnerabilities relating 

to the IoT products and/or services they 

provide, to achieve ongoing vulnerability 

monitoring and cybersecurity 

improvement” [Pop+21a]. 

• [CSA19a]: “GVN-03, PRV-02, PRV-04, 

RSM-02, SOP-02, TMM-01, TMM-02, TMM-

04, VLN-01” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: third party vendor risks, Promote 

Transparency across IoT: software bill of 

materials” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-PS-09, GP-PS-11, GP-TM-

57” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-09, PS-19, PS-21, OP-04, 

OP-17, TM-10, TM-14, TM-15” 

• [ENI19b]: “PE-03, PR-26, PR-32, TC-21” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 2, GP 8, GP 11, GP 19, GP 

30” 

• [ENI20b]: “PRO-05, PRO-13” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.2-3” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.7.4.3” 

• [IIC16]: “5.2, 5.4, 6.5, 7.8, 8.1, 11.1” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 4, 

Principle 2: Key concept 5, Principle 2: Key 

concept 6, Principle 5: Key concept 21” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.10.9, 2.4.13.5” 

• [NEM18]: “3, 6” 

• [NHT16]: “6.6.1, 6.6.3” 

• [OTA18]: “4, 10, 11” 

 
“Threat identification (RA.B)” 
The “Threat identification” objective “has two IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.14 provides the description of these 
controls together with “the informative references and the unique identifiers of the in-
scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” [Pop21]. The 
“Intelligence-driven IoT threat identification” and “Assessment-based IoT threat 
identification” controls: 

• “have 9 and 15 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 10 and 40 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security requirements, 

respectively” [Pop21]. 
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Table 5.14. IoTSRM2 controls for “Threat identification” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Intelligence-driven IoT threat 

identification (RA.B.1)”: 

“IoT threats are continuously identified, 

centralized, and documented from multiple 

external threat sharing sources. The 

activities of identifying IoT threats from 

external sources are coordinated as part of 

the organization’s cybersecurity risk 

assessment process and in line with cyber 

threat intelligence program. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers continuously 

engage in cyber threat information 

sharing, employ cyber threat intelligence 

for acquiring insights into the latest cyber 

threats and data breaches, and leverage 

an effective vulnerability disclosure 

program for identifying cyber threats to 

the IoT products and/or services they 

provide and releasing security advisories” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “9” 

• [CSA19a]: “TMM-03” 

• [DHS16]: “Build on Recognized Security 

Practices: information sharing platforms” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-07” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-22, OP-23” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 5.3-11” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 5: Key concept 18” 

• [NHT16]: “6.3” 

• [OTA18]: “5” 

“Assessment-based IoT threat 

identification (RA.B.2)”: 

“Cyber threats are continuously or 

periodically identified, profiled, and 

documented at an appropriate level of 

detail throughout the organization’s IoT 

system lifecycle using a blend of 

conventional and cyber kill chain based 

assessments which employ appropriate 

task automation and effective 

cybersecurity intelligence and analytics 

solutions. The activities of identifying IoT 

threats are coordinated as part of the 

organization’s cybersecurity risk 

assessment process. The organization’s IoT 

suppliers conduct and document 

continuous or periodic cybersecurity 

current state assessments and 

continuously identify and monitor the 

cyber threats relevant to the IoT products 

and/or services they provide” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “8, 44” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.7, 5.2.1.4, 5.5.4” 

• [CSA19a]: “PRV-02, PRV-04, RSM-02, 

TMM-01, SOP-02, VLN-01” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: third party vendor risks” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-PS-09, GP-PS-11” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-09, PS-19, PS-21, PS-23, 

OP-17, TM-10, TM-14, TM-15” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-26” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 11, GP 13, GP 19” 

• [GSM18]: “CLP11_11.7.4.3” 

• [IIC16]: “5.2, 6.5, 7.8, 8.1, 11.1” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 4, 

Principle 2: Key concept 5, Principle 2: Key 

concept 6” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.10.9” 

• [NEM18]: “3, 6” 

• [NHT16]: “6.6.1” 

• [OTA18]: “10” 

 
“Risk analysis (RA.C)” 
The “Risk analysis” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, namely “IoT risk 

identification and analysis” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated 
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by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], 
Table 5.15 provides the description of this control together with “14 informative 
references and 37 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security requirements that 
apply to it” [Pop21]. 
 

Table 5.15. IoTSRM2 control for “Risk analysis” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT risk identification and analysis 

(RA.C.1)”: 

“IoT risks are regularly identified, 

analyzed, and recorded through thoughtful 

and methodical IoT risk assessments which 

entail estimation of likelihoods and 

business impacts of IoT risks using both 

quantitative and qualitative methodologies. 

The activities of identifying, analyzing, and 

recording IoT risks are performed as part 

of the organization’s cybersecurity risk 

assessment process. The organization’s IoT 

suppliers perform periodic cybersecurity 

risk assessments throughout their 

organization and continuously monitor and 

assess the risks of confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, and safety of the IoT products 

and/or services they provide being 

compromised” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “8, 9, 44” 

• [AIO16]: “Basic Requirements on 

PRACTICAL PRIVACY IN IoT: Accountability 

& Risk Impact Assessment by Design” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.7, 5.2.1.5” 

• [CSA19a]: “PRV-02, PRV-04, RSM-02, 

SOP-01, SOP-02, TMM-01, VLN-01” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: third party vendor risks” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-PS-09, GP-PS-11” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-09, PS-19, PS-21, PS-23, 

TM-10, TM-14, TM-15” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-26” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 11, GP 19” 

• [IIC16]: “5.3, 6.5” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 4, 

Principle 2: Key concept 5, Principle 2: Key 

concept 6, Principle 5: Key concept 18” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.10.9” 

• [NHT16]: “6.6.1” 

• [OTA18]: “4, 5, 10, 21” 

 
“Risk responses (RA.D)” 
The “Risk responses” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, namely 

“Cybersecurity risk register and IoT risk responses” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and 
the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.16 provides the description of this control together 
with “12 informative references and 23 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security 
requirements that apply to it” [Pop21]. 
 

Table 5.16. IoTSRM2 control for “Risk responses” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Cybersecurity risk register and IoT 

risk responses (RA.D.1)”: 

“Cybersecurity, privacy, and safety risks 

relevant for the organization’s IoT 

infrastructure and associated risk 

responses are recorded, prioritized, 

• [Age20a]: “9” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.7” 

• [CSA19a]: “PRV-02, PRV-04, RSM-02, 

SOP-01, TMM-01, VLN-01” 
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Control Description Informative References 

centralized, and tracked as part of a 

formally approved, periodically reviewed, 

and up-to-date cybersecurity risk register 

and in line with the overarching 

cybersecurity risk management strategy. 

This cybersecurity risk register is aligned 

with and part of broader enterprise 

cybersecurity risk register. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers have and 

maintain comprehensive cybersecurity risk 

registers to adequately manage the 

cybersecurity and privacy risks to the IoT 

products and/or services they provide” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: third party vendor risks” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-PS-09, TC-27” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-09, PS-19, PS-21, TM-14” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 11, GP 19” 

• [IIC16]: “5.6, 6.5” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.10.9” 

• [NHT16]: “6.6.1” 

• [OTA18]: “4, 10” 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], “for each IoTSRM2 objective of the Risk Assessment 
domain”, Table 5.17 provides “the unique identifier of the in-scope NIST CSF 
Subcategory and the associated IoTSRM2 controls with their adjusted weights” 
[Pop+21a]. These “IoTSRM2” controls “are prioritized within each IoTSRM2 objective” 
[Pop+21a]. Hence, for “Vulnerability discovery”, “Threat identification”, “Risk 
analysis”, and “Risk responses”, the most important “IoTSRM2” controls based on 
adjusted weights are “Assessment-based IoT vulnerability discovery”, “Assessment-
based IoT threat identification”, “IoT risk identification and analysis”, and 
“Cybersecurity risk register and IoT risk responses”, respectively [Pop+21a]. 
 

Table 5.17. Prioritized IoTSRM2 controls for each objective of “Risk Assessment” domain 

[Pop+21a] 

IoTSRM2 Objective 

NIST CSF 

Subcateg. 

ID 

IoTSRM2 Control 

Adjusted 

Control 

Weight 

“Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)” “ID.RA-1” 

“Assessment-based IoT 

vulnerability discovery (RA.A.2)” 
“4.56%” 

“Disclosure-based IoT 

vulnerability discovery (RA.A.1)” 
“1.69%” 

“Threat identification (RA.B)” “ID.RA-3” 

“Assessment-based IoT threat 

identification (RA.B.2)” 
“4.62%” 

“Intelligence-driven IoT threat 

identification (RA.B.1)” 
“1.63%” 

“Risk analysis (RA.C)” “ID.RA-4” 
“IoT risk identification and 

analysis (RA.C.1)” 
“6.25%” 

“Risk responses (RA.D)” “ID.RA-6” 
“Cybersecurity risk register and 

IoT risk responses (RA.D.1)” 
“6.25%” 
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5.2.5. Domain: Risk Management Strategy (RM) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the Risk Management Strategy domain of IoTSRM2 consists of the 
following two objectives” [Pop+21a]: 

• “Risk appetite and tolerances (RM.A)”: “Determine whether IoT security risk 
appetite and tolerances are determined and clearly expressed”; 

• “Context-informed risk tolerances (RM.B)”: “Determine whether IoT security risk 
tolerances are informed by the entity’s role in critical infrastructure and sector 
specific risk analysis”. 

“Risk appetite and tolerances (RM.A)” 
The “Risk appetite and tolerances” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, 

namely “IoT security risk appetite and tolerances” control [Pop+21a]. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] and 
the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.18 provides the description of this control together 
with “6 informative references and 6 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security 
requirements that apply to it” [Pop21]. 

 
Table 5.18. IoTSRM2 control for “Risk appetite and tolerances” objective. Adapted from 

[Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT security risk appetite and 

tolerances (RM.A.1)”: 

“IoT security risk appetite and associated 

range of risk tolerances are clearly 

articulated and documented as part of 

board approved, periodically reviewed, and 

up-to-date IoT security risk appetite and 

tolerance statements. These statements 

are defined based on IoT security and 

cybersecurity risk management best 

practices, are in line with the 

organization’s appetites and tolerances for 

cybersecurity and privacy risks, support 

the objectives of the organization’s risk 

management strategy, and trigger re-

assessments of cybersecurity and privacy 

risk appetites and tolerances. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers clearly 

articulate and document their appetites 

and associated tolerances for 

cybersecurity, privacy, and IoT security 

risks, and communicate their risk appetite 

and tolerance statements to IoT adopters” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [CSA19a]: “RSM-01” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-18” 

• [IIC16]: “5.1” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.4” 

• [NEM18]: “Risk Tolerance” 

• [OTA18]: “4” 
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“Context-informed risk tolerances (RM.B)” 
The “Context-informed risk tolerances” objective “has one IoTSRM2 control”, 

namely “Context-informed IoT security risk tolerances” control [Pop+21a]. Based on 
the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21a] 
and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.19 provides the description of this control together 
with “6 informative references and 6 unique identifiers of the in-scope IoT security 
requirements that apply to it” [Pop21]. 
 

Table 5.19. IoTSRM2 control for “Context-informed risk tolerances” objective. Adapted from 

[Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“Context-informed IoT security risk 

tolerances (RM.B.1)”: 

“IoT security risk tolerance determination 

leverages a clear understanding of the 

criticality of the organization’s 

infrastructure and the associated 

interdependencies with critical 

infrastructure, along with the 

organization’s awareness of the risk profile 

for the sector in which it operates. These 

IoT risk tolerances are aligned with the 

organization’s appetites for IoT security, 

privacy, and cybersecurity risks. The 

organization’s IoT suppliers know their 

roles in critical infrastructure, clearly 

articulate and document their tolerances 

for cybersecurity, privacy, and IoT security 

risks, and communicate their risk appetite 

and tolerance statements to IoT adopters” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [CSA19a]: “RSM-01” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-18” 

• [IIC16]: “5.1” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.4” 

• [NEM18]: “Risk Tolerance” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.1” 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], “for each IoTSRM2 objective of the Risk Management 
Strategy domain”, Table 5.20 provides “the unique identifier of the in-scope NIST CSF 
Subcategory and the associated IoTSRM2 control with its adjusted weight” [Pop+21a]. 
These “IoTSRM2” controls “are already prioritized within each IoTSRM2 objective given 
that there is only one control for each objective, and in effect the adjusted weight of 
each IoTSRM2 control is the same as the weight of the associated IoTSRM2 objective” 
[Pop+21a]. 
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Table 5.20. Prioritized IoTSRM2 controls for each objective of “Risk Management Strategy” 

domain [Pop+21a] 

IoTSRM2 Objective 

NIST CSF 

Subcateg. 

ID 

IoTSRM2 Control 

Adjusted 

Control 

Weight 

“Risk appetite and tolerances 

(RM.A)” 
“ID.RM-2” 

“IoT security risk appetite and 

tolerances (RM.A.1)” 
“6.25%” 

“Context-informed risk 

tolerances (RM.B)” 
“ID.RM-3” 

“Context-informed IoT security 

risk tolerances (RM.B.1)” 
“6.25%” 

 
 

5.2.6. Domain: Supply Chain Risk Management (SC) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the Supply Chain Risk Management domain of IoTSRM2 consists of 
the following two objectives” [Pop+21a]: 

• “Supplier assessment (SC.A)”: “Determine whether IoT suppliers across supply 
chain tiers are identified, risk assessed, and prioritized following the IoT supply 
chain risk management plan”; 

• “Supplier contract management (SC.B)”: “Determine whether IoT supplier 
contract requirements are defined following the IoT supplier contract management 
plan”. 

“Supplier assessment (SC.A)” 
The “Supplier assessment” objective “has two IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.21 provides the description of these 
controls together with “the informative references and the unique identifiers of the in-
scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” [Pop21]. The “IoT supply 
chain risk management plan” and “IoT supply chain risk assessment” controls: 

• “have 11 and 12 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 25 and 16 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security requirements, 

respectively” [Pop21]. 

 

Table 5.21. IoTSRM2 controls for “Supplier assessment” objective. Adapted from [Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT supply chain risk management 

plan (SC.A.1)”: 

“An organization-wide IoT supply chain risk 

management plan, which is aligned with 

IoT security policy and part of broader 

cyber supply chain risk management 

program, is documented, formally 

approved, periodically reviewed, and up-

to-date. The organization’s IoT suppliers 

• [Age20a]: “12” 

• [CSA19a]: “SDV-15” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-14” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-26, TM-07” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-01, PR-02, PR-03” 

• [ENI20b]: “ACT-01, ACT-03, ACT-04, GP 

11, GP 16, GP 17, GP 18, PRO-03, PRO-04, 

PRO-05” 
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Control Description Informative References 

have and maintain cyber supply chain risk 

management plans to effectively address 

cyber supply chain risks across their whole 

IoT supply chains” [Pop+21a]. 

• [GSM18]: “CLP12_5.11.1.2, 

CLP12_6.7.1.1, CLP13_9.7.1.2” 

• [IIC16]: “5.1, 6.1” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.3.6” 

• [NHT16]: “6.6.1” 

“IoT supply chain risk assessment 

(SC.A.2)”: 

“IoT suppliers across supply chain tiers are 

identified and tracked throughout the 

entire supplier relationship lifecycle, their 

criticality to the business is determined, 

and IoT supply chain risks are regularly 

assessed and recorded as part of the 

board-approved, periodically reviewed, and 

up-to-date cybersecurity risk register. The 

IoT supply chain risk assessment follows 

the IoT supply chain risk management 

plan. The organization’s IoT suppliers 

continuously or regularly assess 

cybersecurity and privacy supply chain 

risks through a combination of supplier 

assessments (e.g., penetration tests, site 

visits), document findings incorporating 

IoT supply chain risk exposures, and 

disclose cybersecurity-related supply chain 

risk assessment findings to IoT adopters” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “11” 

• [BIT16]: “7.10” 

• [CSA15]: “5.1.7” 

• [CSA16]: “04” 

• [CSA19a]: “RSM-02” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: third party vendor risks” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-19, TM-10” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-04” 

• [IIC16]: “5.2, 6.5, 7.8, 8.1” 

• [NHT16]: “6.6” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.3” 

• [OTA18]: “10” 

 
 

“Supplier contract management (SC.B)” 
The “Supplier contract management” objective “has two IoTSRM2 controls” 

[Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], Table 5.22 provides the description of 
these controls together with “the informative references and the unique identifiers of 
the in-scope IoT security requirements that apply to each of them” [Pop21]. The “IoT 
supplier contract management plan” and “IoT trustworthiness requirements” controls: 

• “have 13 and 11 informative references, respectively” [Pop21]; 
• “have 24 and 44 unique identifiers of in-scope IoT security requirements, 

respectively” [Pop21]. 
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Table 5.22. IoTSRM2 controls for “Supplier contract management” objective. Adapted from 

[Pop+21a] 

Control Description Informative References 

“IoT supplier contract management 

plan (SC.B.1)”: 

“An organization-wide IoT supplier contract 

management plan, which is aligned with 

and part of wider contract management 

plan, is documented, formally approved, 

periodically reviewed, and up-to-date. This 

plan is in line with the organization’s IoT 

security and privacy controls framework, 

cybersecurity regulatory framework, and 

IoT security policy, and it is part of broader 

cyber supply chain risk management 

program. The organization’s IoT suppliers 

have and maintain robust supplier contract 

management plans for ensuring trusted 

supplier relationships throughout the entire 

contract lifecycle and disclose relevant 

supply chain changes to IoT adopters” 

[Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “1, 21, 29” 

• [AIO16]: “Basic Requirements on 

APPLICATIONS: Accountability & Liability, 

Basic Requirements on PRACTICAL 

PRIVACY IN IoT: Accountability & Risk 

Impact Assessment by Design” 

• [CSA15]: “5.2.2.1” 

• [CSA19a]: “OPA-05, RMT-01” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-02, 6.2.6, 6.2.7” 

• [ENI18b]: “OP-05, OP-27, TM-30” 

• [ENI19b]: “PR-06, PR-07” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 23” 

• [ENI20b]: “PRO-08” 

• [IIC16]: “5.1” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 5: Key concept 20” 

• [IoT20a]: “2.4.5.36” 

• [NIS20a]: “4.2.1, 4.2.3, 4.2.4” 

“IoT trustworthiness requirements 

(SC.B.2)”: 

“Cybersecurity, privacy, safety, reliability, 

and resiliency requirements for the 

organization’s IoT supplier contracts are 

established, documented, formally 

approved, periodically reviewed, and up-

to-date. These requirements are defined 

based on applicable IoT regulations, IoT 

security best practices, and the 

organization’s IoT security policy as part of 

IoT supplier contract management plan. 

The organization’s IoT suppliers provide 

up-to-date cybersecurity bills of materials 

(CBOMs) to IoT adopters for the IoT 

products they acquire, hold original 

equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 

accountable to ensure trust down the 

supply chain, and have IoT supplier 

contracts that incorporate cybersecurity, 

privacy, safety, reliability, and resiliency 

requirements which provide appropriate 

levels of detail, clarity, trustworthiness, 

and service targets, to enable IoT supply 

chain of trust” [Pop+21a]. 

• [Age20a]: “3, 4, 12, 22, 24, 26, 28, 31, 

36, 44” 

• [CSA19a]: “CLS-04, GVN-02, RMT-02” 

• [DHS16]: “Promote Transparency across 

IoT: software bill of materials” 

• [ENI17b]: “GP-OP-12, GP-OP-13, GP-TM-

13, 6.2.1, 6.2.3, 6.2.4, 6.2.5” 

• [ENI18b]: “PS-06, OP-01, OP-02, OP-03, 

OP-26, TM-08, TM-09” 

• [ENI20a]: “GP 30” 

• [ENI20b]: “ACT-01, ACT-03, ACT-08, 

PRO-05, PRO-13” 

• [ETS20]: “Provision 6-2, Provision 6-3” 

• [IIC16]: “6.2, 6.3, 6.5” 

• [IoT16]: “Principle 2: Key concept 3” 

• [OTA18]: “1, 22, 25, 30” 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21a], “for each IoTSRM2 objective of the Supply Chain Risk 
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Management domain”, Table 5.23 provides “the unique identifier of the in-scope NIST 
CSF Subcategory and the associated IoTSRM2 controls with their adjusted weights” 
[Pop+21a]. These “IoTSRM2” controls “are prioritized within each IoTSRM2 objective” 
[Pop+21a]. Hence, for “Supplier assessment” and “Supplier contract management” the 
most important “IoTSRM2” controls based on adjusted weights are “IoT supply chain 
risk management plan” and “IoT trustworthiness requirements”, respectively 
[Pop+21a]. 
 
Table 5.23. Prioritized IoTSRM2 controls for each objective of “Supply Chain Risk Management” 

domain [Pop+21a] 

IoTSRM2 Objective 

NIST CSF 

Subcateg. 

ID 

IoTSRM2 Control 

Adjusted 

Control 

Weight 

“Supplier assessment (SC.A)” “ID.SC-2” 

“IoT supply chain risk 

management plan (SC.A.1)” 
“3.90%” 

“IoT supply chain risk 

assessment (SC.A.2)” 
“2.35%” 

“Supplier contract management 

(SC.B)” 
“ID.SC-3” 

“IoT trustworthiness 

requirements (SC.B.2)” 
“4.20%” 

“IoT supplier contract 

management plan (SC.B.1)” 
“2.05%” 

 
 

5.3. Evaluation of Selected Informative References of 

IoTSRM2 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a] and the PhD report [Pop21], this subchapter provides “a critical 
evaluation of selected informative references of IoTSRM2 based on their percentage-
wise linkage to IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a]. Thus, from the 25 informative references of 
IoTSRM2, this evaluation “focuses exclusively on the informative references that are 
considered the most relevant to IoT security risk management strategy based on the 
fulfilment of the two inclusion criteria and two conditions” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 
5.1). Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], the informative references that are selected in-scope [Pop+21a] for 
the critical evaluation are: [Age20a], [CSA19a], [ENI18b], [ENI20a], [IoT16], 
[IoT20a], and [NIS20a]. 

Furthermore, this subchapter is structured in seven sub-subchapters and 
includes the overall evaluation of selected informative references (see Chapter 5.3.1) 
and individual evaluations of selected informative references for each IoTSRM2 domain 
(see Chapters 5.3.2-5.3.7). With respect to the overall evaluation of selected 
informative references, it outlines two critical evaluations. First, the selected 
informative references are critically evaluated relative to “their percentage-wise 
linkage to the IoTSRM2 domains and to the entire IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a]. Second, the 
selected informative references are critically evaluated based on their number of in-
scope IoT security requirements for each IoTSRM2 domain [Pop+21a]. Then, with 
respect to the individual evaluations of selected informative references for each 
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IoTSRM2 domain, the selected informative references are critically evaluated “relative 
to their percentage-wise linkage to the objectives of the IoTSRM2 domain and to the 
entire IoTSRM2 domain” [Pop21]. 
 
 

5.3.1. Overall Evaluation 
 

The selected informative references are critically evaluated relative to “their 
percentage-wise linkage to the IoTSRM2 domains and to the entire IoTSRM2” 
[Pop+21a]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], Fig. 5.3 shows for each selected informative reference of IoTSRM2, 
the following details: 

• “for each IoTSRM2 domain, the percentage of all IoT security requirements 
applicable to the IoTSRM2 domain in question of each selected informative 
reference of the total number of IoT security requirements applicable to the 
IoTSRM2 domain in question of all 25 informative references” [Pop+21a]; 

• “for the entire IoTSRM2, the percentage of all IoT security requirements applicable 
to IoTSRM2 of each selected informative reference of the total number of IoT 
security requirements applicable to IoTSRM2 of all 25 informative references” 
[Pop+21a]. 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “with respect to the percentage-wise linkage of the selected 
informative references to each IoTSRM2 domain”, while Refs. [Age20a], [CSA19a], 
[ENI18b], and [IoT20a] “each resulted as the most linked to some of the IoTSRM2 
domains”, Refs. [Age20a], [ENI20a], [IoT16], [IoT20a], and [NIS20a] “each resulted 
as the least linked to some of the IoTSRM2 domains” [Pop+21a]. First, about Ref. 
[Age20a], from the selected references, “it resulted in being the most linked to” the 
“Supply Chain Risk Management” domain, and “it resulted in being the least linked to” 
the “Risk Management Strategy” domain [Pop+21a]. Second, with respect to Ref. 
[CSA19a], “from the selected references, it resulted in being the most linked to” the 
“Asset Management”, “Risk Assessment”, and “Risk Management Strategy” domains 
[Pop+21a]. Third, regarding Ref. [ENI18b], “from the selected references, it resulted 
in being the most linked to” the “Business Environment”, “Governance”, and “Risk 
Management Strategy” domains [Pop+21a]. Fourth, about Ref. [ENI20a], “from the 
selected references, it resulted in being the least linked to” the “Risk Management 
Strategy” domain [Pop+21a]. Then, about Ref. [IoT16], “from the selected references, 
it resulted in being the least linked to” the “Governance”, “Risk Management Strategy”, 
and “Supply Chain Risk Management” domains [Pop+21a]. Next, with regards to Ref. 
[IoT20a], from the selected references, “it resulted in being the most linked to” the 
“Risk Management Strategy”, and “it resulted in being the least linked to” the “Asset 
Management”, “Business Environment”, and “Supply Chain Risk Management” 
domains [Pop+21a]. In addition, with regards to Ref. [NIS20a], “from the selected 
references, it resulted in being the least linked to” the “Risk Assessment” domain 
[Pop+21a]. Furthermore, the evaluation of selected informative references relative to 
their percentage-wise linkage to IoTSRM2 domains is later discussed separately for 
each IoTSRM2 domain [Pop21]. 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “with respect to the percentage-wise linkage of the selected 
informative references to the entire IoTSRM2”, Refs. [ENI18b], [CSA19a], and 
[Age20a] “resulted in being the top three most linked to IoTSRM2, in that order”, 
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whereas Refs. [IoT16], [NIS20a], and [ENI20a] “resulted in being the top three least 
linked to IoTSRM2, in that order” [Pop+21a]. The logic behind these outputs is very 
much driven by the “Governance”, “Risk Assessment”, and “Supply Chain Risk 
Management” domains of “IoTSRM2” given that “the number of in-scope IoT security 
requirements mapped against them amount to around 84% of the total number of in-
scope IoT security requirements linked to IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a].  

Hence, with respect to Ref. [ENI18b], “its very high percentage score is 
primarily because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the most linked to” 
the “Governance” domain of “IoTSRM2”, which “has the greatest number of in-scope 
IoT security requirements mapped to it among the IoTSRM2 domains (i.e., 42%)”, and 
“it is the second most linked to” both the “Risk Assessment” and “Supply Chain Risk 
Management” domains of “IoTSRM2”, which “are the next in line in terms of their 
corresponding numbers of mapped in-scope IoT security requirements, namely 26% 
and 15%, respectively” [Pop+21a]. About Ref. [CSA19a], “its high percentage score 
is mainly because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the most linked to” 
the “Risk Assessment”, and “it is the third most linked to” both the “Governance” and 
“Supply Chain Risk Management” domains of “IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a]. Regarding Ref. 
[Age20a], “its fairly high percentage score is mostly because”, from the selected 
informative references, “it is the most linked to” the “Supply Chain Risk Management”, 
and “it is the fourth most linked to” both the “Governance” and “Risk Assessment” 
domains of “IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a].  

Then, with respect to Ref. [IoT16], “its very low percentage score is mainly 
because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the least linked to” the 
“Governance” domain, and “the same as Ref. [IoT20a], it is the least linked to” the 
“Supply Chain Risk Management” domain [Pop+21a]. With regards to Ref. [NIS20a], 
“its low percentage score is mainly because”, from the selected informative references, 
“it is the third least linked to” both the “Governance” and “Supply Chain Risk 
Management” domains, and “it is the least linked to” the “Risk Assessment” domain of 
“IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a]. As for Ref. [ENI20a], “its fairly low percentage score is majorly 
because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the second least linked to” 
the “Governance” domain, and “the same as Ref. [Age20a], it is the third least linked 
to” the “Risk Assessment” domain of “IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a].  

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], “the resulting outcomes reflect the inclusion criteria of the 
selected informative references” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 5.1). In addition, it is worth 
noting that “Ref. [ENI18b] has the strongest links to IoTSRM2 among all 25 informative 
references, and Ref. [IoT16] is the least linked to IoTSRM2 among the selected 
informative references” [Pop+21a]. 
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Fig. 5.3. Percentage-wise evaluation of selected informative references of IoTSRM2 [Pop+21a] 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21a], Fig. 5.4 outlines “the focus of each of the selected 
informative references from a strategic perspective, relative to each of the IoTSRM2 
domains” [Pop+21a]. This is based on “the number of in-scope IoT security 
requirements corresponding to each selected informative reference for the IoTSRM2 
domain in question” [Pop+21a]. First, Ref. [Age20a], the same as Ref. [ENI18b], “is 
the most focused on” the “Governance” domain, and “it is the least focused on” the 
“Risk Management Strategy” domain [Pop+21a]. Next, Ref. [CSA19a], the same as 
Refs. [ENI20a] and [IoT16], “is the most focused on” the “Risk Assessment” domain, 
and “it is the least focused on” the “Risk Management Strategy” domain [Pop+21a]. 
Then, Ref. [IoT20a] “is the most focused on” the “Governance” domain, and “it is the 
least focused on” the “Asset Management” domain [Pop+21a]. In addition, Ref. 
[NIS20a] “is the most focused on” the “Governance” domain, and “it is the least 
focused on” the “Risk Assessment” domain [Pop+21a]. Thus, it is worth noting that 
“the majority of the selected informative references are the most focused on” the 
“Governance” domain, and “they are the least focused on” the “Risk Management 
Strategy” domain [Pop+21a]. 
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Fig. 5.4. Evaluation of selected informative references of IoTSRM2 [Pop+21a] 

 
 

5.3.2. Evaluation for Asset Management (AM) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop21], Fig. 5.3 and 5.5 provide the percentage score for the linkage of each selected 
informative reference to the “Asset Management” domain of “IoTSRM2” [Pop21]. Thus, 
from the selected informative references, Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [NIS20a] 
“resulted in being the top three most linked to” the “Asset Management” domain, in 
that order, whereas Refs. [IoT20a], [IoT16], [ENI20a], and [Age20a] “resulted in 
being the top four least linked to” the “Asset Management” domain, in that order, 
where both Refs. [Age20a] and [ENI20a] share the same position [Pop21]. The 
rationale behind these outputs is “based on the percentage scores of the objectives 
corresponding to” the “Asset Management” domain of IoTSRM2, where the “Hardware 
inventory (AM.A)” objective “has a slightly higher number of in-scope IoT security 
requirements mapped to it than” the “Software inventory (AM.B)” objective [Pop21].  

Hence, with respect to Ref. [CSA19a], “its very high percentage score is 
because, from the selected informative references, it is the most linked to” both the 
“Hardware inventory (AM.A)” and “Software inventory (AM.B)” objectives of the “Asset 
Management” domain [Pop21]. About Ref. [ENI18b], “its high percentage score is 
because, from the selected informative references, it is the second most linked to” 
both the “Hardware inventory (AM.A)” and “Software inventory (AM.B)” objectives of 
the “Asset Management” domain [Pop21]. Regarding Ref. [NIS20a], “its fairly high 
percentage score is because, from the selected informative references, it is the third 
most linked to” both the “Hardware inventory (AM.A)” and “Software inventory (AM.B)” 
objectives of the “Asset Management” domain [Pop21].  

Next, with respect to Ref. [IoT20a], “its very low percentage score is because 
it is very much not focused on the strategic side of” the “Asset Management” domain 
and, “from the selected informative references”, it has no apparent link to the 
“Hardware inventory (AM.A)” objective nor to the “Software inventory (AM.B)” 
objective of the “Asset Management” domain [Pop21]. About Ref. [IoT16], “its low 
percentage score is because”, from the selected informative references, “the same as 
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Refs. [ENI20a] and [Age20a], it is the second least linked to” the “Software inventory 
(AM.A)” objective of the “Asset Management” domain, and “the same as Ref. [IoT20a], 
it has no apparent link to” the “Hardware inventory (AM.A)” objective of the “Asset 
Management” domain [Pop21]. As for Refs. [Age20a] and [ENI20a], “their fairly low 
percentage scores are because, from the selected informative references, they are the 
second least linked to” both the “Hardware inventory (AM.A)” and “Software inventory 
(AM.B)” objectives of the “Asset Management” domain [Pop21].  

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD 
report [Pop21], it is worth noting that, “among the selected informative references”, 
Ref. [CSA19a] “is the most linked to” the “Asset Management” domain, and Ref. 
[IoT20a] “is the least linked to” the “Asset Management” domain [Pop21]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.5. Evaluation of selected informative references for “Asset Management” [Pop21] 

 
 

5.3.3. Evaluation for Business Environment (BE) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop21], Fig. 5.3 and 5.6 provide the percentage score for the linkage of each selected 
informative reference to the “Business Environment” domain of “IoTSRM2” [Pop21]. 
Thus, “from the selected informative references, the top three most linked to” the 
“Business Environment” domain are “Refs. [ENI18b], [Age20a], and [ENI20a], in that 
order, where both Refs. [Age20a] and [ENI20a] share the same position” [Pop21]. 
And, “from the selected informative references, the top three least linked to” the 
“Business Environment” domain are “Refs. [IoT20a], [NIS20a], and [IoT16], in that 
order, where both Refs. [IoT16] and [NIS20a] share the same position” [Pop21]. The 
rationale behind these outputs is “based on the percentage scores of the objectives 
corresponding to” the “Business Environment” domain of “IoTSRM2”, where the 
“Dependencies and critical functions (BE.A)” objective “has a marginally higher number 
of in-scope IoT security requirements mapped to it than” the “Critical service resilience 
(BE.B)” objective [Pop21].  

Hence, about Ref. [ENI18b], “its very high percentage score is because, from 
the selected informative references, it is the most linked to” both the “Dependencies 
and critical functions (BE.A)” and “Critical service resilience (BE.B)” objectives of the 
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“Business Environment” domain [Pop21]. With respect to Refs.[Age20a] and [ENI20a], 
even though, “from the selected informative references, Ref. [Age20a] is the third 
most and Ref. [ENI20a] is the second least linked to” the “Dependencies and critical 
functions (BE.A)” objective, they still share “the same high percentage score as Ref. 
[ENI20a] is the second and Ref. [Age20a] is the third most linked to” the “Critical 
service resilience (BE.B)” objective of the “Business Environment” domain, which 
makes them share the same number of in-scope IoT security requirements across the 
“Business Environment” domain [Pop21].  

Next, with respect to Ref. [IoT20a], its very low percentage score is because, 
“it has no apparent link to” the “Dependencies and critical functions (BE.A)” objective, 
and “it is the third least linked to” the “Critical service resilience” (BE.B) objective, 
having a smaller number of IoT security requirements mapped to it than Refs. [IoT16] 
and [NIS20a] each have for the “Dependencies and critical functions” (BE.A) objective 
[Pop21]. About Refs. [NIS20a] and [IoT16], “their same low percentage score is 
because”, from the selected informative references, “they have no apparent links to” 
the “Critical service resilience (BE.B)” objective, and “they share the position of the 
third least linked to” the “Dependencies and critical functions (BE.A)” objective 
[Pop21].  

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD 
report [Pop21], it is worth noting that, “among the selected informative references”, 
Ref. [ENI18b] “is the most linked to” the “Business Environment” domain, and Ref. 
[IoT20a] “is the least linked to” the “Business Environment” domain [Pop21]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.6. Evaluation of selected informative references for “Business Environment” [Pop21] 

 
 

5.3.4. Evaluation for Governance (GV) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop21], Fig. 5.3 and 5.7 provide the percentage score for the linkage of each selected 
informative reference to the “Governance” domain of “IoTSRM2” [Pop21]. Hence, 
“from the selected informative references, Refs. [ENI18b], [IoT20a], and [CSA19a] 
resulted in being the top three most linked to” the “Governance” domain, in that order, 
whereas “Refs. [IoT16], [ENI20a], and [NIS20a] resulted in being the top three least 
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linked to” the “Governance” domain, in that order [Pop21]. The rationale behind these 
outputs is “based on the percentage scores of the objectives corresponding to” the 
“Governance” domain of “IoTSRM2”, where “the greatest number of in-scope IoT 
security requirements are mapped to” the “Governance and risk management plans 
(GV.D)” objective, followed by the “Security related policies (GV.A)”, “Structures and 
responsibilities (GV.B)”, and “Regulatory requirements (GV.C)” objectives, in that 
order [Pop21]. In this context, the outputs are very much driven by the “Security 
related policies (GV.A)” and “Governance and risk management plans (GV.D)” 
objectives of “IoTSRM2” given that “the number of in-scope IoT security requirements 
mapped against them amount to around 86% of the total number of in-scope IoT 
security requirements linked to” the “Governance” domain [Pop21].  

Thus, with respect to Ref. [ENI18b], “its very high percentage score is primarily 
because, it is very much focused on” the “Governance” domain and, “from the selected 
informative references, it is the most linked to” the “Governance and risk management 
plans (GV.D)” objective [Pop21]. About Ref. [IoT20a], “its high percentage score is 
mainly because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the most linked to” 
the “Governance and risk management plans (GV.D)” objective after Ref. [ENI18b], 
and “the most linked to” the “Security related policies (GV.A)” objective [Pop21]. 
Regarding Ref. [CSA19a], “its fairly high percentage score is mainly because, from the 
selected informative references, it is the third most linked to” both the “Security related 
policies (GV.A)” and the “Governance and risk management plans (GV.D)” objectives 
[Pop21].  

Then, with regards to Ref. [IoT16], “its very low percentage score is largely 
because, from the selected informative references, it is the least linked to” both the 
“Security related policies (GV.A)” and the “Governance and risk management plans 
(GV.D)” objectives [Pop21]. About Ref. [ENI20a], “its low percentage score is mostly 
because, from the selected informative references, it is the second least linked to” both 
the “Security related policies (GV.A)” and the “Governance and risk management plans 
(GV.D)” objectives [Pop21]. As for Ref. [NIS20a], “its fairly low percentage score is 
mostly because, from the selected informative references, it is the third least linked 
to” both the “Security related policies (GV.A)” and the “Governance and risk 
management plans (GV.D)” objectives [Pop21].  

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD 
report [Pop21], it is worth noting that, “among the selected informative references”, 
Ref. [ENI18b] “is the most linked to” the “Governance” domain, and Ref. [IoT16] “is 
the least linked to” the “Governance” domain [Pop21]. 
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Fig. 5.7. Evaluation of selected informative references for “Governance” [Pop21] 

 
 

5.3.5. Evaluation for Risk Assessment (RA) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop21], Fig. 2.3 and 2.8 provide the percentage score for the linkage of each selected 
informative reference to the “Risk Assessment” domain of “IoTSRM2” [Pop21]. Thus, 
“from the selected informative references, the top three most linked to” the “Risk 
Assessment” domain are Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT16], in that order 
[Pop21]. In addition, “from the selected informative references, the top four least 
linked to” the “Risk Assessment” domain are Refs. [NIS20a], [IoT20a], [ENI20a], and 
[Age20a], in that order, where “both Refs. [ENI20a], and [Age20a] share the same 
position” [Pop21]. The rationale behind these outputs is “based on the percentage 
scores of the objectives corresponding to” the “Risk Assessment” domain of 
“IoTSRM2”, where “the greatest number of in-scope IoT security requirements 
correspond to” the “Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)” objective, followed by the “Threat 
identification (RA.B)”, “Risk analysis (RA.C)”, and “Risk responses (RA.D)” objectives, 
in that order [Pop21]. In this context, the outputs are very much driven by the 
“Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)”, “Threat identification (RA.B)”, and “Risk analysis 
(RA.C)” objectives of “IoTSRM2” given that “the number of in-scope IoT security 
requirements mapped against them amount to around 88% of the total number of in-
scope IoT security requirements linked to” the “Governance” domain [Pop21].  

Hence, about Ref. [CSA19a], “its very high percentage score is primarily 
because, it is very much focused on” the “Risk Assessment” domain and, from the 
selected informative references, “it is the most linked to” the “Vulnerability discovery 
(RA.A)” objective, then, the same as Ref. [ENI18b], “it is the most linked to” the “Risk 
analysis (RA.C)” objective, and “it is the second most linked to” the “Threat 
identification (RA.B)” objective [Pop21]. About Ref. [ENI18b], “its high percentage 
score is mostly because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the most 
linked to” both the “Threat identification (RA.B)” and “Risk analysis (RA.C)” objectives, 
and “it is the second most linked to” the “Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)” objective 
[Pop21]. With respect to Ref. [IoT16], “its fairly high percentage score is mostly 
because, it is very much focused on” the “Risk Assessment” domain and, from the 
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selected informative references, “it is the second most linked to” the “Risk analysis 
(RA.C)” objective, then, “the same as Refs. [Age20a] and [ENI20a], it is the third most 
linked to” the “Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)” objective, and “it is the third most linked 
to” the “Threat identification (RA.B)” objective [Pop21].  

Next, regarding Ref. [NIS20a], “its very low percentage score is mainly 
because, from the selected informative references, it is the least linked to” the 
“Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)”, “Threat identification (RA.B)”, and “Risk analysis 
(RA.C)” objectives of the “Business Environment” domain [Pop21]. With respect to Ref. 
[IoT20a], “its low percentage score is primarily because, from the selected informative 
references, it is the second least linked to” the “Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)”, “Threat 
identification (RA.B)”, and “Risk analysis (RA.C)” objectives [Pop21]. As for Refs. 
[ENI20a] and [Age20a], from the selected informative references, “they are the third 
most linked to” the “Vulnerability discovery (RA.A)” objective and “the third least linked 
to” the “Threat identification (RA.B)” objective [Pop21]. Moreover, even though Ref. 
[Age20a] “is the third most linked to” the “Risk analysis (RA.C)” objective and Ref. 
[ENI20a] “is the most linked to” the “Risk analysis (RA.C)” right after Ref. [Age20a], 
“they share the same fairly low percentage score as Ref. [ENI20a] is the third and Ref. 
[Age20a] is the fourth most linked to” the “Risk responses (RA.D)” objective, which 
“makes them share the same number of in-scope IoT security requirements across” 
the “Risk Assessment” domain [Pop21].  

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD 
report [Pop21], it is worth noting that, “among the selected informative references”, 
Ref. [CSA19a] “is the most linked to” the “Risk Assessment” domain, and Ref. [NIS20a] 
“is the least linked to” the “Risk Assessment” domain [Pop21]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5.8. Evaluation of selected informative references for “Risk Assessment” [Pop21] 

 
 

5.3.6. Evaluation for Risk Management Strategy (RM) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop21], Fig. 5.3 and 5.9 provide the percentage score for the linkage of each selected 
informative reference to the “Risk Management Strategy” domain of “IoTSRM2” 
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[Pop21]. Thus, “from the selected informative references, the top three most linked 
to” the “Risk Management Strategy” domain are Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and 
[IoT20a], where “they all share the same position” [Pop21]. And, “from the selected 
informative references, the top three least linked to” the “Risk Management Strategy” 
domain are Refs. [IoT16], [ENI20a], and [Age20a], where “they all share the same 
position” [Pop21]. The rationale behind these outputs is “based on the percentage 
scores of the objectives corresponding to” the “Risk Management Strategy” domain of 
“IoTSRM2”, where the “Risk appetite and tolerances (RM.A)” objective “has the same 
number of in-scope IoT security requirements mapped to it” as the “Context-informed 
risk tolerances (RM.B)” objective [Pop21].  

Hence, about Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT20a], “their very high 
percentage score is because, from the selected informative references, they are the 
most linked to” both the “Risk appetite and tolerances (RM.A)” and “Context-informed 
risk tolerances (RM.B)” objectives [Pop21].  

Then, about Refs. [IoT16], [ENI20a], and [Age20a], “their very low percentage 
score is because, from the selected informative references, they are the least linked 
to” the both the “Risk appetite and tolerances (RM.A)” and “Context-informed risk 
tolerances (RM.B)” objectives [Pop21].  

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD 
report [Pop21], it is worth noting that, “among the selected informative references”, 
Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT20a] “are the most linked to” the “Risk 
Management Strategy” domain, and Refs. [IoT16], [ENI20a], and [Age20a] “are the 
least linked to” the “Risk Management Strategy” domain [Pop21]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.9. Evaluation of selected informative references for “Risk Management Strategy” 

[Pop21] 

 
 

5.3.7. Evaluation for Supply Chain Risk Management (SC) 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD report 
[Pop21], Fig. 5.3 and 5.10 provide the percentage score for the linkage of each 
selected informative reference to the “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain of 
“IoTSRM2” [Pop21]. Thus, “from the selected informative references, the top three 
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most linked to” the “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain are Refs. [Age20a], 
[ENI18b], and [CSA19a], in that order [Pop21]. In addition, “from the selected 
informative references, the top three least linked to” the “Supply Chain Risk 
Management” domain are Refs. [IoT20a], [IoT16], and [NIS20a], in that order, where 
both Refs. [IoT20a] and [IoT16] “share the same position” [Pop21]. The rationale 
behind these outputs is “based on the percentage scores of the objectives 
corresponding to” the “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain of “IoTSRM2”, where 
the “Supplier contract management (SC.B)” objective “has a higher number of in-scope 
IoT security requirements mapped to it than” the “Supplier assessment (SC.A)” 
objective [Pop21].  

In this context, the outputs are driven by the “Supplier contract management 
(SC.B)” given that “the number of in-scope IoT security requirements mapped against 
it amounts to around 62% of the total number of in-scope IoT security requirements 
linked to” the “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain [Pop21]. Hence, about Ref. 
[Age20a], “its very high percentage score is mostly because, from the selected 
informative references, it is the most linked to” the “Supplier contract management 
(SC.B)” objective [Pop21]. With regards to Ref. [ENI18b], “its high percentage score 
is because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the second most linked to” 
the “Supplier contract management (SC.B)” objective, and “it is the most linked to” 
the “Supplier assessment (SC.A)” objective [Pop21]. About Ref. [CSA19a], “its fairly 
high percentage score is because, from the selected informative references, it is the 
third most linked to” both the “Supplier assessment (SC.A)” and “Supplier contract 
management (SC.B)” objectives [Pop21].  

Next, with respect to Refs. [IoT20a] and [IoT16], “their same very low 
percentage score is mostly because, from the selected informative references, they 
are the least and second least linked to” the “Supplier contract management (SC.B)” 
objective, respectively [Pop21]. As for Ref. [NIS20a], “its low percentage score is 
because”, from the selected informative references, “it is the third least linked to” the 
“Supplier contract management (SC.B)” objective, and, “the same as Ref. [IoT20a], it 
is the second least linked to” the “Supplier assessment (SC.A)” objective [Pop21]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the PhD 
report [Pop21], it is worth noting that, “among the selected informative references”, 
Ref. [Age20a] “is the most linked to” the “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain, 
and Refs. [IoT20a] and [IoT16] “are the least linked to” the “Supply Chain Risk 
Management” domain [Pop21]. 
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Fig. 5.10. Evaluation of selected informative references for “Supply Chain Risk Management” 

[Pop21] 

 
 

5.4. Related Work 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “a sizeable number of best practices and academic papers has been 
published on IoT security, however, the majority of these are more technical in nature” 
(e.g., [CSD19], [ETS20], [BIT16], [Liu+17], [R+18]) [Pop+21a]. Moreover, “at the 
time of writing, there is no research article nor best practice to exclusively focus on 
IoT security risk management strategy” [Pop+21a]. In this context, Lee (2020) 
[Lee20] proposed “a four-layer IoT cyber risk management framework, which includes 
the IoT cyber ecosystem layer, the IoT cyber infrastructure layer, the IoT cyber risk 
assessment layer, and the IoT cyber performance layer” [Pop+21a]. Nevertheless, 
“the IoT cyber risk management framework proposed by Lee (2020) [Lee20] outlines 
the framework’s layers instead of providing IoT security controls/requirements, is not 
exclusively focused on IoT security risk management strategy, and it is based on 
cybersecurity risk management practices rather than IoT security best practices” 
[Pop+21a]. Thus, compared with the work performed by Lee (2020) [Lee20], “the 
proposed IoTSRM2 is exclusively focused on IoT security risk management strategy, is 
based on 25 selected IoT security best practices, and provides expected IoT security 
risk management controls, among others” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, „the available documentation around the 25 selected IoT 
security best practices was used to provide the proposed IoTSRM2 and the analysis 
of IoTSRM2’s related work” from this subchapter (see Table 5.24) [Pop+21a]. 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21a], “with respect to the analysis of IoTSRM2’s related work”, 
Table 5.24 shows “the IoTSRM2 together with the 25 selected IoT security best 
practices mapped against the proposed evaluation criteria and the extent of 
applicability to each evaluation criterion” [Pop+21a]. With respect to the proposed 
evaluation criteria, “eight evaluation criteria were formulated based on the proposed 
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methodology for developing the IoTSRM2” [Pop+21a] (see Chapter 5.1). Also, with 
respect to the extent of applicability, “three types of applicability were considered 
relevant to indicate differences and/or similarities between the proposed IoTSRM2 and 
the in-scope research works for this evaluation” [Pop+21a]. 
 
Table 5.24. IoTSRM2 and related work mapped to evaluation criteria and extent of applicability 

[Pop+21a] 

 Extent of Applicability 

Evaluation 
Criterion 

The Evaluation 

Criterion Fully 
Applies 

The Evaluation 

Criterion Applies to 
a Certain Extent, 

but not Fully 

The “as-is” 

Evaluation 
Criterion Does Not 

Apply 

“E1: Focus on 
strategic IoT security 

practices over 
technical IoT security 

practices” [Pop+21a] 

[Age20a], [DHS16], 

[ENI20a], [IoT16], 
[NEM18], [NIS20a], 

[OTA18], IoTSRM2 

[Com20], [CSA15], 
[CSA16], [DCM18a], 

[ENI17b], [ENI18b], 
[ENI19b], [ENI20b], 

[IIC16], [NHT16] 

[AIO16], [BIT16], 

[CSA19a], [CSD19], 
[ETS20], [GSM18], 

[IEE17], [IoT20a] 

“E2: Methodology for 
developing the 

recommended IoT 
security requirements 

/ controls is clearly 
described” [Pop+21a] 

[AIO16], [CSD19], 

[ENI17b], [ENI18b], 
[ENI19b], [ENI20a], 

[ENI20b], IoTSRM2 

[Age20a], [BIT16], 
[DCM18a], [ETS20] 

[Com20], [CSA15], 

[CSA16], [CSA19a], 
[DHS16], [GSM18], 

[IEE17], [IIC16], 
[IoT16], [IoT20a], 

[NEM18], [NHT16], 
[NIS20a], [OTA18] 

“E3: Mapping of IoT 
security requirements 

/ controls to NIST 
CSF’s Categories and 

Subcategories” 
[Pop+21a] 

“IoTSRM2, but none 

of the 25 selected 
IoT security best 

practices” 

[Age20a], [ENI17b] 

“All 25 selected IoT 

security best 
practices except” 

[Age20a], [ENI17b] 

“E4: Clearly indicate 
for each IoT security 

requirement / control 
expected IoT security 

actions / activities 
from IoT suppliers of 

the target audience” 
[Pop+21a] 

“IoTSRM2, but none 
of the 25 selected 

IoT security best 
practices” 

[BIT16], [CSA15], 

[DHS16], [ENI17b], 
[ENI18b], [ENI19b], 

[ENI20a], [ENI20b], 
[IIC16], [IoT16] 

[Age20a], [AIO16], 
[Com20], [CSA16], 

[CSA19a], [CSD19], 
[DCM18a], [ETS20], 

[GSM18], [IEE17], 
[IoT20a], [NEM18], 

[NHT16], [NIS20a], 
[OTA18] 

“E5: Provides 
integration points 

with the 
cybersecurity 

program as part of 
each IoT security 

requirement / 
control” [Pop+21a] 

“IoTSRM2, but none 
of the 25 selected 

IoT security best 
practices” 

[CSA16], [ENI18b], 

[ENI19b], [ENI20a] 

“All 25 selected IoT 

security best 
practices except” 

[CSA16], [ENI18b], 
[ENI19b], [ENI20a] 

“E6: Mapping of 

relevant IoT security 
best practices with 

unique identifiers to 
each recommended 

[CSD19], [DCM18a], 

“IoTSRM2” 

[Age20a], [CSA19a], 
[ENI17b], [ENI18b], 

[ENI19b], [ENI20b], 
[IoT16], [IoT20a], 

[AIO16], [BIT16], 
[Com20], [CSA15], 

[CSA16], [DHS16], 
[ENI20a], [ETS20], 
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 Extent of Applicability 

Evaluation 
Criterion 

The Evaluation 
Criterion Fully 

Applies 

The Evaluation 

Criterion Applies to 
a Certain Extent, 

but not Fully 

The “as-is” 

Evaluation 
Criterion Does Not 

Apply 

IoT security 

requirement / 
control” [Pop+21a] 

[NEM18], [NHT16], 

[NIS20a] 

[GSM18], [IEE17], 

[IIC16], [OTA18] 

“E7: Prioritization of 

the recommended IoT 
security requirements 

/ controls” [Pop+21a] 

[Com20], [DCM18a], 
[IEE17], “IoTSRM2” 

[Age20a], [GSM18], 
[IoT20a], [OTA18] 

“All 25 selected IoT 
security best 

practices except” 
[Age20a], [Com20], 

[DCM18a], [GSM18], 

[IEE17], [IoT20a], 

[OTA18] 

“E8: Provides 

statistics for the 
mapping of 

informative 
references” 

[Pop+21a] 

[DCM18a], 

“IoTSRM2” 

“None of the 25 
selected IoT security 

best practices” 

“All 25 selected IoT 
security best 

practices except” 
[DCM18a] 

 
Following Table 5.24, based on the information disseminated by the author 

through the research paper [Pop+21a], this subchapter “presents the evaluation of 
IoTSRM2 and the 25 selected IoT security best practices for each evaluation criterion” 
[Pop+21a]. 

“E1: Focus on strategic IoT security practices over technical IoT 
security practices” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the proposed IoTSRM2 is exclusively focused on IoT security risk 
management strategy” [Pop+21a]. And, “from the 25 selected IoT security best 
practices, seven of them focused on strategic IoT security activities (i.e., [Age20a], 
[DHS16], [ENI20a], [IoT16], [NEM18], [NIS20a], [OTA18]), ten of them had a partial 
focus on strategic IoT security activities (i.e., [Com20], [CSA15], [CSA16], [DCM18a], 
[ENI17b], [ENI18b], [ENI19b], [ENI20b], [IIC16], [NHT16]), while the remaining ones 
focused on technical IoT security activities (i.e., [AIO16], [BIT16], [CSA19a], [CSD19], 
[ETS20], [GSM18], [IEE17], [IoT20a])” [Pop+21a]. 

“Regarding the seven selected IoT security best practices that focused on 
strategic IoT security activities”, AgeLight LLC (2020a) [Age20a], DHS (2016) 
[DHS16], NEMA (2018) [NEM18], and OTA (2018) [OTA18] “provided strategic IoT 
security principles”, ENISA (2020a) [ENI20a] “provided strategic guidelines specifically 
focused on procurement in hospitals”, IoTAC (2016) [IoT16] “provided basic strategic 
guidance for providers and users of IoT devices, systems, and services across 
industries”, and NIST (2020a) [NIS20a] “provided premarket and postmarket 
cybersecurity activities with a strategic focus for IoT device manufacturers” [Pop+21a]. 
Similar to these seven selected IoT security best practices which “provided IoT security 
requirements with a strategic focus”, the proposed “IoTSRM2” provides “domains, 
objectives, and controls focused on strategic IoT security practices” [Pop+21a]. 
Notwithstanding, compared with the seven selected IoT security best practices which 
“were not exclusively focused on IoT security risk management strategy”, this thesis 
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“proposes a reference model for IoT security risk management strategy (i.e., IoTSRM2) 
applicable to IoT adopters from any sector” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, “from the perspective of the extent of applicability to this 
evaluation criterion”, compared with the ten selected IoT security best practices (i.e., 
[Com20], [CSA15], [CSA16], [DCM18a], [ENI17b], [ENI18b], [ENI19b], [ENI20b], 
[IIC16], [NHT16]) which “besides the strategic IoT security practices focused on some 
technical IoT security practices”, the proposed “IoTSRM2” exclusively focused on 
“strategic IoT security practices” [Pop+21a]. 

“E2: Methodology for developing the recommended IoT security 
requirements / controls is clearly described” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the proposed methodology for developing IoTSRM2 controls is 
clearly described” [Pop+21a]. And, “from the 25 selected IoT security best practices, 
seven of them clearly described the methodology used for developing the 
recommended IoT security requirements (i.e., [AIO16], [CSD19], [ENI17b], [ENI18b], 
[ENI19b], [ENI20a], [ENI20b]), four of them partially described their methodology 
(i.e., [Age20a], [BIT16], [DCM18a], [ETS20]), while the remaining ones have not 
described their methodology (i.e., [Com20], [CSA15], [CSA16], [CSA19a], [DHS16], 
[GSM18], [IEE17], [IIC16], [IoT16], [IoT20a], [NEM18], [NHT16], [NIS20a], 
[OTA18])” [Pop+21a].  

“Regarding the seven selected IoT security best practices that clearly described 
their methodologies”, AIOTI (2016) [AIO16] “provided details about the aspects 
discussed as part of the four sessions workshop”, CSDE (2019) [CSD19] “developed 
the IoT security requirements by identifying common IoT security device capabilities 
from Convening the Conveners (C2) organizations”, ENISA (2020a) [ENI20a] 
“analyzed the data received through a series of interviews for recommending the IoT 
security requirements”, and the other four IoT security best practices of ENISA (i.e., 
[ENI17b], [ENI18b], [ENI19b], [ENI20b]) “used the ENISA's five-step methodology 
involving both desktop research and interviews” [Pop+21a]. Compared with the high-
level five-step methodology from ENISA (i.e., [ENI17b], [ENI18b], [ENI19b], 
[ENI20b]), “the proposed three-phased methodology for developing the IoTSRM2 
consists of nine steps and it is much more comprehensive as it provides a far greater 
level of detail with respect to the steps involved” [Pop+21a]. Even though the proposed 
methodology from this chapter has different objectives than the studies conducted by 
ENISA (2017b,2018b, 2019b, 2020b), “similar to the methodology of ENISA (i.e., 
[ENI17b], [ENI18b], [ENI19b], [ENI20b]) which included scope definition, desktop 
research, and analysis and development tasks, among others, the proposed 
methodology for developing the IoTSRM2 includes several steps related to scoping, 
analysis, and creation phases that involve extensive research work” [Pop+21a]. In 
addition, “in contrast to the research works performed by AIOTI (2016) [AIO16], CSDE 
(2019) [CSD19], and ENISA (2020a) [ENI20a] which are limited to workshops, 
surveys, and interviews, respectively, the proposed methodology from this chapter is 
based on selected IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, “from the perspective of the extent of applicability to this 
evaluation criterion, the proposed methodology for developing the IoTSRM2 
differentiates from the methodologies provided by AgeLight LLC (2020a) [Age20a], 
BITAG (2016) [BIT16], DCMS (2018a) [DCM18a], and ETSI (2020) [ETS20] as it is 
much more detailed than the ones of the four selected IoT security best practices which 
offered limited details” [Pop+21a]. Thus, first AgeLight LLC (2020a, 2020b) [Age20a], 
[Age20b] “developed the recommended IoT security requirements based on seven pre-
established guiding tenets and dozens of industry and governmental efforts” 
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[Pop+21a]. Notwithstanding, AgeLight LLC (2020a, 2020b) [Age20a], [Age20b] 
“provided merely a couple of the efforts on which its methodology was built on rather 
than providing all sources and did not clearly outline the ways in which these efforts 
were used to develop the recommended IoT security requirements” [Pop+21a]. 
Second, BITAG (2016) [BIT16] “did not outline the scenarios used by the Technical 
Working Group (TWG) representatives for achieving consensus around the 
recommended IoT security requirements through the BITAG’s consensus process” 
[Pop+21a]. Then, DCMS (2018a, 2018b) [DCM18a], [DCM18b] “described the 
methodology for developing the IoT security requirements half-way as it provided only 
the methodology for mapping of recommendations and guidance rather than the entire 
methodology used [DCM18b]” [Pop+21a]. As for ETSI (2020) [ETS20], it “mentioned 
that its methodology relied solely on a documentary review of published standards, 
recommendations, and guidance on IoT security and privacy and provided the sources 
used to develop the recommended IoT security requirements, but it did not explain 
how these sources were put together and processed” [Pop+21a]. 

“E3: Mapping of IoT security requirements / controls to NIST CSF’s 
Categories and Subcategories” 

As per Table 5.24 above, “none of the 25 selected IoT security best practices 
provided a complete mapping of their recommended IoT security requirements to the 
NIST CSF’s Categories and Subcategories” [Pop+21a]. However, AgeLight LLC (2020a) 
[Age20a] and ENISA (2017b) [ENI17b] “provided a partial mapping of their IoT 
security requirements to the NIST CSF, and this is because their IoT security 
requirements were not mapped against the NIST CSF’s Categories and Subcategories” 
[Pop+21a]. “In contrast to the 25 selected IoT security best practices”, the proposed 
“IoTSRM2” provides “the IoTSRM2 domains based on the Categories of NIST CSF 
Identify Function, the IoTSRM2 objectives based on in-scope NIST CSF Subcategories, 
and the mapping of in-scope NIST CSF Subcategories to the IoTSRM2 objectives” (see 
Chapters 5.1 and 5.2) [Pop+21a]. 

“E4: Clearly indicate for each IoT security requirement / control 
expected IoT security actions / activities from IoT suppliers of the target 
audience” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “none of the 25 selected IoT security best practices clearly indicated 
for each of their recommended IoT security requirements expected IoT security actions 
/ activities from the IoT suppliers of the target audience” [Pop+21a]. However, ten of 
these, namely BITAG (2016) [BIT16], CSA (2015) [CSA15], DHS (2016) [DHS16], 
ENISA (2017b) [ENI17b], ENISA (2018b) [ENI18b], ENISA (2019b) [ENI19b], ENISA 
(2020a) [ENI20a], ENISA (2020b) [ENI20b], IIC (2016) [IIC16], and IoTAC (2016) 
[IoT16], “indicated for some IoT security requirements expected IoT security actions / 
activities from IoT suppliers of the target audience” [Pop+21a]. “In contrast to the 25 
selected IoT security best practices”, the proposed “IoTSRM2” provides “for each IoT 
security control IoT security related activities / actions of IoT suppliers that govern 
their postmarket activities and that IoT adopters should expect from them” [Pop+21a]. 

“E5: Provides integration points with the cybersecurity program as 
part of each IoT security requirement / control” 
 Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “none of the 25 selected IoT security best practices provided 
integration points with the cybersecurity program as part of each IoT security 
requirement” [Pop+21a]. Notwithstanding, CSA (2016) [CSA16], ENISA (2018b) 
[ENI18b], ENISA (2019b) [ENI19b], and ENISA (2020a) [ENI20a] “provided for a few 
IoT security requirements integration points with the cybersecurity program” 
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[Pop+21a]. “Compared with the 25 selected IoT security best practices”, the proposed 
“IoTSRM2” provides, “for each IoT security control, integration points for the expected 
IoT security related activities / actions with the cybersecurity programs of IoT 
adopters” [Pop+21a]. 

“E6: Mapping of relevant IoT security best practices with unique 
identifiers to each recommended IoT security requirement / control” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the proposed methodology for developing IoTSRM2 involves the 
mapping of the 25 selected IoT security best practices with unique identifiers to each 
IoTSRM2 control where applicable” [Pop+21a]. And, “from the 25 selected IoT security 
best practices, two of them provided the mapping of relevant IoT security best 
practices with unique identifiers to each recommended IoT security requirement (i.e., 
[CSD19], [DCM18a]), eleven of them partially provided this type of mapping (i.e., 
[Age20a], [CSA19a], [ENI17b], [ENI18b], [ENI19b], [ENI20b], [IoT16], [IoT20a], 
[NEM18], [NHT16], [NIS20a]), while the remaining ones have not provided this type 
of mapping (i.e., [AIO16], [BIT16], [Com20], [CSA15], [CSA16], [DHS16], [ENI20a], 
[ETS20], [GSM18], [IEE17], [IIC16], [OTA18])” [Pop+21a]. 

“Regarding the two selected IoT security best practices that provided the 
mapping of relevant IoT security best practices with unique identifiers to each 
recommended IoT security requirement”, CSDE (2019) [CSD19] “provided under 
individual annexes the mapping of each IoT security requirement to the applicable 
requirement(s) of eleven best practices”, and DCMS (2018a) [DCM18a] “provided in a 
separate document (i.e., [DCM18b]) the mapping of IoT security recommendations, 
guidance and standards to each IoT security requirement of its code of practice” 
[Pop+21a]. In this context, “the mapping from IoTSRM2 is similar to the mappings 
provided by CSDE (2019) [CSD19] and DCMS (2018a, 2018b) [DCM18a], [DCM18b] 
which also provided the applicable informative references with associated unique 
identifiers (UIDs) of the in-scope IoT security requirements from various selected best 
practices” [Pop+21a]. In addition, CSDE (2019) [CSD19] and DCMS (2018a, 2018b) 
[DCM18a], [DCM18b] “provided the extracted text of those applicable IoT security 
requirements, but this level of detail is not targeted as part of the mapping for the 
proposed IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, “from the perspective of the extent of applicability to this 
evaluation criterion, compared with the mappings provided in the eleven selected IoT 
security best practices which offered incomplete or limited details, the mapping 
involved in the proposed methodology for developing the IoTSRM2 applies to all 
IoTSRM2 controls and it is much more detailed” [Pop+21a]. Thus, first AgeLight LLC 
(2020a) [Age20a], ENISA (2017b) [ENI17b], ENISA (2018b) [ENI18b], ENISA (2019b) 
[ENI19b] and ENISA (2020b) [ENI20b] “provided this type of mapping without 
indicating the associated unique identifiers (UIDs) of the in-scope IoT security 
requirements from the relevant IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. Second, IoTAC 
(2016) [IoT16], NHTSA (2016) [NHT16] and NIST (2020a) [NIS20a] “provided this 
type of mapping only for some of their IoT security requirements without indicating 
the associated unique identifiers (UIDs) of the in-scope IoT security requirements from 
the relevant IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. Then, NEMA (2018) [NEM18] 
“provided this type of mapping only for some IoT security requirements with the 
associated unique identifiers (UIDs) of the in-scope IoT security requirements from the 
relevant IoT security best practices” [Pop+21a]. Further, IoTSF (2020a, 2020b) 
[IoT20a], [IoT20b] “provided the mapping of framework sections to ETSI TS 103 645 
as part of the IoTSF Compliance Questionnaire [IoT20b], but this mapping was limited 
to framework sections rather than recommended IoT security requirements” 
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[Pop+21a]. And CSA (2019a) [CSA19a] “provided the mapping of each IoT security 
requirement to the applicable control identifier(s) (IDs) of a best practice which is 
focused on cloud security (i.e., CSA Cloud Control Matrix – CCM) instead of IoT 
security” [Pop+21a]. 

“E7: Prioritization of the recommended IoT security requirements / 
controls” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21a], “the proposed IoTSRM2 provides prioritized IoTSRM2 controls” 
[Pop+21a]. And, “from the 25 selected IoT security best practices, three of them 
provided the prioritization of the recommended IoT security requirements (i.e., 
[Com20], [DCM18a], [IEE17]), four of them partially provided the prioritization of the 
recommended IoT security requirements (i.e., [Age20a], [GSM18], [IoT20a], 
[OTA18]), while the remaining ones did not provide this prioritization” [Pop+21a]. 

“Regarding the three selected IoT security best practices that provided the 
prioritization of the recommended IoT security requirements”, Commonwealth of 
Australia (2020) [Com20] and DCMS (2018a) [DCM18a] “prioritized their IoT security 
requirements recommending industry to prioritize the top three in the short-term” and 
IEEE (2017) [IEE17] “prioritized its eleven IoT security requirements based on their 
relevance to IoT” [Pop+21a]. “Similar to these three IoT security best practices”, the 
proposed “IoTSRM2” provides “prioritized IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. However, 
“compared with these IoT security best practices which provided the prioritization of 
their IoT security requirements without describing how their prioritization resulted, the 
proposed methodology for developing the IoTSRM2 outlines the way in which the 
prioritization of IoTSRM2 controls for each IoTSRM2 objective was made” [Pop+21a]. 
In addition, the proposed “IoTSRM2” provides “the prioritization of IoTSRM2 domains 
based on the number of IoTSRM2 objectives corresponding to each IoTSRM2 domain” 
[Pop+21a]. 

Furthermore, “from the perspective of the extent of applicability to this 
evaluation criterion, compared with the prioritizations provided in the four IoT security 
best practices which covered only some IoT security requirements or offered limited 
details, the prioritization from IoTSRM2 covers all IoTSRM2 controls and it is much 
more clearly outlined” [Pop+21a]. Thus, first AgeLight LLC (2020a) [Age20a] 
“provided only the mechanism for prioritizing the IoT security requirements which 
consists of rating each security requirement based on company risk (i.e., user benefit, 
ecosystem impact, financial impact, hazardization, development effort & costs, 
regulatory risk)” [Pop+21a]. Second, GSM Association (2018) [GSM18] “prioritized 
only some IoT security requirements as Critical, High, Medium and Low instead of 
prioritizing all recommended IoT security requirements” [Pop+21a]. Then, IoTSF 
(2020a) [IoT20a] “classified each IoT security requirement as Mandatory or Advisory 
rather than providing a comprehensive prioritization of its recommended IoT security 
requirements” [Pop+21a]. Further, OTA (2018) [OTA18] “classified each IoT security 
requirement as Required (Must) or Recommended (Should) instead of providing a 
comprehensive prioritization of its recommended IoT security requirements” 
[Pop+21a]. 

“E8: Provides statistics for the mapping of informative references” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21a], “the proposed IoTSRM2 provides statistics for the mapping of 
informative references” [Pop+21a]. And, “from the 25 selected IoT security best 
practices, only DCMS (2018a) [DCM18a] provided statistics for the mapping of 
informative references to their recommended best practices, while the remaining ones 
did not provide any statistics” [Pop+21a]. “Similar to DCMS (2018a) [DCM18a] which 
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provided the total number of IoT security recommendations mapped for each 
informative reference”, the proposed “IoTSRM2” provides, “for each informative 
reference of IoTSRM2, the total number of unique in-scope IoT security requirements 
mapped to IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21a]. 
 
 

5.5. Conclusions 
 

This chapter extended the research work on the IoT security best practices 
outlined in Chapter 2 by proposing a methodology for developing the IoT security risk 
management strategy reference model, developing the proposed “IoT security risk 
management strategy reference model (IoTSRM2)”, critically evaluating selected 
informative references, and providing a comprehensive analysis of the related work for 
the “IoTSRM2” based on eight evaluation criteria. Thus, by addressing the need for a 
reference model for IoT security risk management strategy, this chapter aimed to 
support practitioners from organizations embracing IoT technologies to formulate or 
reframe their IoT security risk management strategies and achieve secure “Internet of 
Things (IoT)” adoption, and fellow researchers from academia that seek to explore the 
topic of IoT security risk management strategy as part of their research works. 

First, this chapter described the three-phased methodology for developing the 
proposed “IoT security risk management strategy reference model (IoTSRM2)”, and it 
described the nine steps of the methodology and their associated outputs. Thus, first, 
the chapter described the three steps of the first phase (i.e., “the Scoping phase”) 
which allowed the definition of methodology objectives and “IoTSRM2” domains, 
among others. Afterwards, it described the three steps of the second phase (i.e., “the 
Analysis phase”) which enabled, inter alia, the determination of the in-scope IoT 
security requirements from the 25 selected IoT security best practices, and of the 
“IoTSRM2” controls. Next, it described the three steps of the third phase (i.e., “the 
Creation phase”) which allowed, among others, the description and prioritization of the 
“IoTSRM2” controls. 

Subsequently, this chapter presented the proposed “IoTSRM2” which consists 
of 6 domains, 16 objectives, and 30 controls for IoT adopters from any sector, which 
should be addressed by both IoT adopters and IoT suppliers. First, this chapter 
provided an illustrative overview of the proposed “IoTSRM2”. Then, for each 
informative reference of the proposed “IoTSRM2”, this chapter provided the total 
number of unique in-scope IoT security requirements mapped to the “IoTSRM2” 
controls, and it indicated whether the informative reference resulted in being among 
the informative references that are the most relevant to IoT security risk management 
strategy. Next, for each “IoTSRM2” domain, this chapter provided the “IoTSRM2” 
objectives, and, for each “IoTSRM2” objective, it described the “IoTSRM2” controls in 
line with the target information granularity, and it provided, among others, the 
prioritization of “IoTSRM2” controls based on their adjusted weights. 

Afterwards, this chapter provided the critical evaluation of selected informative 
references of “IoTSRM2” based on their percentage-wise linkage to “IoTSRM2”, and 
was structured in seven parts, namely in the overall evaluation of selected informative 
references and the individual evaluations of selected informative references for each 
IoTSRM2 domain. In this respect, from the 25 informative references of “IoTSRM2”, 
seven informative references (i.e., Refs. [Age20a], [CSA19a], [ENI18b], [ENI20a], 
[IoT16], [IoT20a], and [NIS20a]) were selected for the evaluation as these resulted in 
being the most relevant to IoT security risk management strategy based on the 
fulfilment of the two inclusion criteria and two conditions. Hence, with respect to “the 
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overall evaluation of selected informative references”, for instance, the findings 
revealed that Ref. [ENI18b] has the strongest links to “IoTSRM2” among all 25 
informative references and that Ref. [IoT16] is the least linked to “IoTSRM2” among 
the selected informative references. Moreover, among others, the findings revealed 
that the majority of the selected informative references are the most focused on the 
“Governance” domain, and they are the least focused on the “Risk Management 
Strategy” domain.  

Then, with respect to “the individual evaluations of selected informative 
references” for each “IoTSRM2” domain, firstly, about the “Asset Management” 
domain, the findings revealed, among others, that Ref. [CSA19a] is the most linked to 
and Ref. [IoT20a] is the least linked to this domain among the selected informative 
references. Secondly, about the “Business Environment” domain, the findings 
revealed, among others, that Ref. [ENI18b] is the most linked to and Ref. [IoT20a] is 
the least linked to this domain among the selected informative references. Thirdly, 
about the “Governance” domain, the findings revealed, among others, that Ref. 
[ENI18b] is the most linked to and Ref. [IoT16] is the least linked to this domain among 
the selected informative references. Fourthly, about the “Risk Assessment” domain, 
the findings revealed, among others, that Ref. [CSA19a] is the most linked to and Ref. 
[NIS20a] is the least linked to this domain among the selected informative references. 
Fifthly, about the “Risk Management Strategy” domain, the findings revealed, among 
others, that Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT20a] are the most linked to and Refs. 
[IoT16], [ENI20a], and [Age20a] are the least linked to this domain among the 
selected informative references. Sixthly and finally, about the “Supply Chain Risk 
Management” domain, the findings revealed, among others, that Ref. [Age20a] is the 
most linked to and Refs. [IoT20a] and [IoT16] are the least linked to this domain 
among the selected informative references. 

Furthermore, this chapter outlined the related work. First, it highlighted the 
absence of research works that exclusively focus on IoT security risk management 
strategy. Then, it discussed the previous studies that focus on the state of the art or 
overviews of IoT security best practices, relative to “IoTSRM2”. Furthermore, to 
compare the proposed “IoTSRM2” with related IoT security best practices, the chapter 
discussed the “IoTSRM2” and the 25 selected IoT security best practices based on eight 
evaluation criteria and three types of applicability to each evaluation criterion (i.e., 
“the evaluation criterion fully applies”, “the evaluation criterion applies to a certain 
extent, but not fully”, and “the as-is evaluation criterion does not apply”).  

This chapter provided the following contributions: 

• The design of a methodology for developing the IoT security risk management 
strategy reference model based on best practices; 

• The development of a reference model for IoT security risk management 
strategy that is suitable for IoT adopters from any sector based on the 
proposed methodology; 

• A critical evaluation of selected informative references of the IoTSRM2 based 
on their linkage to the proposed reference model; 

• A comparative analysis of the related work for the proposed reference model 
based on a proposed set of evaluation criteria. 
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6. APPLICATION OF AN IoTSRM2-BASED 

SURVEY 
 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b] and the PhD report [Pop21], this chapter extends on Chapter 5 and 
focuses on addressing “the undertaking of an IoTSRM2-based survey to determine the 
current state of IoT security risk management strategies in surveyed organizations 
relative to IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, considering that, “at the time of writing, 
there is no research study found to exclusively focus on determining the current state 
of IoT security risk management strategies in surveyed organizations, there is a clear 
research gap in terms of the existence of such a research study” [Pop+21b]. Thus, the 
purpose of this chapter is “to undertake an IoTSRM2-based survey to determine the 
current state of IoT security risk management strategies in the surveyed organizations 
relative to the IoTSRM2 considering the views of leaders from industries and 
governments from around the world” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, this chapter aims “to 
support IoT security practitioners from industries and governments to establish the 
current state of their IoT security risk management strategies when benchmarked 
against their peers and in turn to enable them to enhance these strategies for matching 
or outrunning the IoT security risk management strategies of their peers” [Pop+21b]. 

First, this chapter provides the research questions of this study. Second, the 
chapter describes “the proposed three-phased methodology for addressing the 
research questions of this study and in turn for determining the current state of IoT 
security risk management strategies in the surveyed organizations relative to the 
IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. Third, the chapter presents “the IoTSRM2-based survey results” 
[Pop+21b]. Then, the chapter presents the related work. Finally, the chapter presents 
the concluding remarks. 

Thus, this chapter addresses the following thesis objective: 

• Objective 9: Propose a methodology for undertaking a survey study to 
determine the current state of IoT security risk management strategies in the 
surveyed organizations relative to the proposed IoTSRM2, conduct the survey 
study based on the proposed methodology, and report the survey findings based 
on the proposed methodology. 

 
 

6.1. The Research Questions of the IoTSRM2-Based 

Survey Study 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b] and in response to the research gap and the purpose mentioned 
above, the research questions of this research study are the following [Pop+21b]: 

• “RQ1”: “What is the overall tendency of the IoT security risk management 
strategies of the surveyed organizations to meet or deviate from the IoTSRM2 
controls?” 
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• “RQ2”: “What is the IoTSRM2 compliance score of each of the surveyed 
organizations?” 

• “RQ3”: “Which is the top organization type for the surveyed organizations by 
survey respondents?” 

• “RQ4.a”: “Which is the top industry sector for the surveyed organizations by 
survey respondents?” 

• “RQ4.b”: “Which is the top industry sector for the surveyed organizations of the 
top organization type by survey respondents?” 

• “RQ5.a”: “What is the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score of the surveyed 
organizations for each IoTSRM2 control?” 

• “RQ5.b”: “What is the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score of the surveyed 
organizations of the top organization type for each IoTSRM2 control?” 

• “RQ5.c”: “What is the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score of the surveyed 
organizations from the top industry sector of the top organization type for each 
IoTSRM2 control?” 

• “RQ6.a”: “Which is the top position level of the survey respondents for the 
surveyed organizations by survey respondents?” 

• “RQ6.b”: “Which is the top position level of the survey respondents for the 
surveyed organizations of the top organization type by survey respondents?” 

• “RQ6.c”: “Which is the top position level of the survey respondents for the 
surveyed organizations from the top industry sector of the top organization type 
by survey respondents?” 

• “RQ7.a”: “Which is the top region for the surveyed organizations by survey 
respondents?” 

• “RQ7.b”: “Which is the top region for the surveyed organizations of the top 
organization type by survey respondents?” 

• “RQ7.c”: “Which is the top region for the surveyed organizations from the top 
industry sector of the top organization type by survey respondents?” 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.1 “provides a reading map for the above research 
questions” [Pop+21b]. “This mapping should be leveraged in conjunction with the 14 
research questions by readers interested in specific research questions of this study” 
[Pop+21b], where: 

• “Mapping 1 and Mapping 2 correspond to the results chapters related to the 
surveyed large and small-medium organizations” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Mapping 3, Mapping 4, and Mapping 5 correspond to the results chapters related 
to the surveyed large organizations, where Mapping 5 corresponds to the surveyed 
large organizations that operate in the Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT) 
industry sector in particular” [Pop+21b]. 

For instance, “assuming a reader is interested in RQ3, Fig. 6.1 guides the 
reader via Mapping 1 to read Chapters 6.1, 6.2, 6.3.1, 6.4, and 6.5” [Pop+21b]. 
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Fig. 6.1. A reading map for the research questions [Pop+21b] 

 
 

6.2. Proposed Methodology for the IoTSRM2-Based 
Survey 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], this subchapter describes “the methodology used for addressing the 
research questions of this survey study and in turn for achieving the intended purpose 
of determining the current state of IoT security risk management strategies in the 
surveyed organizations relative to the IoT Security Risk Management Strategy 
Reference Model (IoTSRM2)” [Pop+21b]. Fig. 6.2 shows “the proposed three-phased 
survey methodology that consists of nine steps and outputs, namely three steps with 
associated outputs for each of three phases (i.e., the Plan and Create, Launch and 
Run, and Analyze and Report phases)” [Pop+21b].
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Fig. 6.2. The proposed three-phased survey methodology [Pop+21b] 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], each of the three phases of the proposed methodology 
together with its corresponding steps are described below [Pop+21b]. 
 
 

6.2.1. Phase I: Plan and Create 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], the “Plan and Create” phase involves “the definition of methodology 
objectives, survey assumptions, and limitations (Step I.1), the development of the 
questionnaire for the IoTSRM2-based survey (Step I.2), and the design and creation 
of the IoTSRM2-based survey (Step I.3)” [Pop+21b]. 

“Step I.1”: “Define methodology objectives, survey assumptions, and 
limitations” 

First, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], “this step outlines the twelve objectives of the proposed 
methodology” [Pop+21b]. Thus, the main objective of the proposed methodology is: 
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• “Objective 6.1”: “Run an online anonymous survey for four weeks based on the 
web survey design principles [Dil+99] and IoT Security Risk Management Strategy 
Reference Model (IoTSRM2) (see Chapter 5.2) targeting leaders with stake in IoT 
security risk management strategies from industries and governments from 
around the world to determine the current state of IoT security risk management 
strategies in the surveyed organizations relative to the IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. 

Then, the secondary objectives of the proposed methodology are: 

• “Objective 6.2”: “Identify target groups of survey respondents to get the views 
of leaders from industries and governments on the IoT security risk management 
strategies of their organizations or client organizations relative to the IoTSRM2” 
[Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.3”: “Organize the questionnaire of the IoTSRM2-based survey in 
two parts, including screening and background questions for part I of and 
IoTSRM2-related questions for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.4”: “For part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey, formulate the 
screening and background questions with associated answer choices for each 
question to allow filtering and anonymous profiling of survey respondents and 
surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.5”: “For part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey, formulate one 
IoTSRM2-related question with associated answer choices for each of the 30 
IoTSRM2 controls (see Chapter 5.2), to allow the determination of the current 
state of IoT security risk management strategies in the surveyed organizations 
based on IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.6”: “Identify the principles for designing web questionnaires 
[Dil+99], that are applicable to the IoTSRM2-based survey to allow its 
corresponding design based on web survey design principles” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.7”: “Define the criteria for selecting an online survey tool that is fit 
for running the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.8”: “Develop the survey analysis plan for the IoTSRM2-based 
survey to focus the analysis of the survey responses on the research questions of 
the IoTSRM2-based survey study” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.9”: “Set up the IoTSRM2-based survey using the selected online 
survey tool to meet the applicable survey design principles and to include the 
questionnaire of the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.10”: “Identify the target survey respondents that belong to the 
target groups of survey respondents and create social media posts and private 
messages that are aimed at increasing the survey response rate, to request 
participation in the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.11”: “Send requests and reminders for survey participation through 
different distribution channels, including e-mail and social media (i.e., LinkedIn 
and Twitter)” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Objective 6.12”: “Analyze the collected survey responses based on the survey 
analysis plan and report the survey results for part I and II of the IoTSRM2-based 
survey for all surveyed organizations, the surveyed organizations of the top 
organization type by survey respondents, and the surveyed organizations from 
the top industry sector of the top organization type by survey respondents” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, this step provides “the assumptions on which the survey is 
based” [Pop+21b]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], “these assumptions are split in two types: the underlying 
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assumptions of the IoTSRM2 and the survey methodology assumptions” [Pop+21b]. 
First, the underlying assumptions of the IoTSRM2 are listed below [Pop+21b]: 

• “The cybersecurity risk management practices of IoT adopters prior to their IoT 
adoption and irrespective of their IoT security practices, are assumed to be agile 
and risk-informed, namely appraised at Tier 4 (Adaptive) of NIST CSF’s Tiers 
[NIS18a]” [Pop+21a]; 

• “IoT adopters are assumed to outsource IoT software development and not 
engage in in-house IoT software development activities” [Pop+21a]; 

• “IoT adopters are assumed to have contracted IoT suppliers and conducted third-
party IoT security due diligence reviews covering premarket IoT security related 
activities ahead of contracting IoT suppliers” [Pop+21a]. 

Second, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], the assumptions on which the proposed survey 
methodology is based are listed below: 

• “The survey respondents are assumed to provide genuine responses about the 
surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]; 

• “The underlying assumptions of the IoTSRM2 are assumed applicable for the 
surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

In addition, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], “Step I.1” provides “the limitations of the proposed 
methodology and survey” [Pop+21b]. These limitations are enumerated below: 

• “The proposed survey methodology is derived, based on, and limited to the expert 
judgement, IoT Security Risk Management Strategy Reference Model (IoTSRM2), 
and the selected survey design best practice” [Pop+21b]; 

• “The IoTSRM2-based survey is derived, based on, and limited to the proposed 
three-phased survey methodology” [Pop+21b]; 

• “The IoTSRM2-based survey is limited to the assumptions of the proposed survey 
methodology and the underlying assumptions of the IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]; 

• “The IoTSRM2-based survey results are limited to the surveyed organizations and 
to the responses provided by the survey respondents. It is worth noting that any 
attempt to draw statistical inferences from the survey data about the current state 
of the IoT security risk management strategies in other organizations than the 
ones surveyed should be carefully navigated, is subject to survey biases (e.g., 
non-response bias, self-reporting bias), and it is beyond the scope of this thesis” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“Step I.2”: “Develop the questionnaire for the IoTSRM2-based 
survey” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], “Step I.2” involves “the development of the questionnaire for the 
IoTSRM2-based survey, which relies on the 30 IoTSRM2 controls from the research 
article on the IoTSRM2 [Pop+21a]” (see Chapter 5.2) [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, “the questionnaire is divided into two parts” [Pop+21b]. Part I includes 
“five screening and background questions” and part II includes “30 IoTSRM2-related 
questions” [Pop+21b]. “Both parts of the questionnaire contain only closed-ended 
questions” [Pop+21b]. 

“With respect to part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey”, Table 6.1 “lists the 
screening and background questions of the questionnaire, and, for each question, it 
provides the associated possible answers and the justification of question inclusion” 
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[Pop+21b]. These screening and background questions are used “to ensure the 
participation of the right survey respondents to the IoTSRM2-based survey and to 
allow categorization of the survey responses based on the anonymous profiles of the 
surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. Hence, “answering to these questions is a 
prerequisite for survey respondents to progress to the IoTSRM2-related questions of 
the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]. 
 

Table 6.1. The screening and background questions with possible answers [Pop+21b] 

Question 

ID 
Question Possible Answers 

Justification of Question 

Inclusion 

“Q1” 

“To which 

organization are 
you referring when 

doing this survey?” 

“My organization” “The sole purpose of this 

background question is to 
enhance the collection of 

survey responses by 
targeting two types of survey 

respondents, namely either 
those from organizations that 

adopt IoT technologies or 
those from organizations that 

help their client organizations 
embrace IoT technologies” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“My client organization” 

“Q2” 

“Which of the 

following best 
describes your 

position?” 

“C-level executive and/or 

board member” 

“This screening question aims 

to ensure the survey 
participation only of the 

organizational leaders that 
belong to the four target 

groups of survey respondents 
provided as possible answers 

for this question” [Pop+21b]. 
It is worth noting that “Other 

senior position” refers to “any 
other senior position of 

decision-making individuals” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“Consulting practice 
leader and/or principal” 

“High-ranking 
government official” 

“Other senior position” 

“Q3” 

“What is the 

category of the 
organization?” 

“Large Organization” “For the purposes of this 
survey study, the 

organization type or the 
organization category is 

based on the size of the 
organization, and it can be 

either small-medium 
organization or large 

organization. Hence, this 
background question aims to 

allow a clear delineation 
between the survey 

responses related to large 
organizations and those 

related to small-medium 
organizations. It is worth 

noting that SME denotes an 
organization having, inter 

“Small and Medium Sized 
Enterprise (SME)” 
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Question 

ID 
Question Possible Answers 

Justification of Question 

Inclusion 

alia, a staff headcount of less 
than 250 [Eur, n.d]” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“Q4” 

“In which industry 

sector does the 

organization 
operate?” 

“Education” 

“This background question 
aims to allow a clear 

delineation between the 
survey responses related to 

the organizations that 
operate in different industry 

sectors” [Pop+21b]. 

“Energy & Utilities” 

“Financial & Insurance 
Services” 

“Government” 

“Healthcare” 

“Professional Services” 

“Technology, Media, & 
Telecom” 

“Other” 

“Q5” 
“In what region is 
the organization 

headquartered?” 

“Asia” “This background question 
aims to allow a clear 

delineation between the 
survey responses related to 

the organizations that are 
headquartered in different 

regions” [Pop+21b]. 

“Europe, Middle East and 

Africa (EMEA)” 

“North/South America” 

“Oceania” 

 
Then, “with respect to part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey”, Table 6.2 “lists 

the 30 IoTSRM2-related questions of the IoTSRM2-based survey, and, for each 
IoTSRM2-related question, it provides the unique identifier of that question and the 
unique identifier of the corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. “Each of these 
IoTSRM2-related questions is formulated to cover one of the 30 IoTSRM2 controls” 
presented in Chapter 5.2 and proposed in the research article on the IoTSRM2 
[Pop+21a]. Hence, “these IoTSRM2-related questions are designed to get the leaders’ 
views on the current state of the IoT security risk management control strategies of 
their organizations or client organizations against the IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21b]. 
 

Table 6.2. The IoTSRM2-related questions [Pop+21b] 

Question  

ID 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Control 
ID 

“Q6” 

“Does the organization have a comprehensive situational 
awareness on all its IoT hardware assets that leverages 

cybersecurity bills of materials (CBOMs) for all acquired IoT 
products and integration with its IT asset management 

processes?” [Pop+21b] 

“AM.A.1” 
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Question  

ID 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Control 
ID 

“Q7” 

“Does the organization have a comprehensive situational 

awareness on all its IoT software assets that leverages 
cybersecurity bills of materials (CBOMs) for all acquired IoT 

products and integration with its IT asset management 

processes?” [Pop+21b] 

“AM.B.1” 

“Q8” 

“Does the organization prioritize all its IoT enabled services (e.g., 
customer services) and enablers (e.g., IoT components, IoT 

supply chain) based on their criticality to the organization, using 
cybersecurity bills of materials (CBOMs) for all acquired IoT 

products, and leveraging integration with cybersecurity risk 
management program?” [Pop+21b] 

“BE.A.1” 

“Q9” 

“Does the organization keep, as part of its cybersecurity-related 
plans, up-to-date documented resiliency requirements (i.e., 

cybersecurity, reliability, continuity, and recovery) for all its 
mission critical IoT enabled services, and have high confidence in 

the cyber resilience of its IoT suppliers?” [Pop+21b] 

“BE.B.1” 

“Q10” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 

security policy that is aligned with wider cybersecurity policy and 
formally approved, and contract only IoT suppliers that document 

and maintain robust cybersecurity policies incorporating IoT 
security considerations?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.A.1” 

“Q11” 

“Does the organization keep up-to-date documented IoT privacy 
requirements as part of its privacy policy that is aligned with 

wider data protection policy and formally approved, and receive 
privacy supplements from its IoT suppliers for all acquired IoT 

products and/or services?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.A.2” 

“Q12” 

“Do the organization's IoT suppliers keep up-to-date vulnerability 
disclosure policies that are clearly documented, publicly available, 

aligned with their vulnerability disclosure programs, and well 
communicated to all stakeholders?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.A.3” 

“Q13” 

“Do the organization's IoT suppliers keep up-to-date End-of-Life 
policies that are clearly documented, publicly available, aligned 

with their product and/or service lifecycle management 
strategies, and well communicated to all stakeholders?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“GV.A.4” 

“Q14” 

“Does the organization keep up-to-date documented IoT security 

governance structures and responsibilities across and within the 
three lines of defense as part of its cybersecurity risk 

management program, and define shared governance structures 
and responsibilities for cybersecurity risk management with its 

IoT suppliers?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.B.1” 

“Q15” 

“Does the organization keep up-to-date documented IoT security 

operations roles and responsibilities as part of its cybersecurity 
risk management program, have dialogues on shared 

responsibility for IoT security with its IoT supplies, and maintain 
up-to-date points of contact for IoT security incident response 

and vulnerability disclosure from its IoT suppliers?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.B.2” 
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Question  

ID 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Control 
ID 

“Q16” 

“Does the organization keep up-to-date documented IoT security 

and privacy requirements as part of its cybersecurity regulatory 
framework that is aligned with wider legal and regulatory 

framework, and work only with IoT suppliers that are aware of 

IoT security regulatory requirements and are transparent about 
their compliance with applicable legal and regulatory obligations?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“GV.C.1” 

“Q17” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 
security and privacy controls management plan that is aligned 

with its cybersecurity risk management program and approved by 
board committees and/or C-suite executives, and contract only 

IoT suppliers that maintain robust cybersecurity-related controls 
frameworks incorporating IoT security requirements?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.1” 

“Q18” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 
security budget plan that is aligned with its cybersecurity budget 

plan and approved by board committees and/or C-suite 
executives, and contract only IoT suppliers that maintain up-to-

date cybersecurity budget plans for secure IoT system 
development lifecycle?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.2” 

“Q19” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 
security measurement and reporting plan that is aligned with its 

cybersecurity program measurement and reporting and formally 
approved, and have only IoT suppliers that maintain up-to-date 

IoT security measurement and reporting plans?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.3” 

“Q20” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 

security training and awareness plan that is aligned with its 
cybersecurity training and awareness program and formally 

approved, and have only IoT suppliers that maintain up-to-date 
IoT security training plans and share up-to-date user guides or 

manuals for all IoT products and/or services they provide?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.4” 

“Q21” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 

security incident response plan that is aligned with its 
cybersecurity incident response plan and formally approved, keep 

dialogues on shared responsibility for incident response with its 

IoT suppliers, and contract only IoT suppliers that maintain up-to-
date cybersecurity incident response plans which incorporate IoT 

security considerations?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.5” 

“Q22” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 
vulnerability management plan that is aligned with its 

vulnerability management program and formally approved, and 
have only IoT suppliers that maintain robust vulnerability 

management and disclosure plans?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.6” 

“Q23” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT End-

of-Life plan that is aligned with its decommissioning strategy and 
formally approved, and contract only IoT suppliers that maintain 

robust End-of-Life policies and are transparent about their 
sunsetting plans?” [Pop+21b] 

“GV.D.7” 
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Question  

ID 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Control 
ID 

“Q24” 

“Does the organization continuously identify and document IoT 

vulnerabilities from multiple external sources as part of its 
cybersecurity risk assessment process, and have only IoT 

suppliers that incentivize third-party vulnerability reporting and 

release timely security advisories for the IoT products and/or 
services they provide?” [Pop+21b] 

“RA.A.1” 

“Q25” 

“Does the organization continuously or periodically identify and 

document IoT vulnerabilities using a blend of various assessment 
processes as part of its cybersecurity risk assessment process, 

and work only with IoT suppliers that engage in continuous or 
periodic cybersecurity assessments to achieve ongoing 

vulnerability monitoring and cybersecurity improvement?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“RA.A.2” 

“Q26” 

“Does the organization continuously identify and document IoT 
threats from multiple external threat sharing sources as part of 

its cybersecurity risk assessment process, and work only with IoT 
suppliers that engage in cyber threat information sharing and 

leverage effective vulnerability disclosure programs to identify 
cyber threats to the IoT products and/or services they provide?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“RA.B.1” 

“Q27” 

“Does the organization continuously or periodically identify and 

document IoT threats using a blend of conventional and cyber kill 
chain based assessments as part of its cybersecurity risk 

assessment process, and work only with IoT suppliers that 
engage in cybersecurity assessments to maintain a robust 

situational awareness on the cyber threats relevant for the IoT 
products and/or services they provide?” [Pop+21b] 

“RA.B.2” 

“Q28” 

“Does the organization regularly identify and analyze IoT security 
and privacy risks as part of its cybersecurity risk assessment 

process, and work only with IoT suppliers that continuously 
monitor and assess the risks of confidentiality, integrity, 

availability, and safety of the IoT products and/or services they 
provide being compromised?” [Pop+21b] 

“RA.C.1” 

“Q29” 

“Does the organization have a comprehensive situational 

awareness on its IoT security and privacy risks that leverages an 

up-to-date documented cybersecurity risk register which is 
aligned with the enterprise cybersecurity risk register, and have 

high confidence in the cybersecurity risk management capabilities 
of its IoT suppliers?” [Pop+21b] 

“RA.D.1” 

“Q30” 

“Does the organization clearly articulate and document IoT 

security risk appetite and tolerances in line with its appetites and 
tolerances for cybersecurity and privacy risks, and contract only 

IoT suppliers that are transparent about their appetites and 
associated tolerances for cybersecurity, privacy, and IoT security 

risks?” [Pop+21b] 

“RM.A.1” 

“Q31” 

“Does the organization have a comprehensive situational 

awareness around its role in critical infrastructure and sector risk 
profile that informs its IoT security risk tolerance statement, and 

“RM.B.1” 
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Question  

ID 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Control 
ID 

have high confidence that the IoT risk tolerances of its IoT 

suppliers are context-informed?” [Pop+21b] 

“Q32” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 

supply chain risk management plan that is aligned with its 
broader cyber supply chain risk management program and 

formally approved, and contract only IoT suppliers that maintain 
robust cyber supply chain risk management plans covering their 

whole IoT supply chains?” [Pop+21b] 

“SC.A.1” 

“Q33” 

“Does the organization regularly assess and record IoT supply 

chain risks across its supply chain tiers based on its IoT supply 

chain risk management plan, and work only with IoT suppliers 

that continuously or regularly assess their cybersecurity and 
privacy supply chain risks and are transparent about their 

findings?” [Pop+21b] 

“SC.A.2” 

“Q34” 

“Does the organization keep an up-to-date documented IoT 

supplier contract management plan that is aligned with its 
broader cyber supply chain risk management program and 

formally approved, and work only with IoT suppliers that maintain 
robust supplier contract management plans and are transparent 

about relevant supply chain changes?” [Pop+21b] 

“SC.B.1” 

“Q35” 

“Does the organization keep, as part of its IoT supplier contract 

management plan, up-to-date documented IoT trustworthiness 
requirements (i.e., cybersecurity, privacy, safety, reliability, and 

resiliency) for its IoT supplier contracts, and contract only IoT 
suppliers that deliver up-to-date cybersecurity bills of materials 

(CBOMs) for the IoT products they provide and have IoT supplier 
contracts that enable IoT supply chain of trust?” [Pop+21b] 

“SC.B.2” 

 
Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 

the research paper [Pop+21b], Table 6.3 “outlines the selected answer format for the 
30 IoTSRM2-related questions” [Pop+21b]. This table “lists four possible answers, 
and it gives, for each possible answer, the description of each answer choice and the 
corresponding percentage score that provides a means to quantitatively rate that 
answer choice for quantitative analysis of survey responses” [Pop+21b]. Hence, “the 
answer format of the IoTSRM2-related questions is a four-point Likert scale” with the 
answer choices “No, to a great extent”, “No, to a certain extent”, “Yes, to a certain 
extent”, and “Yes, to a great extent”, where “the middle point is deliberately excluded 
to avoid indecisive answers [Rey+19]” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “these possible answers 
are designed for survey respondents to rate the extent to which their organizations 
or client organizations meet each of the IoTSRM2-related questions by selecting one 
of these answer choices for each of these questions” [Pop+21b]. 
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Table 6.3. The answer format of the IoTSRM2-related questions [Pop+21b] 

Possible  
Answer 

Description 
Percentage 

Score 

“No, to a great 

extent” 

“The organization’s current control deviates from the 
expected IoTSRM2 control with major discrepancies” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“0%” 

“No, to a certain 

extent” 

“The organization’s current control nearly deviates from 

the expected IoTSRM2 control with some similarities. 
This current control state varies across surveyed 

organizations having a tendency towards deviating from 
the as-is IoTSRM2 control, which may average around 

25% and considers an additional tolerance of 5% to 

avoid downgrading too much the associated percentage 

score” [Pop+21b]. 

“30%” 

“Yes, to a certain 

extent” 

“The organization’s current control fairly meets the 

expected IoTSRM2 control with minor discrepancies. 
This current control state varies across surveyed 

organizations having a tendency towards meeting the 
as-is IoTSRM2 control, which may average around 75% 

and considers a negative tolerance of 5% to avoid 
favoring too much the associated percentage score” 

[Pop+21b].   

“70%” 

“Yes, to a great 

extent” 

“The organization’s current control fully meets the 
expected IoTSRM2 control with no apparent 

discrepancies” [Pop+21b]. 

“100%” 

 
“Step I.3”: “Design and create the IoTSRM2-based survey” 
“Step I.3” involves “the design of the survey based on the principles for 

designing web questionnaires developed by Dillman et al. (1999) [Dil+99], and on 
the structure and content of the questionnaire (see Step I.2)” [Pop+21b]. Thus, based 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], Table 6.4 “lists these principles for designing web questionnaires, and, 
for each of these principles, it indicates whether it is applicable to the IoTSRM2-based 
survey, and it provides the justification of the applicability of that principle” 
[Pop+21b]. 
 
Table 6.4. The applicability of the principles for designing web questionnaires to the IoTSRM2-

based survey [Pop+21b] 

No. Principle Applicability Justification of Applicability 

1. 

“Introduce the web 
questionnaire with a 

welcome screen that is 
motivational, emphasizes 

the ease of responding, 
and instructs respondents 

on the action needed for 
proceeding to the next 

page.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 
designed to have a welcome screen. 

This welcome screen shows the name 
of the survey, a thank you message to 

all the survey participants for taking 
the time to participate in the survey, 

the purpose of the survey, the 
assumptions on which the IoTSRM2 is 

based, along with the structure of the 
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No. Principle Applicability Justification of Applicability 

survey. A screenshot of the welcome 

screen of the IoTSRM2-based survey is 
provided in Appendix A2 as part of Fig. 

A2.1” [Pop+21b]. 

2. 

“Begin the web 
questionnaire with a 

question that is fully 
visible on the first screen 

of the questionnaire, and 
will be easily 

comprehended and 
answered by all 

respondents.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“Following the welcome screen, the 

IoTSRM2-based survey is designed to 
begin with a single question that asks 

the survey respondents to select the 
organization to which they are 

referring to when undertaking the 
survey. A screenshot with the first 

question from the IoTSRM2-based 
survey is provided in Appendix A2 as 

part of Fig. A2.2” [Pop+21b]. 

3. 

“Present each question in 
a conventional format 

similar to that normally 
used on paper 

questionnaires.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 

designed to have each question 
associated with a unique identifier and 

to have all possible answers for any 
given question listed vertically 

underneath that question” [Pop+21b]. 

4. 

“Limit line length to 
decrease the likelihood of 

a long line of prose being 
allowed to extend across 

the screen of the 
respondent’s browser.” 

[Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 

structured in two parts: the screening 
and background questions and the 

IoTSRM2-related questions (see Step 
I.2). While the screening and 

background questions are short, the 
IoTSRM2-related questions are 

formulated to cover the entire content 
of the IoTSRM2 controls, which may 

increase their length. Notwithstanding, 
the IoTSRM2-based survey aims to 

leverage a survey platform that allows 
this principle being met” [Pop+21b]. 

5. 

“Provide specific 

instructions on how to 
take each necessary 

computer action for 
responding to the 

questionnaire.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The welcome screen of the IoTSRM2-
based survey is designed to provide 

sufficient details around the 
assumptions on which the IoTSRM2 is 

based and around the structure of the 
survey. This allows the survey 

respondents to have visibility on the 
underlying assumptions of the 

IoTSRM2 and over the two categories 
of questions being asked throughout 

the survey (i.e., the screening and 
background questions and the 

IoTSRM2-related questions). In 
addition, following the first question of 

the screening and background part, the 
IoTSRM2-based survey is designed to 

include a note at the beginning of each 
page of the questionnaire which is 

aimed to remind the survey 
respondents throughout the 
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No. Principle Applicability Justification of Applicability 

questionnaire what the word 

Organization denotes (i.e., their 
organization or client organization 

depending on their answer to the first 
question of the IoTSRM2-based 

survey)” [Pop+21b]. 

6. 

“Provide computer 
operation instructions as 

part of each question 
where the action is to be 

taken, not in a separate 
section prior to the 

beginning of the 
questionnaire.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 

designed to notify the survey 
respondents through an error message 

about any unanswered questions from 
any given page before being allowed to 

move to the next page. In addition, the 
questionnaire targets only computer 

literate respondents and is designed to 
include only closed-ended questions. 

Thus, there is no other need for 
computer operation instructions or 

specific response instructions” 
[Pop+21b]. 

7. 

“Do not require 
respondents to provide an 

answer to each question 
before being allowed to 

answer any subsequent 
ones.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 

designed to allow the survey 
respondents to respond to questions in 

any order within any page of the 
survey” [Pop+21b]. 

8. 

“Construct web 

questionnaires so that 
they scroll from question 

to question unless order 
effects are a major 

concern, large numbers of 
questions must be 

skipped, and/or a mixed-
mode survey is being 

done for which telephone 

interview and web results 

will be combined.” 
[Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The multipage IoTSRM2-based survey 
is designed to allow the survey 

respondents to scroll from question to 
question within any page of the survey, 

and the navigation from one page to 
another is conditioned by the 

completion of all actions from that 
page. Also, following the first question 

of the screening and background part, 
the IoTSRM2-based survey is designed 

to include a note at the beginning of 
each page of the questionnaire which 

reminds the survey respondents what 
the word Organization denotes (i.e., 

their organization or client 
organization) and encourages them to 

review their response to question 1 if 
necessary” [Pop+21b]. 

9. 

“When the number of 
answer choices exceeds 

the number that can be 
displayed on one screen, 

consider double-banking 
with appropriate 

navigational instructions 
being added.” [Dil+99] 

“Not 

applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 
designed to display all answer choices 

on the screen in a visible manner for 
all questions” [Pop+21b]. 
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No. Principle Applicability Justification of Applicability 

10. 

“Use graphical symbols or 
words that convey a sense 

of where the respondent 
is in the completion 

progress, but avoid ones 
that require advanced 

programming.” [Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 

designed to have a progress bar that 

allow respondents to have visibility on 

their completion progress. The 

progress bar can be observed in the 

screenshot provided in Appendix A2 as 

part of Fig. A2.1” [Pop+21b]. 

11. 

“Be cautious about using 

question structures that 
have known measurement 

problems on paper 
questionnaires, e.g., 

check-all-that-apply and 

open-ended questions.” 
[Dil+99] 

“Applicable” 

“The IoTSRM2-based survey is 

designed to include only closed-ended 
questions that are measurable (see 

Step I.2)” [Pop+21b]. 

 
Furthermore, “Step I.3” provides “the criteria defined for the selection of the 

online survey tool which is used to set up and run the IoTSRM2-based survey” 
[Pop+21b]. Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Table 6.5 “provides these selection criteria, and it outlines, 
for each selection criterion, the corresponding justification of inclusion for the 
selection of the online survey tool” [Pop+21b]. 
 

Table 6.5. The criteria for selecting the online survey tool [Pop+21b] 

No. Selection Criterion Justification of Inclusion 

1. 

“The online survey tool provides 
features that allow the creation of 

the online IoTSRM2-based survey 
following the principles for 

designing web questionnaires 
developed by Dillman et al. 

[Dil+99].” [Pop+21b] 

“The online survey tool of choice should allow 
the creation of the online IoTSRM2-based 

survey based on the web survey design 
principles developed by Dillman et al. (1999) 

[Dil+99], which will make way for a better 
survey experience for the respondents and a 

higher response rate.” [Pop+21b] 

2. 
“The online survey tool allows for 
anonymous responses.” [Pop+21b] 

“The online survey tool should keep the data 
of the respondents anonymous to encourage 

the survey respondents to share their views 

without being worried of breaching 
confidentiality and non-disclosure 

agreements. This may boost the response rate 
and improve the quality of survey responses.” 

[Pop+21b] 

3. 

“The online survey tool allows the 
inclusion of the 35 questions of the 

questionnaire.” [Pop+21b] 

“The online survey tool should accommodate 
the inclusion of the 35-items questionnaire to 

allow the collection of survey responses to the 
screening and background questions and to 

the 30 IoTSRM2-related questions.” 
[Pop+21b] 

4. 

“The online survey tool provides the 
feature that allows the creation of 

mobile friendly surveys.” [Pop+21b] 

“The online survey tool should have the 
mobile friendly feature giving that the 

IoTSRM2-based survey is targeting leaders 
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No. Selection Criterion Justification of Inclusion 

and seniors who are frequently using mobile 

devices, and the intent is that the IoTSRM2-
based survey to be available for both desktop 

and mobile devices.” [Pop+21b] 

5. 

“The online survey tool provides the 
feature that allows the export of the 

survey responses in the Excel file 
format.” [Pop+21b] 

“The online survey tool should provide the 

ability of exporting the survey responses in 
the Excel file format. This is because the 

analysis of the survey responses will use the 
Excel software.” [Pop+21b] 

6. 

“The online survey tool is a well 

renowned online survey tool.” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Running the IoTSRM2-based survey using a 
widely used online survey tool may increase 

the likelihood that the target survey 

respondents respond to the survey.” 

[Pop+21b] 

 
Thus, “considering the six selection criteria outlined above, the SurveyMonkey 

tool is selected for the creation of the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, 
“the setup of the IoTSRM2-based survey is guided by the principles for designing web 
questionnaires developed by Dillman et al. (1999) [Dil+99], uses the Momentive’s 
guidance for creating a survey [Mom21], follows the structure of the questionnaire 
(see Step I.2), and includes the content of the questionnaire (see Step I.2)” 
[Pop+21b]. In addition, “this setup activity involves the testing of the IoTSRM2-based 
survey prior to having it up and running” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, “Step I.3” involves “the development of the survey analysis plan 
to ensure that the outputs of the proposed methodology help in addressing the 
research questions” [Pop+21b]. Irwin and Stafford (2016) [Irw+16] “endorsed this 
approach to ensure that the development of the survey is on track with the intended 
survey outcomes” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Table 6.6 “outlines the survey analysis plan which maps 
the survey questions (i.e., IoTSRM2-Based Survey Question ID), the intended analysis 
method (i.e., Potential Analysis Method), and the intended presentation of the results 
(i.e., Potential Presentation of Results) to each of the research questions and its 
corresponding unique identifier” [Pop+21b]. 
 

Table 6.6. The proposed survey analysis plan [Pop+21b] 

Research 
Question 

ID 

Research 

Question 

IoTSRM2 

Based 
Survey 

Question 
IDs 

Potential 

Analysis Method 

Potential 
Presentation 

Of Results 

“RQ1” 

“What is the overall 
tendency of the IoT 

security risk 
management 

strategies of the 
surveyed 

organizations to 
meet or deviate 

“Q6-Q35” 

“For each IoTSRM2 
control and related 

question: % of survey 
responses of” (“Yes, to 

a certain extent” and 
“Yes, to a great 

extent”) “compared 
with % of survey 

“Figure showing, for 
each IoTSRM2 control 

and related question, 
the overall tendency 

of the survey 
responses towards 

either deviating from 
or meeting that 
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Research 
Question 

ID 

Research 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Based 
Survey 

Question 
IDs 

Potential 
Analysis Method 

Potential 
Presentation 

Of Results 

from the IoTSRM2 

controls?” 

[Pop+21b] 

responses of” (“No, to 

a great extent” and 

“No, to a certain 
extent”) [Pop+21b] 

IoTSRM2 control” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ2” 

“What is the 

IoTSRM2 
compliance score 

of each of the 
surveyed 

organizations?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Q6-Q35” 

“For each surveyed 

organization: IoTSRM2 
compliance score” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Column chart 

showing, for each 
surveyed 

organization, the 
IoTSRM2 compliance 

score, corresponding 
region, and whether 

this score is less than 
50% or greater or 

equal to 50%” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ3” 

“Which is the top 

organization type 
for the surveyed 

organizations by 
survey 

respondents?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Q3” 

“% distribution of the 

survey responses by 
organization type” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 
% distribution of the 

responses to the 
IoTSRM2-based 

survey by 
organization type for 

the surveyed 
organizations” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ4.a” 

“Which is the top 

industry sector for 
the surveyed 

organizations by 
survey 

respondents?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Q4” 

“% distribution of the 
survey responses by 

industry sector for the 
surveyed 

organizations” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 

% distribution of the 
responses by industry 

sector for the 
surveyed 

organizations” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ4.b” 

“Which is the top 
industry sector for 

the surveyed 
organizations of 

the top 
organization type 

by survey 
respondents?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Q3-Q4” 

“% distribution of the 

survey responses by 
industry sector for the 

surveyed organizations 
of the top organization 

type” [Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 

% distribution of the 

responses by industry 
sector for the 

surveyed 
organizations of the 

top organization type” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ5.a” 

“What is the overall 

average IoTSRM2 
compliance score 

of the surveyed 
organizations for 

each IoTSRM2 
control?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Q6-Q35” 

“For each IoTSRM2 

control and related 
question: Overall 

average compliance 
score of surveyed 

organizations with 
IoTSRM2 controls” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Figure showing, for 

each IoTSRM2 control 
and related question, 

the overall average 
IoTSRM2 compliance 

score of the surveyed 
organizations and 

whether this score is 
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Research 
Question 

ID 

Research 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Based 
Survey 

Question 
IDs 

Potential 
Analysis Method 

Potential 
Presentation 

Of Results 

less than 50% or 

greater or equal to 

50%” [Pop+21b]. 

“RQ5.b” 

“What is the overall 

average IoTSRM2 
compliance score 

of the surveyed 
organizations of 

the top 
organization type 

for each IoTSRM2 
control?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Q6-Q35” 

“For each IoTSRM2 
control and related 

question: Overall 
average compliance 

score of surveyed 
organizations of the 

top organization type 
with IoTSRM2 controls” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Figure showing, for 
each IoTSRM2 control 

and related question, 
the overall average 

IoTSRM2 compliance 
score of the surveyed 

organizations of the 
top organization type 

and whether this 
score is less than 50% 

or greater or equal to 
50%” [Pop+21b]. 

“RQ5.c” 

“What is the overall 

average IoTSRM2 
compliance score 

of the surveyed 
organizations from 

the top industry 
sector of the top 

organization type 
for each IoTSRM2 

control?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Q6-Q35” 

“For each IoTSRM2 
control and related 

question: Overall 
average compliance 

score of surveyed 
organizations from the 

top industry sector of 
the top organization 

type with IoTSRM2 
controls” [Pop+21b] 

“Figure showing, for 
each IoTSRM2 control 

and related question, 
the overall average 

IoTSRM2 compliance 
score of the surveyed 

organizations from the 
top industry sector of 

the top organization 
type and whether this 

score is less than 50% 
or greater or equal to 

50%” [Pop+21b]. 

“RQ6.a” 

“Which is the top 

position level of the 
survey respondents 

for the surveyed 
organizations by 

survey 
respondents?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Q2” 

“% distribution of the 
survey respondents by 

position level for the 
surveyed 

organizations” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 
% distribution of the 

survey respondents 
by position level for 

the surveyed 

organizations” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ6.b” 

“Which is the top 

position level of the 
survey respondents 

for the surveyed 
organizations of 

the top 
organization type 

by survey 
respondents?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Q2-Q3” 

“% distribution of the 

survey respondents by 
position level for the 

surveyed organizations 
of the top organization 

type” [Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 
% distribution of the 

survey respondents 
by position level for 

the surveyed 
organizations of the 

top organization type” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ6.c” 
“Which is the top 

position level of the 
“Q2-Q4” 

“% distribution of the 

survey respondents by 

“Pie chart showing the 

% distribution of the 
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Research 
Question 

ID 

Research 
Question 

IoTSRM2 

Based 
Survey 

Question 
IDs 

Potential 
Analysis Method 

Potential 
Presentation 

Of Results 

survey respondents 

for the surveyed 

organizations from 
the top industry 

sector of the top 
organization type 

by survey 
respondents?” 

[Pop+21b] 

position level for the 

surveyed organizations 

from the top industry 
sector of the top 

organization type” 
[Pop+21b] 

survey respondents 

by position level for 

the surveyed 
organizations from the 

top industry sector of 
the top organization 

type” [Pop+21b]. 

“RQ7.a” 

“Which is the top 
region for the 

surveyed 
organizations by 

survey 
respondents?” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Q5” 

“% distribution of the 

survey responses by 
region for the surveyed 

organizations” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 
% distribution of the 

survey responses by 
region for the 

surveyed 
organizations” 

[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ7.b” 

“Which is the top 

region for the 
surveyed 

organizations of 
the top 

organization type 
by survey 

respondents?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Q3, Q5” 

“% distribution of the 

survey responses by 
region for the surveyed 

organizations of the 
top organization type” 

[Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 
% distribution of the 

survey responses by 
region for the 

surveyed 
organizations of the 

top organization type” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“RQ7.c” 

“Which is the top 
region for the 

surveyed 
organizations from 

the top industry 
sector of the top 

organization type 
by survey 

respondents?” 
[Pop+21b] 

“Q3-Q5” 

“% distribution of the 
survey responses by 

region for the surveyed 
organizations from the 

top industry sector of 
the top organization 

type” [Pop+21b] 

“Pie chart showing the 

% distribution of the 
survey responses by 

region for the 
surveyed 

organizations from the 
top industry sector of 

the top organization 

type” [Pop+21b]. 

 
 

6.2.2. Phase II: Launch and Run 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], the “Launch and Run” phase involves “the request for participation 
in the IoTSRM2-based survey (Step II.1), the submission of reminders about the 
IoTSRM2-based survey (Step II.2), and the export of survey responses to Excel and 
the rejection of incomplete survey responses (Step II.3)” [Pop+21b]. 

“Step II.1”: “Request for participation in the IoTSRM2-based survey”  
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], “Step II.1” involves “the identification of target survey respondents 
for the sampling frame, and the request for participation of the target respondents in 
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the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]. First, the identification of the target survey 
respondents is based on “the target groups of survey respondents selected in Step 
I.2” [Pop+21b]. Second, the request for participation in the IoTSRM2-based survey 
entails “the creation of social media posts and private messages for requesting 
participation in the IoTSRM2-based survey, and the delivery of these messages using 
the distribution channels decided on in Step I.1” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], “the social media posts and private messages for 
requesting participation in the survey, are designed to increase the response rate of 
the survey by employing several widely used techniques” [Pop+21b]. First, “the 
private messages leverage personalization for engaging with each of the target survey 
respondents as described by Frippiat and Marquis (2010) [Fri+10]” [Pop+21b]. 
Moreover, “the social media posts and private messages apply three of the survey 
responses theories (i.e., exchange theory, self-perception theory, and commitment 
and involvement) studied by Keusch (2015) [Keu15]” [Pop+21b]. These theories 
“were also employed in the study conducted by Poon et al. (2004) [Poo+04] to invite 
or induce participation as part of a laboratory-type experiment” [Pop+21b]. Thus, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], “besides providing key details on the IoTSRM2-based survey (e.g., the 
access link to the survey), the social media posts and private messages feature a 
combination of the following techniques” [Pop+21b]: 

• “Personalization”: “the private messages are personalized for engaging with 
each of the target survey respondents by starting the message with an informal 
greeting (e.g., Hello John)” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Exchange theory”: “the private messages ask the target survey respondents 
to complete the survey and/or share it to the right individuals from their teams 
for getting access to the survey results once these get published (i.e., Once our 
next article is published, you will be able to benchmark your organization or client 
organization against peers)” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Self-perception theory”: “the self-perception theory is applied as part of the 
social media posts by asking prestigious IoT-engaged leaders to complete the 
survey and/or share it to the right individuals from their teams, which labels them 
as being IoT engaged (i.e., we are please asking prestigious IoT-engaged leaders 
to share their views and or share our survey with the right people)” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Commitment/involvement”: “the social media posts and private messages 
clearly articulate the importance of the IoTSRM2-based survey topic (e.g., 
IoTSRM2 relies on 25 IoT security best practices and is the result of an extensive 
research work) and of participating in the IoTSRM2-based survey by getting the 
chance to have their opinions heard (i.e., Our survey seeks views from leaders 
from industries and governments on the IoT security risk management strategies 
of their organizations or client organizations)” [Pop+21b]. 

“Step II.2”: “Send reminders about the IoTSRM2-based survey” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], “Step II.2” involves “sending a combination of reminders including 
private messages and social media posts about the IoTSRM2-based survey” 
[Pop+21b]. This activity of using a blend of reminders aims “to reduce the number of 
individual reminders being sent and to increase the survey response rate” [Pop+21b]. 
According to the studies conducted by Keusch (2015) [Keu15] and Sánchez-
Fernández et al. (2012) [Sán+12], “sending a reduced number of reminders is 
considered to have a positive influence on survey response rates” [Pop+21b].  
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“Step II.3”: “Export survey responses and discard incomplete ones”  
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], “Step II.3” involves “the export of all survey responses from 
SurveyMonkey to Excel once the survey ends” [Pop+21b]. At this point, “all individual 
survey responses that are incomplete are discarded to ensure only clean survey 
responses are retained for the analysis and reporting” [Pop+21b]. 
 
 

6.2.3. Phase III: Analyze and Report 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], the “Analyze and Report” phase involves “obtaining quantitative 
figures for the survey responses on top of the original survey responses (Step III.1), 
the qualitative and quantitative analysis of the IoTSRM2-based survey responses 
(Step III.2), and the reporting of the IoTSRM2-based survey results (Step III.3)” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“Step III.1”: “Retain survey responses and obtain quantitative 
figures” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], “Step III.1” involves “retaining the exported survey responses in 
their original form and converting a copy of the qualitative IoTSRM2-related responses 
into quantitative figures as outlined in the study conducted by Combs and 
Onwuegbuzie (2010) [Com+10]” [Pop+21b]. “This translation of survey responses 
into quantitative figures leverages the percentage scores corresponding to the 
possible answers of the IoTSRM2-related questions (see Step I.2)” [Pop+21b].  

Hence, “for each survey respondent, the quantitative figures (i.e., the 
percentage scores) are represented using Equation (6.1)”, where “Qj represents the 

30 IoTSRM2-related questions (i.e., from Q6 to Q35), Response
i
(Qj) represents the 

responses of the survey respondents to the IoTSRM2-related questions, Rij represents 

the percentage scores corresponding to survey respondents for the IoTSRM2-related 
questions (see Step I.2), and K represents the cardinality of the survey respondents” 
[Pop+21b]: 
 

Convert (Response
i
(Qj))=Rij,  

where Rij=

{
 
 

 
 

0, Response
i
(Qj)="No, to a great extent"

30%, Response
i
(Qj)="No, to a certain extent" 

70%, Response
i
(Qj)="Yes, to a certain extent"

100%, Response
i
(Qj)="Yes, to a great extent"

 

 i=[1..K], j = [6..35], and K=|survey respondents| 

(6.1) 

 
“Step III.2”: “Analyze the IoTSRM2-based survey responses”  
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], this step involves “the analysis of all survey responses across three 
groups of surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. First, “the analysis is performed across 
all surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. Second, “the analysis focuses on the surveyed 
organizations of top organization type by survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. Finally, 
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“the analysis is conducted on the surveyed organizations from the top industry sector 
of the top organization type by survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.3 shows “the overview of the intended analysis of 
the survey responses for part I and II of the IoTSRM2-based survey across three 
groups of surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.3. Outline of the analysis of the responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey [Pop+21b] 

Thus, “with respect to the analysis of the survey responses for part I of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey”, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], first, “the analysis of survey respondents by position 
level (i.e., I.A) is intended across all three groups of surveyed organizations (i.e., the 
surveyed large and small-medium organizations, the surveyed organizations of the 
top organization type, and the surveyed organizations from the top industry sector of 
the top organization type)” [Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “I.A”) “aims to address the 
RQ6.a, RQ6.b, and RQ6.c research questions (see Step I.3), and it involves exploring 
the percentage distribution of the survey respondents by position level for each group 
of survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. Second, “the analysis of the surveyed 
organizations by organization type (i.e., I.B) is intended for the first group of surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “I.B”) “aims to address the RQ3 
research question (see Step I.3), and it involves exploring the percentage distribution 
of the surveyed organizations by organization type for the surveyed large and small-
medium organizations” [Pop+21b]. Third, “the analysis of the surveyed organizations 
by industry sector (i.e., I.C) is intended for the first two groups of surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “I.C”) “aims to address the RQ4.a and 
RQ4.b research questions (see Step I.3), and it involves exploring the percentage 
distribution of the surveyed organizations by industry sector for the surveyed large 
and small-medium organizations and for the surveyed organizations of top 
organization type” [Pop+21b]. Finally, “the analysis of the surveyed organizations by 
region (i.e., I.D) is intended to span all three groups of surveyed organizations” 
[Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “I.D”) “aims to address the RQ7.a, RQ7.b, and RQ7.c 
research questions (see Step I.3), and it involves exploring the percentage 
distribution of the surveyed organizations by region for all three groups of surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. 
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Then, “with respect to the analysis of the survey responses for part II of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey”, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], first, “the analysis of the surveyed organizations 
relative to the IoTSRM2 controls (i.e., II.A) is intended for the first group of surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “II.A”) “aims to address the RQ1 
research question (see Step I.3), and it involves examining the survey responses in 
their qualitative form” by comparing, for each “IoTSRM2-related question”, “the 
percentage of survey responses” of “Yes, to a certain extent” and “Yes, to a great 
extent” against “the percentage of survey responses” of “No, to a great extent” and 
“No, to a certain extent” [Pop+21b]. 

Second, “the analysis of the overall average compliance of the surveyed 
organizations with the IoTSRM2 controls (i.e., II.B) is intended for all three groups of 
surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “II.B”) “aims to address the 
RQ5.a, RQ5.b and RQ5.c research questions (see Step I.3), and it involves computing, 
for each IoTSRM2 control and related question for each of the three groups of 
surveyed organizations, the overall average compliance score based on the 
quantitative figures for the survey responses and the corresponding adjusted control 
weight” [Pop+21b]. 

Hence, first, “for each survey respondent and for each IoTSRM2 control and 
related question”, this analysis (i.e., “II.B”) “feeds the quantitative figures that result 
from using Equation (6.1) (see Step III.1) together with the corresponding adjusted 
control weight (see Chapter 5.2) into Equation (6.2) to determine the compliance of 
the corresponding surveyed organization with that IoTSRM2 control and related 

question” [Pop+21b]. Note that “in Equation (6.2), Compliance
i
(Cj) represents the 

compliance scores of the surveyed organizations with the IoTSRM2 controls, Cj 

represents the IoTSRM2 controls that correspond to the IoTSRM2-related questions 
(see Tables 5.4, 5.7, 5.12, 5.17,5.20, and 5.23 from Chapter 5.2 and Table 6.2 from 
Chapter 6.2.1), Rij represents the percentage scores corresponding to survey 

respondents for the IoTSRM2-related questions (see Step III.1), Adjusted weight (Cj) 

represents the adjusted weights corresponding to the IoTSRM2 controls (see Tables 
5.4, 5.7, 5.12, 5.17,5.20, and 5.23 from Chapter 5.2), and K represents the 
cardinality of the survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
 

Compliance
i
(Cj)=Rij*Adjusted weight (Cj) 

where i=[1..K], j = [6..35], and K=|survey respondents| 
(6.2) 

 
Second, “after computing the compliance score with each of the IoTSRM2 

controls for each of the surveyed organizations”, this analysis (i.e., “II.B”) “is intended 
for each of the three groups of surveyed organizations and aims to determine, for 
each IoTSRM2 control and related question, the overall average compliance score and 
whether this score shows a tendency towards deviating from (i.e., less than 50%) or 
meeting (i.e., greater than or equal to 50%) the as-is IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. 
These overall average compliance scores “are represented using Equation (6.3), 
where Lk represents the cardinality of the survey respondents for the Group k of 

surveyed organizations (i.e., the Group 1, Group 2, and Group 3), Compliance
i
(Cj) 

represents the compliance scores of the surveyed organizations with the IoTSRM2 
controls, and Cj represents the IoTSRM2 controls that correspond to the IoTSRM2-
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related questions (see Tables 5.4, 5.7, 5.12, 5.17,5.20, and 5.23 from Chapter 5.2 
and Table 6.2 from Chapter 6.2.1)” [Pop+21b]. 
 

Overall average compliance (Cj)=
∑ Compliance

i
(Cj)

Lk

i=1

Lk

, 

where i=[1..Lk], j = [6..35], k = [1..3], 

and Lk=|survey respondents for Group k of surveyed organizations| 

(6.3) 

Finally, “the analysis of the compliance of the surveyed organizations with 
IoTSRM2 (i.e., II.C) is intended for the first group of surveyed organizations” 
[Pop+21b]. This analysis (i.e., “II.C”) “aims to address the RQ2 research question 
(see Step I.3), and it involves determining, for each of the surveyed organizations, 
the IoTSRM2 compliance score using Equation (6.4)” [Pop+21b]. In this equation, 
“IoTSRM2 compliance score

i
 represents the IoTSRM2 compliance scores of the 

surveyed organizations, Compliance
i
(Cj) represents the compliance scores of the 

surveyed organizations with the IoTSRM2 controls, Cj represents the IoTSRM2 

controls that correspond to the IoTSRM2-related questions (see Tables 5.4, 5.7, 5.12, 
5.17,5.20, and 5.23 from Chapter 5.2 and Table 6.2 from Chapter 6.2.1), and K 
represents the cardinality of the survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
 

IoTSRM2 compliance score
i
=∑Compliance

i
(Cj)

35

j=6

, 

where i=[1..K], j = [6..35], K=|survey respondents| 

(6.4) 

 
Moreover, “to allow for the anonymous nature of and enable an easier analysis 

and understanding of the survey responses”, this analysis (i.e., “II.C”) “leverages the 
proposed naming convention for identifying each of the surveyed organizations, where 
name parts are separated by dots” [Pop+21b]. Based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], these name parts are outlined 
below: 

• “The organization category identifier, which shows the type of the organization in 
question”, specifically: “LG” for “Large Organizations” or “SM” for “Small-Medium 
Organizations” [Pop+21b]; 

• “The industry classification identifier, which shows the industry sector of the 
organization in question”, specifically: “EDU” for “Education”, “E&U” for “Energy & 
Utilities”, “FSO” for “Financial & Insurance Services”, “GOV” for “Government”, 
“HSO” for “Healthcare”, “PSO” for “Professional Services”, “TMT” for “Technology, 
Media, & Telecom”, or “OTH” for “Other” [Pop+21b]; 

• “The sequence number of the organization within the group of surveyed 
organizations of the same organization category and industry sector” [Pop+21b]. 

For instance, “LG.TMT.1 denotes the first surveyed large organization from 
the Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT) industry sector, while the SM.TMT.1 denotes 
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the first surveyed small medium organization from the Technology, Media, & Telecom 
(TMT) industry sector” [Pop+21b].  

“Step III.3”: “Report the IoTSRM2-based survey results”  
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], this step involves “the reporting of the IoTSRM2-based survey 
results for each of the three groups of surveyed organizations outlined in Step III.2” 
[Pop+21b], namely:  

• “Group 1”: “the surveyed large and small-medium organizations” [Pop+21b]; 
• “Group 2”: “the surveyed organizations of the top organization type” [Pop+21b]; 
• “Group 3”: “the surveyed organizations from the top industry sector of the top 

organization type” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.4 “provides the intended structure for reporting 
the IoTSRM2-based survey findings” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.4. Outline of the reporting for the IoTSRM2-based survey results [Pop+21b] 

Hence, “with respect to the Group 1 of surveyed organizations”, the reporting 
involves [Pop+21b]:  

• “Providing the survey results derived from the analysis (i.e., I.A, I.B, I.C, I.D) of 
the survey responses for part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey (see Step III.2)” 
[Pop+21b]; 

• “Providing the survey results derived from the analysis (i.e., II.A, II.B, II.C) of the 
survey responses for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey (see Step III.2)” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Then, “with respect to the Group 2 of surveyed organizations”, the reporting 
involves [Pop+21b]: 
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• “Providing the survey results derived from the analysis (i.e., I.A, I.C, I.D) of the 
survey responses for part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey (see Step III.2)” 
[Pop+21b]; 

• “Providing the survey results derived from the analysis (i.e., II.B) of the survey 
responses for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey (see Step III.2)” [Pop+21b]. 

Finally, “with respect to the Group 3 of surveyed organizations”, the reporting 
involves [Pop+21b]: 

• “Providing the survey results derived from the analysis (i.e., I.A, I.D) of the survey 
responses for part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey (see Step III.2)” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Providing the survey results derived from the analysis (i.e., II.B) of the survey 
responses for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey (see Step III.2)” [Pop+21b]. 

 
 

6.3. The Results of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], this subchapter presents the IoTSRM2-based survey results and is 
structured in two sub-subchapters as depicted in Fig. 6.5 [Pop+21b]. Chapter 6.3.1 
“focuses on the survey results for the surveyed large and small-medium 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. First, Chapter 6.3.1.1 “provides the results for part I of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]. Second, Chapter 6.3.1.2 “provides the results for 
part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey by focusing on the IoTSRM2 controls and on the 
entire IoTSRM2 for the surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. Subsequently, Chapter 
6.3.2 “focuses exclusively on the survey results for the surveyed organizations of the 
top organization type by survey respondents (see Chapter 6.2), namely on the 
surveyed large organizations” [Pop+21b]. First, Chapter 6.3.2.1 “provides the results 
for part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large organizations” 
[Pop+21b]. Second, Chapter 6.3.2.2 “provides the results for part II of the IoTSRM2-
based survey on the surveyed large organizations by focusing on the corresponding 
IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21b]. Third, Chapter 6.3.2.3 “narrows the focus on the 
surveyed large organizations from the top industry sector by survey respondents (see 
Chapter 6.2), namely on the surveyed large organizations from the Technology, 
Media, and Telecom (TMT) industry sector, and provides the results for part I and II 
of the IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large TMT organizations” [Pop+21b]. 
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Fig. 6.5. Outline of the structure of the IoTSRM2-based survey results [Pop+21b] 

 
 

6.3.1. Results for Surveyed Large and Small-Medium 
Organizations 
 

Chapter 6.3.1 is structured in two sub-sub-subchapters [Pop+21b]. Based on 
the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], 
first it “provides the results for part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey, and then it 
provides the results for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]. 

Following the IoTSRM2-based survey, which “was conducted between 14 June 
and 12 July 2021” and based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Table 6.7 shows “the key details on the responses to 
the IoTSRM2-based survey including the sampling frame of 1,502 leaders and seniors 
with stake in cybersecurity and/or technology risk management strategies, the 
number of collected individual survey responses (i.e., the survey returns), the number 
of discarded surveys (see Step II.3 of the Launch and Run phase of the survey 
methodology from Chapter 6.2), the final sample of 31 leaders and seniors with stake 
in IoT security risk management strategies, and the survey response rate of 2.1%” 
[Pop+21b]. 
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Table 6.7. Key details on the responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey [Pop+21b] 

Sampling 

Frame 
Survey Returns 

Discarded 

Surveys 
Final Sample 

Survey 

Response Rate 

“1,502” 1 “63” “32” “31” “2.1%” 

1 “Note that this figure includes only target survey respondents that were sent private 
messages for survey participation request.” 

 
 

6.3.1.1 Results for Part I of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey 

 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.1.1 “provides the main results for part I of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey including the percentage distribution of the survey 
respondents by position level, and the percentage distributions of the responses to 
the IoTSRM2-based survey by organization category, industry sector, and region” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.6 shows “the percentage distribution of the survey 
respondents by position level, which reveals that the majority of the survey 
respondents (i.e., 84%) correspond to and are evenly distributed across” the “C-level 
executive and/or board member” and “Consulting practice leader and/or principal” 
position levels [Pop+21b]. Hence, “these two position levels of the survey respondents 
resulted in having the top percentage score for the surveyed organizations by survey 
respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.6. Distribution of the survey respondents by position level [Pop+21b] 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.7 shows “the percentage distribution of the 
responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey by organization type (i.e., based on the 
organization size)” [Pop+21b]. In other words, “this figure shows the percentage 
distribution of the survey respondents’ organizations of focus for this survey by 
organization category” [Pop+21b]. Hence, it reveals that the “Large Organization” 
category “makes up the greater part of the survey respondents’ organizations of focus 
for this survey (i.e., the surveyed organizations)”, which makes the “Large 
Organization” category “the top organization type by survey respondents for the 
IoTSRM2-based survey” [Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that “these organizations of 
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focus may indicate the organizations or client organizations of the survey respondents 
depending on what they were referring to when completing the IoTSRM2-based 
survey” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.7. Distribution of survey responses by organization category [Pop+21b] 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.8 presents “the percentage distribution of the 
responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey by industry classification” [Pop+21b]. In 
other words, “this figure shows the percentage distribution of the survey respondents’ 
organizations or client organizations by industry sector” [Pop+21b]. Hence, it reveals 
that the “Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT)” industry sector “makes up the top 
industry sector for the survey respondents’ organizations of focus for this survey (i.e., 
the surveyed organizations)” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.8. Distribution of survey responses by industry classification [Pop+21b] 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.9 shows “the percentage distribution of the 
organizations of focus of the survey respondents for this survey by region, which 
reveals that the majority of the responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey (i.e., around 
81%) correspond to organizations headquartered in” the “Europe, Middle East and 
Africa (EMEA)” and “North/South America” regions [Pop+21b]. Moreover, it is worth 
noting that the “North/South America” region “resulted in having the top percentage 
score for the surveyed organizations by survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
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Fig. 6.9. Distribution of the survey responses by region [Pop+21b] 

 
 

6.3.1.2 Results for Part II of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey 

 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.1.2 “provides the main results for part II of this 
IoTSRM2-based survey, including the results on the IoTSRM2 controls along with the 
weighted results on the IoTSRM2 controls and on the entire IoTSRM2 for the surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

Results on IoTSRM2 Controls for Surveyed Organizations 
First, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.1.2 “outlines the key results on the IoTSRM2 
controls for the survey respondents’ organizations or client organizations (i.e., the 
surveyed organizations) by showing the IoTSRM2 view for the survey responses to 
the IoTSRM2-related questions” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.10 provides “the IoTSRM2 view for the survey 
responses to the IoTSRM2-related questions and highlights for each IoTSRM2 control 
and related question the overall tendency of the corresponding survey responses (i.e., 
towards either deviating from or meeting the as-is IoTSRM2 control in question)” 
[Pop+21b]. This figure aims “to allow readers to rapidly pinpoint, for each IoTSRM2 
control and related question, how the majority of the survey respondents answered, 
specifically it enables readers to picture, for each IoTSRM2 control and related 
question, the concentrations of survey responses across two groups of answer 
choices” (i.e., “Yes, to a certain and great extent” and “No, to a certain and great 
extent”) [Pop+21b]. A consolidated view of “the summary of the survey responses in 
numbers for each IoTSRM2-related question and IoTSRM2 control is provided in 
Appendix A3 as part of Table A3.1” which includes “the number of survey responses 
corresponding to each answer choice for the IoTSRM2-related questions” [Pop+21b]. 
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Fig. 6.10. IoTSRM2 overview for the responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey [Pop+21b] 

First, with respect to the “Yes, to a certain and great extent” group of answer 
choices from Fig. 6.10, “this group corresponds to and highlights each IoTSRM2 
control and related question” for which “the percentage of survey responses” of “Yes, 
to a certain extent” and “Yes, to a great extent” of “the total number of survey 
responses for that IoTSRM2-related question” exceeds “the percentage of survey 
responses” of “No, to a great extent” and “No, to a certain extent” of “the total number 
of survey responses for that IoTSRM2-related question” [Pop+21b]. Hence, Fig. 6.10 
shows that “the majority of survey respondents answered” either “Yes, to a certain 
extent” or “Yes, to a great extent” to the following “IoTSRM2-related questions” (i.e., 
“the question IDs in descending order by percentage of survey responses”): “Q9”, 
“Q15”, “Q28”, “Q16”, “Q22”, “Q24”, “Q25”, “Q29”, “Q10”, “Q11”, “Q14”, and “Q26” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Then, about the “No, to a certain and great extent” group of answer choices, 
“this group corresponds to and highlights each IoTSRM2 control and related question” 
for which “the percentage of survey responses” of “No, to a great extent” and “No, to 
a certain extent” of “the total number of survey responses for that IoTSRM2-related 
question” exceeds “the percentage of survey responses” of “Yes, to a certain extent” 
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and “Yes, to a great extent” of “the total number of survey responses for that 
IoTSRM2-related question” [Pop+21b]. Hence, Fig. 6.10 shows that “the majority of 
survey respondents answered” either “No, to a great extent” or “No, to a certain 
extent” to the following “IoTSRM2-related questions” (i.e., “the question IDs in 
descending order by percentage of survey responses”): “Q20”, “Q23”, “Q34”, “Q33”, 
“Q30”, “Q32”, “Q13”, “Q7”, “Q31”, “Q19”, “Q6”, “Q35”, “Q8”, “Q27”, “Q21”, “Q18”, 
“Q17”, and “Q12” [Pop+21b]. 

Therefore, “considering where the heavy concentrations of the survey 
responses are across the two groups of answer choices for each IoTSRM2 control and 
related question, the majority of the surveyed organizations resulted in having the 
highest performance in” the “Risk Assessment” and “Business Environment” domains, 
in that order, whereas “the majority of the surveyed organizations resulted in having 
the lowest performance in” the “Asset Management”, “Risk Management Strategy”, 
“Supply Chain Risk Management”, and “Governance” domains, in that order 
[Pop+21b]. 

First, with respect to the “Risk Assessment” domain, except for the 
“Assessment-based IoT threat identification” control, “the majority of the survey 
responses” are “Yes, to a certain extent” and “Yes, to a great extent” for the 
corresponding “IoTSRM2” controls (i.e., “Disclosure-based IoT vulnerability 
discovery”, “Assessment-based IoT vulnerability discovery”, “Intelligence-driven IoT 
threat identification”, “IoT risk identification and analysis”, and “Cybersecurity risk 
register and IoT risk responses”) and related questions [Pop+21b]. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], this 
result shows that, “although most of the surveyed organizations are not so 
preoccupied with undertaking comprehensive IoT threat profiling exercises, these 
organizations do engage in IoT risk assessments” [Pop+21b]. 

Second, about the “Business Environment” domain, while “most of the survey 
responses” are “No, to a great extent” and “No, to a certain extent” for the “Criticality 
and impact analysis” control and related question, “most of the survey responses” for 
the “Resiliency requirements” control and related question are “Yes, to a certain 
extent” and “Yes, to a great extent” [Pop+21b]. Based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], on the one hand, 
“the finding suggests that most of the surveyed organizations are not so preoccupied 
with prioritizing IoT related assets based on their criticality to the organization, which 
may indicate that most surveyed organizations adopt one-size-fits-all approaches in 
defending IoT enabled services and enablers” [Pop+21b]. On the other hand, “the 
finding shows that the majority of the surveyed organizations are very preoccupied 
with improving the resilience of their IoT infrastructures, which may suggest that most 
surveyed organizations focus on securing their IoT infrastructure resilience to 
compensate for their intake of IoT security and privacy risks” [Pop+21b]. 

Then, with respect to the “Asset Management” domain, “the majority of 
survey responses” are “No, to a great extent” and “No, to a certain extent” for both 
corresponding “IoTSRM2” controls (i.e., “IoT hardware assets inventory” and “IoT 
software assets inventory”) and related questions [Pop+21b]. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], this 
result shows that “most of the surveyed organizations lack all-encompassing IoT asset 
inventories, which may exacerbate shadow IoT in these organizations and diversify 
the unknown attack vectors for these organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

Afterwards, with respect to the “Risk Management Strategy” domain, “the 
majority of survey responses” are “No, to a great extent” and “No, to a certain extent” 
for both corresponding “IoTSRM2” controls (i.e., “IoT security risk appetite and 
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tolerances” and “Context-informed IoT security risk tolerances”) and related 
questions [Pop+21b]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], this finding suggests that “most surveyed 
organizations adopt either one-size-fits-all or ad hoc approaches in managing their 
IoT security and privacy risks which may drive deep disproportionalities or 
inefficiencies and inconsistencies in the execution of their IoT security risk 
management strategies, respectively” [Pop+21b]. 

Subsequently, with respect to the “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain, 
“the majority of survey responses” are “No, to a great extent” and “No, to a certain 
extent” for all four corresponding “IoTSRM2” controls (i.e., “IoT supply chain risk 
management plan”, “IoT supply chain risk assessment”, “IoT supplier contract 
management plan”, and “IoT trustworthiness requirements”) and related questions 
[Pop+21b]. Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], this finding reveals that “most surveyed organizations 
underperform when it comes to managing IoT supply chain risk which may increase 
the likelihood of IoT supply chain risk occurrence given that IoT adoption amplifies 
the interdependencies between the surveyed organizations and their supply chains” 
[Pop+21b]. This is because “they tend to manage their relationships with their IoT 
suppliers in an ad hoc fashion rather than relying on structured IoT supply chain risk 
assessments and trustworthiness requirements underpinned by clearly defined IoT 
supply chain risk management and IoT supplier contract management plans” 
[Pop+21b]. 

As for the “Governance” domain, based on the information disseminated by 
the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], “the majority of the survey 
responses” are “Yes, to a certain extent” and “Yes, to a great extent” for the “IoT 
security policy”, “Privacy policy”, “IoT security operations roles and responsibilities”, 
“IoT security governance structures and responsibilities”, “Cybersecurity regulatory 
framework”, and “IoT vulnerability management plan” controls and related questions, 
whereas “the majority of the survey responses” are “No, to a great extent” and “No, 
to a certain extent” for the “Vulnerability disclosure policy”, “End-of-Life policy”, “IoT 
security and privacy controls management plan”, “IoT security budget plan”, “IoT 
security measurement and reporting plan”, “IoT security training and awareness 
plan”, “IoT security incident response plan”, and “IoT End-of-Life plan” controls and 
related questions [Pop+21b]. Based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+21b], this finding suggests that “although most 
surveyed organizations have IoT security and privacy policies, understand their 
compliance obligations, and have IoT security governance structures and 
responsibilities in place, they underperform in strategizing governance and risk 
management for their IoT infrastructures (i.e., except for vulnerability management) 
and fail in ensuring that their IoT suppliers have clearly documented vulnerability 
disclosure and End-of-Life policies in place” [Pop+21b]. Hence, “considering that the 
majority of the surveyed organizations may rely on a relatively fragile base for crafting 
their IoT security risk management strategy, this finding is quite worrying for these 
organizations as it may have cascading consequences on the execution of their IoT 
security risk management strategy” [Pop+21b]. 

In this context, “the majority of the surveyed organizations should consider 
reviewing and improving their controls related to the IoTSRM2 controls” of the “Asset 
Management”, “Risk Management Strategy”, “Supply Chain Risk Management”, and 
“Governance” domains [Pop+21b]. 
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Weighted Results on IoTSRM2 Controls for Surveyed Organizations 
Second, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.1.2 “outlines the key results on the IoTSRM2 
controls for the surveyed organizations by outlining the overall average compliance 
with IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21b]. Thus, “the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance 
score for each IoTSRM2 control and related question resulted based on all survey 
responses and the corresponding IoTSRM2 adjusted control weight for that IoTSRM2 
control and related question” [Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that, “for each IoTSRM2 
control, the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score is calculated using Equations 
(6.1), (6.2) and (6.3)” (see Chapter 6.2.3) [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.11 presents “the consolidated view of the survey 
responses through the corresponding overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score for 
each IoTSRM2 control and related question” [Pop+21b]. For each IoTSRM2 control 
and related question, this figure indicates “whether the corresponding overall average 
IoTSRM2 compliance score leans towards deviating from or meeting the as-is 
IoTRSM2 control” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.11. Overall average compliance with IoTSRM2 controls based on the survey responses 

[Pop+21b] 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.11 shows that “the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance 
score across the survey respondents’ organizations or client organizations (i.e., the 
surveyed organizations) is less than 50% for the majority of the IoTSRM2 controls 
and only marginally greater than 50% for the remaining eleven IoTSRM2 controls” 
[Pop+21b]. Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], the “Resiliency requirements”, “IoT security operations 
roles and responsibilities”, and “IoT risk identification and analysis” controls “resulted 
in having the top three highest overall average IoTSRM2 compliance scores, in that 
order”, whereas the “IoT security training and awareness plan”, “IoT supplier contract 
management plan”, “IoT End-of-Life plan”, “IoT software assets inventory”, and “IoT 
supply chain risk assessment” controls “resulted in having the top three lowest overall 
average IoTSRM2 compliance scores, in that order” [Pop+21b]. 
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First, “with respect to the top three highest overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance scores”, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], these findings suggest that “the majority of the surveyed 
organizations (i.e., the survey respondents’ organizations or client organizations of 
focus for the IoTSRM2-based survey) concentrate on building security operations and 
resilience capabilities to withstand and recover rapidly from imminent cyber attacks, 
and they adopt a more proactive approach to address IoT security and privacy risks 
by leveraging IoT security risk assessments” [Pop+21b]. 

Second, with regard to the “IoT security training and awareness plan” control, 
the survey result shows that “the majority of the surveyed organizations lack the as-
is IoTSRM2 control on the IoT security training and awareness” [Pop+21b]. Based on 
the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], 
this finding of the survey suggests that “most surveyed organizations are not well 
informed on or do not clearly understand the IoT security and privacy risks they face, 
which may lead them to being more susceptible to poor formulation and/or execution 
of IoT security risk management strategies which may in turn lead to unsecure IoT 
technology adoption, usage of unsecure IoT technologies, and propagation of cyber 
attacks due to not knowing whether their IoT infrastructure is breached or where and 
how to rapidly report suspicious/unusual IoT activity” [Pop+21b]. 

Then, with respect to the “IoT supplier contract management plan” control, 
the survey finding reveals that “the majority of the surveyed organizations deviate or 
nearly deviate from the as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. Based on 
the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], 
this result of the survey shows that “most surveyed organizations may be exposed to 
heightened levels of IoT supply chain risk due to engaging in ad hoc rather than well 
planned IoT supply chain risk management practices that might omit dealing with 
certain IoT supply chain risks and in effect fail to provide an adequate level of defense 
against nefarious or security negligent third party entities” [Pop+21b]. 

With respect to the “IoT End-of-Life plan” control, the survey result reveals 
that “the majority of the surveyed organizations deviate or nearly deviate from the 
as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. Based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], this result of the 
survey suggests that “most surveyed organizations are likely to end up using outdated 
and unsupported IoT technologies and having difficulties in adequately hardening their 
IoT technologies which would substantially increase their IoT attack surface in the 
long run” [Pop+21b].  

Then, about the “IoT software assets inventory” control, the survey result 
reveals that “the majority of the surveyed organizations deviate or nearly deviate 
from the as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. Based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], this finding of the 
survey suggests that “most surveyed organizations may already experience different 
extents of shadow IoT software, which for some of them may be way beyond their 
IoT security risk appetites without knowing it” [Pop+21b]. 

As for the “IoT supply chain risk assessment” control, the survey result shows 
that “the majority of the surveyed organizations deviate or nearly deviate from the 
as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. Based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], this finding of the 
survey suggests that “most surveyed organizations do not actively assess their IoT 
supply chain risks across several supply chain tiers, which may not only hinder their 
ability to adequately enforce a base level of trust across their supply chain but also 
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diminish their ability to rapidly identify and mitigate the IoT security-related risks 
stemming from their supply chain” [Pop+21b]. 

In this context, “the majority of surveyed organizations should consider fast-
tracking the improvement of their capabilities related to” the “IoT security training 
and awareness plan”, “IoT supplier contract management plan”, “IoT End-of-Life 
plan”, “IoT software assets inventory”, and “IoT supply chain risk assessment” 
controls of “IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “to allow for better prioritization of 
effort, the surveyed organizations should consider improving these capabilities in 
tandem with their capabilities related to” the “Criticality and impact analysis” of the 
“IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. 

Weighted Results on IoTSRM2 for Surveyed Organizations 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.1.2 “provides the key results on the entire 
IoTSRM2 for the surveyed organizations by outlining the degree of compliance of each 
of these organizations with the IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. “The IoTSRM2 compliance score 
for each surveyed organization resulted based on all survey responses of that 
surveyed organization and the IoTSRM2 adjusted control weights for each of the 
IoTSRM2 controls and related questions” [Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that “the 
IoTSRM2 compliance score for each surveyed organization is calculated using 
Equation (6.4)” (see Chapter 6.2.3) [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], “for each of the surveyed organizations from each of 
the four regions of the world considered in the IoTSRM2-based survey”, Fig. 6.12 
“shows the corresponding IoTSRM2 compliance score and indicates whether this score 
is less than 50% or greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that 
“each surveyed organization is uniquely identified using the proposed naming 
convention (see Chapter 6.2.3) which allows readers to differentiate surveyed 
organizations from each other and to determine the organization category and 
industry classification of each surveyed organization from its name” [Pop+21b]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6.12. The IoTSRM2 compliance of surveyed organizations [Pop+21b] 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], “the top three highest IoTSRM2 compliance scores 
correspond to one large organization (i.e., LG.PSO.3) from the North/South America 
region, one large organization (i.e., LG.E&U.3) from the Asia region, one large 
organization (i.e., LG.TMT.3) from the North/South America region, and one small-
medium organization (i.e., SM.EDU.1) from the North/South America region, in that 
order”, whereas “the top three lowest IoTSRM2 compliance scores correspond to one 
small-medium organization (i.e., SM.TMT.5) from the Europe, Middle East and Africa 
(EMEA) region, one small-medium organization (i.e., SM.GOV.1) from the 
North/South America region, and one small-medium organization (i.e., SM.TMT.1) 
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from the Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region, in that order” [Pop+21b]. 
“About the surveyed organizations that have the top three highest IoTSRM2 
compliance scores”, these results show that “except for LG.E&U.3, all organizations 
are from the North/South America region” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “except for 
SM.EDU.1, all surveyed organizations that have the top three highest IoTSRM2 
compliance scores are large organizations” [Pop+21b]. “As for the surveyed 
organizations that have the top three lowest IoTSRM2 compliance scores”, these 
results show that “except for SM.GOV.1, all organizations are from the Europe, Middle 
East and Africa (EMEA) region” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “all surveyed organizations that 
have the top three lowest IoTSRM2 compliance scores are small-medium 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, “when it comes to the IoTSRM2 compliance scores across all 
industry sectors and regions”, based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.12 shows that “half of the surveyed 
large organizations (i.e., LG.PSO.3, LG.TMT.3, LG.E&U.3, LG.E&U.4, LG.TMT.4, 
LG.GOV.2, LG.FSO.1, LG.OTH.1, and LG.EDU.2) scored greater than or equal to 50%”, 
whereas “most surveyed small-medium organizations (i.e., SM.TMT.5, SM.GOV.1, 
SM.TMT.1, SM.OTH.1, SM.PSO.1, SM.TMT.2, SM.FSO.1, SM.E&U.1, SM.OTH.2, and 
SM.TMT.3) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]. 

Then, “with respect to the IoTSRM2 compliance scores for the surveyed large 
organizations for each industry sector irrespective of their region”, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 
6.12 reveals the following [Pop+21b]: 

• “Half of the surveyed organizations for the Energy & Utilities industry sector (i.e., 
LG.E&U.3 and LG.E&U.4) scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Half of the surveyed organizations for the Education industry sector (i.e., 
LG.EDU.2) scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Financial & Insurance Services industry sector 
(i.e., LG.FSO.1) scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Half of the surveyed organizations for the Government industry sector (i.e., 
LG.GOV.2) scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Other industry sector (i.e., LG.OTH.1) scored 
greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b];  

• “Most surveyed organizations for the Professional Services industry sector (i.e., 
LG.PSO.1 and LG.PSO.2) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Most surveyed organizations for the Technology, Media, & Telecom industry 
sector (i.e., LG.TMT.2, LG.TMT.1, and LG.TMT.5) scored less than 50%” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Hence, “considering the percentage of surveyed large organizations that 
scored IoTSRM2 compliance greater than or equal to 50% for each industry sector 
irrespective of their region, the surveyed large organizations for the Financial & 
Insurance Services and Other industry sectors scored higher than those corresponding 
to the remaining industry sectors” [Pop+21b]. 

“About the IoTSRM2 compliance scores for the surveyed small-medium 
organizations for each industry sector irrespective of their region”, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 
6.12 reveals the following [Pop+21b]:  

• “All surveyed organizations for the Energy & Utilities industry sector (i.e., 
SM.E&U.1) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 
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• “All surveyed organizations for the Education industry sector (i.e., SM.EDU.1) 
scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Financial & Insurance Services industry sector 
(i.e., SM.FSO.1) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Government industry sector (i.e., SM.GOV.1) 
scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Healthcare industry sector (i.e., SM.HSO.1) 
scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Other industry sector (i.e., SM.OTH.2 and 
SM.OTH.1) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Professional Services industry sector (i.e., 
SM.PSO.1) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Most surveyed organizations for the Technology, Media, & Telecom industry 
sector (i.e., SM.TMT.3, SM.TMT.2, SM.TMT.1, and SM.TMT.5) scored less than 
50%” [Pop+21b]. 

Hence, “considering the percentage of surveyed small-medium organizations 
that scored IoTSRM2 compliance greater than or equal to 50% for each industry sector 
irrespective of their region, the surveyed organizations for the Education and 
Healthcare industry sectors scored higher than those corresponding to the other 
industry sectors” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, “with respect to the IoTSRM2 compliance scores for the 
surveyed large organizations for each region regardless of their industry sector”, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], Fig. 6.12 shows the following [Pop+21b]: 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Asia region (i.e., LG.E&U.3, LG.TMT.4, and 
LG.GOV.2) scored greater than or equal to 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Most surveyed organizations for the Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region 
(i.e., LG.E&U.2, LG.PSO.1, LG.EDU.1, and LG.PSO.2) scored less than 50%” 
[Pop+21b]; 

• “Most surveyed organizations for the North/South America region (i.e., 
LG.GOV.1, LG.TMT.2, LG.TMT.1, LG.E&U.1, and LG.TMT.5) scored less than 50%” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Hence, “percentage-wise, more surveyed large organizations regardless of 
their industry sector scored IoTSRM2 compliance greater than or equal to 50% for the 
Asia region than for each of the other regions” [Pop+21b]. 

“As for the IoTSRM2 compliance scores for the surveyed small-medium 
organizations for each region regardless of their industry sector”, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 
6.12 shows the following [Pop+21b]: 

• “All surveyed organizations for the Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region 
(i.e., SM.TMT.3, SM.FSO.1, SM.TMT.2, SM.TMT.1, and SM.TMT.5) scored less than 
50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Most surveyed organizations for the North/South America region (i.e., SM.OTH.2, 
SM.OTH.1, and SM.GOV.1) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Most surveyed organizations for the Oceania region (i.e., SM.E&U.1 and 
SM.PSO.1) scored less than 50%” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, “percentage-wise, more surveyed small-medium organizations 
regardless of their industry sector scored IoTSRM2 compliance greater than or equal 
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to 50% for the North/South America region than for each of the other regions” 
[Pop+21b]. 
 
 

6.3.2. Results for Surveyed Large Organizations 
 

This sub-subchapter is structured in three sub-subsubchapters. Based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], first 
“it provides the results for part I of the IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large 
organizations”, second “it provides the results for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey 
on the surveyed large organizations”, and then “it provides the survey results on the 
surveyed large organizations that operate in the Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT) 
industry sector” [Pop+21b]. 
 

6.3.2.1 Results for Part I of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey on Surveyed 

Large Organizations 

 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.2.1 “provides the main results for part I of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large organizations (i.e., the top organization 
type by surveyed organizations) including the percentage distribution of the survey 
respondents for large organizations by position level and the percentage distributions 
of the responses to the IoTSRM2-based survey for large organizations by industry 
sector and regions” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.13 provides “the percentage distribution of the 
survey respondents for surveyed large organizations by position level”, which reveals 
that the “Consulting practice leader and/or principal” position level “makes up the 
majority of the survey respondents for large organizations (i.e., around 56%)”, 
followed by the “C-level executive and/or board member” position level [Pop+21b]. 
Hence, the “Consulting practice leader and/or principal” position level of the survey 
respondents “resulted in having the top percentage score for the surveyed large 
organizations by survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.13. Distribution of the survey respondents for large organizations by position level 

[Pop+21b] 
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Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.14 shows “the percentage distribution of the survey 
responses for surveyed large organizations by industry classification” [Pop+21b]. 
Hence, this figure reveals that the “Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT)” industry 
sector “makes up the top industry sector for the surveyed large organizations” 
[Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.14. Distribution of survey responses for large organizations by industry classification 

[Pop+21b] 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.15 shows “the percentage distribution of the 
surveyed large organizations by region, which reveals that most survey responses 
(i.e., 83%) correspond to organizations headquartered in” the “North/South America” 
and “Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA)” regions [Pop+21b]. Thus, the 
“North/South America” region “resulted in having the top percentage score (i.e., 44%) 
for the surveyed large organizations by survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.15. Distribution of survey responses for large organizations by region [Pop+21b] 

 
 

6.3.2.2 Results for Part II of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey on Surveyed 

Large Organizations 

 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.2.2 “provides the main results for part II of the 
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IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large organizations, including the weighted 
results on IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed large organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

Weighted results on IoTSRM2 controls for surveyed large 
organizations 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.2.2 “outlines the key results on the IoTSRM2 controls 
for the surveyed large organizations by outlining the overall average compliance with 
IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21b]. “The overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score for 
each IoTSRM2 control and related question resulted based on all survey responses for 
surveyed large organizations and the corresponding IoTSRM2 adjusted control weight 
for that IoTSRM2 control and related question” [Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that, 
“for each IoTSRM2 control, the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score is 
calculated using Equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3)” (see Chapter 6.2.3) [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.16 presents “the consolidated view of the survey 
responses on the surveyed large organizations through the corresponding overall 
average IoTSRM2 compliance score for each IoTSRM2 control and related question“ 
[Pop+21b]. “For each IoTSRM2 control and related question”, this figure indicates 
“whether the corresponding overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score leans towards 
deviating from or meeting the as-is IoTRSM2 control” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.16. Overall average compliance with IoTSRM2 controls based on the survey responses 

for large organizations [Pop+21b] 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.16 shows that “the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance 
score across the surveyed large organizations is marginally greater than 50% for the 
majority of the IoTSRM2 controls and less than 50% for the remaining ten IoTSRM2 
controls” [Pop+21b]. Thus, the “Resiliency requirements”, “IoT security operations 
roles and responsibilities”, “Cybersecurity regulatory framework” and “IoT security 
policy” controls “resulted in having the top three highest overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance scores, in that order”, whereas the “IoT software assets inventory”, “IoT 
End-of-Life plan”, “End-of-Life policy”, and “IoT hardware assets inventory” controls 
“resulted in having the top three lowest overall average IoTSRM2 compliance scores, 
in that order” [Pop+21b].  
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First, “with respect to the top three highest overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance scores”, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], these findings suggest that “the majority of the surveyed 
large organizations focus on building more resilient mission critical IoT enabled 
services, maintain clearly defined IoT security operations roles and responsibilities, 
are aware of their IoT security and privacy regulatory obligations, and have their top 
management’s commitment towards IoT security articulated through a formal IoT 
security policy” [Pop+21b]. 

Second, “regarding the top and fourth lowest overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance scores”, namely for the “IoT software assets inventory” and “IoT hardware 
assets inventory” controls, respectively, based on the information disseminated by the 
author through the research paper [Pop+21b], the survey results show that “the 
majority of the surveyed large organizations do not have a comprehensive situational 
awareness on their IoT assets” [Pop+21b]. This finding is quite worrying as it suggests 
that “the majority of the surveyed large organizations not only they do not know their 
whole IoT attack surface but also may not have a clear picture of their cyber threat 
landscape, which may negatively impact their ability to adequately assess and 
manage their IoT security and privacy risks and in turn affect their ability to 
adequately protect their IoT infrastructures and enabled assets” [Pop+21b]. 

“As for the second and third lowest overall average IoTSRM2 compliance 
scores”, namely for the “IoT End-of-Life plan” and “End-of-Life policy” controls, 
respectively, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], the survey results show that “the majority of the surveyed 
large organizations deviate or nearly deviate from the as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 
controls” [Pop+21b]. These findings of the survey suggest that “the majority of the 
surveyed large organizations are sitting on a time bomb relative to their IoT 
adoptions” [Pop+21b]. This is because of “the security and privacy implications of 
ending up relying on End-of-Life IoT assets without proper in-house planning in 
advance and awareness of their IoT suppliers’ sunsetting plans” [Pop+21b]. These 
implications range from having “unsecured hackable IoT assets lying around” to 
“experiencing life-threatening IoT failures” [Pop+21b].  

Thus, “the majority of surveyed large organizations should consider 
accelerating the improvement of their capabilities related to” the “IoT software assets 
inventory”, “IoT hardware assets inventory”, “IoT End-of-Life plan”, and “End-of-Life 
policy” controls of “IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “to allow for better prioritization 
of effort, the surveyed large organizations should consider improving these 
capabilities in tandem with their capabilities related to” the “Criticality and impact 
analysis” of the “IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b]. 
 
 

6.3.2.3 Results for Surveyed Large Organizations from Technology, 

Media, & Telcom (TMT) 

 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.2.3 “first provides the main results for part I of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large organizations that operate in the 
Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT) industry sector and then it provides the results 
for part II of the IoTSRM2-based survey on the surveyed large TMT organizations, 
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which focuses on the weighted results on IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed large 
TMT organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

Results for Part I of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey on Surveyed Large 
TMT Organizations 

First, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.2.3 “provides the percentage distribution of 
the survey respondents for large TMT organizations by position level and the 
percentage distribution of the survey responses for large TMT organizations by region” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.17 provides “the percentage distribution of the 
survey respondents for large TMT organizations by position level, which shows that 
the majority of the survey respondents for large TMT organizations (i.e., 80%) 
correspond to and are evenly distributed across” the “C-level executive and/or board 
member” and “Consulting practice leader and/or principal” position levels [Pop+21b]. 
Thus, “these two position levels of the survey respondents resulted in having the top 
percentage score for the surveyed large TMT organizations by survey respondents” 
[Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6.17. Distribution of the survey respondents for large TMT organizations by position level 

[Pop+21b] 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.18 shows “the percentage distribution of the 
surveyed large TMT organizations by region, which reveals that most survey 
responses for large TMT organizations (i.e., 80%) correspond to organizations 
headquartered in” the “North/South America” region [Pop+21b]. Hence, the 
“North/South America” region “resulted in having the top percentage score for the 
surveyed large TMT organizations by survey respondents” [Pop+21b]. 
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Fig. 6.18. Distribution of survey responses for large TMT organizations by region [Pop+21b] 

Results for Part II of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey on Surveyed Large 
TMT Organizations 

Second, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Chapter 6.3.2.3 “outlines the key results on the IoTSRM2 
controls for the surveyed large TMT organizations by outlining the overall average 
compliance with IoTSRM2 controls” [Pop+21b]. “The overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance score for each IoTSRM2 control and related question resulted based on all 
survey responses for surveyed large TMT organizations and the corresponding 
IoTSRM2 adjusted control weight for that IoTSRM2 control and related question” 
[Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that, “for each IoTSRM2 control, the overall average 
IoTSRM2 compliance score is calculated using Equations (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3)” (see 
Chapter 6.2.3) [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.19 presents “the consolidated view of the survey 
responses on the surveyed large TMT organizations through the corresponding overall 
average IoTSRM2 compliance score for each IoTSRM2 control and related question” 
[Pop+21b]. “For each IoTSRM2 control and related question”, this figure indicates 
“whether the corresponding overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score leans towards 
deviating from or meeting the as-is IoTRSM2 control” [Pop+21b]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6.19. Overall average compliance with IoTSRM2 controls based on the survey responses 

for large TMT organizations [Pop+21b] 
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Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], Fig. 6.19 shows that “the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance 
score across the surveyed large TMT organizations is greater than 50% for the 
majority of the IoTSRM2 controls and less than 50% for the other nine IoTSRM2 
controls” [Pop+21b]. Hence, the “IoT security policy”, “Disclosure-based IoT 
vulnerability discovery”, “IoT risk identification and analysis”, “IoT vulnerability 
management plan”, “Assessment-based IoT vulnerability discovery”, “Context-
informed IoT security risk tolerances”, “IoT trustworthiness requirements”, 
“Cybersecurity risk register and IoT risk responses”, “IoT supply chain risk 
management plan”, and “IoT supplier contract management plan” controls “resulted 
in having the top three highest overall average IoTSRM2 compliance scores, in that 
order”, whereas the “Criticality and impact analysis”, “Vulnerability disclosure policy”, 
“IoT software assets inventory”, and “IoT security training and awareness plan” 
controls “resulted in having the top three lowest overall average IoTSRM2 compliance 
scores, in that order” [Pop+21b].  

First, “with respect to the top three highest overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance scores”, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], the survey results reveal that “the majority of the 
surveyed large TMT organizations have their senior management’s commitment 
towards IoT security clearly articulated through a formal IoT security policy, adopt 
proactive risk assessment approaches fueled by IoT vulnerability management, and 
understand the importance of maintaining their preparedness for facing IoT supply 
chain risk related events” [Pop+21b]. 

Then, about the “Criticality and impact analysis” control, the survey result 
reveals that “most surveyed large TMT organizations deviate or nearly deviate from 
the as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. Thus, based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], “although most of 
the surveyed large TMT organizations adopt proactive risk assessment approaches”, 
this survey result suggests that “many or at least some of these organizations address 
IoT risks in most cases using one-size-fits-all IoT security risk management 
approaches which could have catastrophic consequences” [Pop+21b]. For instance, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], “catastrophic consequences could turn up in the event of a life-
threatening IoT risk occurrence while having implemented hugely disproportionate 
countermeasures across the board to effectively address this IoT risk” [Pop+21b]. 

With respect to the “Vulnerability disclosure policy” control, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], 
“although the majority of the surveyed large TMT organizations engage in IoT supply 
chain risk management”, the finding shows that “most of these organizations contract 
IoT suppliers that either do not have an up-to-date vulnerability disclosure policy or 
do not communicate it well enough to them” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “considering that 
most surveyed large TMT organizations leverage vulnerability disclosures as part of 
their risk assessment processes”, this survey finding further suggests that “these 
organizations establish vulnerability handling processes with their IoT suppliers ahead 
of contracting” [Pop+21b]. Notwithstanding, “the absence of a publicly available 
vulnerability disclosure policy may translate for these large TMT organizations in not 
being able to avail of timely IoT patches and in turn having unpatched hackable IoT 
technologies in use due to lags in third party IoT vulnerability reporting” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, with respect to the “IoT software assets inventory” control, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], the survey result shows that “the majority of the surveyed large TMT 
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organizations do not have an all-encompassing picture of all their IoT software assets, 
which further indicates that these organizations may be exposed to shadow IoT 
software” [Pop+21b]. Moreover, “considering that the survey finding shows that some 
of these organizations are also unaware of all their IoT hardware assets, these large 
TMT organizations should consider better dealing with inventorying their IoT assets 
to reduce the likelihood of bad thinks happening” [Pop+21b]. It is worth noting that, 
based on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper 
[Pop+21b], “shadow IoT risk may have a cascading effect on the performance of the 
IoT risk assessment processes if it materializes” [Pop+21b]. 

As for the “IoT security training and awareness plan” control, the survey result 
reveals that “most of the surveyed large organizations deviate or nearly deviate from 
the as-is corresponding IoTSRM2 control” [Pop+21b]. This survey finding suggests 
that “the majority of the surveyed large TMT organizations are unaware of or do not 
clearly grasp their IoT security and privacy risks, which in turn may favor scenarios 
where these organizations are breached due to lack of IoT risk awareness” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, “the majority of the surveyed large TMT organizations should consider 
boosting the pace of the improvement of their capabilities related to” the “Criticality 
and impact analysis”, “Vulnerability disclosure policy”, “IoT software assets 
inventory”, and “IoT security training and awareness plan” controls of the “IoTSRM2” 
[Pop+21b]. 
 
 

6.4. Related Work 
 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
papers [Pop+21a] and [Pop+21b], “a sizeable number of academic and industry 
research studies has been published on IoT security” [Pop+21a], [Pop+21b]. 
However, at the time of writing, “no research study was found to exclusively focus on 
determining the current state of IoT security risk management strategies in 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. Hence, based on the information disseminated by the 
author through the research paper [Pop+21b], “given there are numerous research 
studies in the literature relevant to IoT security”, this chapter “encompasses the 
related work to the IoTSRM2-related survey study and covers the related works that 
meet the following three selection criteria and one condition” [Pop+21b]: 

• “Selection criterion 1”: “The related work is available in English” [Pop+21b];  
• “Selection criterion 2”: “The related work is focused on determining the current 

state of IoT security risk management strategy in organizations at least to a 
certain extent” [Pop+21b];  

• “Selection criterion 3”: “The related work employs an interview-, survey-, or 
experiment-based research method” [Pop+21b]; 

• “Condition 1”: “The related works are research studies from both academia and 
industry” [Pop+21b]. 

Thus, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], Table 6.8 “lists the 12 selected related works for the 
evaluation, and it outlines the following details”: “the current row number” (i.e., 
“No.”), “the author/publisher of the related research study” (i.e., “Author/Publisher”), 
“the title of the research work” (i.e., “Title”), and “the corresponding reference” (i.e., 
“Reference”) [Pop+21b].
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Table 6.8. Selected related works [Pop+21b] 

No. Author/Publisher Title Reference 

1. 
“Almutairi and 

Almarhabi” 

“Investigation of Smart Home Security and 

Privacy: Consumer Perception in Saudi 

Arabia” 

[Alm+21] 

2. “Arm Limited” 

“Bridging the Gap PSA Certified Security 

Report 2021 How collaboration will secure 

the future of IoT” 

[Arm21] 

3. 
“Asplund and Nadjm-

Tehrani” 

“Attitudes and Perceptions of IoT Security 

in Critical Societal Services” 
[Asp+16] 

4. “Forescout Technologies” 
“The Enterprise of Things Security Report 

The State of IoT Security” 
[For21] 

5. “Gemalto” “The State of IoT Security” [Gem18] 

6. “IBM” “Electronics Industrial IoT cybersecurity” [IBM18b] 

7. 

“Juniper Networks and 

Internet of Things 

Institute” 

“Securing IoT at Scale Requires a Holistic 

Approach Survey Insights Revealed by IoT 

Adopters” 

[Jun+18] 

8. “Palo Alto Networks” “2020 Unit 42 IoT Threat Report” [Pal20] 

9. “The Cabinet Office” “Consumer Attitudes Towards IoT Security” [Cab20] 

10. “The Ponemon Institute” 

“A New Roadmap for Third Party IoT Risk 

Management the Critical Need to Elevate 

Accountability, Authority and Engagement” 

[Pon20] 

11. “The SANS Institute” 
“The 2018 SANS Industrial IoT Security 

Survey: Shaping IIoT Security Concerns” 
[SAN18] 

12. “UL” 

“Security concerns escalate as IoT expands 

Market insights on the state of IoT 

security” 

[UL19] 

 
Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21b], this subchapter “covers the analysis of the 12 selected 
related works” [Pop+21b]. Thus, “with respect to the analysis of the literature related 
to the IoTSRM2-based survey study”, based on the information disseminated by the 
author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Table 6.9 shows “the IoTSRM2-based 
survey study together with the 12 reviewed related works mapped against the 
proposed evaluation criteria and the extent of applicability to each evaluation 
criterion” [Pop+21b]. With respect to the proposed evaluation criteria, “seven 
evaluation criteria were formulated based on the proposed methodology for 
determining the current state of IoT security risk management strategies in the 
surveyed organizations relative to the IoTSRM2” [Pop+21b] (see Chapter 6.2). 
Moreover, with respect to the extent of applicability, “three types of applicability were 
considered relevant to indicate differences and/or similarities between this IoTSRM2-
based survey study and the in-scope research works for this evaluation” [Pop+21b]. 
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Table 6.9. The IoTSRM2-based survey study and related work mapped to evaluation criteria 

and extent of applicability [Pop+21b] 

 Extent of Applicability 

Evaluation 
Criterion 

The Evaluation 

Criterion Fully 
Applies 

The Evaluation 

Criterion Applies to 
a Certain Extent 

The “as-is” 

Evaluation 
Criterion Does Not 

Apply 

“E1: The research 

study is focused on 
determining the 

current state of IoT 
security risk 

management 

strategies in 

organizations” 
[Pop+21b] 

“The IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” 

[Alm+21], [Arm21], 
[Asp+16], [Cab20], 

[For21], [Gem18], 
[IBM18b], [Jun+18], 

[Pal20], [Pon20], 
[SAN18], [UL19]  

“None of these 
related works” 

“E2: The 

methodology for 
achieving the 

intended purpose of 
the research study is 

clearly described” 

[Pop+21b] 

[For21],  

“The IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” 

[Alm+21], [Arm21], 

[Asp+16], [Cab20], 
[Pal20] 

[Gem18], [IBM18b], 

[Jun+18], [Pon20], 
[SAN18], [UL19] 

“E3: The underlying 
design best practice 

of the research 
method of the 

methodology, is 
clearly documented” 

[Pop+21b] 

“The IoTSRM2-based 

survey study” 
[Asp+16] 

[Alm+21], [Arm21], 

[Cab20], [For21], 
[Gem18], [IBM18b], 

[Jun+18], [Pal20], 
[Pon20], [SAN18], 

[UL19] 

“E4: Provides results 
for organizations of a 

specific organization 
size” [Pop+21b] 

[Arm21], [Gem18], 
[SAN18], 

“The IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” 

“None of these 

related works” 

[Alm+21], [Asp+16], 

[Cab20], [For21], 
[IBM18b], [Jun+18], 

[Pal20], [Pon20], 
[UL19] 

“E5: Provides results 

for organizations 

from a specific 
industry sector” 

[Pop+21b] 

[For21], [IBM18b], 

[Pal20], [UL19], 

“The IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” 

“None of these 

related works” 

[Alm+21], [Arm21], 

[Asp+16], [Cab20], 

[Gem18], [Jun+18], 
[Pon20], [SAN18] 

“E6: The results 

reveal the level of 
compliance of each 

subject with a 
reference model” 

[Pop+21b] 

“The IoTSRM2-based 

survey study” 
[SAN18] 

[Alm+21], [Arm21], 

[Asp+16], [Cab20], 
[For21], [Gem18], 

[IBM18b], [Jun+18], 
[Pal20], [Pon20], 

[UL19]  

“E7: The findings 
resemble the results 

of the IoTSRM2-
based survey” 

[Pop+21b] 

“The IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” 

[Arm21], [Gem18], 

[IBM18b], [Jun+18], 
[Pal20], [Pon20], 

[SAN18], [UL19] 

[Alm+21], [Asp+16], 
[Cab20], [For21] 
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Afterwards, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 

research paper [Pop+21b], this chapter presents “the evaluation of this IoTSRM2-
based survey study and the 12 reviewed related works for each evaluation criterion” 
[Pop+21b]. 

 
“E1”: “The research study is focused on determining the current state 

of IoT security risk management strategies in organizations” 
Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 

paper [Pop+21b], “none of the reviewed related works focused on determining the 
current state of IoT security risk management strategies in organizations” [Pop+21b]. 
However, “the 12 reviewed related works addressed this issue to a certain extent by 
focusing on determining the current state of IoT security in organizations (i.e., 
[Arm21], [Asp+16], [For21], [Gem18], [Jun+18], [Pal20], [UL19]), of Industrial IoT 
(IIoT) security in organizations (i.e., [IBM18b], [SAN18]), of IoT security for 
consumers (i.e., [Alm+21], [Cab20]) and of third party IoT risk management in 
organizations (i.e., [Pon20])” [Pop+21b]. 

“With respect to the seven reviewed related works that focused on 
determining the current state of IoT security in organizations”, based on the 
information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], these 
related works “focused their studies on understanding IoT security challenges and 
opportunities, threats, risks, capabilities and enablers, and investment priorities” 
[Pop+21b]. Thus, first, Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21] “focused their study on 
understanding the IoT security challenges and opportunities from the surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. Second, Asplund and Nadjm-Tehrani (2016) [Asp+16] 
“investigated the attitudes and perceptions among interviewed industry actors on IoT 
security in critical societal services” [Pop+21b]. Third, Forescout Technologies (2021) 
[For21] “provided the state of enterprise IoT network security of some of their 
customer deployments within and across industry verticals by looking at enterprise 
network threat and risk exposure” [Pop+21b]. Fourth, Gemalto (2018) [Gem18] 
“provided the IoT security state in surveyed organizations by looking at the IoT 
security capabilities of and the use of blockchain technology to secure IoT data, 
services, and devices in surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. Then, “as part of the 
Juniper Networks white paper on IoT security”, Juniper Networks and Internet of 
Things Institute (2018) [Jun+18] “reported on the IoT security risks, challenges, 
capabilities, and investment priorities of surveyed organizations that have 
implemented IoT projects” [Pop+21b]. Afterwards, Palo Alto Networks (2020) [Pal20] 
“evaluated the state of the IoT threat landscape by using data from real deployments” 
[Pop+21b]. Finally, UL (2019) [UL19] “focused their survey study on determining how 
the organizations are preparing for and responding to the current and emerging IoT 
security threats” [Pop+21b]. 

Then, based on the information disseminated by the author through the 
research paper [Pop+21b], “about the two reviewed related works that focused on 
determining the current state of IIoT security in organizations”, IBM (2018b) 
[IBM18b] “determined the IIoT security risks and their implications for the surveyed 
organizations from the energy and industrial sectors”, and the SANS Institute (2018) 
[SAN18] “investigated the capabilities, threats, and risks of IIoT security in surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b]. 

“With respect to the two reviewed related works that focused on determining 
the current state of IoT security for consumers”, based on the information 
disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Almutairi and 
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Almarhabi (2021) [Alm+21] “studied the security and privacy concerns of their survey 
respondents about the smart home devices in the Saudi Arabia”, and the Cabinet 
Office (2020) [Cab20] “investigated the consumer attitudes towards IoT security” 
[Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], the Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20] “focused on 
determining the current state of third party IoT risk management in surveyed 
organizations” [Pop+21b].  

“Compared with these 12 reviewed related works”, the “IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” is focused on “determining the current state of IoT security risk 
management strategies in the surveyed organizations relative to the IoTSRM2” 
[Pop+21b].  

“E2”: “The methodology for achieving the intended purpose of the 
research study is clearly described” 

“The proposed three-phased methodology for achieving the intended purpose 
of this IoTSRM2-based survey study, namely determining the current state of IoT 
security risk management strategies in the surveyed organizations relative to the 
IoTSRM2”, is clearly described (see Chapter 6.2) [Pop+21b]. “The proposed 
methodology includes nine steps and outputs related to” the “Plan and Create”, 
“Launch and Run”, and “Analyze and Report” phases [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], “from the 12 reviewed related works, one of them 
clearly described the methodology used for achieving the intended purpose of the 
research study (i.e., [For21]), five of them partially described their methodology (i.e., 
[Alm+21], [Arm21], [Asp+16], [Cab20], [Pal20]), while the remaining ones did not 
describe their methodology (i.e., [Gem18], [IBM18b], [Jun+18], [Pon20], [SAN18], 
[UL19])” [Pop+21b]. 

“Regarding the related work that clearly described its methodology”, based 
on the information disseminated by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], 
Forescout Technologies (2021) [For21] “provided the methodology applied for 
determining the state of enterprise IoT network security of some of their customer 
deployments by outlining three main steps, namely data collection, data cleaning and 
enrichment, and data analysis” [Pop+21b]. Furthermore, Forescout Technologies 
(2021) [For21] “provided details about the risk score model created and used to 
measure the risk values for all IoT devices of some of their customer deployments, 
which were then used to analyze the anonymous enterprise device data from the 
Forescout Device Cloud” [Pop+21b]. In contrast with the research work performed by 
Forescout Technologies (2021) [For21] which “entails an experimental study that 
processes data from some of their customer deployments”, the proposed methodology 
from this chapter “involves a survey-based study that leverages the survey data 
drawn from the survey respondents on the surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b]. 
Although “the proposed methodology from this chapter has different objectives than 
the study conducted by Forescout Technologies (2021) [For21]”, similar to the 
methodology of Forescout Technologies [For21] which “includes among others, data 
collection, data cleaning, and data analysis steps for anonymous data”, the proposed 
three-phased methodology “includes, among others, steps that entail the collection, 
cleaning and analysis of anonymous data as part of the launch and run, and analyze 
and report phases” [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, based on the information disseminated by the author through 
the research paper [Pop+21b], “from the perspective of the extent of applicability to 
this evaluation criterion”, the proposed methodology “differentiates from the 
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methodologies provided by Almutairi and Almarhabi (2021) [Alm+21], Arm Limited 
(2021) [Arm21], Asplund and Nadjm-Tehrani (2016) [Asp+16], the Cabinet Office 
(2020) [Cab20] and Palo Alto Networks (2020) [Pal20], as it is much more detailed 
than the ones of these five reviewed related works which offer limited details” 
[Pop+21b]. Thus, first, Almutairi and Almarhabi (2021) [Alm+21] “developed the 
questionnaire used for running the survey and provided details on how their 
questionnaire was developed” [Pop+21b]. However, Almutairi and Almarhabi (2021) 
[Alm+21] “provided limited details on how the survey planning and creation were 
performed and did not clearly outline the ways in which the analysis and reporting of 
survey responses were carried out” [Pop+21b]. Second, Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21] 
“provided limited details about their methodology including the use of the Sapio 
Research online panel for conducting the survey, the usage of email invitations, and 
the distribution channels used for requesting survey participation” [Pop+21b]. In this 
context, “the methodology provided by Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21] does not outline 
how the questionnaire is developed, how the survey is designed, and how the analysis 
and reporting of survey responses are performed” [Pop+21b]. Third, Asplund and 
Nadjm-Tehrani (2016) [Asp+16] “described the methodology for their interview-
based study only half-way as it provides details about the type of questions used, the 
design of the questionnaire, the selection of the respondents, and the reporting format 
(i.e., through quotes) without describing the data collection and analysis activities” 
[Pop+21b]. Fourth, the Cabinet Office (2020) [Cab20] “provided limited details on 
their methodology and reported the use of the Ipsos MORI online panel for running 
their survey, the incentive used for attracting more survey participants, and the 
details concerning the request for survey participation” [Pop+21b]. However, the 
Cabinet Office (2020) [Cab20] “did not provide details on how the questionnaire was 
developed, how the survey was designed, and how the analysis and reporting of 
survey responses were performed” [Pop+21b]. Finally, Palo Alto Networks (2020) 
[Pal20] “provided merely some details about their experimental setup and data 
gathering rather than describing the analysis and reporting activities of the data 
collected from their customers” [Pop+21b]. 

“E3”: “The underlying design best practice of the research method of 
the methodology, is clearly documented” 

As per Table 6.9 and based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+21b], “none of the 12 reviewed related works clearly 
documented the design best practice on which the research method of their 
methodology is based” [Pop+21b]. However, Asplund and Nadjm-Tehrani (2016) 
[Asp+16] “documented their own principles guiding the questionnaire design for their 
interview-based study, which are not based on a well renowned reference source” 
[Pop+21b]. “Compared with the 12 reviewed related works”, the IoTSRM2-based 
survey study “relies on the principles for designing web questionnaires developed by 
Dillman et al. (1999) [Dil+99]”, and “the applicability of these principles to the 
IoTSRM2-based survey is clearly documented” as part of Table 6.4 [Pop+21b]. 

“E4”: “Provides results for organizations of a specific organization 
size” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” reports “the percentage 
distribution of the surveyed organizations by organization category/type (i.e., based 
on the organization size) (see Chapter 6.3.1.1), the IoTSRM2 compliance score of 
each of the surveyed organizations together with indicating the category/type (i.e., 
based on size) of that organization (see Chapter 6.3.1.2), and the IoTSRM2-based 
survey results on the surveyed large organizations (see Chapter 6.3.2)” [Pop+21b]. 
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In addition, “from the 12 reviewed related works, three of them provided results for 
organizations of a specific organization size (i.e., [Arm21], [Gem18], [SAN18]), 
whereas the remaining ones did not provide any results for organizations of a specific 
organization size (i.e., [Alm+21], [Asp+16], [Cab20], [For21], [IBM18b], [Jun+18], 
[Pal20], [Pon20], [UL19])” [Pop+21b]. 

“Regarding the three reviewed related works that provided results for 
organizations of a specific organization size”, based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21] 
“provided some of their results for small organizations and for large organizations 
(e.g., threat modelling adoption, satisfaction with IoT security expertise)”, Gemalto 
(2018) [Gem18] “provided all their results for large organizations having an employee 
headcount of more than 250”, and the SANS Institute (2018) [SAN18] “provided some 
of their results by organization size (e.g., number of connected IoT devices)” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“E5”: “Provides results for organizations from a specific industry 
sector” 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” provides “the percentage 
distribution of the surveyed organizations by industry classification/sector (see 
Chapter 6.3.1.1), the IoTSRM2 compliance score of each of the surveyed 
organizations together with indicating the industry sector of that organization (see 
Chapter 6.3.1.2), the percentage distribution of the surveyed large organizations by 
industry classification/sector (see Chapter 6.3.2.1), and the IoTSRM2-based survey 
results on the surveyed large TMT organizations (see Chapter 6.3.2.3)” [Pop+21b]. 
In addition, “from the 12 reviewed related works, four of them provided some of their 
survey results for organizations from a specific industry sector (i.e., [For21], 
[IBM18b], [Pal20], [UL19]), whereas the remaining ones did not provide any results 
for organizations from a specific industry sector (i.e., [Alm+21], [Arm21], [Asp+16], 
[Cab20], [Gem18], [Jun+18], [Pon20], [SAN18])” [Pop+21b]. 

“With respect to the four reviewed related works that provided results for 
organizations from a specific industry sector”, based on the information disseminated 
by the author through the research paper [Pop+21b], Forescout Technologies (2021) 
[For21] “provided all their findings for specific industry verticals”, IBM (2018b) 
[IBM18b] “provided all their results for the electronics industry sector”, Palo Alto 
Networks (2020) [Pal20] “provided their results for the enterprise IT and healthcare 
industry sectors and some of these results are mainly focused on the organizations 
from the healthcare industry sector”, and UL (2019) [UL19] “provided some of their 
results for organizations from specific industry sectors (e.g., IoT security plan)” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“E6”: “The results reveal the level of compliance of each subject with 
a reference model” 

As per Table 6.9 and based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+21b], “none of the 12 reviewed related works 
provided results that reveal the level of compliance of the subjects with a reference 
model” [Pop+21b]. However, “the SANS Institute (2018) [SAN18] meets this 
evaluation criterion to a certain extent’ [Pop+21b]. This is because “the SANS 
Institute (2018) [SAN18] provided merely the overall results for their survey 
respondents, that indicate percentage scores of the IIoT devices connecting to 
different levels and zones of the network infrastructure following the Purdue model 
hierarchy rather than reporting the level of compliance of each subject with the Purdue 
model” [Pop+21b]. “Compared with the 12 reviewed related works”, the “IoTSRM2-
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based survey study” outlines “the degree of compliance of each of the surveyed 
organizations with the IoTSRM2” (see Chapter 6.3.1.2) and provides “the IoTSRM2 
compliance score for each of the surveyed organizations” (see Fig. 6.12) [Pop+21b]. 

“E7”: “The findings resemble the results of the IoTSRM2-based 
survey“ 

Based on the information disseminated by the author through the research 
paper [Pop+21b], this chapter “provides the IoTSRM2-based survey results for each 
of the three groups of surveyed organizations (i.e., the surveyed large and small-
medium organizations, the surveyed large organizations, and the surveyed large TMT 
organizations)” [Pop+21b]. As per Table 6.9, “none of the reviewed related works 
reported findings that fully resemble the results of the IoTSRM2-based survey” 
[Pop+21b]. However, “eight of the reviewed related works, namely Arm Limited 
(2021) [Arm21], Gemalto (2018) [Gem18], IBM (2018b) [IBM18b], Juniper Networks 
and Internet of Things Institute (2018) [Jun+18], Palo Alto Networks (2020) [Pal20], 
the Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20], the SANS Institute (2018) [SAN18], and UL 
(2019) [UL19], reported one or more findings that resemble some of the IoTSRM2-
based survey results, while the remaining ones (i.e., [Alm+21], [Asp+16], [Cab20], 
[For21]) did not report any findings that resemble the IoTSRM2-based survey results” 
[Pop+21b]. 

“With respect to the eight reviewed related works that meet this evaluation 
criterion to a certain extent”, based on the information disseminated by the author 
through the research paper [Pop+21b], “the Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20] 
reported five findings, Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21], Palo Alto Networks (2020) 
[Pal20], and the SANS Institute (2018) [SAN18] each reported four findings, Gemalto 
(2018) [Gem18] and IBM (2018b) [IBM18b] each reported two findings, and the 
remaining two research studies (i.e., [Jun+18], [UL19]) reported one finding that 
resemble some of the IoTSRM2-based survey results” [Pop+21b]. 

Hence, “with respect to the study conducted by the Ponemon Institute (2020) 
[Pon20], it reported five findings that resemble four of the weighted results of the 
IoTSRM2-based survey on the IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed organizations” 
[Pop+21b] (see Chapter 6.3.1.2). First, “the long-term barrier reported by the 
Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20]”, namely that “organizations should consider 
nurturing more robust risk cultures internally around their IoT environment”, reflects 
“the IoTSRM2-based survey result related to” the “IoT security training and awareness 
plan” control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.11) [Pop+21b]. Second, “the finding 
reported by the Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20] that very few organizations 
actively engage in third party IoT security audits”, is in line with “the IoTSRM2-based 
survey result on” the “IoT supplier contract management plan” control of the 
“IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.11) [Pop+21b]. Third, “the finding reported by the Ponemon 
Institute (2020) [Pon20] on IoT applications inventory”, namely “the prevalent issue 
of maintaining a comprehensive and relevant inventory of IoT applications”, reflects 
“the IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “IoT software assets inventory” control of 
the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.11) [Pop+21b]. Finally, “the two findings reported by the 
Ponemon Institute (2020) [Pon20] on resource allocation”, namely “the budget and 
staffing shortfalls to manage third party IoT risks”, reflect “the IoTSRM2-based survey 
result on” the “IoT supply chain risk assessment” control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 
6.11) [Pop+21b]. 

Then, “regarding the study conducted by Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21], it 
reported one finding that resembles one of the survey results on the IoTSRM2 controls 
for the surveyed organizations, one finding that resembles one of the survey results 
on the IoTSRM2 compliance score of each of the surveyed organizations, and two 
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findings that somehow resemble one of the survey results on the IoTSRM2 controls 
for the surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b] (see Chapter 6.3.1.2). First, “the second 
top IoT security challenge reported by Arm Limited (2021) [Arm21]”, namely “the 
lack of IoT security understanding and expertise”, reflects “the IoTSRM2-based survey 
result related to” the “IoT security training and awareness plan” control of the 
“IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. Second, “the finding reported by Arm Limited 
(2021) [Arm21] that IoT security implementation scales with the size of the 
organization”, is in line with “the IoTSRM2-based survey finding that the top three 
highest and lowest IoTSRM2 compliance scores for the surveyed organizations 
correspond to large (i.e., except for one of them) and small-medium organizations, 
respectively” (see Fig. 6.12) [Pop+21b]. Third, “the findings reported by Arm Limited 
(2021) [Arm21] that the majority of their survey respondents (i.e., 53%) are not 
carrying out threat analysis for all the IoT products they provide and that nearly all of 
their survey respondents (i.e., 86%) are likely to do or redo the threat analysis in the 
postmarket phase of the IoT products they provide”, are somehow related to “the 
IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “Assessment-based IoT threat identification” 
control of the “IoTSRM2” in the context of “perhaps having surveyed organizations 
that work with IoT suppliers that are not so much engaged in performing thorough 
IoT threat profiling activities” (see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. 

Afterwards, “regarding the study carried out by Palo Alto Networks (2020) 
[Pal20], it reported four findings that resemble four of the survey results on the 
IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed organizations” [Pop+21b] (see Chapter 6.3.1.2). 
First, “the finding reported by Palo Alto Networks (2020) [Pal20] that organizations 
lack IoT device inventory”, is in line with “the IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the 
“IoT hardware assets inventory” control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. 
Second, “the finding reported by the Palo Alto Networks (2020) [Pal20] that medical 
IoT devices run on outdated and End of Life operating systems”, is in line with “the 
IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “IoT End-of-Life plan” control of the “IoTSRM2” 
(see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. Third, “the finding reported by the Palo Alto Networks 
(2020) [Pal20] about the necessity of an effective IoT security strategy for managing 
IoT risk proactively”, resembles “the IoTSRM2-based survey result that most of the 
surveyed organizations underperform in strategizing governance and risk 
management for their IoT infrastructures (i.e., except for vulnerability management)” 
(see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. Fourth, “the finding reported by the Palo Alto Networks 
(2020) [Pal20] that most organizations do not manage the risk profiles of their IoT 
devices”, is somehow in line with “the IoTSRM2-based survey result that most of the 
surveyed organizations are not so much engaged in all-encompassing IoT threat 
profiling activities, which corresponds to” the “Assessment-based IoT threat 
identification” control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. 

Then, “about the study conducted by the SANS Institute (2018) [SAN18], it 
reported two findings that resemble three of the survey results on the IoTSRM2 
controls for the surveyed organizations, and two findings that somehow resemble two 
of the survey results on the IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed organizations” 
[Pop+21b] (see Chapter 6.3.1.2). First, “the finding reported by the SANS Institute 
(2018) [SAN18] that most of their respondents (i.e., 59%), regardless of organization 
size, need additional education and training to manage security of IIoT devices”, is in 
line with “the IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “IoT security training and 
awareness plan” control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. Second, “the 
finding reported by the SANS Institute (2018) [SAN18] that only 41.1% of their 
respondents have physical and logical inventory of connected devices to protect 
against IIoT risks”, reflect “the IoTSRM2-based survey results on” the “IoT hardware 
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assets inventory” and “IoT software assets inventory” controls of the “IoTSRM2” (see 
Fig. 6.10) [Pop+21b]. Third, “the top IIoT challenge reported by the SANS Institute 
(2018) [SAN18], namely the difficulty in or lack of patching for IIoT systems”, is 
somehow related to “the IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “Vulnerability 
disclosure policy” control of the “IoTSRM2” from the perspective that “relying on an 
inadequate or absent vulnerability disclosure policy may favor scenarios where 
vulnerable IoT systems stay unpatched for longer periods of time” (see Fig. 6.10) 
[Pop+21b]. Fourth, “the third top IIoT challenge reported by the SANS Institute 
(2018) [SAN18], namely the difficulty in identifying and managing IIoT connectivity 
to critical infrastructure and other mission-critical systems”, is somehow related to 
“the IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “Criticality and impact analysis” control of 
the “IoTSRM2” considering that “managing IoT interdependencies is cumbersome and 
inefficient without having all IoT enabled services and enablers prioritized based on 
their criticality” [Pop+21b].  

Furthermore, “with respect to the study undertaken by Gemalto (2018) 
[Gem18], it reported one finding that resembles one of the survey results on the 
IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed large organizations (see Chapter 6.3.2.1), and 
another that somehow resembles one of the weighted survey results on the IoTSRM2 
controls for the surveyed large organizations (see Chapter 6.3.2.2)” [Pop+21b]. First, 
“considering that the organization size of all survey respondents of Gemalto (2018) 
[Gem18] is greater than 250 employees and corresponds to the surveyed large 
organizations of the IoTSRM2-based survey study (see Chapter 6.2)”, “the finding 
reported by Gemalto (2018) [Gem18] that the IT, Technology and Telecoms is the 
top organization sector by survey respondents”, reflects “the IoTSRM2-based survey 
result on the top industry sector for the surveyed large organizations by survey 
respondents, namely the Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT) industry sector” (see 
Fig. 6.14) [Pop+21b]. Second, “the finding reported by Gemalto (2018) [Gem18] that 
the majority of their survey respondents that supply IoT products or services (i.e., 
54%) increased their IoT security offerings”, is somehow related to “the IoTSRM2-
based survey result on” the “IoT trustworthiness requirements” control of the 
“IoTSRM2” from the perspective that “having better IoT trustworthiness requirements 
for the IoT supplier contracts may demand and stimulate greater IoT security offerings 
on the supply side” (see Fig. 6.16) [Pop+21b]. 

Subsequently, “about the study performed by IBM (2018b) [IBM18b], it 
reported one finding that resembles one of the weighted survey results on the 
IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed large TMT organizations, and another that 
somehow resembles and ramifies into three of the weighted survey results on the 
IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed large TMT organizations” (see Chapter 6.3.2.3) 
[Pop+21b]. First, “the finding reported by IBM (2018b) [IBM18b] on the inventoried 
authorized and unauthorized IIoT software, reveals that under half of the majority of 
their surveyed electronics organizations control IoT software assets inventory”, and it 
reflects “the IoTSRM2-based survey result on” the “IoT software assets inventory” 
control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 6.19) [Pop+21b]. Second, “the finding reported by 
IBM (2018b) [IBM18b] on the secure IIoT devices, reveals that for virtually all their 
surveyed electronics organizations, engaging in continuous coordinated patching of 
IIoT devices is hard and very problematic when it comes to older legacy devices (e.g., 
End of Life legacy devices)”, and it somehow reflects “the IoTSRM2-based survey 
results on” the “Vulnerability disclosure policy”, “End-of-Life policy”, and “IoT End-of-
Life plan” controls of the “IoTSRM2” considering that “the absence or the inadequacy 
of these three controls may have different repercussions on the organizations relying 
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on them ranging from having unpatched and unsecure IoT devices to being hacked” 
(see Fig. 6.19) [Pop+21b]. 

Furthermore, “with respect to the study undertaken by Juniper Networks and 
Internet of Things Institute (2018) [Jun+18], it reported one finding that resembles 
one of the survey results on the IoTSRM2 controls for the surveyed organizations” 
[Pop+21b] (see Chapter 6.3.1.1). Hence, “the finding reported by Juniper Networks 
and Internet of Things Institute (2018) [Jun+18] that the Information Technology 
and Telecommunications industry sectors make up the top industry classification for 
their surveyed organizations”, reflects “the IoTSRM2-based survey result on the top 
industry sector for the surveyed organizations by survey respondents, namely the 
Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT) industry sector” (see Fig. 6.8) [Pop+21b]. 

Finally, “about the study conducted by UL (2019) [UL19], it reported one 
finding that resembles one of the survey results on the IoTSRM2 controls for the 
surveyed organizations” (see Chapter 6.3.1.2) [Pop+21b]. Hence, “the finding 
reported by UL (2019) [UL19] that the majority of their surveyed organizations (i.e., 
77%) plan to increase spending in IoT security”, is in line with “the IoTSRM2-based 
survey result on” the “IoT security budget plan” control of the “IoTSRM2” (see Fig. 
6.10) [Pop+21b]. 
 
 

6.5. Conclusions 
 

This chapter extended the research work on the “IoT Security Risk 
Management Strategy Reference Model (IoTSRM2)” outlined in Chapter 5 by outlining 
14 research questions for the “IoTSRM2-based survey study”, proposing a survey 
methodology for addressing the research questions, presenting the survey results 
following the analysis of the survey responses of leaders from industries and 
governments from around the world, and providing a comprehensive analysis of the 
related work for the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” using seven evaluation criteria. 
Thus, by addressing the need for research works that focus on determining the current 
state of IoT security risk management strategies in organizations, this chapter aimed 
to support IoT security practitioners from industries and governments to establish the 
current state of their IoT security risk management strategies when benchmarked 
against their peers and in turn to enable them to enhance these strategies for matching 
or outrunning the IoT security risk management strategies of their peers. 

First, this chapter enumerated the research questions for the “IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” and provided a reading map for the research questions. 

Then, the chapter described the proposed three-phased methodology for 
addressing the research questions, by describing the nine steps of this methodology 
and their associated outputs. Thus, first, the chapter described the three steps of the 
first phase (i.e., “the Plan and Create phase”) which allowed, among others, the 
definition of the methodology objectives, the design and creation of the “IoTSRM2-
based questionnaire and survey”, along with development of the survey analysis plan. 
Afterwards, it described the three steps of the second phase (i.e., “the Launch and 
Run phase”) which enabled, inter alia, the identification of the target survey 
respondents, the creation and submission of survey participation requests, and the 
collection of survey responses. Next, it described the three steps of the third phase 
(i.e., “the Analyze and Report phase”) which allowed, among others, the generation 
of quantitative figures from qualitative survey data, the formulation of equations for 
survey data analysis, the analysis of survey responses, the design of the reporting 
format, and the reporting of survey findings.
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Subsequently, the chapter presented the “IoTSRM2-based survey results” for 
the three groups of surveyed organizations (i.e., “the surveyed large and small-
medium organizations”, “the surveyed large organizations”, “the surveyed large TMT 
organizations”) that show the current state of IoT security risk management strategies 
in the surveyed organizations relative to the “IoTSRM2”.  

Hence, about “the results for all surveyed organizations”, first, these results 
revealed that the “C-level executive and/or board member” and “Consulting practice 
leader and/or principal” position levels are the top position levels of the survey 
respondents for these organizations. Second, the “IoTSRM2-based survey results” 
revealed that the “Large Organization” category is the top organization type for these 
organizations. Third, “IoTSRM2-based survey results” showed that the “Technology, 
Media, & Telecom (TMT)” industry sector is the top industry sector for these 
organizations. Fourth, these results showed that the “North/South America” region is 
the top region for these organizations. Fifth, about the overall tendency of the IoT 
security risk management strategies of these organizations relative to the “IoTSRM2” 
controls, the findings suggested, among others, that most organizations do best in 
the “Resiliency requirements” control and they do worst in the “IoT security training 
and awareness plan” and “IoT End-of-Life plan” controls. Then, about “the overall 
average IoTSRM2 compliance score” of these organizations for each “IoTSRM2” 
control, the findings showed, among others, that most organizations do best in the 
“Resiliency requirements” control and they do worst in the “IoT security training and 
awareness plan” and “IoT supplier contract management plan” controls. As for the 
“IoTSRM2 compliance score” of each of these organizations, the “IoTSRM2-based 
survey results” revealed, among others, that the top three highest and lowest 
“IoTSRM2 compliance scores” for the surveyed organizations correspond to large (i.e., 
except for one of them) and small-medium organizations, respectively. 

Furthermore, about “the results for the surveyed large organizations”, first, 
these results revealed that the “Consulting practice leader and/or principal” position 
level is the top position level of the survey respondents for these organizations. 
Second, the “IoTSRM2-based survey results” showed that the “Technology, Media, & 
Telecom (TMT)” industry sector is the top industry sector for these organizations. 
Third, the “IoTSRM2-based survey results” showed that the “North/South America” 
region is the top region for these organizations. Fourth, about the “overall average 
IoTSRM2 compliance score” of these organizations for each “IoTSRM2” control, the 
findings showed, among others, that most organizations do best in the “Resiliency 
requirements” control and they do worst in the “IoT software assets inventory” 
control. 

Furthermore, about “the results for the surveyed large TMT organizations”, 
first, the “IoTSRM2-based survey results” revealed that the “Consulting practice 
leader and/or principal” and “C-level executive and/or board member” position levels 
are the top position levels of the survey respondents for these organizations. Second, 
the findings showed that the “North/South America” region is the top region for these 
organizations. Third, about the “overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score” of these 
organizations for each “IoTSRM2” control, the “IoTSRM2-based survey results” 
showed, among others, that most organizations do best in the “IoT security policy” 
control and they do worst in the “Criticality and impact analysis” control. 

Furthermore, this chapter outlined the related work. First, it highlighted the 
absence of research studies that exclusively focus on determining the current state of 
IoT security risk management strategies in organizations. Second, it selected 12 
related research studies based on three selection criteria and one condition. Third, it 
discussed the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” in relation to the selected related 
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studies using seven evaluation criteria based on the proposed methodology and using 
three types of applicability to each evaluation criterion. For instance, about the 
evaluation criterion on the research studies that provide findings that resemble the 
results of the “IoTSRM2-based survey study”, none and eight of the reviewed related 
works were found to meet this criterion fully and partially, respectively. 

This chapter provided the following contributions: 

• The design of a methodology for determining the current state of IoT security 
risk management strategies in the surveyed organizations relative to the 
IoTSRM2; 

• The design, creation, testing, and distribution of the IoTSRM2-based survey 
based on the proposed survey methodology;  

• The determination of the current state of IoT security risk management strategies 
in the surveyed organizations relative to the IoTSRM2 by analyzing the survey 
responses and reporting the IoTSRM2-based survey results; 

• A comparative analysis of the related work for this IoTSRM2-based survey study 
based on a proposed set of evaluation criteria.
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7. FINAL CONCLUSIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS, 

AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

This chapter provides the final conclusions of this thesis, the thesis 
contributions, and the future work. 
 
 

7.1. Final Conclusions 
 

This thesis introduced the doctoral research study, provided overviews of key 
drivers of and enablers for cybersecurity risk management, critically evaluated the 
key cybersecurity risk management drivers based on the proposed evaluation 
methods, provided a critical evaluation of the cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks based on the proposed evaluation methodology, provided the proposed 
IoTSRM2, and offered the findings following the IoTSRM2-based survey study. 

First, Chapter 1 began with the background of this thesis which is structured 
in the background of cybersecurity risk management and the background of “Internet 
of Things (IoT)”. With respect to the background of cybersecurity risk management, 
some of the possible implications for organizations operating in the current digital 
transformation era from the perspective of cybersecurity were outlined, some of the 
key cybersecurity risk management concepts were introduced, and then overviews of 
several renowned cybersecurity risk management standards and methodologies were 
provided. In terms of the possible implications for organizations embracing 
technological advances, these include the widening of the attack surface, the 
incessant evolution of the cyber threat landscape, the ever-growing cybersecurity 
regulatory ecosystem, and in turn the need to continuously improve the cybersecurity 
risk management practices in organizations. Furthermore, some of the main 
cybersecurity risk management concepts relevant for this thesis were defined and 
outlined, namely some key cybersecurity-related terms, the cybersecurity risk 
management process, and six cybersecurity domains relevant for cybersecurity risk 
management strategy. Moreover, an overview of the cybersecurity risk management 
standards which focuses on two categories of standards (i.e., “cybersecurity risk 
management”, and “generic risk management”) was provided. Hence, with respect to 
the cybersecurity risk management standards, eight standards were outlined that 
provide requirements for ISMS, general guidelines for ISMS, general guidelines for 
information security risk management, guidelines on cybersecurity, or requirements 
for cybersecurity risk management. About the generic risk management standards, 
three standards were outlined that provide principles and guidelines on risk 
management or guidelines on risk assessment. Furthermore, Chapter 1 provided an 
overview of the cybersecurity risk management methodologies which includes a few 
notable methodologies that match one of the following three categories: 
“cybersecurity risk assessment”, “cybersecurity risk management”, and 
“cybersecurity maturity assessment”. Hence, four methodologies were outlined for 
the cybersecurity risk assessment category, one methodology was described for the 
cybersecurity risk management category, and one methodology was outlined for the 
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cybersecurity maturity assessment category. Then, with respect the background of 
“Internet of Things (IoT)”, this chapter outlined the various application areas of the 
IoT, different projections for IoT adoptions highlighting the common consensus for 
IoT growth, and it introduced some of the key IoT concepts including the components 
of the “ITU-T’s reference model” for IoT. Afterwards, Chapter 1 addressed the 
motivation, the objectives and structure of this thesis.  

Further, Chapter 2 focused on achieving the first four objectives of the thesis, 
aimed to enable further contributions in the next chapters of the thesis (i.e., Chapters 
3-6), and was structured in four parts. The first part of Chapter 2 provided an 
overview of the cyber threat landscape (i.e., Objectve 1), the second part of Chapter 
2 provided an overview of the cybersecurity regulatory landscape (i.e., Objective 2), 
the third part of Chapter 2 provided an overview of the cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks (i.e., Objective 3), and the fourth part of Chapter 2 provided 
an overview of the IoT security best practices (i.e., Objective 4). In the first part of 
Chapter 2, the overview of the cyber threat landscape was provided by describing 
thirteen threat categories (i.e., “malware attacks”, “social engineering attacks”, 
“denial of service (DoS)”, “spam”, “insider threat”, “hacking attacks”, “attacks on 
privacy and personal data”, “cryptojacking”, “targeted attacks on critical 
infrastructure”, “supply chain attacks”, “cyberpropaganda”, and “legal and regulatory 
sanctions”) that resulted following the categorization of the most frequently 
encountered cybersecurity threats from seventeen relevant and well-renowned 
sources. In the second part of the chapter, the focus then shifted to provide the 
overview of cybersecurity regulatory landscape, and Chapter 2 summarized the 
categories of cybersecurity legislations and regulations that were out of scope and 
then focused exclusively on the generally applicable laws and regulations pertaining 
to the selected areas of statute (i.e., “data protection and privacy” and “critical 
infrastructure protection”) from the jurisdictions that exhibited the highest 
commitment towards cybersecurity worldwide based on the findings from “the Global 
Cybersecurity Index (GCI)” report (i.e., “European Union”, “United States”, and 
“Singapore”). For the European Union, “the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR)” and “the Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems (NISD)” 
were outlined. For Singapore, “the Personal Data Protection Act 2012 (PDPA)” and 
“the Cybersecurity Act (CA)” were covered. As for the United States, at the time of 
conducting the study on the cybersecurity-related legislations, here was no generally 
applicable data protection- and privacy-related legislation found at federal level, and 
“the Critical Infrastructures Protection Act of 2001”, “the Executive Order 13636 on 
Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity”, “the Presidential Policy Directive on 
Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience”, and “the Executive Order 13800 on 
Strengthening the Cybersecurity of Federal Networks and Critical Infrastructure” were 
identified for the critical infrastructure protection area. It is worth noting that “the 
NIST’s Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (NIST CSF)” 
was identified as being the by-product of the US legislation pertaining to the critical 
infrastructure protection area. 

In the third part of Chapter 2, the definition of cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks was provided, the frameworks were grouped into three categories (i.e., 
“cybersecurity-related frameworks”, “generic risk management frameworks” and “IT-
related frameworks”), and several cybersecurity risk management frameworks that 
were considered more relevant were described. With respect to “the cybersecurity-
related frameworks”, ten frameworks were outlined that are applicable to either “risk 
assessment” or “risk management” activities and are supported by a “risk-based” or 
“compliance-based” approach. About “the generic risk management frameworks”, 
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three frameworks were outlined that provide “generic control objectives”, “internal 
controls”, “principles”, or “guidelines on risk management”. As for “the IT-related 
frameworks”, four frameworks were outlined that belong to the following focus areas: 
“IT service management”, “enterprise IT governance and management”, “enterprise-
wide IT risk management”, or “IT capability management”.  

In the fourth part of the chapter, Chapter 2 proposed a novel taxonomic 
hierarchy for classifying IoT security best practices based on their target audience 
group (i.e., “adopter specific”, “general”, “manufacturer specific”, and “supplier 
specific”) and type (i.e., “codes of practice”, “standards”, “guidelines”, and 
“frameworks”), and then it provided a comprehensive overview of 25 selected IoT 
security best practices which were classified using the proposed taxonomic hierarchy. 
Hence, about “the adopter specific IoT security best practices”, Chapter 2 outlined 
one IoT security framework and three guidelines where each of these guidelines 
focuses on generic-based IoT security controls, IoT recommendations specific to 
Identity and Access Management, or healthcare-specific IoT security good practices. 
With respect to “the general IoT security best practices”, Chapter 2 outlined two codes 
of practice that focus on secure IoT systems development lifecycle, two guidelines 
that target sector-specific organizations, one guideline for IoT systems development 
lifecycle, one guideline for secure IoT supply chain, and three frameworks that 
address strategic principles or trustworthiness requirements. Regarding “the 
manufacturer specific IoT security best practices”, Chapter 2 outlined two IoT security 
standards and four guidelines that give security recommendations, baseline 
capabilities, or principles for IoT devices. As for “the supplier specific IoT security best 
practices”, Chapter 2 outlined two codes of practice that provide IoT security 
measures, two IoT security guidelines, and two IoT security frameworks.  

Furthermore, Chapter 3 focused on achieving two objectives of the thesis and 
was structured in two parts. Therefore, in the first part of Chapter 3, a proposed threat 
rating method was applied to evaluate the thirteen cyber threat categories (i.e., 
Objective 5) and in the second part of Chapter 3, the in-scope cybersecurity-related 
legislations were critically evaluated based on a proposed method (i.e., Objective 6). 
Thus, the first part of Chapter 3 provided the proposed threat rating method based 
on a pre-existing taxonomy of organizational cyber harm, a critical evaluation of the 
cyber threat categories based on the resulted threat ratings, and the related work. 
First, the proposed threat rating method was outlined. This proposed method allows 
the analysis of the cyber threat categories, the estimation of the possible extent of 
applicability to cyber harm of each cyber threat category, and the prioritization of 
cyber threat categories. Then, the critical evaluation of the selected cyber threat 
categories was provided and was based on the findings from applying the proposed 
threat rating method. Hence, three cyber threat categories (i.e., “Targeted attacks on 
critical infrastructure”, “Malware attacks”, and “Hacking attacks”) resulted in being 
the most applicable to the types of cyber harm and should be at the top of the list 
when it comes to cyber threats. Furthermore, seven cyber threat categories 
(i.e.,“Attacks on privacy and personal data”, “Cyberpropaganda”, “Insider threat”, 
“Denial of Service (DoS)”, “Supply chain attacks”, “Cyber espionage”, and “Legal and 
regulatory sanctions”) resulted in having a fairly significant extent of applicability in 
relation to the whole spectrum of cyber harm and should also be of focal interest for 
organizations to address cyber threats although these cyber threat categories are not 
at the top of the list when it comes to cyber threats. Afterwards, one cyber threat 
category (i.e., “Social engineering attacks”) resulted in having a moderate extent of 
applicability across all types of cyber harm and should still be seriously addressed by 
organizations considering that it may be an attack vector for other cyber threats. 
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Finnaly, two cyber threat categories (i.e., “Cryptojacking” and “Spam”) resulted 
overall as the top least applicable to cyber harm among the thirteen cyber threat 
categories and should not be overlooked by organizations when it comes to cyber 
threats as these two threat categories are not negligible. Following the critical 
evaluation of the thirteen cyber threat categories, Chapter 3 provided the related 
work in the context of the cyber threat rating methods by discussing the proposed 
cyber threat rating method in comparison with the threat rating methods. Thus, the 
proposed cyber threat rating method leveraged the work on cyber harm taxonomy by 
exploring the potential applicability of the selected thirteen cyber threat categories to 
the types of cyber harm based on historical data and expert judgement to allow the 
evaluation of the thirtheen cyber threat categories. 

Moreover, the second part of Chapter 3 provided the proposed method for 
evaluating the in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations, the critical evaluation of 
these legislations based on the proposed method, and the related work. First, the 
proposed method was described by introducing, among others, the underlying 
categories of the “NIST CSF Identify Function” (i.e., “Asset Management”, “Business 
Environment”, “Governance”, “Risk Assessment”, “Risk Management Strategy”, 
“Supply Chain Risk Management”), which were used for comparing the in-scope 
legislations, and providing the in-scope cybersecurity-related legislations (i.e., “the 
General Data Protection Regulation – GDPR”, “Personal Data Protection Act 2012 – 
PDPA”, “Directive on Security of Network and Information Systems – NISD”, 
“Cybersecurity Act – CA”) for the critical evaluation. Further, Chapter 3 outlined the 
critical evaluation of the selected cybersecurity-related statutes that aimed to identify 
degree of commonality between the in-scope statutes, and to support organizations 
in their journey towards achieving regulatory compliance. Thus, the requirements of 
“GDPR” fairly correspond to three categories (i.e., "Asset 
Management","Governance", "Supply Chain Risk Management") with minor 
discrepancies, and partly correspond to three categories (i.e., "Business 
Environment", "Risk Assessment", "Risk Management Strategy") with some 
discrepancies. Furthermore, the requirements of “PDPA” partly correspond to the 
"Governance" category with some discrepancies and nearly deviate from the five 
categories (i.e., "Asset Management", "Business Environment", "Risk Assessment", 
"Risk Management Strategy", "Supply Chain Risk Management") of the “NIST CSF 
Identify Function” with some similarities. Moreover, the requirements of “NISD” fully 
correspond to two categories (i.e., "Asset Management", "Governance") with no 
apparent discrepancies and fairly correspond to four categories (i.e., "Business 
Environment", "Risk Assessment", "Risk Management Strategy", "Supply Chain Risk 
Management") with minor discrepancies. And, the requirements of “CA” fully 
correspond to "Asset Management" category with no apparent discrepancies, fairly 
correspond to the "Risk Assessment" category with minor discrepancies, partly 
correspond to two categories (i.e., "Business Environment", "Governance") with some 
discrepancies, and nearly deviate from the two categories (i.e., "Risk Management 
Strategy", "Supply Chain Risk Management") of the “NIST CSF Identify Function” with 
some similarities. 

Furthermore, Chapter 3 discussed the related work, which revealed that, at 
the time of conducting the study, much of the literature paid attention to addressing 
cybersecurity laws in silos, other research works provided an overview of a set of 
cybersecurity-related laws from a single jurisdiction, other studies investigated only 
the statutes related to a single cybersecurity area covering multiple jurisdictions  and 
other research works focused on providing cross-references of “GDPR” to different 
cybersecurity-related frameworks. Thus, no previous research work was found that 
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evaluated all four cybersecurity-related laws (i.e., “GDPR”, “NISD”, “PDPA”, “CA”) 
against the “NIST CSF Identify Function”. 

Moreover, Chapter 4 focused on achieving Objective 7 of the thesis and 
provided the proposed methodology for evaluating cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks, a critical evaluation of selected frameworks, and the related work in the 
context of cybersecurity risk management frameworks. First, Chapter 4 provided the 
design of a three-phased methodology that was proposed for evaluating the in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks. Here, the three phases of the proposed 
methodology (i.e., identification of in-scope frameworks, analysis of in-scope 
frameworks, and comparison of in-scope frameworks) were discussed together with 
their corresponding inputs and outputs. Furthermore, based on the proposed 
evaluation methodology, there were eight frameworks identified as in scope: “NIST’s 
Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity (NIST CSF)”, “NIST’s 
Unified Information Security Framework (NIST UISF)”, “Operationally Critical Threat, 
Asset, and Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE)”, “Factor Analysis of Information Risk 
framework (FAIR)”, “Sherwood Applied Business Security Architecture (SABSA)”, 
“MITRE’s Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework (MITRE CREF)”, “AICPA’s 
Cybersecurity Risk Management Reporting Framework (AICPA)”, and “CIS Controls 
version 7 framework (CIS)”. Then, the critical evaluation of these frameworks was 
outlined together with the findings which offer a consolidated characterization of the 
in-scope frameworks and emphasize similarities and differences between them 
through the thirteen evaluation criteria (i.e., “EC1”-“EC13”). Hence, about the “EC1” 
(i.e, “Integrated organization-wide risk management”) evaluation criterion, this is fully 
met by the “NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, and “SABSA” frameworks and it is not met by 
the “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks. About the “EC2” (i.e., “Defines 
the degree of integration between cybersecurity risk management and operational risk 
management”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by “NIST CSF”, “SABSA”, and 
“CIS” frameworks and it is not met by the remaining frameworks. About the “EC3” 
(i.e., “Clearly stating guiding principles of the framework”) evaluation criterion, this is 
fully met by the “OCTAVE”, “SABSA”, “MITRE CREF”, “AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks 
and it is not met by the “FAIR” framework. About the “EC4” (i.e., “Used for undertaking 
end-to-end cybersecurity risk management rather than developing cybersecurity 
architectures and solutions”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by the “NIST CSF” 
and “NIST UISF” frameworks and it applies both ways to the “SABSA” framework. 
About the “EC5” (i.e., “Relationship to standards or regulatory requirements”) and 
“EC6” (i.e., “Relationship to other frameworks”) evaluation criteria, these are fully met 
by all in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks. About the “EC7” (i.e., 
“Risk-based rather than compliance-based”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by 
the “NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “SABSA”, and “MITRE CREF”, it 
applies both ways to the “CIS” framework, and it is not met by the “AICPA” framework. 
About the “EC8” (i.e., “Asset-oriented rather than threat-oriented risk analysis 
approach”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by the “OCTAVE”, “FAIR”, “SABSA”, 
and “AICPA” frameworks, it applies both ways to the “CIS” framework, and it is not 
met by the “NIST UISF” framework. About the “EC9” (i.e., “Quantitative rather than 
qualitative risk assessment approach”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by the 
“FAIR” framework, it applies both ways to the “SABSA” framework, and it is not met 
by the “NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, and “CIS” frameworks. About the “EC10” (i.e., 
“Provides a comprehensive set of recommended cybersecurity controls for managing 
risk”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by the “NIST UISF”, “OCTAVE”, “SABSA”, 
“AICPA”, and “CIS” frameworks and it is not met by the “FAIR” framework. About the 
“EC11” (i.e., “Provides guidance relevant to information sharing”) evaluation criterion, 
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this is fully met by the “NIST CSF”, “NIST UISF”, “SABSA”, “MITRE CREF”, and “AICPA” 
frameworks and it is not met by the “OCTAVE” and “FAIR” frameworks. About the 
“EC12” (i.e., “Available supporting documentation – procedures, templates, methods, 
case studies, etc.”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by the “NIST CSF”, “NIST 
UISF”, “OCTAVE”, and “CIS” frameworks. As for the “EC13” (i.e., “Periodically updated 
for continuous improvement”) evaluation criterion, this is fully met by all in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks, except the “OCTAVE” framework. 

Furthermore, the related work in the context of the evaluation of the 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks was presented in Chapter 4 by looking at 
the scope of previous research works and by considering the approach adopted by 
these works to address the scope. With respect to the scope of previous research 
works, related evaluation studies with a narrower scope and the related evaluation 
studies with a partly different scope were reviewed. With respect to the approach 
adopted by related works to address the scope, four types of approach were identified: 
outlining strenghts and weaknesses, comparison based on the structure of the risk 
assessment / risk management process, comparison based on defined evaluation 
criteria, and feature-by-feature comparison. First, the related works about 
frameworks evaluation with a narrower scope were discussed and classified into two 
types: research studies with fewer frameworks being addressed and research studies 
limited to a specific focus area of frameworks. No research was found with fewer 
frameworks being addressed nor research limited to a specific area of focus was found 
to provide comparison based on the structure of the risk assessment / risk 
management process or to provide comparison based on defined evaluation criteria. 
Also, no research was found to match the type of a narrower scope with fewer 
frameworks being addressed to provide feature-by-feature comparison. In addition, 
the following related works with a narrower scope than the critical evaluation provided 
in Chapter 4 were found and compared with the critical evaluation in question: one 
research study that outlines the strenghts and weaknesses of fewer frameworks, 
another research study limited to a specific focus area of frameworks that outlines 
strenghts and weaknesses, and three research works limited to a specific focus area 
of frameworks that provide a feature-by-feature comparison. Second, the related 
evaluation studies with a partly different scope were discussed and classified into two 
types: research studies addressing best-practices irrespective of types and research 
studies merely-focusing on the risk assessment / risk management related 
methodologies/methods. With respect to the research studies addressing best-
practices irrespective of types, the following related works were found and compared 
with the critical evaluation in question: one research study outlining stregths and 
weaknesses, one research study providing comparison based on the structure of the 
risk assessment / risk management process, another research study providing 
comparison based on defined evaluation criteria, and two research studies providing 
feature-by-feature comparison. With respect to the research studies merely-focusing 
on the risk assessment / risk management related methodologies/methods, the 
following related works were found and compared with the critical evaluation in 
question: one research study outlining stregths and weaknesses, two research studies 
providing comparison based on the structure of the risk assessment/ risk 
management process, four research studies providing comparison based on defined 
evaluation criteria, and three research studies providing feature-by-feature 
comparison. 

Moreover, Chapter 5 focused on achieving Objective 8 of the thesis and 
provided the proposed methodology for developing the IoT security risk management 
strategy reference model, the proposed “IoT security risk management strategy 
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reference model (IoTSRM2)”, the evaluation of selected informative references of 
“IoTSRM2”, and the comprehensive analysis of the related work for “IoTSRM2”. First, 
the three-phased methodology for developing the “IoTSRM2” was described and 
consisted of nine steps and outputs, namely three steps with associated outputs for 
each of the three phases (i.e., “Scoping”, “Analysis”, and “Creation”).  

Afterwards, the proposed “IoTSRM2” was described as part of Chapter 5. The 
proposed “IoTSRM2” consists of 6 domains, 16 objectives, and 30 controls for IoT 
adopters from any sector, which should be addressed by both IoT adopters and IoT 
suppliers. First, an illustrative overview of the proposed “IoTSRM2” was provided. 
Then, for each informative reference of the proposed “IoTSRM2”, the total number of 
unique in-scope IoT security requirements mapped to the “IoTSRM2” controls was 
provided. Next, the “IoTSRM2” objectives were provided for each “IoTSRM2” domain, 
the “IoTSRM2” controls were described in line with the target information granularity 
for each “IoTSRM2” objective, and, among others, the prioritization of “IoTSRM2” 
controls based on their adjusted weights was provided. 

Moreover, the critical evaluation of selected informative references of 
“IoTSRM2” based on their percentage-wise linkage to “IoTSRM2” from Chapter 5 
included the overall evaluation of selected informative references and individual 
evaluations of selected informative references for each “IoTSRM2” domain. With 
respect to the overall evaluation of selected seven informative references (i.e., Refs. 
[Age20a], [CSA19a], [ENI18b], [ENI20a], [IoT16], [IoT20a], and [NIS20a]), it 
outlined the critical evaluation of the selected informative references relative to their 
percentage-wise linkage to the “IoTSRM2” domains and to the entire “IoTSRM2”, and 
the critical evaluation of the selected informative references based on their number 
of in-scope IoT security requirements for each “IoTSRM2” domain. With respect to the 
percentage-wise linkage of the selected informative references to each “IoTSRM2” 
domain, Refs. [Age20a], [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT20a] each resulted as the most 
linked to some of the “IoTSRM2” domains. In addition, with respect to the percentage-
wise linkage of the selected informative references to the entire “IoTSRM2”, Refs. 
[ENI18b], [CSA19a], and [Age20a] resulted in being the top three most linked to 
“IoTSRM2”, in that order. In addition, Refs. [Age20a], [ENI18b], [IoT20a] and 
[NIS20a] resulted in being the most focused on the “Governance” domain. Then, with 
respect to the individual evaluations of selected informative references for each 
“IoTSRM2” domain, the selected informative references were critically evaluated 
relative to their percentage-wise linkage to the objectives of the “IoTSRM2” domain 
and to the entire “IoTSRM2” domain. Firstly, the findings revealed that Refs. 
[CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [NIS20a] are the top three most linked to the “Asset 
Management” domain, in that order. Secondly, the findings revealed that Refs. 
[ENI18b], [Age20a], and [ENI20a] are the top three most linked to “Business 
Environment” domain, in that order, where both Refs. [Age20a] and [ENI20a] share 
the same position. Thirdly, the findings revealed that Refs. [ENI18b], [IoT20a], and 
[CSA19a] are the top three most linked to the “Governance” domain, in that order. 
Fourthly, the findings revealed that Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT16] are the 
top three most linked to “Risk Assessment” domain, in that order. Fifthly, the findings 
revealed that Refs. [CSA19a], [ENI18b], and [IoT20a] are the top three most linked 
to “Risk Management Strategy” domain, where they all share the same position. 
Sixthly and finally, the findings revealed that Refs. [Age20a], [ENI18b], and [CSA19a] 
are the top three most linked to “Supply Chain Risk Management” domain, in that 
order. 

Furthermore, the comprehensive analysis of the related work for “IoTSRM2” 
was presented in Chapter 5 through the comparison of the proposed “IoTSRM2” with 
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the 25 selected IoT security best practices based on eight evaluation criteria and three 
types of applicability to each evaluation criterion (i.e., “E1”-“E8”). Hence, about the 
“E1” (i.e., “Focus on strategic IoT security practices over technical IoT security 
practices”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to seven informative references and 
the “IoTSRM2” and applies to a certain extent, but not fully, to ten informative 
references. About the “E2” (i.e., “Methodology for developing the recommended IoT 
security requirements / controls is clearly described”) evaluation criterion, this fully 
applies to seven informative references and the “IoTSRM2” and applies to a certain 
extent, but not fully, to four informative references. About the “E3” (i.e., “Mapping of 
IoT security requirements / controls to NIST CSF’s Categories and Subcategories”) 
evaluation criterion, this fully applies to the “IoTSRM2” and applies to a certain extent, 
but not fully, to two informative references. About the “E4” (i.e., “Clearly indicate for 
each IoT security requirement / control expected IoT security actions / activities from 
IoT suppliers of the target audience”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to the 
“IoTSRM2” and applies to a certain extent, but not fully, to ten informative references. 
About the “E5” (i.e., “Provides integration points with the cybersecurity program as 
part of each IoT security requirement / control”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies 
to the “IoTSRM2” and applies to a certain extent, but not fully, to four informative 
references. About the “E6” (i.e., “Mapping of relevant IoT security best practices with 
unique identifiers to each recommended IoT security requirement / control”) 
evaluation criterion, this fully applies to two informative references and the “IoTSRM2” 
and applies to a certain extent, but not fully, to eleven informative references. About 
the “E7” (i.e., “Prioritization of the recommended IoT security requirements / controls”) 
evaluation criterion, this fully applies to three informative references and the 
“IoTSRM2” and applies to a certain extent, but not fully, to four informative references. 
Finally, about the “E8” (i.e., “Provides statistics for the mapping of informative 
references”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to one informative reference and the 
“IoTSRM2” and it does not apply to the remaining informative references. 

Furthermore, Chapter 6 focused on achieving Objective 9 of the thesis. It 
provided the 14 research questions for the “IoTSRM2-based survey study”, the 
proposed survey methodology for addressing the research questions, the survey 
results following the analysis of the survey responses of leaders from industries and 
governments from around the world, and the comprehensive analysis of the related 
work for the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” using seven evaluation criteria. Following 
the introduction of the 14 research questions for the “IoTSRM2-based survey study”, 
the three-phased survey methodology for addressing the 14 research questions was 
described and consisted of nine steps and outputs, namely three steps with associated 
outputs for each of the three phases (i.e., the “Plan and Create”, “Launch and Run”, 
and “Analyze and Report” phases). Subsequently, Chapter 6 presented the survey 
results for three groups of surveyed organizations (i.e., “the surveyed large and small-
medium organizations”, “the surveyed large organizations”, “the surveyed large TMT 
organizations”). Hence, with respect to the results for “the surveyed large and small-
medium organizations”, these results revealed that the “C-level executive and/or 
board member” and “Consulting practice leader and/or principal” position levels are 
the top position levels of the survey respondents for the surveyed organizations, the 
“Large Organization” category is the top organization type for these organizations, 
the “Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT)” industry sector is the top industry sector 
for the surveyed organizations, and that “North/South America” region is the top 
region for the surveyed organizations. Furthermore, about the overall tendency of the 
IoT security risk management strategies of the surveyed organizations relative to the 
“IoTSRM2” controls, the findings suggested, among others, that the majority of 
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organizations engage in IoT risk assessments, focus on improving the resilience of 
their IoT infrastructures, lack all-encompassing IoT asset inventories, adopt either 
one-size-fits-all or ad hoc IoT security risk management approaches, underperform 
when it comes to IoT supply chain risk management, and underperform in strategizing 
IoT governance and risk management.Then, about “the overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance score” of the surveyed organizations for each “IoTSRM2” control, the 
majority of the surveyed organizations appeared to do better when it comes to the 
“Resiliency requirements”, “IoT security operations roles and responsibilities”, and 
“IoT risk identification and analysis” controls of the “IoTSRM2”, and these surveyed 
organizations should consider fast-tracking the improvement of their capabilities 
related to the “IoT security training and awareness plan”, “IoT supplier contract 
management plan”, “IoT End-of-Life plan”, “IoT software assets inventory”, “IoT 
supply chain risk assessment”, and “Criticality and impact analysis” controls of the 
“IoTSRM2” where they appeared to underperform. As for “the IoTSRM2 compliance 
score” of each of the surveyed organizations, the results revealed, among others, that 
the top three highest and lowest “IoTSRM2 compliance scores” for the surveyed 
organizations correspond to large (i.e., except for one of them) and small-medium 
organizations, respectively. 

Furthermore, with respect to the results for “the surveyed large 
organizations”, these results revealed that the “Consulting practice leader and/or 
principal” position levels is the top position level of the survey respondents for the 
surveyed large organizations, the “Technology, Media, & Telecom (TMT)” industry 
sector is the top industry sector for the surveyed large organizations, and that the 
“North/South America” region is the top region for the surveyed large organizations. 
In addition, with respect to “the overall average IoTSRM2 compliance score” of the 
surveyed large organizations for each “IoTSRM2” control, the majority of the surveyed 
large organizations appeared to perform better in terms of the “Resiliency 
requirements”, “IoT security operations roles and responsibilities”, “Cybersecurity 
regulatory framework” and “IoT security policy” controls of the “IoTSRM2”, and these 
surveyed large organizations should consider accelerating the improvement of their 
capabilities related to the “IoT software assets inventory”, “IoT hardware assets 
inventory”, “IoT End-of-Life plan”, “End-of-Life policy” and “Criticality and impact 
analysis” controls of the “IoTSRM2”. 

Moreover, with respect to the results for “the surveyed large TMT 
organizations”, the results revealed that the “Consulting practice leader and/or 
principal” and “C-level executive and/or board member” position levels are the top 
position levels of the survey respondents for the surveyed large TMT organizations 
and that the “North/South America” region is the top region for the surveyed large 
TMT organizations. In addition, with respect to “the overall average IoTSRM2 
compliance score” of the surveyed large TMT organizations for each “IoTSRM2” 
control, the majority of the surveyed large TMT organizations appeared to perform 
better when it comes to the “IoT security policy”, “Disclosure-based IoT vulnerability 
discovery”, “IoT risk identification and analysis”, “IoT vulnerability management 
plan”, “Assessment-based IoT vulnerability discovery”, “Context-informed IoT 
security risk tolerances”, “IoT trustworthiness requirements”, “Cybersecurity risk 
register and IoT risk responses”, “IoT supply chain risk management plan”, and “IoT 
supplier contract management plan” controls of the “IoTSRM2”, and these surveyed 
large TMT organizations should consider boosting the pace of the improvement of 
their capabilities related to the “Criticality and impact analysis”, “Vulnerability 
disclosure policy”, “IoT software assets inventory”, and “IoT security training and 
awareness plan” controls of the “IoTSRM2”. 
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Further, Chapter 6 discussed the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” in relation to 
the selected related studies using seven evaluation criteria based on the proposed 
methodology and using three types of applicability to each evaluation criterion (i.e., 
“the evaluation criterion fully applies”, “the evaluation criterion applies to a certain 
Extent”, and “the as-is evaluation criterion does not apply”). Hence, about the “E1” 
(i.e., “The research study is focused on determining the current state of IoT security 
risk management strategies in organizations”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies 
to the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” and applies to a certain extent to 12 related 
studies. About the “E2” (i.e., “The methodology for achieving the intended purpose of 
the research study is clearly described”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to one 
related study and the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” and applies to a certain extent 
to five related studies. About the “E3” (i.e., “The underlying design best practice of 
the research method of the methodology, is clearly documented”) evaluation criterion, 
this fully applies to the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” and applies to a certain extent 
to one related study. About the “E4” (i.e., “Provides results for organizations of a 
specific organization size”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to three related 
studies and the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” and does not apply to the other related 
studies. About the “E5” (i.e., “Provides results for organizations from a specific 
industry sector”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to four related studies and the 
“IoTSRM2-based survey study” and does not apply to the other related studies. About 
the “E6” (i.e., “The results reveal the level of compliance of each subject with a 
reference model”) evaluation criterion, this fully applies to the “IoTSRM2-based 
survey study” and applies to a certain extent to one related study. Finally, about the 
“E7” (i.e., “The findings resemble the results of the IoTSRM2-based survey”) 
evaluation criterion, this fully applies to the “IoTSRM2-based survey study” and 
applies to a certain extent to eight related studies.
 
 

7.2. Thesis Contributions 
 

Each chapter of this doctoral thesis provided the corresponding contributions 
of the author. These contributions are outlined in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. 

 
Table 7.1. Theoretical contributions 

No. Contribution 
Chapter 

No. 
Reference1 

1. 

The definition of the „standard”, „method”, and 

„methodology” terms to clearly delineate the distinction 
between them 

1 [Giu+21] 

2. 

The definition of the „cybersecurity risk management 

framework” term to enable a common understanding of this 
term  

2 [Giu+21] 

3. 

The development of a novel taxonomic hierarchy that 
classifies IoT security best practices based on their 

applicability to specific groups of target audience and type 
of IoT security best practice  

2 [Pop+21a] 

4. 
A comparison of the proposed threat rating method with 
the related work  3 [Pop+19b] 
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No. Contribution 
Chapter 

No. 
Reference1 

5. 
An analysis of the related work relevant to the evaluation of 
cybersecurity-related legislations  3 [Pop+19a] 

6. 

A comprehensive analysis of the related work relevant to 
the evaluation of cybersecurity risk management 

frameworks that delved into previous studies with a 
narrower scope and a partly different scope  

4 [Pop20] 

7. 

A comparative analysis of the related work for the proposed 

reference model based on a proposed set of evaluation 

criteria  
5 [Pop+21a] 

8. 

A comparative analysis of the related work for this 

IoTSRM2-based survey study based on a proposed set of 

evaluation criteria  
6 [Pop+21b] 

1 Note that these references indicate publications and/or scientific reports of the author of this 
thesis. 

 
Table 7.2. Theoretical contributions applicable in practice 

No. Contribution 
Chapter 

No. 
Reference1 

1. 

The identification, categorization, and description of 

standards and methodologies relevant to cybersecurity risk 
management based on the study of the literature on 

cybersecurity risk management  

1 [Giu+21] 

2. 

The determination and categorization of current cyber 

threats into thirteen up-to-date cyber threat categories 
along with the description of these cyber threat categories 

based on the investigation of seventeen relevant and well-
renowned sources  

2 [Pop+19b]  

3. 

An overview of the cybersecurity-related legislations and 
regulations pertaining to two cybersecurity areas of statute 

for three separate jurisdictions  
2 [Pop+19a] 

4. 

The identification, categorization, and description of 

frameworks relevant to cybersecurity risk management 
based on the study of the literature on the cybersecurity 

risk management  

2 [Giu+21] 

5. 

The identification, classification, and description of IoT 
security best practices based on the study of literature and 

the proposed taxonomic hierarchy 
2 [Pop+21a] 

6. 
The design of a novel cyber threat rating method and the 

creation of a threat rating tool  3 [Pop+19b] 

7. 
The design of a new method for evaluating selected key 

cybersecurity-related legislations  3 [Pop+19a] 

8. 

The design of a three-phased methodology that involves 
identification, analysis, and comparison of in-scope 

cybersecurity risk management frameworks  
4 [Pop20] 
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No. Contribution 
Chapter 

No. 
Reference1 

9. 

The development of a hierarchical structure for evaluating 
the in-scope cybersecurity risk management frameworks, 

which includes seven dimensions and thirteen evaluation 
criteria  

4 [Giu+21] 

10. 

The definition of six linguistic values for rating the in-scope 
cybersecurity risk management frameworks against the 

evaluation criteria  
4 [Giu+21] 

11. 

The design of a methodology for developing the IoT 

security risk management strategy reference model based 
on best practices 

5 [Pop+21a] 

12. 

The design of a methodology for determining the current 

state of IoT security risk management strategies in the 

surveyed organizations relative to the IoTSRM2  
6 [Pop+21b] 

1 Note that these references indicate publications and/or scientific reports of the author of this 
thesis. 

 
Table 7.3. Practical contributions 

No. Contribution 
Chapter 

No. 
Reference1 

1. 

The application of the proposed cyber threat rating method 

to thirteen cyber threat categories for evaluating these 
cyber threat categories  

3 [Pop+19b] 

2. 

The critical evaluation of the thirteen cyber threat 

categories based on their possible extents of applicability to 
cyber harm 

3 [Pop+19b] 

3. 

The critical evaluation of the in-scope cybersecurity-related 
legislations to establish the degree of commonality between 

them from the perspective of organizational understanding 
to managing cybersecurity risk  

3 [Pop+19a] 

4. 

The critical evaluation of eight cybersecurity risk 
management frameworks based on the proposed 

evaluation methodology  
4 [Giu+21] 

5. 

The development of a reference model for IoT security risk 

management strategy that is suitable for IoT adopters from 

any sector based on the proposed methodology 
5 [Pop+21a] 

6. 

A critical evaluation of selected informative references of 

the IoTSRM2 based on their linkage to the proposed 

reference model  
5 [Pop+21a] 

7. 

The design, creation, testing, and distribution of the 

IoTSRM2-based survey based on the proposed survey 

methodology  
6 [Pop+21b] 

8. 
The determination of the current state of IoT security risk 
management strategies in the surveyed organizations 6 [Pop+21b] 
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No. Contribution 
Chapter 

No. 
Reference1 

relative to the IoTSRM2 by analyzing the survey responses 

and reporting the IoTSRM2-based survey results  

1 Note that these references indicate publications and/or scientific reports of the author of this 
thesis. 

 
This thesis is supported by five research papers. The list of the publications 

was tagged according to the type of the publication: ISI Journal, ISI Conference 
Proceedings and Springer Book Chapter. Thus, the list of the publications is the 
following: 

• Popescu, T.M., Popescu, A.M., & Prostean, G. (2021a). IoT Security Risk 
Management Strategy Reference Model (IoTSRM2). Future Internet, 13 (6), 148. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/fi13060148 (ISI Journal) 

• Popescu, T.M., Popescu, A.M., & Prostean, G. (2021b). Leaders’ Perspectives on 
IoT Security Risk Management Strategies in Surveyed Organizations Relative to 
IoTSRM2. Applied Sciences, 11 (19), 9206. 
https://doi.org/10.3390/app11199206 (ISI Journal) 

• Giuca, O., Popescu, T.M., Popescu, A.M., Prostean, G., & Popescu, D.E. (2021). 
A Survey of Cybersecurity Risk Management Frameworks. In V. Balas, L. Jain, M. 
Balas & S. Shahbazova (Eds.), Soft Computing Applications. SOFA 2018. 
Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing (Vol. 1221, pp. 240-272). Cham: 
Springer. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-51992-6_20 (Springer Book 
Chapter) 

• Popescu, T.M., Popescu, A.M., Prostean, G., & Popescu, D.E. (2019a). 
Evaluation of legislations from the perspective of organizational understanding to 
managing cybersecurity risk. In K.S. Soliman (Eds.) Proceedings of the 33rd 
International Business Information Management Association Conference, IBIMA 
2019: Education Excellence and Innovation Management through Vision 2020 
(pp. 4677-4689). ISBN: 978-0-9998551-2-6 (ISI Conference Proceedings) 

• Popescu, T.M., Popescu, A.M., Prostean, G., & Popescu, D.E. (2019b). 
Cybersecurity Threat Rating Method Based on Potential Cyber Harm’, In: Soliman 
K. S. (Eds.) Proceedings of the 34th International Business Information 
Management Association Conference (IBIMA). Vision 2025: Education Excellence 
and Management of Innovations through Sustainable Economic Competitive 
Advantage (pp. 5909- 5920). ISBN: 978-0-9998551-3-3 (ISI Conference 
Proceedings) 

 
The PhD reports that were presented are the following: 

• Popescu, T.M. (2020). Cybersecurity Risk Management (Ph.D. Report 1). 
Politehnica University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania. 

• Popescu, T.M. (2021). IoT Security Risk Management Strategy (Ph.D. Report 
2). Politehnica University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania. 
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7.3. Future Work 
 

Throughout this research work, several possible future research directions 
were identified on the cybersecurity risk management drivers and enablers. 

Firstly, with respect to the research work on the cyber threat landscape, future 
work may include redoing the overview of the cyber threat landscape after a certain 
time in order to ensure that the thirteen cyber threat categories remain relevant and 
up to date. In addition, after reconducting this study on the cyber threat categories, 
future work may involve rating the resulted cyber threat categories using the 
proposed cyber threat rating method of this thesis along with a comparative analysis 
of the findings from this thesis with the ones from this future work. 

Secondly, with respect to research work on the cybersecurity regulatory 
landscape, future work may involve extending the overview of the cybersecurity-
related legislations and regulations after a certain time to include more areas of 
statute (e.g., IoT security laws) and more jurisdictions or the jurisdictions that will 
show the greatest level of commitment towards cybersecurity when this study will be 
conducted. In addition, after performing this study, another future work may involve 
an extension of the critical evaluation of the cybersecurity-related legislations and 
regulations from this thesis by analyzing the legal requirements against the 
Categories of all Functions of the “NIST Cybersecurity Framework”. 

Thirdly, with respect to research work on the cybersecurity risk management 
frameworks, future work may involve extending the critical evaluation to include 
framework enablers (e.g., standards, methodologies). 

Fourthly, with respect to research work on the proposed “IoTSRM2”, future 
work may include several projects such as the implementation of the “IoTSRM2” in 
organizations, the extension of the “IoTSRM2” to include all Functions of the “NIST 
Cybersecurity Framework”, and the undertaking of a survey based on the extended 
version of the “IoTSRM2”. 

Fifthly and finally, with respect to research work on the “IoTSRM2-based 
survey study”, future work may include several projects such as extending the 
existing study to further explore the surveyed small-medium organizations and the 
surveyed large organizations from the second top industry sector for the surveyed 
organizations (i.e., “Energy & Utilities”), performing “IoTSRM2-based assessments” 
of individual organizations and benchmarking their IoT security postures against the 
“IoTSRM2-based survey findings”, and redoing the “IoTSRM2-based survey” after a 
certain time to compare survey results.
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A2. Selected Screenshots from the IoTSRM2-Based 

Survey 
 

 

Fig. A2.1. Screenshot of the welcome screen of the IoTSRM2-based survey [Pop+21b] 

 

Fig. A2.2. Screenshot with the first question from the IoTSRM2-based survey [Pop+21b] 
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A3. Summary of the IoTSRM2-Based Survey Responses 

in Numbers 
 

Table A3.1. Summary of the survey responses in numbers per IoTSRM2 controls and related 

questions [Pop+21b] 

IoTSRM2 

Question 

ID 

IoTSRM2 

Control 

No. of 

“No, to a 

great 

extent” 

No. of 

“No, to a 

certain 

extent” 

No. of 

“Yes, to a 

certain 

extent” 

No. of 

“Yes, to a 

great 

extent” 

“6” 
“IoT hardware assets 

inventory” 
“6” “12” “10” “3” 

“7” 
“IoT software assets 

inventory” 
“8” “11” “11” “1” 

“8” 
“Criticality and impact 

analysis” 
“5” “12” “13” “1” 

“9” 
“Resiliency 

requirements” 
“5” “5” “15” “6” 

“10” “IoT security policy” “5” “9” “13” “4” 

“11” “Privacy policy” “7” “7” “16” “1” 

“12” 
“Vulnerability 

disclosure policy” 
“7” “9” “12” “3” 

“13” “End-of-Life policy” “7” “12” “11” “1” 

“14” 

“IoT security 

governance structures 

and responsibilities” 

“5” “9” “12” “5” 

“15” 

“IoT security 

operations roles and 

responsibilities” 

“5” “6” “14” “6” 

“16” 
“Cybersecurity 

regulatory framework” 
“6” “7” “13” “5’ 

“17” 

“IoT security and 

privacy controls 

management plan” 

“5” “11” “12” “3” 

“18” 
“IoT security budget 

plan” 
“6” “10” “11” “4” 

“19” 

“IoT security 

measurement and 

reporting plan” 

“8” “10” “11” “2” 
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IoTSRM2 

Question 

ID 

IoTSRM2 

Control 

No. of 

“No, to a 

great 

extent” 

No. of 

“No, to a 

certain 

extent” 

No. of 

“Yes, to a 

certain 

extent” 

No. of 

“Yes, to a 

great 

extent” 

“20” 
“IoT security training 

and awareness plan” 
“8” “13” “9” “1” 

“21” 
“IoT security incident 

response plan” 
“7” “9” “10” “5” 

“22” 
“IoT vulnerability 

management plan” 
“5” “8” “14” “4” 

“23” “IoT End-of-Life plan” “7” “14” “8” “2” 

“24” 
“Disclosure-based IoT 

vulnerability discovery” 
“6” “7” “12” “6” 

“25” 
“Assessment-based IoT 

vulnerability discovery” 
“5” “8” “14” “4” 

“26” 

“Intelligence-driven 

IoT threat 

identification” 

“6” “9” “11” “5” 

“27” 
“Assessment-based IoT 

threat identification” 
“7” “9” “11” “4” 

“28” 
“IoT risk identification 

and analysis” 
“5” “7” “15” “4” 

“29” 

“Cybersecurity risk 

register and IoT risk 

responses” 

“5” “8” “14” “4” 

“30” 

“IoT security risk 

appetite and 

tolerances” 

“5” “15” “6” “5” 

“31” 

“Context-informed IoT 

security risk 

tolerances” 

“4” “14” “8” “5” 

“32” 
“IoT supply chain risk 

management plan” 
“6” “13” “9” “3” 

“33” 
“IoT supply chain risk 

assessment” 
“7” “13” “9” “2” 

“34” 
“IoT supplier contract 

management plan” 
“10” “10” “9” “2” 

“35” 
“IoT trustworthiness 

requirements” 
“10” “7” “11” “3” 
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